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Abstract

This thesis addresses the problem of rapid development and dynamic deployment
of services in the distributed service environment. It is not enough to deploy ser-
vices rapidly, as the dynamic service environment is changing continually, requiring
services to be adaptable also. By this we mean, that in addition to being able to
rapidly deploy new services, it must be possible to dynamically change existing ser-
vices to adapt to conditions in the service environment that were not foreseen when
the service was originally deployed. In this environment, service availability is an
important concern.

Traditionally, availability has been seen as an atomic property asserting the aver-
age time a system is "up" or "down". In order to model and analyse the availability
of computerised systems in a world where the dependency on and complexity of such
systems are increasing, this notion of availability is no longer sufficient. This thesis
provides a conceptual model for service availability designed to meet the challenges
of ensuring availability in a rapidly changing telecommunications environment. The
core of this model is a characterisation of service availability by means of accessibility
properties and exclusivity properties, which is further specialised into measurable
aspects of service availability.

One of the core challenges of service engineering is to find practical ways to model
services (partial functionalities) separately such that services may be composed into
well functioning systems while satisfying availability requirements. This is especially
challenging for services being provided in a distributed manner requiring cooperation
of several components and actors (users).

This thesis presents a policy-driven methodology and approach for modelling
dynamic composition of services. This involves a model-driven concept for enabling
dynamic composition of separately specified service parts. We demonstrate this con-
cept for dynamically adding authentication and authorization to existing services, as
a means to provide and restrict access to the service for authorized users only. The
concept of a policy enforcement state machine (PESM) diagram and composition
policies are used to model dynamic composition of services. The PESM diagrams
and composition policies specify the coordination of separately specified UML2.x
collaborations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the thesis work and an overview of the
thesis.

1.1 Background and Motivation

With the advent of the Internet and the arrival of full competition in European
telecommunications, the telecommunications environment has been evolving since
the early 1990s. Prior to that, telephony services only were provided by dedicated
fixed line and mobile networks completely controlled by single, national operators
in each country in Europe. Today there are a vast number of service providers,
services, third party vendors, and a range of network technologies, and for which
there is a drive for convergence, to deliver all services over a single IP-based core
network. Indeed, during the work of this thesis, the service offerings have evolved
from simple voice over IP (VoIP) and streaming services to also including more
complex user oriented networking services such as Facebook [Fac], YouTube [You],
MySpace [MyS] and interactive IPTV services. Service availability is an important
concern in this enhanced, multimedia service environment. It is important in this
converged, IP-based service environment to ensure that services can be provisioned
with acceptable availability characteristics.

A service is an identified functionality involving a collaboration among entities
that achieves some desired goals/effects for end users or other entities. One impor-
tant aspect of services is that they normally are partial functionalities that cross-cut
the component structure of a system so that a service may involve several collabo-
rating components while each component may participate in several services.

In order for service providers to be able to proactively keep up with the rapidly
changing and converging telecommunications environment, there is a need to be
able to design and develop services so that they may be deployed and adapted
dynamically. There is a push for development and launching of services dynamically
and flexibly. For this, it should be possible to adapt systems transparently to changes
in the environment and it should be possible to add new services while adapting
existing services with a minimum of user intervention.

This thesis addresses the problem of rapid development and dynamic deploy-
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4 1.1. Background and Motivation

ment of services in the distributed service environment. It is not enough to deploy
services rapidly, as the dynamic service environment is changing continually, requir-
ing services to be adaptable at runtime also. By this we mean, that in addition to
being able to rapidly deploy new services, it must be possible to dynamically change
existing services at runtime to adapt to conditions in the service environment that
were not foreseen when the service was originally deployed.

The overall goal of our work is to define a model-based process for enabling dy-
namic composition of services to address the need to develop dynamically adaptable
services. By model-based we mean that models are used to drive the service de-
velopment process. More specifically, the goal of this thesis is to develop a set of
authentication and authorisation patterns specified as models for composing with
services, to specify a concept for modelling dynamic composition of the patterns
with services, and to provide a methodology explaining how to use the patterns
and concepts in a policy-driven model-based approach to dynamic composition of
patterns and services.

Traditionally, availability has been considered as an atomic property asserting the
average time a system is "up" or "down" [Ros97]. Considering the emerging range
of IP-based services being delivered in public and private networks today, several
challenges follow from the traditional understanding of availability. One challenge
is that even with a high mean rate of availability, failure that occurs during peak
service request periods will result in high operational loss. For example, a web-based
application such as a concert ticket sales service may have 99, 999% availability,
however if it is down for the 5 minutes when concert tickets to a popular artist are
put out for online sale while at the same tickets can be purchase via competing
distributors, this means a considerable loss of profit for the adversely affected ticket
sales web-site even though the service is considered to be highly available along
traditional lines [Ask].

As service provisioning evolves, fulfilling the requirements for ensuring availabil-
ity is becoming more and more dependent on the characteristics and requirements
of the services themselves. In order to model and analyse service availability of
differentiated services in the complex and rapidly changing telecommunications en-
vironment in which services are deployed, this notion of availability is no longer
sufficient. There is a need for a more enhanced understanding of what availability
is, allowing for different aspects of today’s services and the environment that they
are deployed in, to be taken into account. This thesis provides a conceptual model
for service availability designed to meet the challenges of ensuring availability in
a rapidly changing telecommunications environment. The core of this model is a
characterization of service availability by means of accessibility properties and ex-
clusivity properties, which is further specialised into measurable aspects of service
availability.

Based on the model, the problem of modelling patterns as re-usable means for
ensuring service availability when combined with services is addressed. The aim is to
specify these patterns in a flexible and re-usable manner so that they may be easily
adapted and specialised according to the needs of the services that the patterns are
to be composed with. As it is a vast task to specify patterns to address both the
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accessibility and exclusivity aspects, we have narrowed this down to considering only
authentication and authorisation (AA)-patterns, to be composed with services, as a
means to provide and restrict access to services for authorised users only.

One of the core challenges of service engineering is to find practical ways to
model services (partial functionalities) separately such that services may be com-
posed into well functioning systems while satisfying availability requirements. This
is especially challenging for services being provided in a distributed manner requir-
ing cooperation of several components and actors (users). This brings us to the next
problem that this thesis addresses; how to define a model-based process for enabling
dynamic composition of separately specified service parts. We address this general
problem in the special case of dynamically composing re-usable authentication and
authorisation patterns with services.

Service composition techniques can be categorized as: static or dynamic and
manual or automatic. Manual composition means that the composition is per-
formed by persons who have access to the elementary services whereas in automatic
composition this is performed by a software agent, based on some predefined algo-
rithms [FS04]. Static composition is performed at design or compile time, whereas
dynamic composition is performed at runtime. We focus on the problem of spec-
ifying a model-based approach to enable dynamic composition of services. More
specifically, on specifying which services are to be composed dynamically, under
what conditions, and in which order.

For modelling dynamic composition of authentication and authorisation patterns
with services, we introduce the concept of a policy enforcement state machine dia-
gram (PESM) and composition policies, to model policy-ruled choreography of UML
2.x collaborations. The PESM can be considered as an extension of the UML2.x
activity diagram. The PESM makes it possible to model dynamic composition of
services in the runtime system. This allows for flexibility and reuse of collaborations
depending on the policy rules. This concept is particularly useful for enabling dy-
namic composition of AA-patterns and services. In particular, for enabling reuse of
AA-patterns in service composition and adaptability when the security level needs
to be upgraded.

The semantics of UML diagrams are stated informally in the UML standard. As
the PESM is an extension of the UML 2.x modelling language there may be ambigui-
ties which may lead to different interpretations of the meaning of the diagrams. In or-
der to provide a precise understanding of the meaning of the PESM and composition
policies, we have defined a formal semantics based on STAIRS [HHRS05, Run07].

In order to make use of the AA-patterns in service composition, a methodology
is required to explain how to use the concept for modelling dynamic composition
of services. This involves explaining how to select which patterns should be used
to satisfy service availability requirements and to explain how to compose the pat-
terns with services statically and dynamically. To address this problem, this thesis
presents a policy-driven methodology and approach for modelling dynamic compo-
sition of services.
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1.2 Contributions

This thesis presents a policy-driven approach to service modelling, design, deploy-
ment and implementation. In this thesis there are four main contributions:

1.2.1 A Conceptual Model for Service Availability

The conceptual model for service availability (CMSA) takes into account a much
broader spectrum of aspects that influence availability than previously addressed
by work of this area. The heart of the model lies in the characterization of service
availability as a composite notion consisting of exclusivity, i.e., the ability to ensure
access for authorised users only, and accessibility, i.e., the property of being on hand
and useable when needed. Section 5.2 gives and overview of the conceptual model.

1.2.2 A Framework and Classification of Authentication and
Authorisation Patterns

The framework consists of a classification of authentication and authorisation tech-
niques as patterns. The authentication and authorisation patterns (AA-patterns)
are specified in a flexible and reusable manner, using UML 2.x. The patterns provide
a compositional means to provide and restrict access to services for authorised users
only when composed with services. Section 5.3 gives an overview of the framework
and classification of AA-patterns.

1.2.3 A Concept for Modelling Dynamic Composition of Ser-
vices

The concept of a policy enforcement state machine (PESM) diagram and com-
position policies are used to model dynamic composition of services. The PESM
diagrams and composition policies specify the coordination of separately specified
UML2.x collaborations. A precise syntax for composition policies is specified, us-
ing Extended BNF. The PESM diagram expresses graphically the ordering and
policy decisions to be taken when collaborations are composed dynamically. The
PESM diagram allows for emphasising the reusability of UML 2.x collaborations
in service composition when combined with policy. A formal semantics is given
for PESM diagrams and for composition policies, based on the semantic model
STAIRS [RHS05, Run07]. Section 5.4 provides an overview of the concept for mod-
elling dynamic composition of services.

1.2.4 A Methodology for Policy-Enabled Dynamic Composi-
tion of Services

The methodology focuses on how to model dynamic composition of services, and
explains a three layered approach to service specification, design and deployment, in
order to realize dynamic service execution in the runtime system. The methodology
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explains how the designer/developer should apply PESM and policy rules and AA-
patterns to service composition to model, design and deploy dynamic composition of
services. The approach is useful for application to service composition because there
are significant differences between different authentication techniques that must be
modelled for use in service composition, depending on the service collaboration roles
and service behavior involved as well as differences in the resources available in the
deployment platform. The methodology enables a large degree of variability in the
services that the provider is able to offer to customers. The methodology consists
of a set of steps to guide the designer through specification of the UML 2.x models
and the PESM diagrams and composition policies at the service layer. Section 5.5
provides an overview of the methodology.

1.3 Document Organization
This thesis is based on a collection of seven research papers. Part I presents the
context of the work and an overview of the thesis. Part II contains the seven
research papers. The rest of Part I is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a
characterization of the problems that this thesis aims to solve. In chapter 3, we
explain how the research has been carried out. Chapter 4 contains an overview of
state of the art, which has been conducted during the problem analysis phases of
this thesis. In chapter 5, we present an overview of the main contributions of this
thesis. Chapter 6 provides an overview of the seven research papers included in
Part II along with a list of supporting publications that have been relevant for the
work on this thesis. A discussion of to what extent the requirements to the artefacts
are fulfilled is provided in chapter 7, along with a discussion of why we chose to do
things the way we did. Directions for further work are provided in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Problem Characterization

This chapter characterizes the problem that this thesis aims to solve. We begin by
providing background in section 2.1 and argue that based on the problems addressed,
there is a need for the artefacts presented in section 1.2. We then state the goals
for the research and provide a set of requirements that the artefacts are intended to
fulfill.

2.1 Problem Specification

In order for service providers to be able to proactively keep up with the rapidly
changing and converging telecommunications environment, there is a need to be
able to design and develop services so that they may be deployed and adapted
dynamically. There is a push for development and launching of services dynamically
and flexibly. For this, it should be possible to adapt systems transparently to changes
in the environment and it should be possible to add new services while adapting
existing services with a minimum of user intervention.

A service is here considered as an identified functionality involving a collaboration
among entities that achieves some desired goals/effects for end users or other entities.
One important aspect of services is that they normally are partial functionalities that
cross-cut the component structure so that a service may involve several collaborating
components while each component may participate in several services.

The overall goal of our work is to define a model-based process for enabling
dynamic composition of services. In the following sections we discuss the problem
areas/research questions that we will focus on in this thesis, providing direction for
how these will be addressed.

2.1.1 Service Availability

Securing availability of applications and services is an important requirement for
provisioning of applications and services in (today’s and) future networks and sys-
tems. In the past, this task was easily managed as there was a single operator in each
country responsible for providing telephony services. The regulatory authorities set
the standards for requirements and enforcing these. In this setting, availability has

9



10 2.1. Problem Specification

commonly been considered as an atomic property. The notion of availability has
been defined as the probability that a system is working at time t, and the availabil-
ity metric has been given by the "uptime" ratio, representing the percentage that a
system is "up" during its lifetime [Ros97].

Over the past 20 years this situation has evolved. In today’s high paced society
we demand, for example, that Web-based applications are available at all times,
however, the demands on performance and reliability of these services have been
rather lax and forgiving. For example, if the Web site of the local newspaper is
slow, this is annoying to users, but does not have serious consequences, and is taken
in stride. It is also accepted that Internet banking services are subject to timeouts,
although, loss of or manipulation of bank account information is not acceptable.
However, availability of the e-mail service is expected in the business environment
and users are not tolerant of lack of service [Kei03].

Traditionally, Telecom services have been provisioned by national operators that
have managed availability of services by building network infrastructures that in-
corporate use of redundancy of hardware, fail over solutions, and hot- standby to
ensure that the network and services are available 99,999% of the time. Operat-
ing in a regulated market place, with national operators in each country, and with
closed networks, it was relatively easy to manage service availability. In addition,
with circuit switching technology the calling line ID is obtained from the physical
termination of the line at the telephone exchange, making it easy to manage and
control user access to services.

Today, services are being developed in a distributed manner and deployed in a
connectionless environment requiring cooperation of several components and actors
making it more difficult to manage service availability. Connectionless communica-
tion in particular presents challenges for availability as network resources are not
reserved and it is difficult to adapt the packet rate to network congestion. As ser-
vice provisioning evolves, fulfilling requirements for securing availability is becoming
more important depending on the characteristics and requirements of the services
themselves. It is not even certain that 99,999% is a meaningful requirement for
all services. For example, in a competitive market for online concert tickets, being
unavailable for 5 minutes at the moment that tickets to a major rock concert are
released for sale, could have a drastic effect on revenues, and would be unacceptable.

Telemedicine and multimedia communications services (for example, emergency
telecommunications services) are examples of services that have stringent require-
ments to securing availability. Indeed, as the environment where services are de-
ployed becomes more and more complex [AFM00] a more “fine-grained” view on
“what is availability” is needed. This means that there is a need to develop composi-
tional means for ensuring availability, to allow for differentiated service availability
features to be added depending on the service characteristics and requirements. We
need to understand what service availability is, by this we mean, what characterises
service availability. We also need to analyse how to address the factors in the en-
vironment that impact service availability so that we can determine the means to
ensure availability. With a refined understanding of service availability we also need
to provide an enhanced measure for service availability.
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Figure 2.1: Horizontal and vertical composition of services [Bræ04]

2.1.2 Service Composition

One of the core challenges of service engineering is to find practical ways to model
services (partial functionalities) separately such that services may be composed into
well functioning systems while satisfying availability requirements. This is especially
challenging for services being provided in a distributed manner in a connectionless
environment requiring cooperation of several components and actors (users).

If services were independent of each other, service composition would be quite
straightforward. But services often depend on each other. Services also often depend
on shared resources and service enablers. They may be provided to many interacting
users, and users may have access to many services over the same terminals using
shared resources and service enablers. This leads to the so-called cross-cutting nature
of services as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

The figure suggests an architecture for service-oriented systems, which is char-
acterized by horizontal and vertical composition. On the horizontal axis, system
components, are identified that are largely service independent and represent do-
main entities such as users, terminals, service enablers and shared facilities. They
may reside in different computing environments. These domain entities such as
users, user communities, terminals and resources are represented by actors in the
system. On the vertical axis, several services and service components are identified
(i.e., collaborations and collaboration roles) that depend on the system components
of the architecture.

Compositional design allows service developers to put service components to-
gether and reuse the individual components [FB03]. In service composition, services
may be developed separately while being dynamically combined at run time [AHW+00].
In [Flo03], a role is defined as the part that a computational object plays in a ser-
vice, and an actor is defined as a computational object that plays service roles. An
important issue in service composition is availability of service components in order
to achieve service composition across different actors and domains. For example, the
service role needs to be accessible in the required actor at the required moment, and
the service role requestor needs to be authorised to invoke the service role. Within
a given actor, there may be dependencies between the service roles (giving rise to
some of the classical feature interaction problems) interfering with availability of the
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required component or service roles.
Security requirements are normally not taken into account by developers in the

specification, design and development process for many reasons such as time to mar-
ket and costs constraints, and lack of knowledge about security amongst designers
and developers, as well as the complexity of the environment in which systems are
deployed [AFM00]. It is a common view shared by the majority in the security field
that as far as is possible, security services and mechanisms should not be added on
to the system after it has been implemented, but should be taken into account and
built into the system throughout the development process.

However, it may not always be possible to sufficiently take availability require-
ments into account before a service is deployed. This is because it is difficult to
foresee/predict future attacks on unknown vulnerabilities, making it difficult to plan
ahead. Additionally, as services are continually being added to the telecoms services
environment, and this environment is also evolving rapidly as networks convergence
and new technological developments are deployed, this also makes it difficult to pro-
vide an appropriate level of security. In particular, the trend toward user and service
mobility for which services may be transferred/handed over from one terminal to
another (e.g transfer from mobile phone to computer) as well as from one type of
network to another (e.g., handover from 3G to WLAN) creates challenges for se-
curity that did not exist when these networks operated in isolation. Therefore, it
should be possible to adapt services to respond to changes in the environment in
which services are deployed. In order to adapt to changes in the rapidly changing
and evolving telecommunications market there are situations where security coun-
termeasures may need to be added or adapted after services have already been
deployed. This means that the system design and the service development process
should allow for adaptations and changes to be introduced to services dynamically.

This establishes that there is a need for a means of specifying features that can
be composed with services to ensure availability and a method for composing these
with services statically and dynamically.

2.1.3 Design Patterns

A model-based approach to integrating security features in the service development
process so that the features can be modelled separately and composed with services
requires that these features are specified in a flexible and reusable manner so that
new models do not need to be developed from scratch for each service. We are
therefore interested in specifying security models in a flexible and reusable manner.

Design patterns are descriptions of communication objects and classes that are
customized to solve a general design problem in a particular context [GHJV94].
A design pattern is as such, a clearly documented description of a proven solu-
tion to a common problem that recurs in software development. Developers may
reuse software patterns in different context, and the final product, or instantiation
of the pattern is different each time it is used [Str03]. The use of patterns is a
well-established design practice that serves to prevent errors and save time while
also providing a common and concise way for designers to specify software designs.
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Patterns for the security domain are termed security patterns [CKCW03].
Design patterns seem promising as a means to specify security features for use in

service composition as they provide a means of specifying security features separately
from basic service functionalities. These separately specified patterns may then be
composed with services to satisfy availability requirements of the different services.
Use of patterns combines well with the ideas of model driven development: Security
Patterns may be used to define security features in high level models which can be
refined at subsequent stages of development. These security models can be composed
with services in the model-based service development process. Patterns also allow
us to describe security models so that they may be reused.

As we have explained above, there is a range of different services, and the avail-
ability requirements are different for different types of services. The patterns there-
fore need to be specified in a flexible manner so that they may be adjusted and
adapted to satisfy availability requirements of a specific service.

The results of Floch [Flo03], and Bræk [Bræ99] regarding service composition, in
which a service is defined as a collaboration of service roles, and Cheng [CKCW03]
in which a process for security pattern-driven modelling and analysis is presented,
provide a promising starting point for specifying re-usable availability patterns for
use in service composition. This thesis will explore how to combine security patterns
with modelling techniques in order to address service availability requirements.

2.1.4 Modelling Composition of Availability Patterns and Ser-
vices

Model-based techniques may be used to integrate security patterns in the service
development process. In order to model service composition, a modelling language
is needed. The modelling language used should be standardised and widely in use,
to ensure that our models can be made available to a wider audience. The UML
2.x is a standardised modelling language which is widely used in the software devel-
opment industry and in the telecommunications environment [OMG07]. The UML
2.x provides a means for modelling static composition of services, using collabora-
tions. Behaviour may be modelled using UML 2.x sequence diagrams, interaction
overview diagrams, state machines and activity diagrams. As such, UML 2.x pro-
vides a promising starting point for investigating how to model composition of ser-
vices, although it may be necessary to extending the UML 2.x to enable us to model
dynamic service composition.

Rules for Governing Dynamic Composition of Services

A rule-based approach to governing dynamic composition of services seems promis-
ing as it supports dynamic binding and flexibility. In [YPOvH03], the authors advo-
cate that rules for governing Web services composition should be specified separately
from the composition specifications to allow for flexibility and ease in management
of dynamic Web services composition. Business rules are used in their approach
to govern and steer the process of service composition [OYP03]. We will therefore
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explore a rule-based approach for governing the composition of availability patterns
with services. For example, rules may be used to specify how patterns may be se-
lected for composition with services, or rules may be used to specify which services
may be executed in which parts of the system and at which point in time.

As a starting point for understanding what a policy is and how policy rules
may be specified, we will investigate the work on specification and use of policy in
distributed services management presented in [MS94, FWH+01].

Semantics

The semantics of UML diagrams are stated informally in the UML standard. As
our work may result in an extension of the UML 2.x modelling language there
may be ambiguities which may lead to different interpretations of the meaning of
the diagrams. The language extensions should have a formal semantics, preferably
based on an existing semantics for UML 2.x.

2.1.5 Methodology for Composition of Patterns and Services

In order to make use of the rules and patterns in service composition, we need to
define a methodology to explain how to select which patterns are required by the
service availability requirements and how to compose the patterns with services stat-
ically and dynamically. Use of policy rules to allow the user to customise features
and capabilities on top of basic services is discussed in [RMT03] and a three layer
architecture for policy-based control is proposed. The policy architecture, policies,
and discussion of applying these to the call process proposed in [RMT03] along
with the rule-based approach to service composition presented in [YPOvH03] pro-
vide background for defining a methodology for rule-based dynamic composition of
patterns and services.

2.2 Goals

The overall goal of our work is to define a process for enabling dynamic composition
of services. Our focus is on a model-based approach to enabling dynamic composi-
tion. More specifically, the goal of thesis is to develop a set of patterns for composing
with services to ensure service availability, to specify rules for dynamically compos-
ing the patterns with services, and provide a methodology explaining how to use the
patterns and rules in a policy-driven approach to dynamic composition of patterns
and services.

Based on the above discussion, in order to achieve this, we need to be able to
understand what service availability means and how availability requirements should
be specified. Based on this understanding of service availability, we need to develop
incremental service modelling techniques for specifying functionalities for ensuring
service availability, rules for combining these functionalites and a method for using
these in the model-driven development of services with availability requirements.
More specifically, this involves developing:
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• A conceptual model. The model should allow for decomposing service avail-
ability into basic aspects that can be used as a basis for analysing service
availability and for specifying service availability requirements.

• A set of patterns to ensure availability in service composition. Based on the
conceptual model for service availability, means of ensuring service availability
as partial functionalities that can be composed with services will be specified.
As explained above, patterns seem to provide a promising means for specifying
availability functionalities. That is, functionality that when composed with
services improves the service availability.

• A concept for modelling the composition of availability patterns with services.
It should be possible to use the concept to model composition of availability
patterns with services in a flexible manner, depending on the needs of the dif-
ferent services. Rules for composing availability patterns with services should
be specified. The rules are required for verifying that availability properties
are satisfied in service composition, both with respect to availability of service
parts to be composed, but also with respect to actors playing parts in a service.
In order to facilitate preciseness of definitions and verify soundness of rules, a
semantic foundation should be provided.

• A methodology for dynamic composition of patterns and services. Many soft-
ware developers have limited knowledge about security. The methodology will
assist developers in specification, design and development of service compo-
nents by applying the patterns to ensure availability in service composition.

2.3 Sub-Goals
In the following a number of sub-goals for our service availability model and ser-
vice modelling approach are formulated, defining a number of requirements to the
outcome of this thesis. To some extent, these requirements add more detail to the
overall goal and as such may be seen as supporting the specification of the work
to be carried out in this thesis. In section 7, we use these sub-goals as criteria for
evaluating our results, and to determine to what degree our goal is reached.

2.3.1 The Conceptual Model for Service Availability

1. The model should characterise the properties of service availability. This is
to enable the rigourous treatment of service availability depending on the
requirements of the individual services.

2. The model should classify known threats to service availability and the means
to achieve service availability. Following [ALR00, Lap92], we take the position
that a conceptual model for availability should include a threat model.

3. Using the model as a basis, it should be possible to specify service availability
requirements in a flexible manner, in order to address the different aspects of
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availability for different types of services. There are many different types of
services, and they may have different requirements with respect to availability.
Availability requirements should be flexible enough to address the different
services consistently.

4. The model should provide a basis for defining a service availability metric. A
service availability metric should incorporate metrics from the existing initia-
tives in the fields of security and dependability in order to arrive at a more
complete composite measure of availability.

2.3.2 The Set of Patterns to Ensure Availability in Ser-
vice Composition

5. The patterns should be specified in a flexible and reusable manner. As there are
many different types of services, each with different availability requirements,
it should be possible to specialize a particular availability pattern to fit the
needs of a particular service. At the same time, it should be possible to store
patterns that have already been developed so that they may be re-used.

6. The patterns should be specified using a standardized modelling language as
far as possible. To make it possible for the patterns to be widely used in the
software development industry and in the telecommunications environment, a
standardized modelling language should be used.

7. The patterns should be specified as partial functionalities that can be composed
with services. It should be possible to be able to model services independently
and availability patterns separately and then put them together and adapt
them.

8. The patterns should be specified such that non-security experts (developers) can
understand and use the patterns. This is important to improve the efficiency of
software development. If a developer can apply re-usable patterns to service
design in a flexible manner, efficiency is gained both from re-use and from
reducing the need to involve experts.

2.3.3 The Concept for Modelling Dynamic Composition
of Availability Patterns and Services

9. The concept should provide a means for modelling service composition to enable
more rapid and dynamic deployment of services. This entails providing a
means to design services in a modular fashion so that they may be composed
and managed more easily to adapt to changes in the environment in which
services are deployed and to suit the changing requirements of users.
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10. The concept should provide a means for governing which services can be exe-
cuted by which parts of the system and at which point in time. This is required
in order to allow the service provider the means for controlling factors which
influence service availability so that service availability requirements can be
achieved in a deployment.

11. The concept should provide a descriptive means of specifying the ordering of
services involved in a composite service. This involves specifying a means to
describe dependencies that may exist between services when they are com-
posed. The concept should also provide a means for modelling the dynamical
restriction of the behavior involved in service composition, e.g., exceptions
handling (such as in the case that authorisations are no longer valid, then the
service session should be forced to terminate).

12. The concept should use a formal semantics to provide a precise understanding
of the artefacts that we will use to model dynamic composition of services.

2.3.4 The Methodology for Dynamic Composition of Pat-
terns and Services

13. The methodology should strive for easy adaptation in industrial development
processes by being based on existing state-of-the-art UML methodology. The
methodology should provide a means of supporting the dynamic composition
of patterns and services modelled using UML 2.x so that it may be widely
used.

14. The methodology should explain how to model dynamic composition of services.
This involves describing how to use modelling techniques to specify, design,
and deploy services that may be adapted and managed to suit the changing
requirements of users and enable more rapid deployment of secure services
(dynamically).

15. The methodology should provide a more efficient method for development of
services with respect to availability requirements.

16. The methodology should be easy for a designer to understand and use. The
methodology should be understandable to the developer/designer and increase
the designer’s awareness of service availability issues while enabling the devel-
oper/designer to address the issues systematically through choice and spe-
cialization of, e.g., an authentication pattern. This involves providing useful
guidelines to assist the developer in specifying the means to model services
and availability patterns separately and then put them together.
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Chapter 3

Research Method

Compared to most research fields, software engineering is a relatively new disci-
pline. While the origins of physics, biology, medicine and other classical sciences
can be traced back to ancient Greece, software engineering is a research field that
has emerged in modern times. The first international conference on software engi-
neering was held in October, 1968 [NBR]. Now, forty years later, comprehensive
research strategies, i.e., methodologies, for software engineering are still being ex-
plored [Den05, DC02]. A complete understanding of research processes for software
engineering and a characterization of software engineering research in order to be
able to recognize excellence in the discipline is still lacking [Sha02].

This thesis addresses the service engineering problem of finding better ways to
develop and deploy telecommunication services. From a research perspective, we
consider service engineering to be a branch of software engineering research. Soft-
ware engineering (SE) is a modern discipline, for which SE research falls into the
category of technology research [SS07]. As explained in [Sha02, LM05], the aim of
engineering and technological research is to create new and improved artefacts. An
artefact is defined as a product of technology research, e.g., a framework, a set of
guidelines, a model, a language, or a method [AA03].

In [SS07] it is argued that as there are similar characteristics between classical
research and technology research, they should be performed following the same
principle method. More specifically, technology research should be performed by
iterating three main steps: problem analysis, innovation and validation. During
the problem analysis phase, information is gathered and analysed to identify the
potential needs for new or improved artefacts. Artefacts are then created during
the innovation phase to serve the purpose identified in the problem analysis phase.
During the validation phase, the artefacts that have been developed are evaluated
to establish whether the identified needs have been satisfied. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the
iterative process.

Problem 

analysis
Innovation Validation

Figure 3.1: Process for technology research [SS07]
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Figure 3.2: Research method for the development of artefacts (adapted from the
illustration in [Ref08]

The work of this thesis has been carried out by applying the technology research
method advocated in [SS07]. Fig. 3.2 illustrates how the method has been applied
in this thesis. In the following sections we explain how each of the steps in [SS07]
have been conducted and iterated a number of times during the course of this thesis.

3.1 Problem Analysis

During the course of the work on this thesis, this step has been performed a number
of times. The results of the overall problem analysis step is documented in Chapter 2.
During the iterations of this step, we investigated the current situation in service
engineering and identified the need for new artefacts, as explained in section 2.2.
One of the results obtained in this step is an overview of relevant related work,
which is presented in Chapter 4. The purpose of this overview of state of the art is
to determine to what extent existing work covers our requirements for new artefacts
and to obtain a more refined view of what new research was required to develop
the new artefacts. This investigation established that the existing service modelling
techniques and methods were not sufficient, and that new research was required to
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develop the new artefacts. Based on the problem analysis and in particular the
analysis of the state of the art we were able to identify the set of goals and sub-goals
for our work documented in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

3.2 Innovation
During iterations of the innovation phase the research has focused on creating the
artefacts identified as needed during the problem analysis phase, as first identified in
section 2.2 with the final resulting contributions as listed in section 1.2 (a concept
model for service availability, a framework and classification of AA-patterns, the
extension of UML 2.x activities with the PESM diagram and policy rules, and a
method). A summary of the artefacts is given in chapter 5, and more thorough
descriptions in the attached papers 1-7.

We started by considering the particular problem within the overall problem of
dynamic composition of ensuring availability in service composition. The first step
was to develop an understanding of availability suitable for addressing the needs
of today’s and future networks and services. This resulted in the definition of an
enhanced notion of service availability and a service availability concept model,
summarised in section 5.2, and fully described in paper 1. Based on this model,
we then addressed the problem of finding means to ensure availability in service
composition, more specifically, on specifying patterns that can be composed with
services for ensuring the availability of the services.

At this point, it was necessary to narrow the scope of this thesis, and perform
a reiteration of the problem analysis step. As explained in section 4.1, there exists
considerably work in the dependability field documenting the means to ensure the
accessibility aspect of service availability [ALRL04, Ser]. However, at the time of
the start of the work on this thesis, there was little work on specifying patterns
for ensuring availability as such, from the security point of view. The investigation
of related work showed that there was a need to specify the means to ensure the
exclusivity aspect of service availability. We have therefore narrowed the scope of
this task to addressing means to ensure the exclusivity aspect of availability, that
is to ensure access to authorised users only. More specifically, on specification of
user authentication and authorisation as a means to ensure the exclusivity aspect of
service availability. This resulted in the framework and classification of AA-patterns,
summarised in section 5.3, and fully described in paper 2.

In parallel to developing the authentication and authorisation patterns, we have
investigated model-driven means to compose AA-patterns with services, to provide
and restrict access to services to authorised users only. As a result, a policy-driven
approach to composing services and AA-patterns to provide and restrict access to
services to authorised users only was elaborated. This policy-driven approach is
useful for application to service composition because there are significant differences
between different authentication techniques that must be modelled for use in ser-
vice composition, depending on the service collaboration roles and service behavior
involved as well as differences in the resources available in the deployment platform.

During the work on developing the approach, we investigated how to model
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dynamic composition of authentication patterns and services using UML 2.x. It
became clear that the existing UML 2.x modelling artefacts did not provide sufficient
expressiveness for specifying and modelling dynamic composition of authentication
and authorisation patterns and services. To address this need we have extended
the UML 2.x activity diagram with the PESM diagrams and composition policies in
order to model dynamic composition of authentication and authorisation patterns
and services. The resulting PESM diagram and composition policies are for general
use in modelling dynamic service composition, not just for composing services with
authentication and authorisation patterns. For a summary, please see section 5.4,
more detailed explanations are given in Papers 4 and 5.

As a result of developing the policy-driven approach to dynamic service compo-
sition, there was a need to develop a methodology in order to explain how to use
the policy-driven approach to model, design and deploy dynamic composition of ser-
vices. Please see section 5.5 for a summary of the steps involved in the methodology,
and Paper 7 for the full explanation.

3.3 Evaluation

This step involves evaluation of the artefacts developed with respect to how well they
fulfill the sub-goals given in 2.3 as success criteria. For evaluating the usefulness of
the artefacts, our main validation strategy has been demonstrations of use of the
artefacts based on real examples from today’s telecommunication services environ-
ment. In the context of [SS07], these example-based demonstrations can be classified
as experiments or simulations of the service design and development environment.
We have also provided validation of some of the artefacts by proof of concept. In
particular, we have provided feasibility of formalization of the concept for modelling
dynamic composition using an existing semantics for UML, please see section 5.4.3
for a summary, and paper 5 for details. Feasibility of realization of dynamic service
execution is carried out using the Arctis and Ramses tool suites [Kra07, Kra03], for
details, please see paper 7.

We have conducted a number of case studies based on real examples of telecom-
munication services to provide credibility to our approach and demonstrate that the
method works and that the models are suitable for real world examples. In partic-
ular, in paper 6, we demonstrate that the conceptual model for service availability
is highly suited to addressing availability concerns for complex composite IP mul-
timedia subsystem (IMS) based services which are composed of many distributed
parts, each of which contributes to the overall availability of a service. The presence
service, which is considered to be a key component and feature of IMS [3GP07], is a
complex composite IMS-based service which we have analysed with respect to both
the exclusivity and accessibility aspects of availability described by our model. In
this case study (described in Paper 6), the usefulness of the service availability model
is demonstrated for a presence service, based on IMS for different scenarios. The
accessibility part of the availability metric for the presence service is specified. In
particular, the accessibility contributions of different components of the composed
service to the overall availability metric are analysed for the service provider case as
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well as the multiple service provider case.
A case study study on service availability in service engineering is provided in

paper 3. In this case study we use both the conceptual model for service availabil-
ity (CMSA) and the authentication and authorisation (AA-)patterns artefacts to
demonstrate an overall approach to next generation software engineering (NGSE).
The focus is on addressing means to ensure the exclusivity aspect of the service
availability while considering the tradeoff analysis as well, e.g., in the case that the
means to ensure exclusivity has a negative effect on the accessibility aspect.

Both of these case studies demonstrate pragmatic applications of our research
results. In both cases, the focus is on next generation network services (NGSE)
addressing real problems that are being faced by service providers for deploying
services now and in the future. Furthermore, both of the papers describing these case
studies have been presented at international telecom conferences (the ITU-T NGN
Kaleidoscope conference and the ITC specialists seminar on Quality of Experience)
and published in proceedings, providing an opportunity to ensure that our research
work is up to date with important trends in this area of the telecom field.

In addition to these two case papers, we have used real examples in all of the
papers also. Below, we list each of the papers included in this thesis with a brief
description of the examples used to demonstrate the usefulness of the artefacts.

Paper 2 uses a basic voice call as an example for demonstrating composition of
authentication and authorisation patterns with the voice call service.

Paper 3 uses a multimedia over IP call service with exclusivity (access control)
requirements. The emphasis is on analysing goals and tradeoffs depending on
which set of AA-patterns is used to meet access control requirements.

Paper 4 uses the basic voice call example from Paper 2 to present an example of
a global PESM.

Paper 5 uses a multimedia over IP call example, focusing on demonstrating policy-
enabled choice between different authentication patterns in modelling dynamic
composition of services. The multimedia over IP service is used to demonstrate
the usefulness of the PESM diagrams and composition policies.

Paper 6 analyses a composite IP Multimedia Subsystem presence service with
respect to the service availability concept model.

Paper 7 uses a tele-consultation service to show how the methodology may be
used to model dynamic composition of services, and to introduce changes to
the specifications, such as adding authentication to the composition and adding
a choice between three types of calls, voice, chatting and video.
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Chapter 4

State of the Art

In this chapter we present an overview of relevant work representing background
material to this thesis. The aim is to investigate to what extent existing work has
covered the problems to be addressed in this thesis. We also discuss existing work
that provides a basis or motivation for our work. In section 4.1 we provide an
overview of relevant work on availability to provide a basis for the specification of
the service availability concept model. To provide the necessary background and
overview for specification of authentication and authorisation patterns, we investi-
gated the state of the art in security patterns in section 4.2. We then provide an
overview of work on service composition in section 4.3.1 followed by an investigation
of different policy-based approaches in section 4.4.1.

Our overall conclusion from this investigation is that the existing work provides
useful background material, but does not sufficiently fulfill the requirements for the
service availability model and our service modelling approach. We have refined these
overall findings into a set of sub-goals for the research, documented in section 2.3.

4.1 Conceptual Model for Service Availability

In chapter 2, we established the need for a more enhanced understanding of what
service availability is, allowing for different aspects of today’s services and the en-
vironment that they are deployed in to be taken into account. In this section,
we provide an overview of relevant work on availability that provides a basis and
motivation for the development of the service availability concept model.

4.1.1 The Availability Concept

Availability has been treated from a dependability-centric view by the dependability
field and a security-centric view by the field of security [BKLW95]. We begin by
considering how availability has been defined in each of these fields. The definitions
of availability commonly used are:

1. Readiness for correct service [ALRL04].

25
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2. Ensuring that authorised users have access to information and associated assets
when required [ISO00].

3. The property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorised
entity [ISO89, ISO01].

We find the first of these definitions to be insufficiently constraining for practical
application to design of services with high availability requirements. An integral
part of securing availability is ensuring that the service is provided to authorised
users; this is not addressed by the first definition. It is, however, addressed by
the second, but neither the first nor the second captures the aspect of a service
being usable. The third definition captures all of these aspects, and therefore is
the basis for our analysis of service availability and development of a refined service
availability model.

In order to ensure service availability, it is essential to refine this notion to include
the aspect of ensuring that the service is provided to the authorised users only. The
example of an on-line service for delivering tax returns illustrates the importance of
this aspect. Anyone may browse the Norwegian tax authorities information pages,
although it is mainly for the use of Norwegian tax payers. However, access to the
online submission service is for authorised taxpayers only. More importantly, a
particular taxpayers forms must be available to that user only. The system must
know how many authorised users are expected to access the service at the critical
time, and the users holding times must be correctly estimated.

The IFIP WG 10.4 view on dependability is elaborated in [ALRL04], providing
a concept model of dependability as shown in Fig. 4.1. This conceptual model of
dependability consists of three parts: the attributes of, the threats to and the means
by which dependability is attained. In this model, availability is considered to be
one of the attributes of dependability. However, in this model, availability is defined
as readiness for correct service only.

The dependability conceptual model provides a nice approach which motivates us
to use a similar approach in our classification of service availability. Clearly, threats
to availability such as denial of service, and means to availability such as applying
redundancy dimensioning techniques, have an important place in our availability
model.

In [ALRL04], the means by which dependability can be attained are fault pre-
vention, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting. Fault prevention: how
to prevent introduction of faults. Fault tolerance: how to deliver correct service
in the presence of faults. Fault removal : how to reduce the number of faults, and
finally fault forecasting : how to estimate the present number, future incidents and
likely consequences of faults.

This approach does not address all of the means by which service availability
can be obtained. This is because incidents resulting in loss of service availability
do not necessarily transpire due to faults and therefore, classification of means in
terms of faults as in [ALRL04] is, in our view, insufficient for availability analysis.
An example is the hijacking of user sessions by an attacker or group of attackers,
preventing the authorised user or group of users from accessing the service. This
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual model of dependability [ALRL04]

incident results in loss of service availability for a set of users, without incurring a
fault in the system.

In [ALRL04], the threats to dependability are defined as faults, errors and fail-
ures, and these are seen as a causal chain of threats to dependability:

fault −→ error −→ failure

Unlike [ALRL04], we do not consider such a causal chain alone as the sole threats
to availability, as service availability may be reduced by, e.g., a denial of service
(DoS) attack which reduces the service availability without causing a fault, error,
or failure to the actual service itself. We therefore look to the security field for
a definition of threat that better suits the needs of the service availability concept
model. In [NIS06], a threat is defined as any circumstance or event with the potential
to adversely impact operations (including missions, functions, image, or reputation),
operator assets, or individuals. This definition is extensive and is similar to the
definition given in [ISO01], for which a threat is defined as a potential cause of an
unwanted event, which may result in harm to a system or organisation and its assets.

4.1.2 Availability Requirements

For traditional telecommunications services, the availability requirement of 99, 999%
availability is still useful, however, it does not sufficiently address all of the differ-
entiated requirements with respect to service availability, e.g., for IP-based services
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as explained in [CLL99]. More precisely, as advocated by the Service Availability
Forum (SAF) [Ser], there is also a need for a customer centric approach to defining
availability requirements.

The ideas of the SAF regarding customer oriented availability requirements are
a step towards defining a more enhanced service availability concept. However, it
is important to extend this focus on customer/user requirements to including the
aspects of ensuring that unauthorised users cannot interrupt, hijack, or prevent the
authorised users from accessing a service.

4.1.3 Measuring Service Availability

While both the Common Criteria [ISO99] and Johnson [Jon06] define security mea-
sures and provide techniques for measuring security in general, there is a need for a
more fine grained metric for measuring service availability that takes into account,
for example, measurement of how well user requirements are fulfilled, as well as a
need for measuring the ability to adequately provision a service to all of the au-
thorised users requiring the service at a given moment. For this, measurement of
how much time an active intruder would need to cause a denial of service should
also be taken into account [BKLW95]. Such a metric needs to take into account the
appropriate set of parameters, not just the usual average based on the Mean Time
To Failure (MTTF) and the Mean Time To Repair (MTTR).

4.2 Patterns to Ensure Availability in Service Com-
position

Design patterns are descriptions of communication objects and classes that are cus-
tomized to solve a general design problem in a particular context [GHJV94]. A
design pattern is as such, a clearly documented description of a proven solution to a
common problem that recurs in software development. Developers may reuse soft-
ware patterns in different context, and the final product, or instantiation of the pat-
tern is different each time it is used [Str03]. The use of patterns is a well-established
design practice that serves to prevent errors and save time while also providing a
common and concise way for designers to specify software designs. Patterns for the
security domain are termed security patterns [CKCW03].

As explained in Section 3.2, our approach to defining the means to ensure avail-
ability as security patterns has been narrowed down to specifying authentication
and authorisation patterns only. In this section we discuss the state-of-the-art in
security patterns, to determine what already exists, and provides a background for
the specification of authentication and authorisation patterns.

4.2.1 Security Patterns

Yoder and Barcalow [YB97] were the first to apply design patterns to the security
domain. In [YB97], seven security patterns are presented for use in the corporate
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environment. Of these, the most relevant for our work are the Single Access Point
Pattern, for setting up a single entrance to the system, and the Check Point pattern,
for authentication and authorisation. Both of these patterns are described using a
pattern template, with architectural-level specifications. In addition to architec-
tural considerations, we are interested in including behavioural specifications in the
pattern specification.

In the years following the Yoder and Barcalow paper, several works on security
patterns were introduced [HLF00, SR01, LP02, KBZ01, Sch03, Sar03, CKCW03,
DGFRLP04]. The general view is that security patterns are important as they cap-
ture the experience from security experts in a structured way, so that this expertise
can be re-used by non-experts. In [SR01], an overview of work on patterns and fea-
sibility study on use of patterns for security engineering were provided. The authors
indicate that an important topic for future work is to identify suitable classification
schemes for security patterns, in particular addressing different levels of abstraction
and different views on systems.

In [CKCW03], a security pattern template is provided which includes fields for
entering requirements level information, such as behaviour and constraints. UML
1.4 class diagrams are used to represent structural aspects of the design patterns
and UML 1.4 sequence diagrams are used to represent behavioural aspects. The
patterns identified in [YB97] are extended and exemplified using the template. In
aspect oriented modelling (AOM), aspects are treated as design patterns [GRF02,
RFLG04, FKGS04]. Design patterns, such as access control patterns, authentication
patterns, and authorisation patterns are modelled as aspects models using UML class
diagrams and UML sequence diagrams.

Brown, Divietri, Villegas, and Fernandez have documented a high level design
pattern for authentication of clients to a server [BJVF99]. The pattern allows for
the implementation of different authentication methods such as password-based,
challenge response, or multiple challenge response. However, the authenticator pat-
tern as specified in [BJVF99] is specified for use in the client server environment,
and is specified for unilateral authentication of the client only. This thesis is con-
cerned with specifying patterns for composing with different types of services, not
just client-server, but multi-initiative and peer-to-peer services also. Therefore, the
specification of authentication patterns should be flexible and allow for specialisa-
tions to fit the needs of different types of services.

Our approach to designing patterns aims to allow for application of the authen-
tication pattern to the peer-to-peer environment as well. Additionally, we intend
to provide a means to specify the authentication patterns at different levels of ab-
straction, so that more details can be provided at later stages of development, e.g.,
depending on the requirements of the specific authentication protocol and algorithm
to be used.

In [FW03], Fernandez and Warrier provide an authorisation pattern, integrated
with a variant of the authenticator pattern. This authoriser pattern is actually
an application of Yoder and Barcalow’s single-point-of-check pattern [YB97], and
is also an example of a server pull authentication and authorisation architecture.
Although these and other different authors have addressed authentication patterns
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and authorisation patterns separately, we are not aware that a framework addressing
authentication and authorisation patterns exists.

4.3 Concept for Modelling Dynamic Composition of
Services

4.3.1 Service Composition

Service composition addresses the means of composing the partial behaviours of
collaborating components in order to achieve the overall service. Service compo-
sition allows for incremental service development, for which components may be
statically or dynamically combined, and it allows for reuse of components. Static
composition involves the assignment and composition of roles to form system com-
ponents at design time. This involves building composite services using existing
services (choreography), but also defining roles and system parts so that they can
collaborate with each other (orchestration). By dynamic composition, we mean
both dynamic role-binding (i.e., creation and release of dynamic links) and dynamic
composition of service role behaviours at runtime. By this we mean that service
roles are dynamically combined at runtime, using composition techniques.

Collaboration Oriented Approaches

As a starting point for our work on service composition we consider the work on
specification of collaborations and semantic interfaces and service goals presented
in [Bræ99, SB04, SCKB05, SBvBA05]. In particular, collaboration goal sequence
diagrams, which define how the achievement of collaboration goals enables new
collaborations seem promising as a basis for developing the concept for modelling
dynamic composition of services. Goal sequences are designed to complement the
static structural information about the roles and collaboration uses involved in a
service composition, by providing additional information about the ordering of the
dynamic behaviour associated with the collaboration uses.

Goal Sequences have been used in [SCKB05, CB06] to complement UML 2
collaborations for the specification of services by describing the ordering of sub-
collaborations (i.e., features) of the service. However, it is not always enough to
provide information about desired progress (goals being reached) to fully describe
the ordering and dependencies between collaboration uses involved in a service. To
completely define behaviour, one must also consider what to do if progress can not
be achieved.

It has been shown in [KHB07, CBvB07] that the ordering of collaborations can
be described globally using UML2.1 activity diagrams in a way that enables realiza-
tion problems to be detected and design components to be derived automatically.
These approaches assume a static ordering. However, in many cases, the ordering of
collaborations may be more dynamic, depending on service requirements and condi-
tions. For example, an authentication pattern may be triggered by a request from a
service that a user must be authenticated before accessing the service. Additionally,
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the service may request that the user authorisations are checked before granting
access to the service. In this case, the user must be authenticated, authorised and
have requested use of the service before the service collaboration can execute. From
this example, we see that it is also important to describe constraints that must
be satisfied or events that must occur in order to trigger the transition from the
execution of one service collaboration to another.

Aspect Oriented Approaches

Aspect oriented software development [RFLG04, FRGG04, RGF+06, CW01] sup-
ports horizontal separation of concerns by providing a means to encapsulate such
concerns, called aspects, in appropriate parts of the software. Composition pat-
terns are used to separate the designs of cross-cutting requirements into reusable,
extensible design models [CW01, RGF+06, RFLG04]. The motivation is to sepa-
rately specify a means for composing reusable designs. In AOM approaches, design
patterns modelled as aspects are woven statically into primary models.The Aspect
oriented approach normally addresses static composition governed by pattern recog-
nition, not dynamic composition governed by policy rules. Cross-cutting aspects are
woven into so-called primary models using composition directives. This approach
is prescriptive and static in nature. In this thesis, however, the aim is to define
ordering and coordination of composition. In order to do this, we need to be able to
specify explicitly where, under what conditions, and how composition should occur.

Web Services Composition

The basic Web services paradigm, depicted in Fig 4.2, involves a service provider and
a service requester [AES06]. The service provider creates, registers and publishes
Web services using a Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files. Then the
service is registered in the Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI)
repository and made available for invocation. The service requester searches the
UDDI repository and finds the service that best suits its needs. Then, the WSDL
file may be downloaded for interacting with the Web Service using a Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) interpreter.

In the Web services domain, a service composition combines services following a
certain composition pattern to achieve a business goal, solve a scientific problem, or
provide new service functions in general [CKM+03].

Service composition techniques can be categorized as: static or dynamic and
manual or automatic. Manual composition means that the composition is per-
formed by persons who have access to the elementary services whereas in automatic
composition this is performed by a software agent, based on some predefined algo-
rithms [FS04]. Static composition is performed at design or compile time, whereas
dynamic composition is performed at runtime. However, there are varying degrees
of dynamic composition that may be achieved depending on which dynamic compo-
sition techniques are used, as explained in [RS04, AES06].

Much of the work on Web services composition focuses on the problem of whether
and how multiple and separately developed Web services can be co-operatively em-
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the Web services paradigm [AES06]
ployed to realize and develop new services [MKB07, ZM05, ZM05]. The issues
include (1) how to discover and locate the most suitable component Web services to
meet inter-organizational business goals and customer requirements [CAA04, ZM05,
MP05] and (2) how to compose the selected Web services dynamically. The aim is
to support a process of deciding which services of which suppliers should be com-
posed, and how to connect the services from different suppliers in order to execute
a specific task [FJW07].

For addressing support of service discovery, this may be done both statically and
dynamically [ZM05]. Various solutions to this problem have been proposed [MP05,
SHP02, FS04].

As solutions to the dynamic composition problem, several different dynamic web-
service composition techniques have been proposed, each achieving variable levels
of automaticity [MP00, SHP02, YPOvH03, OYP03, FS04, CAA04, ZM05, OY06].
Automation of the web service composition process means that either the service
composition technique employed can generate the workflow plan automatically, or if
an abstract plan is provided, the service composition technique employed can locate
the correct services [RS04].

Web services composition graphs are commonly modelled using a UML 2.x activ-
ity diagram, capturing interactions from a global perspective [KBR+05, KKRK05].
An approach to dynamic service composition should probably also make use of UML
2.x activity diagrams. However, it must be possible to provide a graphical represen-
tation of dynamic ordering of collaborations, depending on decisions made regarding
which service collaborations are to be composed dynamically. In other words, the
UML 2.x activity diagram should carry information to precisely capture specifica-
tion of dynamic choice between several possible collaboration uses, depending on
conditions and as a result of the occurrence of an event.

The motivation for our work comes from the telecommunications domain, and
therefore we do not want to restrict ourselves to a synchronous communication model
with request-response type interactions typical for the client-server paradigm and
for which one side only takes the initiative to communicate. Rather, we address the
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peer-to-peer paradigm which is common in the telecommunications domain for which
services are characterized by two way initiatives from both sides of a communications
interface, and where communication initiatives may occur simultaneously originating
from several different parties.

In this thesis, we will focus on specifying the composition of collaborative be-
haviour in multi-initiative collaborative services as opposed to modelling business
processes in the Web services domain only.

4.4 Methodology for Dynamic Composition of Pat-
terns and Services

4.4.1 Policy-Based Approaches

A policy rule is a rule that defines a choice in the (course of the) behavior of a
system [DDLS01]. Policy rules are used widely in the industry to specify constraints
on system behaviour. An overview of how policies are defined and managed for use
in distributed system management is provided in [MS94, FWH+01], providing back-
ground for our work. Most of the work in the literature on defining policies focuses
on security and organizational policies, e.g., role-based access control (RBAC) poli-
cies and Role Based Management (RBM) policies in which a role is an organizational
concept representing the specification of the behavior associated with a particular
position in the organizational context [LS97].

Policies are used in [KFJ04] for constraining entities use of Web services, provid-
ing policy-based control over entities in dynamic environments. A policy language,
Rei, is specified, for specifying policies. The policies are specified as constraints on
allowable and obligated actions on resources in the environment.

Although policies for governing service execution are addressed in [CB05], speci-
fication of rules for defining such policies is not addressed. An architecture for policy
definition and call control policies is given in [RMT03] and provides some high level
ideas for defining policies for use in enhancing and controlling features in the context
of call control in telecommunication services. Use of policy at runtime to compose
the roles executed by actors dynamically is not addressed by either of these.

Policies and rules are used in [CAA04] for discovering and finding compatibility
to generate service flows in dynamic composition of web services. In automatic WEB
services composition, software agents perform composition based on pre-defined al-
gorithms [FS04]. In rule-based service composition approaches, constructs are pro-
vided for specifying processes by means of sets of rules. Rules are used in the web
services composition approach to drive the process of service composition and govern
service composition [YPOvH03]. In [CAA04], the approach uses policy to discover
and locate the most suitable component Web services in order to define a customized
composite Web service designed to meet inter-organizational business goals and cus-
tomer requirements. In this thesis, however, we will investigate whether policy rules
may be used to specify government of collaborative behaviour in peer-to-peer ser-
vices as opposed to modelling business processes in the Web services domain only.
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Policy rules are used in policy-based Web service composition for service dis-
covery and for selection of which services to compose [CAA04]. We are interested
in using policy rules to govern composition of multi-initative collaborative services,
not just Web services. This is a more complex problem than simple input/output
Web services composition. Our work aims to address the problem of defining the
choreography of collaborative services, independent of which actors are the initiating
parties in the services to be composed.

Policy-Driven Adaptation

There are several policy-based approaches providing architectural frameworks for
adaptation in the mobile environment [RSFH05, FDC02, KC03, MLS04]. In [FDC02],
an event calculus for policy driven adaptation in mobile systems is presented. The
authors propose a basic adaptation cycle consisting of three distinct functional ele-
ments as shown in Fig. 4.3 and have implemented this by separating policies and the
monitoring function from the adaptable applications. The monitoring function con-
cerns the monitoring of information of interest to adaptation. The policy function
describes how the system reacts to the monitored information and the third ele-
ment is the actual mechanism for performing adaptation. This allows for a means
to resolve conflicts and to ensure consistency when adapting at a cross-application
level.

Policy

Monitor Mechanism

Figure 4.3: Basic adaptation cycle [FDC02]

A model for service management for which policy rules define adaptive behavior
along with semantic expression of operational state has been proposed in [LKS06].
A framework for unanticipated dynamic adaptation of services using policy-driven
adaptation based on contextual information is presented in [KC03]. The policy-
based approach drives the adaptation mechanism in a responsive manner by mon-
itoring changes to the context of the user, application and environment combined
with low-level monitoring of the execution environment. In [MLS04], an architec-
ture for implementing a policy-based approach to dynamic reconfiguration of mobile
applications is presented. The ideas presented in [FDC02, KC03, MLS04] provide
a promising basis for developing an architecture to realize dynamic composition of
services. However, each of these address specification of mechanisms at the design
model layer and implementation layer, to enable dynamic adaptation at runtime
system. This thesis will also address the specification of a policy-based approach
and method to modelling dynamic service composition at the service and design
model layers, in order to enable dynamic composition in the runtime system.



Chapter 5

Overview of the Results

This chapter provides a more detailed overview of the results than that which is
given in the introduction. Each of the artefacts, the main contributions of the thesis
as listed in section 1.2, are presented along with references to the chapters in Part II
where motivation, examples and more details can be found. First, we provide an
overview of the artefacts resulting from our work and how they fit together.

5.1 Overall Picture

The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. A conceptual model for service availability

2. A framework and classification of authentication and authorisation patterns

3. A concept for modelling dynamic composition of services

4. A methodology for policy-enabled dynamic composition of services

The conceptual model for service availability allows us to address the specific
problem of ensuring service availability in service composition. Service availability
is a composite notion consisting of exclusivity, i.e., the ability to provide and restrict
access to authorised users only, and accessibility, i.e., the property of being on hand
when needed. Service availability is affected by means and threats. Means can ensure
availability by protecting against threats. Based on this model, the framework and
classification of AA-patterns provides a compositional means to provide and restrict
access to service for authorised users only when composed with services, addressing
the exclusivity aspect of service availability. The concept for modelling dynamic
composition of services provides us with a means of modelling composition of AA-
patterns and services. The methodology explains how to use the AA-patterns in
service composition. Figure 5.1 shows the four artefacts and how they relate to each
other.

35
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the main results of this thesis and how they fit together

5.1.1 Overview of the Model-Based Approach

In this section we briefly describe the model-based approach to policy-enabled dy-
namic service composition. Service composition addresses the means of composing
the partial behaviours of collaborating components in order to achieve the overall
service goals. Service composition allows for incremental service development, for
which components maybe statically or dynamically combined at runtime, and it al-
lows for reuse of components. In our approach to policy-enabled dynamic service
composition, we use policies to make the overall coordination of collaborations par-
ticipating in a service more flexible and adaptable. Policies enable choices between
alternatives that can be composed to deliver a service. Policies allow for choices to
be made at runtime, e.g., depending on context.

Figure 5.2 provides an overview of the policy-enabled approach. At the service
model layer, services are modelled structurally using UML 2.x collaboration dia-
grams [OMG07], and policy rules stored in a table are used for governing dynamic
choices among collaborations, i.e., dynamic composition. The policy enforcement
state machine (PESM) diagram graphically depicts the choreography of the col-
laboration uses involved in the composed service. While the service model layer
provides a description of the service as a whole, the design model layer describes
the service behaviour as it is distributed to each separate component. The indi-
vidual role behaviours are given by UML 2.x state machines, and the coordination
of these is specified by local policy rules and local PESM diagrams, derived by
transformations from the global models and rules at the service model layer. From
the design models, implementations can be generated, which in combination with a
policy-management system in the runtime system, enable the actual realization of
the dynamic composition, which takes place in the runtime system.

In figure 5.2, we have illustrated deployment of the policy-based approach deliv-
ered over next generation networks (NGN) which consist of common IP-based net-
works and services in a distributed environment [ITU04]. The policy-management
system for enabling dynamic composition in the run-time system is illustrated on
the left, to emphasize that the policy management is a separate management layer
in the deployed system. Services are dynamically composed across user terminal
equipment (TE) and service platforms which make use of enablers in the NGN. The
policy-driven approach enables services to be dynamically executed, where ordering
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the policy-enabled approach to service composition

and choice between which services are composed is governed by policy. Services
may be dynamically adapted to context, providing a service provider with flexibility
when managing service deployments.

For specifying policy rules, we have chosen event-condition-action declarative
policy rules [RBar, RR09]. The main reasons for this choice are:

• in order to set up a service session, it is natural to use signalling. Signalling
between components to set up a service session is an event-oriented activity.
As such, an event-driven model is a natural candidate for notifying distributed
components of changes that occur;

• declarative policies allow the designer/developer to specify dynamic compo-
sition of services from collaborations separately from the behavioural spec-
ifications of collaborations allowing for more freedom of choice in dynamic
composition between which separately specified behaviours to compose.

In our approach, events specified as policy triggers are monitored in the runtime
environment, and these events are used to trigger the evaluation of one or more
policy rules. We allow for policy rules with the same trigger to have overlapping
conditions, so that more than one of them may be true at a given point in time. If this
is the case, then the choice between which of the possible actions to be performed
is made non-deterministically. This means, that if the conditions of a policy are
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matched when the trigger happens, then the action specified by the policy rule may
be executed.

A family of services will run dynamically in the system, according to a global
PESM description and policy rules. But additionally, the policy rules and PESM
diagrams may be changed by a central administrator. Changes made centrally are
then distributed to the different parts of the system, and in this way services may be
dynamically adapted and changed. Additionally, in the system, a system security
policy, such as an availability policy may be violated causing a need to dynamically
adapt the service. In such a case, the system would look up in a repository, the
appropriated PESM and policies to apply. For example, if the management system
registers x > maxlimit, the number of unauthorised uses of the service exceeds
the limit of such unauthorised behaviour allowed by the availability management
policy, this may trigger the requirement for stronger authentication to gain access
to the service. In this case, the service must be dynamically adapted and com-
posed with a sufficiently strong authentication pattern. Depending on which policy
rules are satisfied different authentication patterns will be called. While we have
not implemented the policy-enabled approach to dynamic service composition, we
have outlined how the approach can be implemented, by providing an architectural
framework for the policy management system, and we have modelled some of the
functionality of the policy management using the Arctis and Ramses tools suites.
For details, see paper 7.

In the following sections, we provide a brief overview of each of the four artefacts
resulting from our work.

5.2 The Concept Model for Service Availability

As explained in Section 2.1 the notion of availability traditionally has been defined
as a binary metric, which aims to describe whether a system is "up" or "down"
at a single point in time [Ros97]. However, as the environment where services are
deployed becomes more and more complex, a more "fine-grained" view on "what is
availability" is needed. To address this need we have developed a conceptual model
for service availability that has been designed to meet the challenges of securing
availability of today’s and future services. In this section we provide an overview of
this conceptual model.

We have used the definition of availability commonly used in the security field
as a basis for the enhanced service availability concept: Availability is the property
of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorised entity [ISO89][ISO01].
Augmenting this definition, we have defined service availability as a composite notion
consisting of the following aspects:

• Exclusivity, the property of being able to ensure access to authorised users
only.

• Accessibility, the property of being on hand and useable when needed as de-
fined.
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By exclusivity we mean the ability to keep unauthorised users out (without prevent-
ing access for authorised users). This aspect is important for availability because a
system must know how many users are expected to access a service at a given time
as well as how long the users are expected to access the service. The number of users
accessing at a given time together with the session durations can be used to calculate
the penetration and usage values. These values could be applied when dimensioning
the system and as basis for ensured performance levels. If the means to ensure that
authorised users only are accessing a service is too weak, and unauthorised users are
able to access a service, the service availability for authorised users may be affected.

Therefore, this aspect of availability is essential to prevent the denial of legitimate
access to systems and services. That is, to focus on prohibiting unauthorised users
from interrupting, or preventing users from accessing services. The goal with respect
to exclusivity is to secure access to services for authorised users in the best possible
way. Essentially this means:

• Secure access to services for the authorised users.

• Secure that non-authorised users do not gain access to services.

• Provide denial of service defence mechanisms. Here we focus on prohibiting
unauthorised users from interrupting, or preventing users from accessing ser-
vices.

Confidentiality is the property that information is not made available or disclosed
to unauthorised individuals, entities or processes [ISO89][ISO01]. While confiden-
tiality and exclusivity overlap in part, loss of confidentiality can be achieved without
loss of exclusivity. For example, attacks via covert channels or eavesdropping can
lead to loss of confidentiality without loss of exclusivity as the attacker is not ac-
cessing the service, but passively listening in on the service activity. Confidentiality
consists of exclusivity and absence of unauthorised disclosure of information. To
achieve confidentiality it is not enough to implement access control (which would
suffice for exclusivity) but it is also important to implement the means to protect
against eavesdropping, e.g., by deploying encryption.

Accessibility is defined as the quality of being at hand when needed. In order
to analyze to which extent a service is accessible and usable, there is a need for
distinguishing between qualities related to time and qualities related to the value
of services. We divide accessibility properties into three major areas: timeliness,
correctness and usability. Timeliness is the ability of a service to perform its required
functions and provide its required responses within specified time limits. Usability
is concerned with the user’s perception of the service, and the ease of use of the
service. The measure of correctness of a service may differ widely between different
kinds of services.

Consider an online payment service. From the viewpoint of a user at a given
point in time, we could say that the quality of the service is either 1 or 0 depending
on whether the user gets a useful reply (e.g., confirmation) or not (e.g., timeout).
(Over time this can be aggregated to percentages expressing how often one of the
two kinds of responses will be given.)
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Figure 5.3: Conceptual model for service availability

These considerations motivate a notion of service degradation [Mey95]. Service
degradation can be defined as reduction of service accessibility. Analogous to ac-
cessibility, we divide service degradation into timeliness, usability and correctness
degradation. These may be mutually dependent on each other. For example, grace-
ful degradation in timeliness may be a way of avoiding degradation of the correctness
of a service if resources are limited.

In summary, the overall conceptual model can be depicted as in Fig. 5.3 (illus-
trated in UML 2.x format [OMG07]). Availability is affected by means and threats.
Means can ensure availability by protecting against threats. Threats may lead to
unwanted incidents which may cause reduction of availability.

5.3 The Framework and Classification of AA–patterns

We have developed a framework and classification of authentication and authorisa-
tion patterns (AA-patterns) specified using UML 2.x. The patterns provide a com-
positional means to provide and restrict access to services for authorised users only
when composed with services. As part of the work on developing the AA-patterns
we have provided a policy-driven approach to composing services and authentica-
tion and authorisation (AA)-patterns. Each AA-pattern has been specified as an
elementary collaboration, or a composition of elementary collaborations. An ele-
mentary collaboration is a service collaboration with exactly two elementary roles
that collaborate on an interface to provide a service or service features [San07]. An
elementary role is a role that is not further decomposed into sub-roles. The ap-
proach explains how to specify and specialise AA-patterns using UML 2.x, and how
to specify role-binding policies as constraints, governing invocation of roles involved
in the execution of a service. Please see paper 2 for details.

Role-binding policies specify conditions that must be satisfied for a role to be
bound to an actor. Role-binding policies typically consist of context dependent
constraints. Role-binding polices are specified specifically for each of the elementary
roles, and are specified in the condition parts of the composition policy rules as
predicates specified for each of the roles involved. Please see section 5.4 and paper
5 for details on specification of composition policies and transformation of these
to local policy rules. Role-binding policies are checked during service execution at
runtime, when the local policies are checked.
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5.3.1 Authentication Patterns

Authentication is the process of determining who you are. In order to model authen-
tication of one actor playing one role in a service collaboration to an actor playing
another role in a service collaboration, we have specified a fine grained classification
of authentication patterns. This is because the behavior required and strength of au-
thentication required depends on the service to be deployed. In one case, unilateral
one-pass authentication might be sufficient, e.g., for access to an online telephone
catalogue. However, in another case, mutual two pass authentication may be re-
quired, as is the case for authenticating terminals and access points to each other in
third generation mobile networks. Additionally, in the first example, a simple mes-
sage containing a username and password satisfies the service requirements, whereas
in the second example, hardware protected keys for use in a symmetric-based crypto
protocol are required. The behavior required, the type of keying to be used, and the
strength of crypto to be used is service dependent.
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TwoParty
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Authenticate

MTwoPass 

Authenticate

MThreePass 
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Figure 5.4: Authentication patterns

We have therefore taken care to specify a set of generic authentication patterns
such that each generic pattern can be specialised depending on the service require-
ments of the specific service that it is to be composed with. We have achieved this
by adopting a behaviour oriented approach to the classification of the patterns. This
means classification based first on the service provided, unilateral authentication or
mutual authentication, then based on the number of messages involved in the pat-
tern, e.g., one message for a one pass authentication protocol, two messages for a
two pass authentication protocol. For the full classification, see paper 2.

This approach to specifying classifying AA-patterns is useful for application to
service composition because there are significant differences between different au-
thentication techniques that must be modelled for use in service composition, de-
pending on the service collaboration roles and service behavior involved as well as
differences in the resources available in the deployment platform.

The aim is to make the developer more conscious in the choice of authentication
technique to apply, while allowing flexibility with respect to the choice of protocol
and algorithm(s) and other crypto techniques to be used. This allows the developer
to focus on, e.g., whether there is an issue such as timing regarding the number
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of messages involved, e.g., one-pass, two-pass or three pass, or should symmetric
or asymmetric keying be used, before choosing the protocol and algorithm in the
instantiation of the pattern. Fig. 5.4 shows our classification of authentication pat-
terns.

We providing examples showing how to specialize a generic pattern in paper 2.
In particular, we demonstrate specialization for two standard authentication proto-
cols that are widely used in the industry today. In section C.2.2, we demonstrate
specialization of the unilateral two pass authentication pattern for http digest au-
thentication [FHBH+99], and in section C.3.1 we demonstrate specialization of the
mutual two pass authentication pattern for IMS AKA authentication [3GP06]. For
details, see paper 2.

5.3.2 Authorisation Patterns

Before any authorisations may be granted, authentication must have been success-
fully performed. Therefore, authentication and authorisation patterns are combined
to describe how access rights are granted and are thus essential to access control.
Additionally, an access control model is required for access rights administration.
We have classified the two basic authentication and authorisation architectures, User
Pull and Server Pull [FKC03], as patterns specified as compositions of collaboration
uses of elementary collaborations.

• User Pull : Authentication of the user is performed by an access server, which
also issues authorisations to the user. The user then presents authorisations
directly to the service.

• Server Pull : The service centralizes information about user entity authori-
sations on an access server. The service authenticates the user. When the
user attempts to access the service, the service queries the access server to
determine whether the user is authorised.

These architectures provide a means for handling authorisations in a centralized
manner.

5.3.3 Specifying AA-Patterns Using UML 2.x

We model AA-patterns and services structurally in the context of UML 2.x using
UML 2.x collaborations which provide a structured way to define services in terms
of collaborating roles. The UML 2.x collaboration use represents the application
of a pattern described by a collaboration to a specific situation involving specific
classes or instances playing the roles of the collaboration [OMG07]. Figure 5.5
shows the UML 2.x collaboration diagram for the generic two party authentication
pattern, modelled as an elementary collaboration between the two elementary roles
authenticatee and authenticator. The visible interface behaviour associated
with the elementary collaborations is modelled using a UML 2.x sequence diagram
or semantic interfaces [San07].
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Authentication

authenticatee authenticator

Figure 5.5: UML 2.x collaboration diagram for generic two party authentication

Each pattern is modelled in UML 2.x so that it may be re-used, but also may be
easily adapted and adjusted depending on requirements such as security and per-
formance requirements, for example regarding the strength of the crypto involved
related to the capacity available in the actual deployment. Such requirements may
be specified in the role-binding policies for each of the elementary roles. We use
role-binding policies, specified for each of the elementary roles, to specify such re-
quirements.
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Figure 5.6: UserPull authentication and authorisation patterns

For the User Pull and Server Pull authentication and authorisation patterns, each
pattern is specified as a composition of three elementary patterns bound to compos-
ite roles. The UML 2.x collaboration for the User Pull [FKC03] set of patterns is
shown in figure 5.6. The User Pull patterns are specified as a composition of three
elementary collaborations which are bound to the three composite roles UP User, UP
Access Server, and UP Access Filter. These three collaborating composite roles
that interact to implement the user pull authentication and authorisation behaviour.
The three elementary collaborations which are used are:
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Authentication: This pattern is shown in figure 5.6 bound to the UP User and
UP Access Server composite roles. The authenticatee role is bound to the UP
User role, and the authenticator role is bound to the UP Access Server role. This
generic elementary two party authentication pattern may be specialized as described
in paper 2. In figure 5.6 we illustrate that the Authentication collaboration may
be specialized as one of three choices: unilateral one pass authentication (UOPA),
unilateral two pass authentication (UTPA) or mutual two pass authentication (MTPA).
For example, if the UTPA collaboration is chosen, then the authenticateeT role is
bound to the UP User role, and the authenticatorT role is bound to the UP Access
Server role.

Auths Activation: This pattern consists of a request by the instance playing
the auths requestor role for authorisations to be activated and sent to the in-
stance playing the auths requestor role. The authorisations govern which services
the user is allowed to access. The way in which the authorisations are activated
depends on the access control model that is used. This pattern is invoked after the
collaboration Authentication has reached its goal of, e.g., unilaterally authenti-
cating the authenticatee. In the User Pull collaboration, Auths Activation is
shown bound to the UP User and UP Access Server roles.

Checking Access Rights: This pattern is invoked whenever the instance play-
ing the UP User role requests access to a service. The instance playing the authoriser
role then checks the authorisations to establish whether the instance playing the
authorisee role shall be granted access to the service. In the User Pull collabo-
ration, Checking Access Rights is shown with the authorisee role bound to the
UP User and the authoriser role bound to the UP Access Filter roles.

UP User

UP Access 

Server

UP Access 

Filter

UserPull

Figure 5.7: UserPull authentication and authorisation architecture

The User Pull pattern may also be modelled as shown in figure 5.7, for which the
composite roles UP User, UP Access Server, and UP Access Filter are shown,
but the binding of elementary collaborations to the composite roles is hidden in
this view. When the User Pull patterns are composed with services, the composite
roles UP User, UP Access Server, and UP Access Filter will be bound to the
composite roles of the composite service, as we will illustrate in the next section.
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Figure 5.8: Collaboration overview for a basic multimedia voice over IP service

5.3.4 Composing Services with AA-Patterns

In our work on specifying composition of AA-patterns and services, collaboration
uses are elementary collaborations or compositions of elementary collaborations that
are bound to composite roles participating in a service. For example, in the collabo-
ration diagram for the multimedia over IP service shown in figure 5.8 there are two
composite roles, Basic User and Basic ServiceProvider that the three collabo-
ration uses Request MMoIP, MMoIP Use and END MMoIP are bound to. Subsequently,
each of the two composite roles participates in three elementary collaborations by
playing three elementary roles; the moip_req_or, moip_user, and rel_er roles are
bound to the Basic User composite role and the moip_req_ee, moip_provider,
and rel_ee roles are bound to the Basic ServiceProvider composite role.
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ServiceProvider
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MMoIP 
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Basic Service
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Figure 5.9: UML 2.x collaboration showing UserPull composed with a multimedia
over IP service

In figure 5.9, we show the collaboration diagram for the SecureMMoIP service
which is a composition of the Basic MMoIP and UserPull collaborations. The three
composite roles of the SecureMMoIP service are the User, Service Provider, and
Access Control Server roles. These composite roles participate in the compo-
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sition of the Basic MMoIP and UserPull collaborations: the UP User and Basic
User roles are bound to the User composite role, the UP Access Server role is
bound to the Access Control Server role, and the UP Access Filter and Basic
Service Provider roles are bound to the Service Provider role. In this manner,
it is possible to model composition of AA-patterns and services structurally.

5.4 The Concept for Modelling Dynamic Composi-
tion of Services

The collaboration overview diagram in figure 5.9 describes the collaborations in-
volved in the secureMMoIP service, but not how their associated behaviour should
be composed in order to achieve the desired behaviour for the composed service.
In order to model the global behaviour in dynamic composition of services we have
extended the concept of a UML 2.x activity diagram with the concept of a pol-
icy enforcement state machine (PESM) diagram. Choices in the PESM diagram
are governed by composition policies. This encompasses showing sequential depen-
dencies, but also dependencies between concurrent behaviours and choices between
different collaboration uses.

The motivation for using policy to govern service composition is to enable col-
laborating roles to be dynamically composed together at runtime. The actual policy
rules are specified separately from the roles and collaborations, allowing for changes
to be made at runtime by changing the policy rules without changing the specifica-
tion of the roles themselves.
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Figure 5.10: UML 2.x collaboration with Global PESM and policies

Essentially, a PESM is a specialisation of an activity diagram for which the
PESM diagrams and composition policies are used to specify the coordination of
separately specified UML2.x collaborations. The PESM diagram expresses graphi-
cally the ordering and policy decisions to be taken when collaborations are composed
dynamically. The PESM diagram allows us to emphasize the reusability of UML
2.x collaborations in service composition when combined with policy. Figure 5.10
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provides an illustration of a UML 2.x collaboration for a service, the corresponding
global PESM diagram and a set of global policy rules defined for the PESM.

The following sections provide an overview of global PESM diagrams and policies
and local PESM diagrams and policies.

5.4.1 Global PESM Diagrams and Policies

Global PESM diagrams describe the overall coordination of separately specified
collaborations. From these, we have specified how to derive local PESM diagrams,
one for each of the composite roles involved in the composite service collaboration.
The global PESM diagram and composition policies describes how the associated
behaviour of the sub-collaborations should be composed in order to achieve the
desired behaviour for the composed service. The collaboration uses are linked by
transitions and choice nodes. The initial state represents the start of execution of
the composite services represented by the PESM. The choice nodes are labeled as
numbered decision points (PDP). Each PDP of the PESM identifies a set of policy
rules.

A policy rule is a rule that defines a choice in the (course of the) behaviour
of a system [DDLS01]. We have defined a composition policy as a set of policy
rules specifying how a given set of collaborations can be composed to obtain a
given set of composite services. A global policy rule consists of four parts: trigger,
condition, action and goal. The global PESM is used to graphically depict the
dynamic composition of collaborations according to the composition policy, thereby
specifying how the composition policy is to be enforced during dynamic service
execution in the runtime system.

The PESM diagram shown in figure 5.11 shows a partial view of a global PESM
diagram. As can be seen in the figure, the first policy decision point PDP1 points to
three global policy rules. The PESM and composition policies specify that depending
on policy, the behaviour associated with the UAS1a collaboration use of UOPA, UAS1b
collaboration use of UTPA, or the UAS1c collaboration use of MTPA will be the first
to execute , followed by the UAs2 use of the Auths Activation (AA) collaboration,
followed by the USa use of the Request MMoIP (RM) collaboration. For this example,
each of the three roles have the same trigger, however, the conditions are different,
and which of the three collaborations executes depends on which conditions are
satisfied when the trigger happens. The goal is the same for UOPA and UTPA, however,
the goal is different for MTPA, requiring that the composite roles authenticate each
other. This example demonstrates that the goal of the policy is useful as it allows
for a choice between collaborations with the same goal.

For more details on the global PESM and policies and the complete view of the
PESM illustrated in figure 5.11, see paper 5 in Part II of this thesis.

5.4.2 Local PESM Diagrams and Policies

At the design model layer, we have specified the behaviour of each elementary (or
intermediate composite) role as a UML 2.x state machine. Their coordination into
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PDP2
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PDP1_rule2:

T: ? (Request authentication, External, User)

C: Rel (User.secret, AcS.knowledge), User.True, 

    AcS.(Unilateral required AND Challenge required)     

A: UAs1b (authenticateeT -> User, authenticatorT -> AcS) : UTPA

G: User.unilaterally_authenticated, AcS.authentication_successful

PDP1_rule3:

T: ? (Request authentication, External, User)

C: Rel (User.secretA, AcS.secretB), User.True, AcS.Mutual required

A: UAs1c (authenticateeA -> User, authenticateeB -> AcS) : MTPA

G: User.authct(AcS), AcS.authct(User)

Figure 5.11: Partial view of a Global PESM and policies

composite roles is described using local composition policies and local PESM dia-
grams, one for each composite role. Each global policy rule at the service model
layer corresponds to two local rules, one for each of the composite roles involved
in the collaboration specified in the action part of the global policy rule. The role
receiving the trigger is referred to as the initiating role, while the other is called the
participating role. In addition to performing its role in the collaboration, the initiat-
ing role is responsible for sending a role request demanding the participating role to
play its part. This means choices are signalled outside the collaborations, thereby
assuring coordination of which collaboration roles to start. An example, showing
the derivation of a local policy rule from a global rule is illustrated in figure 5.12.
In this example, the local policy rule derived is for the AcS, as participating role.

The local PESM diagrams are derived from the global PESM diagram, one for
each composite role. The transition is made by traversing the global PESM dia-
gram by focusing on one composite role at a time. The collaboration uses, which
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PDP1_rule1:

T: ? (Request authentication, External, User)

C: Rel (User.secret, AcS.knowledge), User.True, 

     AcS. (Unilateral required AND Challenge NOT required )

A: UAs1a (authenticateeO -> User, authenticatorO -> AcS) : UOPA

G: User.unilaterally_authenticated, AcS.authentication_successful

PDP1_AcS_rule1:

T: ? (RoleReq( authenticatorO), User, AcS)

C: Unilateral required AND Challenge NOT required

A: PlayRole (authenticateeO)

G: authentication_successful

Figure 5.12: Example of derivation of a local policy rule
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UAs2 (authsrequestor -> User, 

authsgranter->AcS) : AA
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UAs1b (authenticateeT->User, 

authenticatorT->AcS) : UTPA

UAs1c (authenticateeA->User, 

authenticateeB->AcS) : MTPA

USs1: (moip_req_or ->User,  

moip_req_ee ->SP) : RM

PDP3

Figure 5.13: Partial view of a Global PESM

the composite role participate in, are replaced by the corresponding elementary (or
intermediate composite) role, while collaboration uses that do not involve the com-
posite role are removed from the diagram along with the preceding PDP. Figures 5.13
and 5.14 illustrate the transition from the Global PESM for the SecureMMoIP ser-
vice to the local PESM for the Access Server (AcS) composite role. As can be
seen from the example, the wiring of roles is not hardcoded in our approach. The
PESM diagrams describe composition of collaborations for which sets of roles and
how they may be combined at runtime is fully determined by composition policies.
The authenticatorO role, or the authenticatorT role or the authenticateeB role
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Figure 5.14: Local PESM for the Access Server composite role

will be bound to the AcS, depending on policy.
Please see paper 5 in Part II of this thesis for the full description of how local

composition policies and PESM diagrams may be automatically derived from the
global ones demonstrated using an example. In paper 5, using an example, we have
demonstrated how the PESM can be used to specify the coordination of separately
specified collaborations while allowing choice between a set of authentication pat-
terns. Using the multimedia over IP (MMoIP) example, we demonstrated how local
PESM diagrams can be derived from global PESM diagrams and how local policy
rules can be derived from global policy rules.

5.4.3 Formal Semantics for PESM Diagrams and for Compo-
sition Policies

We have defined a precise denotational semantics for the PESM diagrams and for
composition policies to facilitate preciseness of definitions and verify soundness of
rules based on the denotational trace semantics of STAIRS [HHRS05, Run07]. The
semantics are useful for providing a common understanding of the PESM diagrams
by defining a precise meaning of the diagrams. We use the semantics to validate the
transformation from global to local PESM diagrams and from global to local policy
rules.

The denotational trace semantics of STAIRS [HHRS05, Run07] were originally
developed for UML 2.x interactions and define the semantics for a number of com-
positional operators. For defining the semantics of PESM diagrams, we have only
directly used the sequential composition operator. For the formal definition of the
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〈Policy rule〉 → T : 〈Trigger〉
C : 〈Condition〉
A : 〈Action〉
G : 〈Goal〉

〈Trigger〉 → 〈Event〉
〈Condition〉 → Pred, C-role.Pred, C-role.Pred
〈Action〉 → Cu ( E-role → C-role , E-role → C-role ) : C-name
〈Goal〉 → C-role.Pred, C-role.Pred
〈Event〉 → { ! | ? } 〈Message〉
〈Message〉 → ( Signal, C-role , C-role )

Figure 5.15: Extended BNF syntax for global policy rules, with | denoting alterna-
tives and { } as meta parentheses.

semantics of the PESM diagrams and composition policies please see paper 5 in
Part II of this thesis.

Syntax

The syntax of policy rules is defined by the BNF-grammar shown in figure 5.15. As
for the STAIRS syntax, Signal represents the actual content of a message. C-role
and E-role are names, representing composite and elementary roles, respectively.
Pred is a boolean predicate, C-name is the name of a collaboration and Cu the name
of a collaboration use.

In a policy rule, the trigger T and condition C together define when the policy rule
is applicable. The action A defines the collaboration use that should be performed
when the trigger event has occurred, given that the constraints in the condition hold.
The action also defines the necessary role bindings from elementary to composite
roles.The goal G defines the desired result of the action when the policy is applied
and is a boolean predicate expressing when the goal is achieved from the perspective
of the elementary collaboration as a whole.

While the definition of these rules is derived from the event-condition-action rule
paradigm of active database systems [WC96], we have extended our definition of a
policy rule with the goal G to enable choice between alternative collaborations with
the same goal in dynamic composition.

Semantics

The semantics of the trigger T, condition C, action A and goal G are defined in paper
5. Here, we provide an intuitive understanding of the semantics. Intuitively, when a
trigger t (an event) occurs and the condition c, which is defined by three predicates,
holds, then the action a is performed to achieve the goal g. The semantics requires
that it shall be possible to reach the goal, but does not require that the goal must be
reached. It is a possibility that the goal is not achieved, but this is only possibility,
and not required.

For defining the semantics of a global PESM diagram, we treat the PESM as
an interaction overview diagram, extended with PDPs and the corresponding policy
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rules. We have defined the semantics of a single policy rule, please see paper 5 for
the details. The semantics of a PDP is then defined as the union of the semantics
of all the corresponding policy rules:

[[ PDP ]]
def
=

⋃
p∈PDP

[[ p ]] (5.1)

We have also defined an extended BNF syntax for local policy rules for both the
initiating and participating roles, and a formal semantics for local policy rules and
for local PESM diagrams. For details, see paper 5 in Part II of this thesis.

5.5 The Methodology for Policy-Enabled Dynamic
Composition of Services

Many software developers have limited knowledge about security. Use of patterns
assists developers in specifying availability requirements in a structured way to en-
able design of services with high availability requirements. In order to explain how
to make use of the AA-patterns and the concept for modelling dynamic composi-
tion of services, we provide a methodology for model-driven, policy-enabled dynamic
composition of services. The methodology focuses on how to model dynamic com-
position of services, and explains a three layered approach to service specification,
design and deployment in order to realize dynamic service execution in the run-
time system. The methodology explains how the designer/developer should apply
the PESM diagrams, policy rules and patterns to service composition, design and
implementation. The methodology can be used by developers to model dynamic
composition of AA-patterns and services.

The methodology for policy-enabled dynamic composition of services consists of
a set of steps to guide the designer through specification of the UML 2.x models and
the PESM diagram and composition policies at the service layer. It is assumed that
there is tool support to ensure consistency between the models and the policy rules.
For generation of the local PESM and policy rules from the global ones it is desirable
that there is tool support so that this can be done automatically. Code is generated
from each of the elementary role state machines. The local PESMs, and the local
policy rules are transformed to code that is suitable for use in the deployment
implementation. Each of these are distributed to the subscribing distributed parts
of the system.

The methodology also explains how to introduce changes, such as specialising
sub-collaborations and allowing for a choice between a set of specialisations based on
policy. This includes guidance regarding how to combine AA-patterns with services,
as explained in paper 2 in Part II of this thesis. The methodology is described in
paper 7 in Part II of this thesis and summarised here.

The methodology follows the three layer approach shown in figure 5.2 of sec-
tion 5.1, and consists of the following 8 main steps:

1. Service Model Layer : Specify the service (or family of services) using a UML
2.x collaboration overview diagram.
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This involves using a UML 2.x collaboration overview diagram to describe the
distributed parts involved in the composed service, given as one composite
role for each part, and the set of collaboration uses involved in the composed
service, and the binding of the roles in the collaboration uses to the composite
roles.

2. Service Model Layer : Specify the behaviour of each elementary collaboration
used in the service.

In this step behavioural specifications are created for each of the elementary
collaborations either, as a UML 2.x sequence diagram or, using semantic in-
terfaces [San07].

3. Service Model Layer : Specify the composed service behaviour using a global
PESM diagram together with a global composition policy.

This involves specifying a global PESM diagram for describing the ordering
of the collaboration uses (see section 5.4 and paper 5 for details on specify-
ing PESM diagrams), and a set of policy rules for each policy decision point
(PDP) in the global PESM diagram. Together, these policy rules constitute
the composition policy for the composed service.

4. Design Model Layer : Create one elementary role state machine for each ele-
mentary role used in the service.

In this step, elementary role state machines are created for each of the two
roles involved in each elementary collaboration. These are derived from the
behavioural specifications from step 2, and the transformations may be per-
formed manually, or automatically.

5. Design Model Layer : Create the local PESM diagrams and local composition
policies.

In this step, based on the transformation rules specified in paper 5, the global
PESM diagram is used to create one local PESM diagram for each composite
role involved in the service, and the global policy rules are used to create the
local policy rules to be associated with each PDP in the local PESM diagrams.

6. Realization Layer : Create and distribute implementations of the elementary
role state machines.

This step involves generating code for each of the elementary role state ma-
chines and distributing the relevant code to the parts of the system interested
in playing the roles.

7. Realization Layer : Create and distribute descriptions of the local PESM dia-
grams and local composition policies.

This involves translating the control flow described by the PESM to a data
format that can be used by the policy management system, and similarly for
the local policy rules.
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8. Realization Layer : Perform dynamic composition of the service.

Dynamic composition is now enabled in the runtime system. This involves:

(a) dynamic service execution, composing the distributed roles as governed
by policy and PESM descriptions.

(b) dynamic composition, e.g., involving the use of a user interface to change
policy rules and include dynamic adaptation of services.

The exact nature of the dynamic composition will be platform specific and is
not described here.

The steps may be re-iterated at any time by the designer/developer to change
or specialise the service. Each of these steps are described in detail in section 5 of
paper 7 in Part II of this thesis. The practical usage of the methodology is also
demonstrated in paper 7 in Part II of this thesis by applying the methodology to an
example of a tele-consultation service.



Chapter 6

Overview of the Research Papers

Paper 1 J. E. Y. Rossebø, M. S. Lund, K. E. Husa and A. Refsdal, A Con-
ceptual Model for Service Availability, Technical Report 337. Extended and
revised version of: A Conceptual Model for Service Availability. In Quality
of Protection– Security Measurements and Metrics, volume 23 of Advances in
Information Security, pages 106 – 118. Springer, 2006.

This paper motivates and presents the conceptual model for service availability.
The core of this model is a characterization of service availability by means of
accessibility properties and exclusivity properties, which is further specialised
into measurable aspects of service availability. We outline in the paper how this
conceptual model may be refined to a framework for specifying and analysing
availability requirements.

My contribution: I was the main author, responsible for approximately 75%
of the work.

Paper 2 J. E. Y. Rossebø and R. Bræk, Towards a Framework of Authentication
and Authorization Patterns for Ensuring Availability in Service Composition,
Technical Report 332. Extended and revised version of: Towards a Frame-
work of Authentication and Authorization Patterns for Ensuring Availability
in Service Composition. In Proceedings of the First International Conference
on Availability, Reliability and Security (ARES), pages 206–215, IEEE Com-
puter Society, 2006, and A Policy-driven Approach to Dynamic Composition
of Authentication and Authorization Patterns and Services. In Journal of
Computers, 1 (8): 13 – 26, 2006.

This paper presents a set of authentication and authorization patterns ad-
dressing the aspect of ensuring access to authorized users only in service com-
position. We provide a framework and classification of these patterns, and we
demonstrate how the patterns can be composed with services using a policy-
driven approach.

My contribution: I was the main author, responsible for approximately 90%
of the work.

Paper 3 D. Amyot and and H. Becha and R. Bræk and J. E. Y. Rossebø, Next
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Generation Service Engineering. In Proceedings of the ITU-T NGN Kalei-
descope Conference, pages 195 – 202, 2008.

This paper illustrates our view for next generation service engineering through
a case study addressing availability concerns for a multimedia over IP call ser-
vice with access control requirements. The roles and benefits of GRL, UCM,
and UML collaborations for specifying and analysing service models are ex-
plained. We demonstrate how the GRL, UCM and UML 2.x collaborations can
be used to model services precisely, to analyse goals and tradeoffs concerning
variability and context.

My contribution: One of four main authors, responsible for approximately
25% of the work.

Paper 4 J. E. Y. Rossebø and R. Bræk, Using Composition Policies to Manage
Authentication and Authorization Patterns and Services, Avantel Technical
Report 3/2008. Extended and revised version of: Using Composition Policies
to Manage Authentication and Authorization Patterns and Services. In Pro-
ceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Availability, Reliability and
Security (ARES), pages 597 - 603, IEEE Computer Society, 2008.

This paper introduces the policy-driven approach to service engineering, ad-
dressing the gap between static structure specification and dynamic behav-
ioral specification. By this we mean providing a more complete means of
documenting the composition of separately specified behaviors. We introduce
the concept of a policy enforcement state machine diagram to specify the
linking of collaborations for which the behavior has been separately specified
using semantic connectors. We also use composition patterns which define
constraints/restrictions on collaborations that run in parallel in a service.

My contribution: I was the main author, responsible for approximately 90%
of the work.

Paper 5 J. E. Y. Rossebø, R. K. Runde, Specifying Service Composition Using
UML 2.x and Composition Policies, Technical Report 378. Extended and re-
vised version of: Specifying Service Composition Using UML 2.x and Compo-
sition Policies. In Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Model
Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (MoDELS 2008), volume 5301 of
LNCS, pages 520–536, Springer, 2008.

In this paper we provide more detailed specification of the PESM at the service
and design model layers. We define a syntax for composition policies and
we use this to define a formal semantics for the PESM and policies based
on the denotational semantics of STAIRS. We do this to provide a precise
understanding of the meaning of the PESM and policies.

My contribution: One of two main authors. The paper was written in close
collaboration, and I was responsible for approximately 50% of the work.

Paper 6 J. E. Y. Rossebø, A. Pearce, and T. Jensen, On Understanding Avail-
ability of Combined Services, Avantel Technical Report 1/2009. Extended
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and revised version of: On Understanding Availability of Services Based on
IP Multimedia Subsystem. In Proceedings of the 18th International Teletraffic
Congress (ITC) Specialists seminar on Quality of Experience, 2008.

This paper elaborates on the conceptual model for service availability moti-
vated and introduced in Paper 1 providing a case study to demonstrate the
applicability of the model to service provisioning in a distributed IMS service
environment. We have focused on the problem of considering the variability of
the contributions of the different parts involved in the services to the overall
availability of a service. The enhanced service availability notion was found to
be important when considering collaboration between providers, and also be-
tween different roles of the same user. Considering the federated nature of the
presence service, a range of challenging aspects are addressed, including dif-
ferentiation of presence items and parameters for an item while also handling
multiple sources of presence data.

My contribution: One of three main authors, responsible for approximately
35% of the work.

Paper 7 J. E. Y. Rossebø, R. Bræk, and R. K. Runde, Methodology for Dynamic
Composition of Services. Avantel Technical Report 2/2009.

This paper presents a general methodology for policy-enabled dynamic compo-
sition of services. The methodology focuses on how to model dynamic composi-
tion of services, and explains a three layered approach to service specification,
design and deployment in order to realize dynamic service execution in the
runtime system. The practical usage of the methodology is demonstrated by
applying it to a tele-consultation case study. The paper provides an architec-
tural framework for a policy-based dynamic composition system, and explains
how the service composition modelled at the service and design layers, can be
deployed in the runtime system. In particular, the deployment of the policy
management to enable dynamic service composition is explained.

My contribution: I was the main author, responsible for approximately 70%
of the work.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Evaluation

In section 2.3, we identified a number of requirements to the outcome of this thesis.
In this section we evaluate the results against each of the requirements given in
section 2.3.

7.1.1 The Conceptual Model for Service Availability

1. The model should characterise the properties of service availability.

In section 4 of paper 1, a classification of the properties of service availability
is given, encompassing both exclusivity, the property of being able to ensure
access to authorised users only, and accessibility, the property of being at hand
and useable when needed.

2. The model should classify known threats to service availability and the means
to achieve service availability.

The model contains a classification of threats to availability and means to
ensure availability, and establishes the relationship between threats, means and
availability properties, as given in sections 5 and 6 of paper 1. Together these
elements provide a framework in which all relevant views and considerations
of availability may be integrated, and a complete picture of service availability
may be drawn.

3. Using the model as a basis, it should be possible to specify service availability
requirements in a flexible manner, in order to address the different aspects of
availability for different types of services.

There are many different types of services, and they may have different re-
quirements with respect to availability. We propose that availability require-
ments are specified by the means of availability policies and predicates over
measurable properties of services, and that these policies and predicates are
decomposed in accordance with the decomposition of availability in the con-
ceptual model. We have provided some initial examples of how these can be
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specified in section 7 of paper 1, however, further work is needed to exten-
sively explore specification of availability requirements in service composition,
as explained in paper 6.

4. The model should provide a basis for defining a service availability metric. In
section 7 of paper 1, we have established that there is a need for a more fine
grained metric for measuring availability and have provided a representation of
the availability metric for a service that allows specification of the measurable
requirements for exclusivity and accessibility properties. This representation
of the availability metric is further discussed in paper 6, and we provide some
examples of calculations of average accessibility based on the contributions
of the accessibility estimates for each of the different components involved in
combined services while also taking into consideration the variations of user
requirements regarding the importance of availability of different components.
While this provides a starting point for specifying an availability metric, fur-
ther work is required for the full specification and analysis.

7.1.2 The Set of Patterns to Ensure Availability in Ser-
vice Composition

As explained in section 3.2, we narrowed down the scope of this artefact to a
set of authentication and authorisation patterns for use in service composition.
In the following, we address how well the requirements are met with respect
to this subset of availability patterns.

5. The patterns should be specified in a flexible and reusable manner.

This requirement is addressed in sections 3 and 4 of paper 2 by specifying
a framework and classification of authentication and authorisation patterns
that allows for specifying patterns generically first, and then specializing the
patterns depending on service needs. In paper 3 we analyse different authen-
tication and authorisation patterns to determine which set best fits the needs
of the multimedia over IP service. Re-use is possible as each pattern is mod-
elled using UML 2.x collaborations which can be reused in different UML 2.x
composite service collaborations as collaboration uses. By specifying the asso-
ciated behaviour using UML 2.x sequence diagrams, as explained in appendix
C of paper 2, it is possible to detail the specifications so that they can be
adapted depending on the service requirements. As such the specification of
the patterns can be adjusted in flexible manner. However, we have not ob-
tained proof, i.e., by experiments, that the specifications are indeed flexible
and re-usable.

6. The patterns should be specified using a standardised modelling language as far
as possible.

In paper 2, we have specified the authentication and authorisation patterns
using UML 2.x as this is the de facto modelling language used the software
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development industry and in the telecommunications environment. The classi-
fication of authentication patterns is explained using UML 2.x class diagrams.
Each AA-pattern has been specified structurally using UML 2.x collaboration
diagrams, and the associated behaviour is specified using UML 2.x sequence
diagrams.

7. The patterns should be specified as partial functionalities that can be composed
with services.
This requirement is met as each AA-pattern is specified as an elementary col-
laboration, or a composition of elementary collaborations. The collaborations
are specified as collaborations of service roles, which are defined as partial
functionalities, as explained in papers 2, 4, and 5.

8. The patterns should be specified such that non-security experts (developers) can
understand and use the patterns.
This is achieved in part by providing the framework and classification of AA-
patterns. In sections 3 and 4 of paper 2 we explain our hierarchical classifica-
tion of AA-patterns, providing insight to the non-security experts at a generic
level first, and a means to specialize the patterns based on the generic spec-
ifications. The non-security expert can then re-use the specifications instead
attempting to specify authentication behaviour from scratch. Guidelines on
how to use the patterns are also provided in appendix C paper 2. We providing
examples showing how to specialize a generic pattern in sections 4 and 7 and
appendix c of paper 2. In particular, we demonstrate specialization for two
standard authentication protocols that are widely used in the industry today.
In section C.2.2, we demonstrate specialization of the unilateral two pass au-
thentication pattern for http digest authentication [FHBH+99], and in section
C.3.1 we demonstrate specialization of the mutual two pass authentication
pattern for IMS AKA authentication [3GP06]. We believe that the patterns
should be easy for non-security experts to understand and use, however, we
have not tested this by conducting experiments.

7.1.3 The Concept for Modelling Dynamic Composition
of Availability Patterns and Services

9. The concept should provide a means for modelling service composition to enable
more rapid and dynamic deployment of services.
In papers 4 and 5 we have explicitly specified a means for modelling dynamic
service composition allowing for choice between which service parts are ex-
ecuted dynamically at runtime. In paper 7 we explain how the concept for
modelling dynamic composition services can be deployed in the runtime sys-
tem. Our concept does provide the means to enable model-driven development
of services. However, real deployment of services in a real system has not been
executed, therefore, we are not able to fully test whether the concept enables
more rapid deployment of services.
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10. The concept should provide a means for governing which services can be exe-
cuted by which parts of the system and at which point in time.

The policy-based approach provides a mechanism for governing the binding
of roles to agents in dynamic service composition, as explained in section 7
of paper 2. It is therefore possible to restrict which services are executed by
which parts of the system at a given point in time.

11. The concept should provide a descriptive means of specifying the ordering of
services involved in a composite service.

This requirement is satisfied. We have specified a means for specifying the or-
dering of the collaborations in service composition using composition policies
along with a PESM diagram, as explained in section 4 of paper 5. We have
specified a means to describe dependencies that may exist between services
when they are composed. Although we have not fully specified the means for
modelling the dynamical restriction of the behavior involved in service compo-
sition, e.g., exceptions handling, our approach allows for this to be achieved,
as explained in section 4 of paper 5.

12. The concept should use a formal semantics to provide a precise understanding
of the artefacts that we will use to model dynamic composition of services.

In paper 5, we have provided a precise understanding composition policies
and PESM diagrams by defining a precise denotational semantics based on
STAIRS [RHS05, Run07].

7.1.4 The Methodology for Dynamic Composition of Pat-
terns and Services

13. The methodology should strive for easy adaptation in industrial development
processes by being based on existing state-of-the-art UML methodology.

In paper 7, we have defined a general methodology for policy-based dynamic
composition of services. This methodology may be used with existing UML
methodologies such as the rational unified process (RUP) [Kru01], as explained
in paper 7.

14. The methodology should explain how to model dynamic composition of services.

In section 5 of paper 7 the steps of the methodology explain how to use the
concept for modelling dynamic composition of services. The methodology
focuses on how to model dynamic composition of services, and explains a three
layered approach to service specification, design and deployment in order to
realize dynamic service execution in the runtime system.

15. The methodology should provide a more efficient method for development of
services with respect to availability requirements.
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By specifying the authentication and authorisation patterns as re-usable pat-
terns and providing a methodology explaining how to compose the patterns
with services, we have provided the a more efficient means for development
of services with respect to satisfying some availability requirements. However,
this requirement is not fully met as the methodology is currently not supported
by a tool, although a discussion of the feasibility of tool support is provided
in paper 7.

16. The methodology should be easy for a designer to understand and use.

We believe that this should be the case, however, we have not tested this by
conducting experiments. This is first relevant with tool support. However,
the guidelines given in appendix C of paper 2 are designed to assist the user
in the correct selection of the set of AA-patterns to be used and should raise
awareness about service availability issues. In section 3 of paper 3, we have
illustrated use of these guidelines for modelling and selecting the appropriate
set of AA-patterns for composition with the multimedia over IP service.

7.2 Design Choices
During the course of the work on this thesis, a number of decisions were made
regarding the focus of the work and the approach to modelling dynamic composition
of services. In this section, we discuss some of the alternative approaches.

7.2.1 Specifying Patterns to Ensure Availability

As explained in Chapters 1, 2, and 3 above, we narrowed down this task to addressing
exclusivity patterns only, and, more specifically, authentication and authorisation
patterns. In this section, we discuss the task of specifying patterns which, when a
set of these are composed together, both the exclusivity and accessibility aspects of
availability may be addressed.

While there is extensive work on specifying the means to ensure the accessibility
aspect of availability, such as given in [ALRL04], there is limited work on specifying
design patterns for this aspect of availability. In [AJ06] the means to ensure the
accessibility aspect of availability are specified as design patterns and it is explained
how these patterns may work together for ensuring accessibility. However, these
patterns are for use in system design, and specify redundancy patterns for hardware
and software, as well as design patterns for monitoring, detecting and recovering
from failures. As such, while information on system accessibility (e.g., obtained
by monitoring) should be made available to the service management layer, these
patterns are not for direct composition with services as AA-patterns are.

The need to address availability from different viewpoints can be exemplified by
electronic voting systems [SHNR06]. In order for the electronic voting to be con-
ducted fairly, availability issues must be addressed for the electronic voting services,
the electronic voting system the services are deployed on, as well as the availability
of the underlying IP network. Both accessibility and exclusivity aspects must be
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considered. This includes providing and restricting access to the electronic voting
services to authorised users only while protecting the availability of the parts of
the electronic voting system as well as ensuring the availability of the underlying
network.

At the network layer, e.g., the IP layer, accessibility is typically handled by
providing quality of service (QoS) support in the network, and applying policies
regarding handling of different types of traffic, related to the different services. Both
accessibility and exclusivity can be treated by means at the network layer. The
question therefore is what types of behaviour can be composed with a service to
ensure accessibility aspects? This would typically address some means of making
the service QoS aware. This fits in with the architectural framework for policy-
enabled dynamic composition of services that we have proposed in paper 7. The
Availability Policy Manager should be responsible for receiving this information from
the network and system management and adapt services accordingly, based on the
status. Elaborating on these ideas is a possible direction for further work.

7.2.2 Collaboration Oriented Approaches

We decided early on that our approach to composing services should build on the
collaboration-oriented approach presented in [Bræ99, SB04, SCKB05, SBvBA05].
We chose to do so because the UML 2.x collaboration concept [OMG07] provides a
structured way to define partial functionalities in terms of collaborating roles, and
therefore it provided a promising basis for service modeling. It allows service parts
to be modelled as collaboration roles, and service behavior to be specified using
interactions, activity diagrams and state machines as explained in[SCKB05].

7.2.3 Aspect Oriented Modelling

Another natural choice for our work on specifying and modelling service composi-
tion is aspect oriented modelling (AOM) [RFLG04, FRGG04, RGF+06, CW01] .
The AOM approach addresses cross-cutting concerns, and as such is very suitable
for addressing the problem of composing authentication and authorisation patterns
and services. In AOM, cross-cutting aspects are woven into so-called primary mod-
els using composition directives. However, we did not chose to investigate use of
AOM approaches for defining ordering and coordination of composition as the AOM
approach is prescriptive and static in nature, and as such not well suited for use in
dynamic service composition. We chose therefore to use policy and dynamic role-
binding. Policy rules declare what may be composed depending on trigger events
and conditions, and the decision to compose may occur at runtime depending on
dynamic behaviour state of the system, allowing for a choice between different be-
haviours.

7.2.4 Web Services Composition

During the early phases of the work on this thesis, we have been advised to look
at the work on Web services, in particular at the Web Services Security speci-
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fications [WSSWT06], and at the Web Services Choreography Description Lan-
guage [KBR+05]. We have investigated these standards, however, we have not
based our work too closely on the Web services specifications as these are written
for use in the Web services domain, and as such are designed for service requester
to service provider oriented services, using a request-response interaction pattern, a
synchronous communication model. The motivation for our work comes from the
telecommunications domain, and therefore we did not want to restrict ourselves to
a synchronous communication model with request-response type interactions typi-
cal for the client-server paradigm and for which one side only takes the initiative
to communicate. Rather, we address the peer-to-peer paradigm which is common
in the telecommunications domain for which services are characterized by two way
initiatives from both sides of a communications interface, and where communication
initiatives may occur simultaneously originating from several different parties.

In particular, the Web Services Security specifications [WSSWT06], address au-
thentication specifically for service requester to service provider oriented services,
by providing Web protocol-based client-server authentication, such as http authen-
tication [FHBH+99]. While we have examined these standards to ensure that our
approach encompasses the Web services concerns, we have not based our approach
on the Web services specifications. This is because our motivation and interest
is in the telecommunications service domain where multi-initiative based services
are combined with other types of services such as web-services. As such, the WS
specifications did not address a broad enough perspective for what we wanted to
specify.

7.3 Related Work

In this section we provide a discussion of work that has been developed in parallel
to our work, both to discuss how things could have been done differently, but also
to cite important differences between our work and contemporary approaches.

7.3.1 Security Patterns

In chapter 4 we provided an overview on security patterns reflecting the state of
the art of work at the time that this thesis work was started. Since then there
has been further work on security patterns, including three books on the sub-
ject [SFBH+05, NSL05, HSC+06]. While patterns for authentication and authorisa-
tion are presented in each of these books, the authentication patterns presented are
either direct unilateral authentication, or brokered unilateral authentication pat-
terns, and as such only consider a subset of the full classification of authentica-
tion patterns, as mutual authentication patterns are not considered. Additionally,
in [HSC+06], the patterns are specified for Web services security, specifically for
Microsoft technology compliant systems.

In [HAJ07], classification of security patterns is discussed as a means of organiz-
ing and consolidating the existing work on security patterns. The authors propose
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several classification schemes: one based on security domain concepts (confidential-
ity, integrity and availability), a second based on the application context and the
viewpoints of the stakeholders, and a third scheme based on the problem domain,
the threat model.

We have classified authentication and authorization patterns as a means to pro-
vide and restrict access to services for authorized users only, addressing the exclu-
sivity aspect of availability. As such, our classification falls under the first category,
being a classification based on a security domain concept. Additionally, we have clas-
sified the authentication patterns further hierarchically, as a tree for which the root
node provides a general node (authentication) which is refined by each descendant,
which is also advocated by the authors as a means for further classification [HAJ07].

The authenticator pattern, which is the generic unilateral authentication pattern
in our classification, was first introduced in [YB97], and has appeared in several clas-
sifications of security patterns [YB97, BJVF99, KE05, YWM08, HAJ07, HYSJ07].
This pattern essentially describes the authenticator role only, for verification of iden-
tity of the subject. We have rather considered authentication from a broader col-
laborative viewpoint, taking into account behaviour of both parties involved in the
authentication, and to allow for being able to specialize each generic pattern, e.g.,
with respect to the protocol and algorithm used, and the type of keying used. While
there exist several classifications of security patterns [YWM08, HAJ07, HYSJ07],
we have still not been able to find any other existing framework and classification
addressing authentication and authorization patterns.

7.3.2 Collaboration-Based Approaches

As explained above in section 7.2, our approach is based in part on the collaboration-
oriented approach presented in [Bræ99, SB04, SCKB05, SBvBA05]. In [CBvB07,
KHB07], the authors have also built on [SCKB05], however have taken a different
approaches from us. In [CBvB07], the authors have focused on describing com-
plete behaviours as choreographies. The global PESM diagrams presented in this
thesis are similar to the choreographies inspired by UML 2.x activities presented
in [CB06] and further elaborated in [CBvB07]. However, the choreographies de-
scribe static/non-dynamic composition of collaborations, for which the wiring (or-
dering and coordination) of roles played by a composite role is hardcoded. The
PESM diagrams describe dynamic composition of collaborations for which sets of
roles and how the may be combined at runtime is fully determined by composition
policies, without the need for hardcoded wiring.

In [CBvB07, vB08], the authors focus on describing how UML collaborations
can provide a framework for service modelling that enables service behaviours to
be completely defined, and analysed for problems. This provides a strong basis for
analysing problems that can arise in service composition that may lead to realiz-
ability problems such as race conditions. The authors provide a thorough analysis
of the problems that may arise. We have not focused on addressing such realizabil-
ity problems, but rather have focused on the problem of enabling dynamic service
composition.
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The approach presented in [vB08] provides a means of transforming a global
specification to a system design where the different system components are iden-
tified and their collaborative behaviour gives rise to the behaviour satisfying the
global model. The derivation method proposed uses the specification of the global
behaviour of the system in terms of basic activities and a precise description of their
temporal ordering. It is explained that this process may be fully automated. The
method addresses both strong sequencing and weak sequencing, providing a more
powerful means to address realizability problems. Our approach to transforming
from global PESM diagrams and composition policies to local PESM diagrams and
local composition policies uses weak sequencing only.

In [CBvB07, vB08] the authors have integrated the specification of which role
plays the initiating role and which role plays the participating role in the specifica-
tion of the sub-ordinate collaborations in order to analyze behaviour with respect
to realizability, and to synthesize role behaviours. In [CBvB07, vB08], there is no
management layer present in the approach, and therefore the authors must make
demands on the ordering of initiating and terminating roles in order to avoid re-
alizability problems. Alternatively, the authors could have used synchronization
messages. With our approach, however, the specification of which role plays the
initiating role and which role plays the participating role is not integrated in the
specification of the sub-ordinate collaborations. The initiating party in our approach
is the party that receives the trigger and has nothing to do with who makes the first
move within the collaboration use. In our approach, the management layer takes
care of coordination using role requests. This allows us to loosen the demands on the
ordering of initiating and terminating roles in the specification of the sub-ordinate
collaborations, as the management layer takes care of the synchronization of roles.

We have chosen this approach because our focus is on enabling choice in dynamic
service execution, including allowing for one collaboration be replaced by another
collaboration regardless of which role internal to the collaboration sends the first
signal. By de-coupling the internal ordering of behaviour from the choreography, we
are able to enable such substitutions/choices between which collaboration should be
executed next. As explained in paper 5, this allows for greater flexibility in dynamic
composition, and we exemplify this by demonstrating the ability to change authenti-
cation patterns regardless of who makes the first move within the collaboration. For
example, replacing an authentication collaboration which consists of one message
(unilateral one pass) from party A to party B, with a collaboration which consists
of two messages (unilateral two pass), for which party B sends the first message, a
challenge, to party B.

In [KHB07], the authors provide a collaboration-oriented approach in which ser-
vice models can be automatically translated to executable design models. The aim
of their approach is to be able to directly derive component behaviour from the
specification of collaboration behaviour as activities, for which the inter-component
communication is hidden and the intra-component communication is fully speci-
fied [KHB07]. The approach specifies collaboration coordination as UML 2.x activ-
ities with nested activities. The interfaces between activities (inter-collaboration)
is precisely defined, and is useful for the purpose of being able to generate state
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machines from the activities. However, such "hard-coded" interactions between
reusable elements can restrict the possibilities for adaptation in a dynamic system.

Unlike [KHB07], in our approach, the inter-component communication is fully
specified using UML 2.x sequence diagrams or semantic interfaces. We have chosen
to focus on specifying the inter-collaborative behaviour precisely as it is particularly
important for, e.g., specifying authentication and authorisation patterns in a flexible
manner, while allowing for attention to detail, e.g., regarding which protocol and
algorithm is to be used, and what type of keying is to be used when specifying an
authentication pattern for use in a specific context. We have also been motivated
by the need to address being able to dynamically upgrade the level of security pro-
vided, and for this it is important to enable a choice between which authentication
pattern should be used, and to be able to dynamically change at run time which
authentication pattern is used. We have chosen therefore to use policies to link to-
gether the separately specified collaborations as this allows for dynamic adaptation.
Adaptation is possible when triggered by an event or when policy rules are changed
to allow for insertion of new behaviours.

While the focus of the work in this thesis has been on the specification of the inter-
component behaviour (that is, precisely specifying the interface behaviour between
two roles involved in an elementary collaboration), we also recognize that intra-
component behaviour deserves some attention. In paper 4 we introduced the concept
of a composition pattern for addressing the intra-component behaviours required in
dynamic composition of collaborations horizontally (intra-collaboration behaviour),
introducing the always forward signal pattern. However, the full specification of
this pattern has been left for further work. A topic for Future work is to investigate
whether aspects of the work on component synthesis [KHB07] can be combined with
the policy-based approach to dynamic service execution.

7.3.3 Web Services Composition

There are a number of approaches to enable dynamic and or automatic composition
of services [MKB07, FY07, SFP+08, SFT08]. In [MKB07], an approach to auto-
mated choreography synthesis for Web services is presented. There are similarities
to our approach, however, it is an input/output automata-based approach, which
co-ordinates outputs from one service and inputs to another service, storing outputs
if necessary until they may be required as inputs to another service at a later time.
Our policy-based approach is event driven and not constrained to input/output
synchronisations for synthesising service compositions.

Much of the recent work on dynamic composition of Web services is concerned
with automatically generating the choreography as work flow plan that composes
suitable services to fulfill the service requesters needs.When services are discovered,
the Web services request response interaction is used, where a service requestor
identifies a service it wishes to use and sends a message to request use of the service,
waiting for a response. A common example used is the example for which a mobile
user asks for information about the closest restaurant. The user may specify that the
restaurant must be a Chinese restaurant, and that the information should be pre-
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sented in French. A search is then performed to find the service providers that can
deliver the requested information. An example of such an automatic service compo-
sition framework has been developed by the SPICE project [SPI08]. A framework for
searching for and matching existing services to a service request has been developed,
with a prototype for an automated composition process [SFP+08, SFT08].

While approaches such as these to dynamic composition [CAA04, SFP+08, SFT08]
are suitable for providing and composing Web services, they do not scale easily for
telecommunications services, as the request-response interaction creates a bottleneck
when applied to the Telecom domain, as explained in [FY07]. With our approach,
this service discovery and request-response interaction is not used. Rather, the
PESM already contains information about which services may be used, and the
composition policies provide a choice between which services to compose.

In our work, we have not pursued a fully automated approach to dynamic service
composition. Rather, we have concentrated on developing a concept for modelling
dynamic service composition such that the overall plan provided by the global PESM
and composition policies can be specified prior to runtime. Our approach is event-
driven and decisions regarding choices allowed by the plan (the PESM and policy
rules) are taken at runtime, depending on which policy rules are satisfied during ser-
vice execution. Investigating whether our approach can be combined with automatic
service composition techniques, e.g., for matching candidate services to compose, is
a topic for future work.

One of the examples that we have used in this thesis to demonstrate the applica-
bility of the service availability conceptual model is an IMS and Web 2.0 combined
services deployment, please see paper 6 for details. In future work, further investiga-
tions of dynamic composition issues with such complex combined services should be
addressed, exploring possibilities for combining our policy-based approach with an
automated approach, such as the approach defined by the SPICE project. However,
a broker oriented approach should rather be used which is made possible by the more
recent Web services standards such the Web Service Notification [OAS06a] and Web
Service Resource Framework [OAS06b]. These standards provide an event-based
architecture and as such may be more suitable for use with our policy-enabled ap-
proach. In [FY07, VF06], use of Web Service Notification [OAS06a] and Web Service
Resource Framework [OAS06b] are discussed in an approach to integrating telecom-
munications services with Web services. Such an event-oriented model for combining
Web services with telecommunications services should be further investigated in fu-
ture work.

7.3.4 Policy-Based Approaches

In [FSLP+07], an approach to adaptive service composition is presented. There are
several similarities to our approach. The approach is similar in that it addresses
the problem of composing composite services from atomic services, using context
information, user preferences and availability of services as criteria for the composi-
tion. A rule-based decision process that is event triggered is used. Events regarding
context, service and device availability trigger the decisions to adapt. The types
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of adaptation that are enabled are substitution of services, addition of services and
removal of services, each of which is also enabled by our approach. The decision
system architecture is similar to our policy-based architecture in that it provides a
central manager component that communicates with a set of distributed compos-
ite service management components, each of which monitors events for rule-based
decision making. The approach enables automatic service composition, involving a
service discovery process, which is not addressed by our approach. However, services
are modelled differently from the way that we model services as the management is
more tightly integrated in the service as a set of management interfaces. Addition-
ally, services are chained together, similar to what is done with web-services. Rules
are also specified as condition–action rules, whereas our policies are specified based
on the event-condition-action paradigm.



Chapter 8

Future Work

During the course of the work on this thesis we have identified a number of interesting
problems that we would have liked to address, but did not due to time constraints
and in order to remain focused on solving the problems that we set out to solve as
stated in section 2.2. In this chapter we summarise these as topics for future work.

8.1 Authentication and Authorisation

We have formulated a set of guidelines for developers on how to chose which AA-
patterns to apply. However, deciding on the appropriate specialisation of an authen-
tication pattern will involve an evaluation of the risks of abuse/misuse by unautho-
rised user(s), e.g., allowing an attacker to gain access to a specific service or service
component. The strength of authentication required is chosen to mitigate the risks.
Further work should be done to provide a classification of known protocols and
algorithms using this framework to assist in chosing the appropriate pattern and
specialization. The AORDD framework which consists of a trade off analysis with
tool support [Hou08] should be investigated as an example of methodology and tool
that could be used to assist in choosing the appropriate set of AA-patterns to apply.

This classification may also classify attacks (threat scenarios) followed by the
appropriate pattern(s) that may be applied to counter the attack and reduce the
risk of unauthorized access. A more complete classification of each specialisation
should provide information about the strength of the protocol and algorithm, and
an indication of the level of protection that can be achieved when the specialisation
is used should be provided. Also of use to the designer is performance values, by
this we mean, e.g., information about resources required, and duration and intensity
of computations.

Further work on the classification of authentication patterns so that information
regarding strength of authentication and performance requirements could be stored
along with the authentication pattern in a repository, would be of great value to the
developer.

71
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8.2 Patterns for Ensuring Availability in Service Com-
position

While we have narrowed this topic down to AA-patterns as a means to provide
and restrict access to services to authorised users only, the full topic should still
be addressed. In particular, it is important to examine trade-offs when different
mechanisms are used to ensure different aspects of availability. A more complete
analysis of what should be done at the different layers in order to ensure availability
is also a topic for further work. In this thesis, we have concentrated on mechanisms
at the service and applications layer, however, there is a need to combine this with
mechanisms at the network layer and at the system (physical) layer, as discussed in
section 7.2.1.

8.3 Availability Analysis
Among items for potential further work is the task of conducting user experiments to
estimate the quality of the user experience related to different items of the presence
service. Expectations from users may vary for different components of a composed
service, such as from different items in the presence service as discussed in section 7
of paper 6. Moreover, the weighting of these preferences by the user may vary over
time. Schematically, the actual user experience could be estimated by multiplying
the weights and the actual obtained accessibility and exclusivity measurements as
depicted in figure 8.1, based on the representation of the availability metric given
in paper 1. Obtaining appropriate accessibility and exclusivity measurements is a
challenge for future work.

Figure 8.1: Schematic procedure for estimating actual user experience (for illustra-
tion only)
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Regarding measurements with respect to the accessibility aspect, there exists
considerable work that can be of use. However, we are most interested in work
that provides alternatives to the traditional binary metric. For example, in [YV06,
YV01], an improved service availability (accessibility) metric is provided which may
be used with different methods of measuring service accessibility with respect to
different types of error bounds. The metric considers the effect of consistency level,
workload and faultload on the service availability. Another example is a service
status based metric with a corresponding estimation which is provided in [SZZ+08].
The status identification based metric is used to measure the status, for which four
different states are defined, with respect to different measurable aspects, e.g., the
maximum number of continuous failures during n invocations, the maximum number
of continuous successes during n invocations, and the success rate. Such a metric
could be applied to the example shown in figure 8.1. Each of these papers present
interesting alternatives to the traditional binary metric and should be investigated
for use in further work.

8.4 Elaborating on the Concept for Dynamic Com-
position

Exploring possibilities for automatic generation of PESM graphs is a topic for future
work. Currently, with our approach, the designer creates the PESM diagrams and
specifies the policies. In future work, it could be possible to explore whether it is
possible to generate all or parts of the PESM diagrams automatically, e.g., similar
to what has been done in the SPICE project [SPI08, SFP+08, SFT08].

In our approach UML 2.x collaborations provide a static structural overview of
the separately specified collaborations and roles involved in a service composition.
We allow for each of the sub-collaborations to be considered as general patterns
that may be further specialised. The PESM and policy rules specify the dynamic
composition of the behaviour associated with the elementary collaborations, showing
the dependencies between the composed services. Up to this point, we have specified
which specialisations may be used statically. Further work should investigate the
idea of specialisation of a collaboration as a plug-in. With such an approach, the
goal part of the policy rules becomes quite important. The idea would be that
different collaborations could be considered for use in the service composition as
specialisations of a general pattern if the goal of the collaboration is the same or at
least as strong as the goal specified for the general pattern.

8.5 Analysis of Policy-Conflicts
Dynamic service compositions deployed using the policy-enabled dynamic service
composition approach will be executed correctly if the composition policies are cor-
rectly specified and configured. It is clear that there is a potential for conflicts
between composition policies. Therefore, for a full scale implementation of this ap-
proach there should be support for policy conflict detection and resolution. Policy
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management is therefore needed to manage and verify composition policies in order
to ensure that the service can be correctly executed.

In the area of policy conflict analysis, there has been extensive research [MS94,
LS99, FWH+01, DJS08, DJ07, SLS05, CFP+05] including work on policy conflict
analysis for network and security management, for policy-based adaptive services
and for quality of service (QoS) management. Future work on analysis of policy
conflicts for the policy-enabled dynamic composition approach should therefore take
into account previous work on policy conflict analysis.
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Abstract

Traditionally, availability has been seen as an atomic property assert-
ing the average time a system is “up” or “down”. In order to model and
analyse the availability of computerised systems in a world where the de-
pendency on and complexity of such systems are increasing, this notion
of availability is no longer sufficient. This report presents a conceptual
model for service availability designed to handle these challenges. The
core of this model is a characterisation of service availability by means
of accessibility properties and exclusivity properties, which is further spe-
cialised into measurable aspects of service availability. We outline how
this conceptual model may be refined to a framework for specifying and
analysing availability requirements.
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1 Introduction

Availability is an important aspect of today’s society. Vital functions as e.g.
air traffic control and telecom systems, especially emergency telecommunica-
tions services, are totally dependent on available computer systems. The con-
sequences are serious if even parts of such systems are unavailable when their
services are needed.

Traditionally, the notion of availability has been defined as the probability
that a system is working at time t, and the availability metric has been given
by the “uptime” ratio, representing the percentage of time that a system is
“up” during its lifetime [20]. This system metric has been applied successfully
worldwide for years in the PSTN/ISDN1 telephony networks along with failure
reporting methodologies [8]. This metric does not sufficiently measure important
aspects of service availability.

With this traditional understanding, a web-based application such as a con-
cert ticket sales service may have 99, 999% availability, however if it is down for
the 5 minutes when concert tickets to a popular artist are put out for online
sale while at the same tickets can be purchase via competing distributors, this
means a considerable loss of profit for the adversely affected ticket sales web-
site even though the service is considered to be highly available along traditional
lines [2]. Service availability needs a more enhanced metric in order to measure
availability in a way that meets the demands of today’s services which have been
shown to have much more bursty patterns of use than traditional PSTN/ISDN
services [6].

Such burstiness in usage patterns also affects the ability of the service to
provide to all users requiring the use of a service at a given moment, as illustrated
in the following example. The Norwegian tax authorities provide on-line services
for delivery of tax returns. In recent years, the service has been broadened to
allow individuals to make changes to the return on-line (prior to this a report
return had to be completed). In 2005 there was an increase in web-based returns
to 1.255.000 in 2005 from 675.000 in 2004. However, the service was not able to
handle the increase in demand on the final day, resulting in a large number of
users being refused by the server. As a result, the tax authorities had to extend
the deadline by 24 hours [21]. In the traditional sense, the service was still “up
and running”, and the hardware and software were still functioning correctly.
Yet, a large number of users were being refused by the server, so that it was
not available to a significant number of authorised users. The situation was
exacerbated by the fact that the new users had much longer holding times than
users filing web-based returns in 2004 due to the filling out of different forms
in order to complete the changes to the tax return online. Up until 2005, only
single form returns could be filed electronically. More complicated returns that
require the user to fill out supplementary forms could not be filed electronically
and had to be submitted on paper returns in the traditional way. In 2005,
the online submission service allowed users with more complicated returns to
file electronically. The result was that the number of users filing electronically
increased, and many of the new users completing returns online had much longer
holding times in order to fill out the additional forms as well as the main form.
The increase in both penetration and usage parameters that was not foreseen

1Public Switched Telephone Network/Integrated Services Digital Network
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resulted in loss of availability for a large number of users.
Indeed, as the environment where services are deployed becomes more and

more complex [1] a more “fine-grained” view on “what is availability” is needed.
Several global virus attacks have recently showed that availability is indeed
affected by security breaches, e.g., when e-mail servers are flooded by infected
e-mails, the availability for “real” e-mails decreases. Another example is the
so called denial of service (DoS) attack, for which a service is overloaded with
requests with the only purpose of making the service unavailable for other users.

In this report we motivate and introduce an augmented notion of service
availability. In the heart of the resulting conceptual model lies a characterisation
of availability as aspects of accessibility and exclusivity. Further, we seek to
preserve well-established definitions from our main sources of inspiration to the
extent possible: security, dependability, real-time systems, and quality of service
(QoS). The report shows how the conceptual model may be used as a basis for
specifying service availability requirements in a practical setting.

In Sect. 2 we provide the basis for our analysis of availability including our
analysis of different viewpoints and approaches on availability and other aspects
in the fields of security and dependability. Motivated by this discussion on
related work in the fields of dependability and security research, we identify the
requirements a conceptual model of service availability should satisfy. These
requirements are summed up in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 the properties of service
availability are discussed, in Sect. 5 the means to achieve service availability are
classified, and in Sect. 6 we present some of the threats to service availability. In
Sect. 7 the overall conceptual model including a service availability measure is
presented. Summary and conclusions are provided in Sect. 8. A list of definitions
is provided in Appendix A as well as a list of acronyms and abbreviations in
Appendix B.

2 Requirements to a Refined Notion of Service
Availability

The setting for our availability analysis is derived from the fields of dependability
and security, and we therefore strive to conform to the well-established concepts
and definitions from these fields where there is a consensus. We also look to
different approaches and viewpoints in dependability and security research to
motivate and derive a set of requirements for a service availability concept model
which enables an augmented treatment of availability that is more suited to
securing availability in today’s and future services.

2.1 Classifying Availability

Availability has been treated by the field of dependability and the field of se-
curity. The definitions of availability commonly used in these fields are:

1. Readiness for correct service [3].

2. Ensuring that authorised users have access to information and associated
assets when required [11].
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3. The property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorised
entity [9, 12].

We find the first of these definitions to be insufficiently constraining for prac-
tical application to design of services with high availability requirements. An
integral part of securing availability is ensuring that that the service is provided
to authorised users ; this is not addressed by the first definition. It is, however,
addressed by the second, but neither the first nor the second captures the aspect
of a service being usable. The third definition captures all of these aspects, and
therefore is the basis for our analysis of availability and development of a more
refined availability model.

In order to ensure service availability, it is essential to refine this notion to
include addressing the aspect of ensuring that the service is provided to the
authorised users only. The example of the on-line service for delivering tax re-
turns given in Sect. 1 illustrates the importance of this aspect. Anyone may
browse the Norwegian tax authorities information pages, although it is mainly
for the use of Norwegian tax payers. However, access to the online submission
service is for authorized taxpayers only. More importantly, a particular tax-
payers forms must be available to that user only. The system must know how
many authorised users are expected to access the service at the critical time,
and the users holding times must be correctly estimated. For example, in order
to calculate penetration and usage parameters, the total number of authorised
users that are expected to access the service at a given time must be known.
This is important to prevent the service from being overloaded. Additionally,
it is also important to ensure that an individual tax form with details about a
particular user’s tax return is available to that particular user only.

The emergency telecommunications service (ETS) is an example that clearly
shows the need to guarantee that authorised users only (in this case authorised
emergency services personnel) can access and user the service during a disaster
situation.

As already argued, there is a need to provide an enhanced classification
and model of service availability in order to thoroughly analyse and enable the
rigourous treatment of availability throughout the design process depending on
the requirements of the individual services. Our refined availability model should
therefore characterise the properties/attributes of service availability including
that services should be provided to the authorised users only.

2.2 Classification of Threats and Means

The IFIP WG 10.4 view on dependability is elaborated in [3]. Fig. 1 shows the
concept model of dependability as shown in [3].

This conceptual model of dependability consists of three parts: the attributes
of, the threats to and the means by which dependability is attained [3]. This is a
nice approach which motivates us to use a similar approach in our classification
of service availability. Clearly, threats to availability such as denial of service,
and means to availability such as applying redundancy dimensioning techniques,
have an important place in our availability model.

In [3], the means by which dependability can be attained are fault prevention,
fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting. Fault prevention: how to
prevent introduction of faults. Fault tolerance: how to deliver correct service in
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Dependability

Attributes

Safety

Availability

Reliability

Confidentiality

Integrity

Maintainability

Fault   tolerance

Fault   prevention

Fault   removal

Fault   forecasting

Faults

Errors

Failures

Means

Threats

Security

Figure 1: Conceptual model of dependability [3]

the presence of faults. Fault removal : how to reduce the number of faults, and
finally fault forecasting: how to estimate the present number, future incidents
and likely consequences of faults.

This approach does not address all of the means by which service availability
can be obtained. This is because, incidents resulting in loss of service availability
do not necessarily transpire due to faults and therefore classification of means in
terms of faults as in [3] is, in our view, insufficient for availability analysis. An
example is the hijacking of user sessions by an attacker or group of attackers,
preventing the authorised user or group of users from accessing the service. This
incident results in loss of service availability for a set of users, without incurring
a fault in the system.

An unwanted incident is defined in [25] as an incident such as loss of con-
fidentiality, integrity and/or availability. A fault is an example of an unwanted
incident. Therefore, in order to classify threats to availability and means to
achieve availability in a security setting, we are also motivated by the approach
used in the security field of risk analysis and risk management as in [7,15]. The
availability model should classify the means to achieve availability in terms of
countering unwanted incidents.

In [3], the threats to dependability are defined as faults, errors and failures,
and these are seen as a causal chain of threats to dependability:

fault −→ error −→ failure

This understanding of threats serves nicely in the dependability model, however,
we use the definition of threat, as defined in [12]: a threat is a potential cause
of an unwanted event, which may result in harm to a system or organisation
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and its assets. Unlike [3], we do not consider such a causal chain alone as
the sole threats to availability, as service availability may be reduced by e.g.
a denial of service (DoS) attack which reduces the service availability without
causing a fault, error, or failure to the actual service itself. The conceptual
model of service availability should classify known threats to availability while
conforming to existing literature on the classification of security threats.

2.3 Viewpoints for Analysing Availability

For our availability analysis, it is appropriate to evaluate whether we should
consider a system from a black box or white box perspective. In [14], E. Jonsson
provides a conceptual model for security/dependability with a black box view
as shown in Fig. 2.

Threat
integrity

User

environmental    influence

delivery-of-service

reliability/availability
(safety)

denial-of-service

confidentiality/exclusivity
(safety)

system    behaviour

fault
introduction

Non-user

Object
system

vulnerability

Figure 2: Jonsson’s conceptual model [14]

In this system model view, Jonsson considers availability to be a purely be-
havioural aspect related to the outputs of the system, solely with respect to
the users. As can been deduced from Fig. 2, exclusivity is a means to ensure
availability. This viewpoint is valid and useful for some aspects of availability
analysis; however, we see the need for evaluating availability from other view-
points as well. Availability aspects of the internal components of the system
must also be analysed.

We claim that aspects of availability must indeed be observed from both
the input and output sides as well as the internal components of the system.
For example, denial of service attacks can be observed as malicious input to a
system to either flood the system and render it unavailable, or in order to alter
the integrity of the system, e.g., by deleting a group of users from the database
of authorised users. In the latter case, the input messages of the intruder can
be observed, and the changes to the internal database, resulting in a loss of
availability for those users that were deleted, will also be registered.

It is also important to observe and analyse the internal behaviour in the
system in order to analyse the availability aspects of components, in particular
service components which collaborate to deliver the service. Motivated by a
service-oriented system view, only a whitebox view allows and facilitates the
specification of the internal means to achieve availability and the examination
of internal causes that affect availability. The conceptual model should therefore
address internal as well as external concerns of availability.
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Service viewpoint

System viewpoint

+

+System
component

System
availability
component

Service
component

Service
availability
component

Viewpoint
of the user

Black box view White box view

Figure 3: Viewpoints for analysing availability

Fig. 3 summarizes the different concerns for analysing availability. From
the point of view of the user, the service is either available, or it is not. The
system view is well understood in the dependability field, and as discussed
above, Johnson provides an evaluation from a system viewpoint and with a
security point of view. The Service Availability Forum (SAF) is working on
standardising middleware for the open interfaces between the layers [22], as
shown in Fig. 4 and discussed in Sect. 2.4. In our work on securing availability
in service composition, we are analysing availability from the decomposed service
viewpoint, according to requirements of the users.

2.4 Requirements of Different Services

In the current and future telecommunications market, there are many different
types of services each of which may have different requirements with respect
to availability. Telephony services, and in particular, emergency services, are
examples of services with stringent availability requirements. Internet-based ser-
vices, however, have somewhat different requirements. Requirements for what
may be tolerated of delays or timing out of services are rather lax currently for
e.g., online newspaper services. Yet, a citizen who leaves the tax return to the
last minute before the deadline for filing requires urgently that the online tax
return submission service is available at that particular moment [21].

For traditional telecommunications services, the availability requirement of
99, 999% availability is still valid, however, it does not sufficiently address all
of the differentiated requirements with respect to service availability. More
precisely, as advocated by the Service Availability Forum (SAF) [22], there is
also a need for a customer centric approach to defining availability requirements.
The availability concern of the Service Availability Forum is readiness for correct
service and in particular continuity of service, with a focus on the demands of
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the customers.

Applications

Service Availability
Middleware

Operating System

Hardware

Application
Interface

Platform
Interface

Platform
Drivers

Figure 4: The SAF framework [22]

Service availability as defined by the SAF aims to meet the following de-
mands:

• Customers demand and expect continuous service availability.

• Customers want always-on services and connections that are maintained
without disruption-regardless of hardware, software, or operator-caused
system faults or failures.

The availability concern of the SAF is readiness for correct service and in par-
ticular continuity of service, with a focus on the demands of the customers. The
SAF is concerned with availability of today’s systems from the dependability
perspective providing a transition from the application of dependability to tra-
ditional telecommunications systems to current systems which are distributed.

We intend to incorporate the ideas of the SAF in our model, to enable
customer oriented availability requirements, however, extending these to include
the aspects of ensuring that unauthorised users cannot interrupt, hijack, or
prevent the authorised users from accessing a service. The model must address
the service availability requirements in a flexible manner, in order to address
the different aspects of availability.

2.5 Measuring Availability

As discussed in the introduction, we need a more fine grained measure of avail-
ability than pure “up” or “down”. Services can exist in numerous degraded but
operational/usable/functional states between “up” and “down” or “correct” and
“incorrect”. For example, an online newspaper may behave erratically with slow
response times for displaying articles browsed without going down or becoming
completely unavailable. It should be possible to describe various states of avail-
ability in order to specify just how much a reduction of service quality may be
tolerated.

While both the Common Criteria [10] and Johnson [14] define security meas-
ures and provide techniques for measuring security in general, there is a need
for a more fine grained metric for measuring service availability that takes into
account, for example, measurement of how well user requirements are fulfilled,
as well as a need for measuring the ability to adequately provision a service
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to all of the authorised users requiring the service at a given moment. Such a
metric needs to take into account the appropriate set of parameters, not just
the usual average based on the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) and the Mean
Time To Repair (MTTR). Our aim is to incorporate techniques from the exist-
ing initiatives in the fields of security and dependability in order to arrive at a
more complete composite measure of service availability.

3 The Requirements Summed Up

Based on the above discussion we arrive at a set of requirements for the con-
ceptual model.

1. The model should characterise the properties of service availability. This
is to enable the rigourous treatment of service availability depending on
the requirements of the individual services.

2. The model should characterise the means to achieve service availability in
terms of countering unwanted incidents.

3. The model should classify known threats to service availability while con-
forming to existing literature on the classification of security threats.

4. The model should address internal and external concerns of availability.
With a black box view only, only the externally observable properties of
availability can be studied. Using a white box view the internal means to
achieve availability can be specified and internal causes that affect service
availability can be examined.

5. The model should facilitate specification of service availability requirements
in a flexible manner, in order to address the different aspects of availability.
There are many different types of services, and they may have different
requirements with respect to availability. Availability requirements should
be flexible enough to address the different services consistently.

6. The model should provide a basis for defining a service availability metric.
Our aim is to incorporate techniques from the existing initiatives in the
fields of security and dependability in order to arrive at a more complete
composite measure of availability.

4 Properties of Service Availability

We claim that service availability encompasses both exclusivity, the property of
being able to ensure access to authorised users only, and accessibility, the prop-
erty of being at hand and useable when needed. As such, contrary to, e.g., [3],
which treats availability as an atomic property, we see service availability as a
composite notion consisting of the following aspects:

• Exclusivity

• Accessibility

We elaborate on these two properties in Sect. 4.1 and Sect. 4.2.
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4.1 Exclusivity

By exclusivity we mean the ability to ensure access for authorised users only.
More specifically, this involves ensuring that unauthorised users cannot inter-
rupt, hijack, or prevent the authorised users from accessing a service. This
aspect is essential to prevent the denial of legitimate access to systems and ser-
vices. That is, to focus on prohibiting unauthorised users from interrupting, or
preventing authorised users from accessing services. Our definition of exclusiv-
ity involves both users and non-users, i.e., ensuring access to users while keeping
unauthorised users out. This is in order to properly address means of achieving
exclusivity some of which will address ensuring access for authorised users and
others will address techniques for preventing unauthorised users from accessing
or interrupting services.

The goal with respect to exclusivity is to secure access to services for au-
thorised users in the best possible way. Essentially this means:

• Secure access to services for the authorised users.

• Provide denial of service defence mechanisms. Here we focus on pro-
hibiting unauthorised users from interrupting, or preventing users from
accessing services.

• Ensure that unauthorised users do not gain access to services.

Note that attacks via covert channels or by eavesdropping can lead to loss
of confidentiality without loss of exclusivity as the attacker is not accessing the
service, but passively listening in on service activity. Confidentiality, however,
consists of exclusivity and absence of unauthorised disclosure of information.

4.2 Accessibility

We define accessibility as the quality of being at hand and usable when needed.
The notion of “service” is rather general, and what defines the correctness of
a service may differ widely between different kinds of services. Accessibility is
related to QoS [4, 18, 26], but what is considered relevant qualities vary from
one domain to another. Furthermore, QoS parameters tend to be technology
dependent. An example of this is properties like video resolution and frame
rates [26], which are clearly relevant for IP-based multimedia services and clearly
not relevant in other service domains, such as SMS or instant messaging services.

What all services do seem to have in common is the requirement of being
timely; for a service to be accessible it must give the required response within
reasonable time. In addition to being timely, a service will be required to per-
form with some quality to be usable. Hence, we divide accessibility properties
into two major classes of properties: timeliness properties and quality proper-
ties. Timeliness is the ability of a service to perform its required functions and
provide its required responses within specified time limits. A service’s quality
is a measure of its correctness and/or how usable it is.

Consider an online booking service. From the viewpoint of a user at a
given point in time, we could say that the quality of the service is either 1
or 0 depending on whether the user gets a useful reply (e.g. confirmation) or
unuseful reply (e.g. timeout). (Over time this can be aggregated to percentages
expressing how often one of the two kinds of responses will be given.)
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In a multimedia service like video streaming, the frame rate may be seen as
a timeliness property (each frame should be timely) while the resolution of each
frame and the colour depth are quality properties.

In both these examples we may see a dependency between timeliness and
quality. In the first example (Fig. 5) we may assume a deadline t2 for the re-
sponse to the user for the service to be accessible. However, we must also assume
some processing time t1 for the service to be able to produce an answer. This
means that the quality requirement enforces a lower bound on the timeliness; if
the deadline is too short the user will always receive the timeout message. In
other words we must have that t1 < t2 for the service to be accessible.

In the other example (Fig. 6) we may assume that higher quality requires
more processing time per frame. This means that a required quality q1 provides
a lower limit t1 on the processing time of each frame. Further, to get the required
frame rate there must be a deadline t2 for each frame, which provide an upper
bound q2 on the quality. This means the service must stay between this lower
and upper bound to be accessible. This approach may be seen as an elaboration
of Meyer’s concept of performability evaluation [16].

These considerations motivates a notion of service degradation. We define
service degradation to be reduction of service accessibility. Analogous to ac-
cessibility we decompose service degradation into timeliness degradation and
quality degradation, and see that these are quantities mutually dependent on
each other. For example, graceful degradation in timeliness may be a way of
avoiding quality degradation if resources are limited, or the other way around.
A combination of graceful degradation in timeliness and graceful degradation
in quality may also be applied. Related to QoS, accessibility may actually be
considered a QoS tolerance cut-off, i.e., the point at which the QoS deteriorates
to a level where the service is deemed no longer usable, so that the service is
considered unavailable.

5 Means to Ensure Service Availability

Traditionally, the approach to meeting availability requirements has primarily
focused on ensuring accessibility aspects of availability such as by introducing
redundancy, and by service replication. This is a valid approach to availability,
but it does not ensure, e.g., that the service is accessible to authorised users only.
There are costs involved in introducing redundancy and replication, which need
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to be justified. The goal should be to obtain more comprehensive, more cost-
effective means to achieving availability, and to specify, design, and implement
a set of measures that enable delivery of services and/or systems according to
availability requirements.

Means

Incident
prevention

Incident
detection

Recovery   from
incident

Dimensioning

Integrity
protection

Access
control

Intrusion
detection

Monitoring

Accounting
audits

Maintain-
ability

Redundancy
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Figure 7: Means to ensure availability

By means to ensure availability we address protection of the service from
incidents leading to a loss of availability. Therefore, in our model as shown
in Fig. 7 (and represented in UML 2.0 [17]), we categorise the means into the
following three groups: incident prevention: how to prevent incidents causing
loss of availability; incident detection: how to detect incidents leading to loss of
availability; and recovery from incident : the means to recover after an incident
has lead to a loss of availability. We do not attempt to create an exhaustive
list of all such measures, but do provide examples that illustrate the different
aspects of securing service availability.

5.1 Incident Prevention

Preventative means are defined as the internal aspects of a system that are
designed to prevent, stop or mitigate intrusions, faults, errors, or other incidents
which have a negative effect on the availability of a system.

Access control is an important preventative means for achieving the exclusiv-
ity aspect of service availability. Access control is the prevention of unauthorised
use of a resource, including the prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorised
manner [9].

Providing integrity protection mechanisms is important for example, in order
to protect against manipulation and redirection of messages resulting in denial
of service for the authorised user. For example, without message integrity pro-
tection, an unauthorised user may manipulate messages in a man-in-the-middle
attack and redirect all messages to her/him instead of to the authorised user,
resulting in denial of service for the authorised user.

On the other hand, it is important to ensure that the required resources
e.g. in the network that an authorised user has permission to use during a
session are indeed allocated to the user to ensure that the service is delivered
according to the user availability requirements. We have grouped this in under
dimensioning. The purpose of dimensioning is to ensure that expected needs
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will be met in an economical way, for subscribers, service providers and network
operators [19]. Dimensioning techniques involve ensuring that processors are not
overloaded, and that enough resources are provided. Correct resource allocation
is an essential problem of denial of service protection. A means to controlling
this is a combination of policy and access control functions. Another aspect of
dimensioning is scalability, ensuring that the solution adapts easily so that the
service may be available to a large number of users at a reasonable cost.

Another example of a means for avoiding loss of service availabilty is grace-
ful degradation [23], that is degradation of a system in such a manner that it
continues to operate, but provides a reduced level of service rather than fail-
ing completely. By applying graceful degradation schemes a complete loss of
availability can be prevented.

5.2 Incident Detection

Incident detection consists of means to discover incidents such as denial of ser-
vice attacks, faults, errors or failures, which lead to a loss or reduction of avail-
ability.

Detective measures will commonly be coordinated with recovery aspects of
the system in order to adapt and restore system availability. Fault detection,
traffic flow monitoring, intrusion detection systems (IDS), and security audits
are all examples of detective measures.

Fault detection encompasses identifying and locating faults in the system,
this includes detection of faults that may not be detected by the external beha-
viour and may not cause an immediate incident, but have the potential to cause
an incident in another situation. Traffic flow monitoring is important to detect
anomalies in the traffic flows, as well as for ensuring the QoS guarantees can be
met. Active traffic monitoring for which traffic flows are actively generated to
test the capacity, is used to specifically measure performance capacity and is a
useful tool for defining dimension rules. Passive monitoring of the real traffic
is useful as a detective means in identifying performance problems. Passive
monitoring provide information on the actual behaviour of the communications
traffic and is useful in understanding communications requirements. Traffic flow
measurements can be used to optimise network usage as well as to analyse traffic
under congestion conditions with respect to the type of traffic, the origin of the
traffic, and the dynamic behaviour of the traffic e.g., its burstiness. Intrusion
detection systems provide key components used to obtain information about
unwanted activity on the network or within computer systems. With an intru-
sion detection system, it is possible to forensically collect records on an attack
or break-in even though an attacker has deleted service logs. By accounting
audits we mean mechanisms for service usage accounting and resource usage
accounting. This is useful for e.g., analysing unauthorised use of the system
or services. Accountability is the property that ensures that the actions of an
entity may be traced uniquely to the entity.

For an efficient approach to unwanted incident detection, it is wise to com-
bine monitoring, fault detection and IDS techniques along with audit logs gener-
ated and process the information and data collected in real time or close to real
time in order to detect and thwart attacks or incidents that have the potential
to result in loss or reduction of availability.
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5.3 Recovery from Incident

Recovery from incident consists of the means to recover from incidents leading
to loss or reduction of availability. This includes techniques for adapting the
service, e.g. in the case that anomalies are detected by the IDS so that ma-
jor unwanted incidents of loss of availability are avoided. Recovery means may
entail, e.g., making changes to the internal aspects of the system, such as correc-
tion of faults or removal of system vulnerabilities. Additionally, external filters
may be implemented to filter away the discovered cause of the incident such
as malicious traffic or traffic from unauthorised users. Recovery addresses the
adaptability, robustness, maintainability and redundancy aspects of the system.

In a modular redundancy configuration, the original system is multiplied
into a number of identical subsystems which are simultaneously active. In a
standby redundant system there are two or more copies of the original systems.
Only one of the copies is active at a time. The above-mentioned redundancy
techniques are most appropriate for achieving fault tolerance with respect to
hardware failures. In case of software fault tolerance the concept of N -version
programming is often applied. Using a common software specification the sys-
tem is developed in a number of different versions by separate teams. These
versions are executed on separate computers and inconsistent outputs are re-
jected. However, these techniques were not developed to address, for example,
damages to software due to exploitation of vulnerability in an attack on the sys-
tem, such as a denial of service attack. In this case additional techniques need
to be applied to return the system to normal operation as well as enabling the
system to adapt and remove vulnerabilities. Robustness is the degree to which
a system or component can function correctly in the presence of invalid or con-
flicting inputs. Based on the discussion above it is clear that techniques such
as software and hardware redundancy contribute to the robustness of systems.
Maintainability is the ability to undergo modifications and repairs and is also
important for the recovery aspect of accessibility. Maintenance is carried out
either in a preventive way with the intention to reduce probability of failure or
in a deferred way, which is to perform maintenance after failures have occurred.
The latter approach represents the opposite of preventive maintenance and is
often motivated by reduced maintenance costs. Adaptability in the event of re-
duction or loss of service is also an important means of restoring availability, at
least partially. Routing mechanisms in the Internet Protocol is an example of
a means to ensure that the Internet adapts if a segment or segments are down
to ensure that service is restored as soon as possible and possibly without the
users being aware of the reduction of service.

6 Threats to Service Availability

As we stated in the discussion above in Sect. 2.2 for the basis of analysis of
availability we use the definition of threat, as defined in [12]. A threat is a
potential cause of an unwanted event, which may result in harm to a system or
organisation and its assets. In our case the asset of interest is the availability
of the service.

It is common to distinguish between active and passive threats. An active
threat is when something or someone attempts to alter system resources or
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affect the operation of a system, while a passive threat is when something or
someone tries to get hold of information from a system without affecting the
system resources. [24]

It is obvious that a pure passive threat alone does not affect the availability
of a service, but passive threats may of course be part of a larger threat to the
availability of a system. For this reason we concentrate on active threats and
do not go into passive threats in this report.

6.1 Active Threats

The most explicit threats to service availability are DoS attacks. Replay, mas-
querade, modification of messages, man-in-the-middle attack and misuse of ser-
vice, as shown in Fig. 8 (and represented in UML 2.0 [17]), are examples of
other kind of active threats that may affect availability. Threats may originate
on the inside (inside attackers) or the outside (outside attackers) of the system.
The impact of threats varies with the nature of the threats; some threats may
result in degradation of the service, others in complete loss of service. Going
into detail on this issue is outside the scope of this report, but below we give
some examples on how some of these threats may affect service availability.

Active  threat

DoS
Replay
attack

Man-in-
the-middle

Modification
of   message

Masquerade
as   service

Masquerade
as   user

Misuse   of
service

Masquerade

Figure 8: Active threats

DoS attacks may lead to loss of use due to unauthorised use of the service
preventing authorised users from accessing the service. Unauthorised use may
also create over-usage problems having an overload effect and in this way de-
grading the quality of the service for the authorised users. Examples of DoS
attacks on access to network resources are e.g. “ping of death” and “Smurf”
attack [5].

In a replay attack, the attacker captures the authentication credentials of
an authorised user and replays the authentication message at a later time to
obtain access to a service.

In a masquerade, an attacker steals the identity of a real user and obtains
fraudulent access by masquerading as the real user while preventing the valid
user from accessing services. Or, the other way around, an attacker replaying
or masquerading as a service may deceive the user, and the service the user
intended to access is then not available.
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7 Conceptual Model for Service Availability

Based on the requirements from Sect. 2 and our discussion above we propose
the overall model presented in Fig. 9 (represented in UML 2.0 [17]) and further
explained in the following text.

Service
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Accessibility Exclusivity
Incident

prevention
Incident
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Recovery from

incident
Active
threat

Passive
threat

may cause reduction of

ensures

protects against

Figure 9: The overall picture

In the figure the relationships between availability, threats and means are
shown. Availability is affected by means and threats. Means ensures availability
by preventing and countering unwanted incidents and protects against threats.
Threats may lead to unwanted incidents causing reduction of availability.

There are many different types of services, and they may have different
requirements with respect to availability. Availability requirements should be
flexible enough to address the different services consistently. We propose that
availability is specified by the means of availability policies and predicates over
measurable properties of services, and that these policies and predicates are de-
composed in accordance with the decomposition of availability in the conceptual
model. An availability policy consists of an accessibility policy (e.g., required
resources) and an exclusivity policy (e.g., which entities have permissions to use
the service or system).

The predicates place conditions on the allowed behaviour of the service. In
order to express these predicates, there is a need to describe rules for allowed
or prohibited behaviour and to provide a means for measuring the availability
properties of a service. Figure 10 illustrates how availability properties are
related to services, i.e., as part of the relation between the service and the user
entity using the service.

UserService

value

Property

** uses

Figure 10: Service availability

Our conceptual model provides the foundation for an availability metric in
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that it provides decomposition of availability properties that may be mapped to
measurable quantities. This metric will include behavioural measures, prevent-
ative measures, and correctness measures such as the measurement of degree of
degradation.

The following is the mathematical representation of the availability metric
for a service. Let A denote a service with an availability property for a user
group U , and let X denote the availability metric for service A. We represent
X as an n-tuple X = (x1, . . . , xn) where xi is a measure of an aspect of service
availability. Using our conceptual model this idea can be refined as follows:
We represent X as a tuple X = (X1, X2) where X1 measures the exclusivity
properties, and X2 measures the accessibility properties.

Essentially, the aim is to measure and determine the degree of accessibility
and exclusivity that is sufficient for the authorised user to be able to activate
and use the service. The purpose of measurements is to establish that service
availability requirements have been met. For example, in order to address how
well the system keeps users while still granting access to authorised users we
have the following exclusivity requirements:

• The probability that an authorised user is denied access to the service at
a given time t should be less than x.

• The probability that an unauthorised user obtains access to the service at
a given time t should be less than y.

• User u shall be prohibited from accessing service s when user v is using
the service.

• The number of intrusions at a given time t should be less than z.

Based on these requirements, we have the following measures of aspects of
exclusivity:

• The probability that an authorised user is denied access to the service at
a time t.

• The probability that an unauthorised user obtains access to the service at
a given time t.

• The probability that user u obtains access to service s when user v is using
the service.

• The number of intrusions at a given time t.

Similar measures may be defined for accessibility. These may be defined
with a basis in measures for service degradation, timeliness, performance, and
quality.

Service availability metrics can be derived in this manner to measure the
ability to meet each of the exclusivity and accessibility requirements. Service
availability measurements can then be designed for observing the specific para-
meters identified. For example, for a voice over IP (VoIP) call service, an ac-
cessibility requirement may be that call-set up time is required to be less than x
ms, and the measurement accumulates the amount of time that the system is in
this (call-set up) state. Similarly, regarding a call-blocking requirement for the
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VoIP service, the percentage of calls by authorised users blocked may be meas-
ured. Additionally, fine-grained measurements may also be derived regarding
establishing the causes of the call-blocking, e.g. observing and measuring the
presence of intrusive/DoS behaviour resulting in the blocking of calls.

In order to apply the model, the availability requirements must be determ-
ined. Threats must then be analysed to understand what affects availability and
means for ensuring availability need to be identified to meet requirements and
counter threats. Measurements of the different aspects are then used to evaluate
how well the availability requirements are met. We are currently applying the
model to our work on ensuring availability in service composition.

8 Conclusions

The contribution of this report is a conceptual model for service availability that
takes into account a much broader spectrum of aspects that influence availability
than previously addressed by work in this area. We have argued that exclusivity
is an aspect of availability that has been generally neglected in the literature,
and shown where it fits in an enhanced notion of service availability. Further
we have shown how QoS, real time and dependability considerations may be
integrated in the model and treated as accessibility properties.

We have established that there is a need for a more fine grained metric for
measuring availability and have provided a representation of the availability
metric for a service that allows specification of the measurable requirements for
exclusivity and accessibility properties.

Our conceptual model for availability embraces both a white box view as well
as a black box view of availability and, hence, addresses both internal and ex-
ternal concerns of availability. The need for this is apparent in our current work
on ensuring availability in service composition that encompasses a collaboration
of roles, which are slices of behaviour across distributed systems. These must be
composed correctly in order to achieve a service with the required availability.

The model also contains a classification of threats to availability and means
to ensure availability, and establishes the relationship between threats, means
and availability properties. Together these elements provide a framework in
which all relevant views and considerations of availability may be integrated,
and a complete picture of service availability may be drawn.
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A Definitions

This appendix contains a list of definitions of terms used in this report. The
definitions are obtained from international standards to the extent possible, and
from established sources in the literature. For terms that are defined differently
in the standards, the order of prioritization is as follows: [9] first, then [12], [25],
and [24].

Access control: The prevention of unauthorised use of a resource, including
the prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorised manner [9].

Accessibility: The quality of being at hand and usable when needed.

Accounting audit: Mechanism for service usage accounting and resource us-
age accounting. This is useful for e.g., analysing.

Accountability: The property that ensures that the actions of an entity may
be traced uniquely to the entity [9].

Active threat: When something or someone attempts to alter system resources
or affect the operation of a system [24].

Asset: Anything that has value to an organisation [12].

Adaptability: The ability to change or be changed to fit changed circum-
stances

Attack: An assault on system security that derives from an intelligent threat,
i.e., an intelligent act that is a deliberate attempt (especially in the sense of
a method or technique) to evade security services and violate the security
policy of a system [24].

Authorisation: The granting of permission based on authenticated identific-
ation [9].

Authorised: Granted rights or permissions [24].

Availability: The property of being accessible and usable on demand by an
authorised entity [9, 12].

Confidentiality: The property that information is not made available or dis-
closed to unauthorised individuals, entities, or processes [12].

Data integrity: The property that information has not been altered or des-
troyed in an unauthorised manner [12].

Denial of service: The prevention of authorised access to resources or the
delaying of time critical operations [9].

Dependability: The ability to deliver service that can justifiably be trusted [3].

Dimensioning: The purpose of dimensioning is to ensure that expected needs
will be met in an economical way, for subscribers, service providers and
network operators [19]
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Eavesdropper: A person that does a passive wiretapping done secretly, i.e.,
without the knowledge of the originator or the intended recipients of the
communication [24].

Exclusivity: The ability to ensure access for authorised users only.

Failure: A termination of the ability of a functional unit to perform a required
function [25].

Fault: Abnormal condition that may cause a reduction in, or loss of, the cap-
ability of a functional unit to perform a required function [25].

Fault forecasting: How to estimate the present number, future incidents and
likely consequences of faults [3].

Fault prevention: How to prevent introduction of faults [3].

Fault removal: How to reduce the number of faults [3].

Fault tolerance: How to deliver correct service in the presence of faults [3].

Graceful degradation: Degradation of a system in such a manner that it
continues to operate, but provides a reduced level of service rather than
failing completely [23].

Incident detection: How to detect incidents leading to loss of availability.

Incident prevention: How to prevent incidents causing loss of availability.

Integrity: See data integrity and system integrity [12].

Integrity protection: Protection of from unauthorised modification. This ap-
plies to both data integrity and system integrity.

Intrusion detection: A security service that monitors and analyzes system
events for the purpose of finding, and providing real-time or near real-
time warning of, attempts to access system resources in an unauthorized
manner [24].

Man-in-the-middle attack: A form of active wiretapping attack in which the
attacker intercepts and selectively modifies communicated data in order
to masquerade as one or more of the entities involved in a communication
association [24].

Maintainability: The ability to undergo modifications and repairs [3].

Masquerade: A type of attack in which one system entity illegitimately poses
as (assumes the identity of) another system entity [24].

Misuse: A threat action that causes a system component to perform a function
or service that is detrimental to system security [24].

Modification of message: Altering message contents.

Monitor: To check, supervise, observe critically, or record the progress of an
activity, action or system on a regular basis in order to identify change [25].
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Non-repudiation: The ability to prove an action or event has taken place, so
that this event or action cannot be repudiated later [9, 12]

Passive threat: When something or someone tries to get hold of information
from a system without affecting the system resources [24].

Performability: A system’s ability to perform when performance degrades as
a consequence of faults [16].

Preventative means: Internal aspects of a system that are designed to pre-
vent, stop or mitigate intrusions, faults, errors, or other incidents which
have a negative effect on the system.

Privacy: The right of individuals to control or influence what information re-
lated to them may be collected and stored and by whom and to whom
that information may be disclosed [9].

Quality: A measure of a service’s correctness and/or how usable it is.

Quality of service (QoS): The collective effect of service perfomances, which
determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service [13].

Recovery from incident: The means to recover after an incident has lead to
a loss of availability.

Replay attack: An attack in which a valid data transmission is maliciously
or fraudulently repeated, either by the originator or an adversary who
intercepts the data and retransmits it, possibly as part of a masquerade
attack [24].

Redundancy: Replication of the original systems.

Reliability: The property of consistent intended behaviour and results [12].

Residual risk: The risk that remains after safeguards have been implemen-
ted [25].

Risk: The potential that a given threat will exploit vulnerabilities of an asset
or group of assets and thereby cause harm to the organization [12].

Risk analysis: A systematic use of available information to determine how
often specified events may occur and the magnitude of their consequences.

Risk management: The culture, processes and structures that are directed
towards effective management of potential opportunities and adverse ef-
fects.

Robustness: The degree to which a system or component can function cor-
rectly in the presence of invalid or conflicting inputs.

Safeguard: A practice, procedure or mechanism that reduces risk [12].

Service degradation: Reduction of service accessibility.

System integrity: The property that a system performs its intended function
in an unimpaired manner, free from deliberate or accidental unauthorised
manipulation of the system [12].
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Security audit: An independent review and examination of system records
and activities in order to test for adequacy of system controls, to ensure
compliance with established policy and operational procedures, to detect
breaches in security, and to recommend any indicated changes in control,
policy and procedures [9].

Threat: A potential cause of an unwanted event, which may result in harm to
a system or organisation and its assets [12].

Timeliness: The ability of a service to perform its required functions and
provide its required responses within specified time limits.

Timeliness degradation: Reduction of a service’s timeliness.

Traffic analysis: The inference of information from observation of traffic flows
(presence, absence, amount, direction, and frequency) [9].

Unwanted incident: Incident such as loss of confidentiality, integrity and/or
availability [25].

Usable: Capable of being used.

Vulnerability: A weakness of an asset group or group of assets, which can be
exploited by one or more threats [12].

B Abbreviations

DoS Denial of Service

ETS Emergency Telecommunications Service

IP Internet Protocol

PSTN/ISDN Public Switched Telephone Network/Integrated Services Digital
Network

QoS Quality of Service

SAF Service Availability Forum

SMS Short Message Service

UML Unified Modelling Language

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol
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3

Abstract

During the past decade, the telecommunication environmenthas evolved from
single operator featuring voice services to multi-operator featuring a range of dif-
ferent types of services. Services are being provided todayin a distributed manner
in a connectionless environment requiring cooperation of several components and
actors. This report focuses on the incremental means to ensure access to services
for authorized users only by composing authentication and authorization patterns
and services. We propose a novel framework of authentication and authorization
patterns for securing access to services for authorized users only, and we demon-
strate how the patterns can be dynamically composed with services using a policy-
driven approach.
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1 Introduction

The evolution of service development in the telecommunications sector, driven by the
success of the Internet, creates a demand for dynamic service development in order to
continuously develop new services in a competitive market.There is a need for fast
incremental development of services and applications, while maintaining availability
properties.

We define a service as an identified partial functionality, provided by a system,
component, or facility, to achieve desired end results (goals) for end users or other
entities. The general notion of a service involves several service parts collaborating
to provide the service to one or more service users. Authentication and Authorization
functionality needed to ensure availability is no exception and falls within this general
definition of a service.

One of the core challenges of service engineering is to find practical ways to model
services (partial functionalities) separately such that services may be composed into
well functioning application systems satisfying availability requirements. This is espe-
cially challenging for services being provided in a distributed manner in a connection-
less environment requiring cooperation of several components and actors (users).

If services were independent of each other, service composition would be quite
straightforward. But services often depend on each other. Services also often depend
on shared resources and service enablers. They may be provided to many interacting
users, and users have access to many services over the same terminals using shared re-
sources and service enablers. This leads to the so-called crosscutting nature of services
as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The figure suggests an architecture for service-oriented systems, which is charac-
terized by horizontal and vertical composition. On the horizontal axis, system compo-
nents, are identified that are largely service independent and represent domain entities
such as users, terminals, service enablers and shared facilities. They may reside in
different computing environments. These domain entities such as users, user commu-
nities, terminals and resources are represented by agents in the system. We use the
term agent in a general sense here to mean an entity representing and acting on be-
half of other entities. On the vertical axis, several services and service components
are identified (i.e. collaborations and collaboration roles) that depend on the system
components of the architecture.

         Horizontal
       composition
(within a service)

Vertical composition
(within an agent)

Service 1

Service 3

Service 2

Terminal
Agent x

User
Agent y

Group
Agent z

User
Agent w

Terminal
Agent k

service
part

Figure 1: Service Oriented Architecture

Service composition, in general, involves static composition at design time as well
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as dynamic linking and binding at runtime.
The new UML 2.0 collaboration concept [32] provides a structured way to de-

fine partial functionalities in terms of collaborating roles, and therefore it provides a
promising basis for service modeling. It allows service parts to be modeled as col-
laboration roles, and service behavior to be specified usinginteractions, activity dia-
grams and state machines as explained in [43]. Moreover, it provides means to decom-
pose/compose services using collaboration uses and to bindroles to classifiers defining
system components. In this way, UML 2.0 collaborations directly support service mod-
eling and service composition at design time. In addition, they provide a framework to
define so-called semantic interfaces as explained in [46] that can be utilized to ensure
compatibility among interacting components both at designtime and runtime.

As Fig. 1 shows, service components interact with each other(”horizontally”) for
the actual execution of services. Services depend on each other (characterizing verti-
cal composition) e.g., authentication and authorization behavior first, before a service
can be invoked and services depend on shared resources and enablers (characterizing
horizontal composition). The structure and linking of service components is to a large
extent dynamic. Therefore, dynamic linking is a fundamental and general mechanism
required in service-oriented systems. Important mechanisms for service discovery, fea-
ture selection, compatibility validation, and access control can be associated with the
creation and release of dynamic links. This linking may be seen as a process of dynam-
ically binding roles to actors, taking the agent states and preferences into account.

In [37], we have presented a conceptual model for service availability. Based on the
conceptual model for service availability presented in [37], this report focuses on the
incremental means to ensure access to services for authorized users only by compos-
ing authentication and authorization patterns and services. In order to address service
availability, we see availability as a composite notion consisting of exclusivity, the abil-
ity to ensure access for authorized users only, and accessibility, the property of being
on hand and useable when needed. Our approach involves the development of flexible
and re-usable patterns to ensure availability in service composition.

In this report we motivate and introduce a set of authentication and authorization
(AA-) patterns, which may be composed with services to ensure that services are ac-
cessible to the authorized users only. We provide a discussion of the specification of
AA-patterns and the means to compose AA-patterns with services both statically and
dynamically to restrict access to services to authorized users only. We explain in detail
the policy driven approach to specifying composition of AA-patterns and services1 .

In summary, our contributions include: (1) a framework and classification of au-
thentication and authorization patterns; (2) demonstrating that our framework can be
applied to static and dynamic composition; and (3) showing that our framework can
be used to specify and enforce policies governing composition of AA-patterns and ser-
vices.

The rest of this report is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we state the requirements
to the approach. In Sect. 3 we present our classification of authentication and autho-
rization patterns. In Sect. 4 we discuss our approach to specifying AA-patterns, and in
Sect. 5 we discuss how we apply policies. Use of AA-patterns in static composition of
services is addressed in Sect. 6, and use of AA-patterns in dynamic composition of ser-
vices is addressed in Sect. 7. A discussion of related work isgiven in Sect. 8 followed
by a summary and conclusion in Sect. 9.

1We have published two articles based on this report [40,41].However, since publication of these articles,
some of the definitions regarding semantic interfaces have been refined [45]. This report has been updated
to be consistent with the terminolgy presented in [45].
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2 Requirements to the approach

In order to explain the policy-driven approach, we formulate and motivate a set of
requirements that the approach is designed to fulfill.

1. The approach should facilitate specification of authentication and authorization
patterns in a flexible and reusable manner.It should be possible to be able to
model services independently and AA-patterns separately and then put them
together and adapt them. As there are many different types ofservices, each
with different authentication and authorization requirements, there is a need for
a fine-grained approach that allows authentication and authorization design to be
adapted to service requirements. The approach must allow for tailoring modi-
fications with respect to e.g., strength of authentication provided and should be
able to address the pitfalls that designers face in selecting and implementing au-
thentication patterns to avoid faulty and weak implementations.

2. The approach should be easy for a designer to understand and use. Security
requirements, such as availability requirements, are often not taken into account
by developers in the design process for many reasons such as time to market and
costs constraints, and lack of knowledge about security amongst designers and
developers, as well as the complexity of the environment in which systems are
deployed [3]. The approach should be understandable to the developer/designer
and increase the designer’s awareness of security issues while enabling the de-
signer to address the issues systematically through choiceand specialization of
e.g. an authentication pattern.

3. The approach should provide policy mechanisms that can be used for governing
the binding of roles to agents in dynamic service composition. This involves
providing a means to specify constraints on the binding of roles to agents to
ensure that service availability requirements can be achieved in a deployment.
In order to ensure that service roles that are dynamically linked within a service
execution are correctly linked, and to restrict which agents service roles can be
bound to, there is a need for a means to defining rules to governthe binding of
roles to agents.

4. The approach should provide a means for specifying the static composition of
AA-patterns and services.Static composition involves the assignment and com-
position of roles to form system components at design time. This involves build-
ing composite services using existing services and AA-patterns (choreography),
but also defining roles and system parts so that they can collaborate with each
other (orchestration). The approach should provide a descriptive means to spec-
ify rules regarding ordering of collaborations in composition. In particular, re-
quirements for which goals or states must have been achievedby collaborative
parts before any other behavior is allowed to execute. The framework should
also provide a means for modelling the dynamical restriction of the behavior in-
volved in service composition, e.g. exceptions handling (such as in the case that
authorizations are no longer valid, then the session shouldbe forced to termi-
nate).

5. The approach should provide a means for supporting the dynamic composition
of AA-patterns and services.By dynamic composition, we mean both dynamic
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role-binding (i.e., creation and release of dynamic links)and dynamic composi-
tion of service role behaviors.

3 Framework for AA-patterns

Our framework consists of a classification of authentication and authorization tech-
niques as patterns specified using UML 2.0 collaborations, with interactions and state
machines. We also specify the AA-patterns using semantic interfaces [45], to facilitate
validation of visible interface behavior for each of the roles involved in a collaboration
and to enable dynamic composition of AA-patterns and services.

We specify behavior using semantic interfaces because semantic interfaces facili-
tate checking the compatibility (in terms of safety and liveness properties) of different
components involved in service collaboration (Interface behaviors are derived from the
complete component behaviors by projection). We declare role-binding policies in the
semantic interface for each of the roles involved, as we find this useful for validating
that the required conditions and requirements have been fulfilled when composing the
pattern with services. In the following sections we presentour classification of AA-
patterns.

3.1 Authentication patterns

Authentication theory and practice has evolved over time and is well established in the
literature [4, 28, 30] as well as in the standards [18–20, 22,23]. The simplest authenti-
cation patterns involve two parties. Variations involve proxies, or trusted third parties.
By a third party we mean a component, service or organization, which both other par-
ties are willing to rely on. In some cases, each party relies on a different trusted third
party, who in turn trust each other through a trusted third party. We begin therefore, by
addressing patterns involving two parties, as these can be generalized or extended to
involve trusted third parties.

A generic two party authentication pattern involves communication between the
two parties to establish the identity of one of the parties inthe case of unilateral au-
thentication, or both in the case of mutual authentication.Messages are generated and
exchanged between the parties, at least one message/pass isrequired for unilateral au-
thentication, and at least two messages/passes are required for mutual authentication.

In order to apply authentication protocols and techniques [4, 28, 30] in a model-
based approach, we have classified these well known authentication techniques and
protocols as authentication patterns specified using UML 2.0 collaborations, which
may be combined with service components in service composition. Each pattern is
modelled in UML 2.0 so that it may be re-used, but also may be easily adapted and
adjusted depending on requirements such as security and performance requirements,
for example regarding the the strength of the crypto involved related to the capacity
available in the actual deployment.

For modelling authentication of one actor playing one role in a service collaboration
to an actor playing another role in a service collaboration we need a fine grained classi-
fication of authentication patterns. this is because the behavior required and strength of
authentication required depends on the service to be deployed. In one case, unilateral
one-pass authentication might be sufficient, e.g. for access to an online telephone cat-
alogue, however, in another case, mutual two pass authentication may be required, as
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is the case for authenticating terminals and access points to each other in third genera-
tion mobile networks. Additionally, in the first example, a simple message containing a
username and password satisfies the service requirements, whereas in the second exam-
ple, hardware protected keys for use in a symmetric-based crypto protocol are required.
The behavior required, the type of keying to be used, and the strength of crypto to be
used is service dependent.

UniOnePass
Authenticate

Unilateral
Authenticate

TwoParty
Authenticate

Mutual
Authenticate

UniTwoPass
Authenticate

MTwoPass
Authenticate

MThreePass
Authenticate

Figure 2: Authentication patterns

Our classification is therefore motivated by the need to address behavioral consid-
erations in the patterns. This means classification based first on the service provided,
unilateral authentication or mutual authentication, thenbased on the number of mes-
sages involved in the pattern, e.g., one message for a one pass authentication protocol,
two messages for a two pass authentication protocol. Fig. 2 shows this generic classifi-
cation of two party authentication patterns. For the full classification see Appendix C.

The aim is to make the developer more conscious in the choice of authentication
technique to apply, while allowing flexibility with respectto the choice of protocol and
algorithm(s) and other crypto techniques to be used. This allows the developer to focus
on e.g. whether there is an issue such as timing regarding thenumber of messages
involved e.g. one-pass, two-pass or three pass, or should symmetric or asymmetric
keying be used, before choosing the protocol and algorithm in the instantiation of the
pattern.

Fig. 2 shows these generic patterns that do not bind a particular protocol or al-
gorithm. Once a generic pattern is selected, the authentication pattern can be further
differentiated in specializing the pattern depending on the type of keying, e.g., sym-
metric or asymmetric, to be used.

For example, the unilateral one pass authentication pattern may be specialized as
illustrated in the UML 2.0 class diagram shown in Fig. 3. There is a class for all
unilateral one pass patterns employing symmetric crypto techniques, that is for which
the authenticating party and the party requesting authentication share a common secret
key which is used in the crypto protocol. Similarly, there isa class for all unilateral one
pass patterns employing asymmetric crypto techniques, anda class for all patterns for
which the unilateral one pass authentication algorithm employs a Hash function.

The patterns are then further specialized with respect to the authentication tech-
nique, or cryptographic protocol and algorithm(s) to be applied, e.g., for the unilateral
two-pass authentication pattern, the HTTP digest authentication protocol with the MD5
hash algorithm may be applied [14]. By doing this, we separate out the choices that
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UniOnePass 
Authenticate

UniOnePass 
Authenticate
Symmetric

UniOnePass 
Authenticate
Asymmetric

UniOnePass 
Authenticate Crypto 

Check Function 
(keyed hash)

UniOnePass 
Authenticate

Hash Function 
(unkeyed hash)

Figure 3: Unilateral one pass authentication patterns

must be made by the developer, and pinpoint each of the levelsof specialization for
awareness. This is because it is not enough to choose a general model and apply just
any technique or protocol and assume that required level of security is achieved. By
security level we mean the strength of authentication required to provide the required
protection against misuse. There are altogether too many examples illustrating that
depending on choices at each of these layers, the actual implementation can be flawed.

One example of this is the Microsoft challenge/reply handshake protocol, used in
Microsoft’s Point-to-Point Tunnelling Protocol (PPTP). In this example, a design flaw
in the protocol and a choice of a weak password hashing algorithm both contributed to
the reported weakness of the authentication implementation [47]. Additionally, there
were other flaws in the implementation itself. It is because flaws may be introduced
at different stages in authentication design and implementation that we have chosen
to classify patterns separating stages of specialization.These stages are as follows:
First, a general pattern is chosen from the classification inFig. 2. Then, the pattern is
specialized according to technique, e.g., if crypto is to beemployed, then a choice must
be made between symmetric or asymmetric keying, and then a protocol must be chosen
along with algorithms or functions required by the protocol. If desired, an original
protocol and algorithm may be designed for the application and specified during the
design process. This will allow the developer to analyze authentication at each stage
of specialization of the models, so that flaws and weaknessesmay be discovered and
corrected. For a more detailed discussion regarding choiceof authentication pattern
see Appendix C.1.1.

It is important to distinguish between weak versus strong authentication, and weak-
nesses and errors that arise simply due to implementation errors. The strength of the
authentication pattern can be tuned with respect to the combination of the protocol,
the algorithm and the key-length. However, errors in implementation can significantly
weaken the authentication mechanism delivered. Assurancetechniques such as e.g.
use of the Common Criteria [21] may help in the latter.

3.2 Authorization patterns

In order to describe any authorization pattern, it is important to recognize that any
authorization pattern requires that authentication has been performed before any au-
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thorizations may be granted. Authentication and authorization patterns are combined
to describe how access rights are granted and are thus essential to access control. Ad-
ditionally, an access control model is required for access rights administration.

There are two basic authentication and authorization architectures [12]:
User Pull: Authentication is performed by an access server, which also issues au-

thorizations to the user. The user then presents authorizations directly to the service.
Server Pull: The service centralizes information about user entity authorizations

on an access server. The service authenticates the user. When the user attempts to
access the service, the service queries the access server todetermine whether the user
is authorized.

These architectures provide a means for handling authorizations in a centralized
manner. For the full classification of these architectures as patterns, see Appendix D.

4 Specification of AA-patterns

4.1 Specification of two-party authentication patterns

4.1.1 Using UML 2.0 collaborations

A UML 2.0 collaboration diagram for the generic two party authentication pattern is
given in Figure 4. The collaboration diagram shows that theauthenticatee role
cooperates with theauthenticator role.

 

TwoPartyAuthenticate

authenticatee authenticator

Figure 4: Collaboration diagram for the two party authentication pattern

A specialization of this pattern for unilateral two pass authentication is shown in
Fig. 5. Using this specialization, an agent is able to authenticate another agent using a
challenge response sequence in two passes. This view shows the goal for the collabo-
ration, expressed in OCL.

{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated}

 

UniTwoPassAuthenticate

authenticatee : 
responder

authenticator : 
challenger

Figure 5: Unilateral two pass authentication
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A detailed view of a specialization of this pattern for unilateral two pass authen-
tication is shown in Fig. 6. This view expresses more completely the properties that
the system components (such as agents) must have in order to successfully partici-
pate in the pattern. Any instance playing theauthenticatee role must possess the
properties specified byresponder and any instance playing theauthenticator
role must possess the properties specified bychallenger. The instance playing the
authenticatee role must possess a secret, and the instance playing theauthenti-
cator role must possess knowledge that is mathematically relatedto the secret. The
instance playing theauthenticator role must be able to generate achallenge,
which is sent to the instance playing theauthenticatee role, and validate the
response. Similarly, the instance playing theauthenticatee role must be able
to generate aresponse to the challenge. The constraints (on the properties
that the instances playing the roles must possess) are declared as invariants and pre-
conditions using the object constraint language (OCL).

 

UniTwoPass Authenticate

responder
secret : string

GenerateResponse ()

challenger
challenge : string         
knowledge : string

GenerateChallenge ()
ValidateResponse ()

authenticatorauthenticatee

{ Context  c:UniTwoPassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticatee.Generate Response.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticator.GenerateChallenge.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticator.ValidateResponse.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticatee.secret.is_assigned AND 
c.authenticator.knowledge.is_assigned AND
Relation (c.authenticatee.secret, c.authenticator.knowledge) }

Figure 6: UML 2.0 Collaboration diagram for unilateral two-pass authentication, de-
tailed view

Three invariants are declared: The first and third invariants are used to check that
the instance playing theauthenticator role is deployed on a part of the system
(terminal/node) with the required processing and computing capacity required to gen-
erate the challenge and to validate the response. Similarly, the second invariant is used
to check that the instance playing theauthenticatee role is deployed on a part
of the system (terminal/node) with the required processingand computing capacity re-
quired to generate the response. The reason for declaring these invariants is to ensure
that the protocol and algorithm chosen are not too processorintensive for the parts on
which they are deployed so that the authentication protocolcan run whenever the col-
laboration is instantiated. The motivation for this is to ensure that service requirements
regarding accessibility [37] are fulfilled when this authentication pattern is composed
with service components/parts.

The two pre-conditions check thatsecret andknowledge, respectively, are
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assigned before the collaboration can instantiate. The third pre-condition checks that
there is a mathematical relationship betweensecret andknowledge. This means
that a check can be performed to ensure that there is a pre-existing mathematical rela-
tionship betweensecret andknowledge as required by the authentication pattern
to be deployed. The OCL pre-conditions can be used to performa boolean check to
confirm that the a priori conditions for the authentication protocol are fulfilled. This
formalization of the mathematical relationship betweensecret andknowledge has
been chosen in order to be general enough to allow for alternative crypto protocols to
be specified at later stages in development. Note that if symmetric keying is used, then
secret = knowledge.

4.1.2 Using semantic interfaces

{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated  }

 

U n iT wo PassA u th en ticate  

authenticatee : 
responder

authenticator :  
challenger

UniTwoPassAuthenticate  : responder UniTwoPassAuthenticate  :challenger

idle
idle

Unilaterally_Authenticated
{ goal  =  true }

Generate 
Response

Generate  
Challenge

Validate
Response

waiting

waiting

NotAuthenticated

idle

P1 P2

Challenge

Challenge

Response

Response

Ok NOk

Unilaterally_Authenticated NotAuthenticated

idle

Ok NOk

[Response  
   Valid] [Response  NOTValid]

Figure 7: UML 2.0 collaboration and semantic interfaces forthe unilateral two pass
authentication pattern

A semantic connector is defined as an elementary collaboration with consistently
defined pair of semantic interfaces and service goals [45]. The semantic interfaces may
be modelled using two state transition diagrams defining theinterface behavior for each
of the roles involved in the collaboration and possible expressions stating the goals
of the collaboration. In [46] it is described how semantic interfaces can be defined
based on role modeling and simple goal expressions. The focus is on checking the
compatibility of different service components involved inthe provisioning of a service.
Definition of semantic interfaces allows us to validate the interface behavior rather than
validating the complete component behavior. Semantic interfaces facilitate validation
of both safety and liveness properties. It is pointed out in [46] that UML 2.0 protocol
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statemachines are not sufficient, and the authors propose a specification of a form of
UML 2.0 state machines for two way interface behavior as shown in Fig. 7.

In this figure, the UML 2.0 collaboration for unilateral two-pass authentication
pattern is shown with two role state machines that define the visible behavior of the
two roles participating in the pattern.

In addition to syntactical interfaces, semantic interfaces define the visible interface
behavior and goals of the collaboration. In this case, the semantic interface defines the
interface behavior and goals of theauthenticatee andauthenticator roles.

Semantic interfaces in particular are projections of behavior on an interface and are
characterized by:

• one action per transition

• spontaneous output

• visibility of variables and goals

4.2 Specification of n-party authentication and authorization pat-
terns

We model the User Pull authentication and authorization services as a UML 2.0 col-
laboration that defines three collaborating participants that interact to implement the
user pull authentication and authorization behavior: these are theUser, Access
Server, andService Access Filter roles. Application of certain AA-patterns
to the User Pull services is represented by three collaboration uses as illustrated in
Fig. 8:
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Figure 8: User Pull patterns

TwoPartyAuthenticate: This pattern, which we have modelled as a UML
2.0 collaboration in Fig. 4 and specialized for unilateral two pass authentication in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, is shown in Fig. 8 bound to theUser andAccess Server roles.
Here, theauthenticatee role is bound to theUser role, and theauthorisor
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role is bound to theAccess Server role. For the instantiation of this pattern, it is
expected that an appropriate two party authentication pattern is chosen and applied as
described in Sect. 3.

Auths Activation: This pattern consists of a request by the instance playing
theauthsrequestor role for authorizations to be activated and sent to the instance
playing theauthsrequestor role. The authorizations govern which services the
user is allowed to access. The way in which the authorizations are activated depends
on the access control model that is used. This pattern is invoked after the collaboration
TwoPartyAuthenticate has reached its goal of e.g., unilaterally authenticating
theauthenticatee. In theUser Pull collaboration,Auths Activation is
shown bound to theUser andAccess Server roles.

CheckingAccessRights: This pattern is invoked whenever the instance play-
ing theUser role requests access to a service. The instance playing theauthoriser
role then checks the authorizations to establish whether the instance playing theUser
role shall be granted access to the service. In theUser Pull collaboration,Check-
ing Access Rights is shown bound to theUser andService Access Fil-
ter roles.

Although not shown in the authentication and authorizationpatterns presented above,
an access control model is needed to administer access rights (permissions) and enforce
access control policies.

Several models for access control have evolved such as discretionary access control
(DAC), mandatory access control (MAC), and others [12]. A detailed overview of
different access control models is given in [56]. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
has emerged as a scalable alternative, and has been the focusarea for recent research
on access control resulting in numerous model variants. In this report, we assume that
a RBAC model is used with the AA-patterns.

RBAC-role activation rules, and authorization rules are administered by the RBAC
infrastructure, and distributed to the AA-patterns and services. Therefore, there must
be an interface from theAccess Server towards an RBAC infrastructure. For an
RBAC model and an approach to modelling RBAC policies using UML, see [35]. Ac-
cess control policies are enforced based on RBAC-role activation rules and authoriza-
tion rules. RBAC-activation rules are used to manage and activate RBAC-roles ac-
quired by the agent. For example, a service role may or may notbe allowed to be played
by an agent depending on the RBAC-roles acquired by the agent. See Appendix D for
for a more detailed discussion.

5 AA-patterns and policy

In [27], a policy is defined as information which can be used tomodify the behavior of a
system. This definition of policy covers as such role-binding constraints as well as user
preferences, but also constraints on the triggering of behavior between components.

During service execution, dynamic role-binding provides ameans for governing
service execution as outlined in [7], using a policy-drivenapproach to control invoca-
tion of service roles. Our classification and approach to specification of policies is also
motivated by [15] and by [29].

In our policy driven approach to composing AA-patterns withservices we are con-
cerned with defining selective mechanisms for enabling the joint behavior of objects
rather than one object individually. As such policies should make it possible to provide
information on sequencing of collaborative behavior as well as the triggering of collab-
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orative behavior when policy constraints are fulfilled. It should be possible to provide
information on the ordering of service goals as well as the relationship between col-
laboration uses composed to provide services. One way of doing this is expressing a
composition policy as a UML2.0 dependency between two collaboration uses involved
in a composed service as illustrated in Fig. 14.

Our notion of a role-binding policy specifies requirements/objectives specifically
for the instance playing a certain role in the collaboration. This includes e.g. con-
straints the role imposes on any agent it may be bound to as well as conditions an
agent may pose regarding which roles may be bound to that agent depending on agent
states and preferences. Role-binding policies typically consist of context dependent
constraints. In the context of authentication patterns, a collaboration policy is as such
a requirement/objective for the collaborative behavior ofthe authentication pattern as
a whole, whereas the role-binding polices are defined specifically for each of the two
collaboration roles,authenticatee andauthenticator.

Role-binding policies associated with a role may consist of:

• Role requirements, e.g. on which properties the instance (agent) playing the role
must have in order to successfully participate in the collaboration. For example,
for the unilateral two pass authentication pattern shown inFig. 6, any instance
playing theauthenticatee role must possess asecret.

• Agent requirements, which may specify constraints on what the agent playing
the role is allowed to do or which agents are allowed to play the role, e.g., only a
UserAgent is allowed to play theauthenticatee role. The constraint may
specify requirements that the agent must satisfy in order toplay the role, e.g., in
order for the collaboration to be successful with respect toservice availability
requirements.

• Deployment requirements, e.g., requirements for the platform that the role is
deployed on in order for the collaboration to be successful with respect to service
availability requirements. For example, an instance playing theauthentica-
tee role must be able to generate aresponse. This means that agent playing
the role must be deployed on a part of the physical system withthe required
capacity available.

A collaboration role participating in an AA-pattern may have requirements on what
the agent must be able to support in order to play a role. We therefore need to determine
that the agent has the properties/characteristics required in order to play the role, such
as support for a specific algorithm. If it is determined that the algorithm to be used is
not supported, it may also be possible to download this (as a sort of extension to the
role play) to the agent allowing for the role to be played anyway.

A role-binding policy held by an agent defines conditions andconstraints on which
roles can be played by the agent and defines rules in terms of:

• Pre-conditions for invoking a role such as conditions on theother agent involved
in the collaboration or conditions on which roles shall havebeen performed (e.g.
AA-roles).

• Preferences of the agent, such as types or multiplicities ofroles that can be bound
to the agent.

• Deployment conditions. This provides e.g., Information about the resources
available. This may include information about the type of terminal/node/user
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equipment that the agent is deployed on, e.g., the terminal is a 3G telephone with
a smartcard, information about the operating System/ or software supported, and
other contextual parameters. Essentially, providing information about which ser-
vice availability constraints can be met by the platform theagent is deployed on
and which influence whether or not a role can be played by an agent.

For example, the policy held by a user agentA may state that user agentA is only
allowed to participate in avoicecall service, playing thecallee role if the user
agent playing thecaller role has been authenticated, authorized, and identified, and
the invitation is received between 6 PM and 11 PM.

5.1 Specifying policies

Most of the work in the literature on defining policies focuses on organizational policies
e.g. RBAC policies and Role Based Management (RBM) policiesin which a role is an
organizational concept representing the specification of the behavior associated with a
particular position in the organizational context [26]. Although policies for governing
service execution are addressed in [7], specification of rules for defining such policies
is not addressed. An architecture for policy definition and call control policies is given
in [36] and provides some high level ideas for defining policies for use in enhancing
and controlling features in the context of call control in telecommunication services.
In this section, we refine some of these ideas and we provide our approach to defining
policies.

Definition: A policy is a rule of the following form: IfconditionC andtrigger T
thenactionA andgoalB.

• The condition partdefines constraints on its applicability. The constraints are
predicates which restrict role behavior in service composition. We may specify
constraints as invariants, and pre and post conditions in OCL, or more specifi-
cally, in Ponder [9].

• The trigger partdescribes when the policy should be applied. The trigger is the
event that e.g. invokes the execution of a collaboration subject to the constraints
stated in the condition part. The trigger part of a policy forgoverning service
invocation is important for achieving dynamic linking in service composition.
The trigger is specified as a message in UML 2.0, e.g., a signalor call.

• The action partdefines what is to be done when the trigger event has been sent
given that the constraints stated in the condition part hold. Examples of actions
are:bind role r to agent A, andexecute collaboration C.

• The goal partdefines what is the desired result when the policy is applied.These
goals may be specified as post-conditions in OCL.

Although a trigger part is not specified in policy rules in general, e.g. in [15], the
trigger part is essential for applying a policy approach to service engineering. For a
role-binding policy, the trigger establishes when the policy applies, e.g., when the role
request message is sent. Specifying composition policies allows us to make relation-
ships between collaboration uses explicit as well as providing a means for sequencing
service goals. e.g., a composition policy may state that thegoalunilaterally-
authenticated must be achieved before the goalauths activated can be

achieved.
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5.2 Applying policies to service composition

The following outlines how policy is applied in our modeling:

1. The role-binding and composition policies are specified using e.g., OCL. Pol-
icy conditions are stated as invariants, and pre- and post conditions. Triggers
and policy actions are stated as UML operations, and goals aspost-conditions.
For example, if the invariants and pre-conditions stated inthe role-binding pol-
icy are satisfied, then the instance can play the role. Another example is use of
composition policies to demonstrate dynamic linking of collaboration uses. The
composition policy is declared as a UML 2.0 dependency of type≪policy≫.
For example, the composition policy may declare that a pre-condition for the
execution of one collaboration may be that the instantiation of another collabo-
ration has reached a certain goal. These policies are specified at design time.

2. At design time static checks are performed on e.g., the projection from an actor’s
state machine to the semantic interface. Checks are performed on role compli-
ance. This includes checking that the actor satisfies the conditions and properties
given in the role-binding policy. This implies that the actor is typed with the in-
terface.

3. At run-time, policy controls are performed on the interfaces, dynamically. At
run-time it is enough to check that both instances are of the types that are required
on the semantic connector. Whether collaboration policy issatisfied is checked,
as well as checking e.g., whether access control policy rules are satisfied.

4. Access Control Policy enforcement is performed dynamically in an instantiation
of theChecking Access Rights collaboration by the instance playing the
authorisor role.

We have found that it is useful to declare the role binding policies in the semantic
interfaces for use in validation that the security properties are preserved in composition
of the pattern with services.

6 Composing AA-patterns and services statically

AA-patterns behavior may be invoked in two different situations:
When creating a new session,by performing a role request and performing dynamic

role binding. This requires general mechanisms to ensure that the role is invoked only if
authentication and authorization policies are satisfied. If roler is requested, and a pol-
icy specifies that authentication and authorization is performed first, then the necessary
AA-behavior must be performed first and a desired goal must bereached before the
service is invoked. In this case an AA-goal is a preconditionfor the service invocation.

During session behavior,this is required when the session and its roles contains
features or accesses objects that demand fine-grained, dynamic authentication and/or
authorization. This case is trickier because it requires a tighter integration of service
behavior and AA-behavior. In our work, we model this using service access filters,
and policies, e.g. restricting role behavior. This entailsadding screening behavior that
filters out unauthorized operations. It also requires that it may be possible to force
termination of a session if authorizations are no longer valid. We have currently mod-
eled this as anInterrupt collaboration. Another approach is to invoke a restricted
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role behavior only capable of doing authorized operations.Applying the appropriate
role-based access control model for issuing authorizations, and checking authoriza-
tions upon accessing a particular service or object makes such fine-grained, dynamic
authorization possible.
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Figure 9: VoIP service defined as a semantic interface

Let us assume a voice over IP (VoIP) service,VoIP Service, defined as a se-
mantic interface with rolesr1 andr2 as shown in Fig. 9. We model the view showing
the user to VoIP service provider only, to keep the example simple. Further assume that
agentA requests a session ofVoIP Service, and roler2 from agentB.

The collaborationVoIP Servicemay have a collaboration policyP3 specifying
that the agents playingr1 andr2, in our case agentsA andB, shall be different agents.
The agents may specify conditions that govern which roles can be played by the agent.
AgentBmay, for instance, specify that a precondition for invokingr2 is that agentA is
authenticated and authorized e.g. applyingUserpull. Similarly, agentAmay specify
that a precondition for invokingr1 is that agentB is authenticated and authorized. It
is natural to express these conditions as part of the role-binding policies, using OCL.

If the AA-properties have not been established yet then, it is necessary to invoke
AA-services resulting in the desired AA-properties beforeinvokingVoIP Service.
In the most general case agent A and agent B must negotiate andagree on the AA-
patterns to apply. In many cases agent B may select the patterns and return the de-
cision to agentA. Then the AA-services are performed and only if successful,is the
requestedVoIP Service invoked. In Fig. 10 we illustrate the mapping of the
VoIP Service collaboration to agents in the system, however, it should benoted
that this is not syntactically legal in UML 2.0 [32], although this would be useful.

In order to demonstrate composition of VoIP Service with AA-patterns, we decom-
poseVoIP Service as shown in Fig. 10. The collaboration UseRequest for
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Figure 10: VoIP Service: binding roles to agents in service composition

Service represents the initial request for use of the VoIP service bythe instance
playing theUser role. There are several alternatives to determine what is a result
of this initial request. One option, is that a service manager is implemented in the
system, which in response to the request from the user determines that authentication
and authorization is required for access to the service. A set of AA-patterns is then
selected for composition with the service. Another alternative is that the instance play-
ing theService role determines which AA-patterns are needed and that instances of
Service Access Filter are required to perform authentication and authorization, and if
successful, then the requestedVoIP Service is invoked.
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As this report focuses primarily on modelling techniques/alternatives for enabling
static composition of AA-patterns and services at design time, we do not discuss the
dynamic linking that occurs from Fig. 10 to Fig. 11. We assume, therefore that the de-
cision to compose the AA-patterns with the VoIP Service as shown in Fig. 11, the col-
laborationVoIP Service with Access control, has been made. We now
discuss the different modelling techniques/alternativesfor achieving static composi-
tion.

In Fig. 11 we demonstrate static composition ofVoIP Service with the User
Pull authentication and authorization patterns. This involves re-use of the two collabo-
rations:Request for Service andServiceUse. The re-use of these two pat-
terns is needed in order to enable the instance playing theServiceAccessFilter
role to act as a proxy between the instance playing theUser role, and the instance
playing theService role. This enables the instance playing theService role to
require authentication and authorization before allowinga user to access the service.
TheVoIP Service session may require additional, fine grained authentication, and
authorization checks, however, and this calls for screening or other mechanisms dur-
ing service execution, unless it is possible to constrain the service that is invoked to
what is permitted. The instance playing theService role, may require that these
additional, fine grained authentication, and authorization checks are performed by the
instance playing theServiceAccessFilter role. We model these as the follow-
ing collaboration uses:UpdateAccessRights, for updating the status of the user
authorizations, andInterrupt, for terminating a service session if user authoriza-
tions are no longer valid.

AA-pattern collaborations describe reusable elements. During instantiation of a
collaboration, various checks are needed to ensure that theparticipating agents can
satisfy requirements, conditions and properties, stated in policies.
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Figure 12: Diagram showing composition of collaboration uses, ordered in top down
sequence

Role-binding policies are used to check the compatibility of the role with the agent
playing the role. When binding roles, the semantic interface between two roles is
also bound, that is, the roles must also be compatible on a semantic interface with each
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other. Work on validating the compatibility of roles and consistency checking to ensure
the correctness of roles has been done by [13], [44], and [10].

Fig. 11 gives a graphical overview and provides a decomposition into interfaces
that are quite modular and reusable. However, the overall coordination (referred to as
choreography in the SOA context) is not evident. In additionto providing information
about the static structure, we also need to provide information about the ordering of
the associated behavior. Fig. 12 shows how roles in the different collaborations are
composed in and how these are ordered in a successful serviceexecution.

As explained, above Section 4, for each of the two party collaborations we model
the behavior associated with the collaboration using semantic interfaces and goals. In
addition, a UML 2.0 interactions diagram corresponding to the semantic interface may
be designed for each collaboration. These can then be referred to in a UML 2.0 inter-
actions overview diagram such as in Fig.13.
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[Close]

ref

USaf4.CloseSession

Figure 13: Interactions overview diagram for composing sequence diagrams

There are several alternatives for modelling the sequencing of the behavior asso-
ciated with the collaboration uses shown. One alternative is use of an interactions
overview diagram as shown in Fig. 13. Such interaction overview diagrams are not
entirely suitable for expressing interrupting and disabling such as the termination of a
user session if authorizations are no longer valid. To modelsuch dynamic exceptions,
a UML 2.0 activity diagram may be useful, modelling the dynamic exception using an
interruptible activity region [32].
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Modelling theInterrupt collaboration behavior in service composition is not
easy, as it constitutes an exception behavior. Indeed, theInterrupt collaboration
is an example of a forced feature interaction. Halvorsen andHaugen have presented a
method for handling exception in sequence diagrams in [16].
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Figure 14: Goal sequences with policies as UML 2.0 dependencies

A goal sequence [43] provides supplementary information toa collaboration dia-
gram. While a collaboration such as given in Fig. 11 providesstatic structural infor-
mation about the roles and collaboration uses involved in a composition of re-usable
units such as AA-patterns and services, a goal sequence provides additional informa-
tion about the ordering of dynamic behavior associated withthe collaboration uses.
Fig. 14 models the positive sequence of behavior associatedwith the collaborations in
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order to achieve authenticated and authorized access to a service.
We have extended the idea of a goal sequence given in [43] to include modelling

composition policies as UML 2.0 dependencies with keyword<<policy >> as
illustrated in Fig. 14. This allows us to express constraints on the ordering of the
behavior associated with collaboration uses and may also allow us to express policies
governing dynamic interupt exceptions. The composition policies, modelled as UML
2.0 dependencies with keyword<<policy >> allow us to specify conditions that
must be true in order for the behavior associated with a collaboration use to execute.
Each instance of<<policy>> is annotated with the policy specified in OCL.

The policies declared provide additional information on conditions required for
the behavior to run correctly and according to availabilityrequirements. The post-
conditions declare goals that have been defined at design time in the semantic interfaces
for the collaborations involved. For example, the goalunilaterally authenti-
cated is declared in the semanic intefrace forUTPA in Fig. 16.

As shown in Fig. 14, a collaboration policy is declared usingOCL for the first col-
laboration use in the sequence, the instanceUAs1 of UTPA. This collaboration policy is
declared at design time, when theUTPA collaboration is designed, along with UML 2.0
interactions and the semantic connector and its pair of semantic interfaces. The goal for
the collaboration,c.authenticatee.Unilaterally authenticated, is also
declared in the collaboration policy as an OCL post-condition. The reaching of this
goal, becomes a pre-condition in the composition policy declaring when the behavior
associated with the instanceUAs2 of AA can execute.

We prefer to model the composition policies as UML 2.0 dependencies in a goal
sequence as apposed to declaring such policy dependencies in a UML2.0 collaboration
overview such as the overview shown in Fig. 11. This is because, the dependencies
would cross over several collaboration uses, and often cross each other, making the
result very difficult to read and understand. By using a goal sequence instead, the
policies can be expressed clearly, sequentially, and dynamically.

6.1 Steps for composing AA-patterns with services

We sum up our approach to composing AA-patterns at design time in the following
steps:

1. Determine which AA-patterns should be applied. In this step, it is determined
based on service availability requirements, which set of AA-patterns will be ap-
plied. This involves deciding whether AA-behavior should be applied separately
for each service in parallel, or whether some form of centralized authentication
and authorizations can be used, requiring that either theUserPull patterns or
ServerPull patterns should be applied. The decision to applyUserPull or
ServerPull involves deciding whether user authorizations will be stored on
a centralized access server, and presented by the access server to the service, or
whether authorizations will be distributed to the user and presented by the user
to the service. Regarding choice of authentication patternto apply, we discuss
this in more detail in C.1.1

2. Decide whether sequential invocation at the beginning ofa session only is suf-
ficient, or whether more fine grained control during session behavior is also re-
quired.
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3. Once the set of patterns to apply has been chosen, specifications/models for each
of the AA-patterns and the service to be composed are designed. These are:
UML 2.0 collaborations annotated with goals and a collaboration policy, seman-
tic interfaces annotated with role binding policies for each of the two participat-
ing roles, and UML 2.0 interations. Declaring role-bindingpolicies in the se-
mantic interface for each of the two collaborating roles involved in the semantic
connector will enable us to validate that the required conditions and requirements
have been fulfilled when composing the pattern with other AA-patterns and ser-
vices. The semantic connector may also be annotated with thecollaboration
policy and goals.

4. Specification of the collaboration showing composition of AA-patterns with the
service (annotated with the collaboration policies. To supplement this collabora-
tion overview diagram, a goal sequence diagram is also provided, e.g. as shown
in Fig. 14.

5. Consistency checking of the model in the previous step using semantic inter-
faces. Consistency checks related to goals, and to role binding policies. In this
step we will also evaluate whether or not availability properties are preserved
under composition.

While these steps address static composition at design time, it is also possible
that agents representing users in the system, negotiate on behalf of end-users, service
providers and system resources to achieve dynamic composition at run time, as we
discuss in the following section.

7 Dynamic role-binding using semantic interfaces

We define the semantic interfaces (SI) separately and validate (model check) each SI
type separately to ensure safety and liveness properties. In this sense, a semantic inter-
face is a type that may be used at design time to ensure the correctness of (static) as-
sociations and at runtime (as meta information) to ensure the correctness of (dynamic)
links.

Role binding policies declare requirements for the classesand instances a role may
be bound to. Actor/role types are then designed for the runtime system and are model
checked against the SI to validate that the interface behavior required by the collabora-
tion (e.g.,UTPA) is satisfied.

In the meta data for the runtime system, this information is stored in files in the
database as part of the management system, and forms part of the data model for the
runtime system. In the meta data, we know that the instance can play the authenticatee
role of type responder in an instantiation of theUTPA collaboration and be able to
satisfy requirements regarding strength of authentication provided, and response times
involved in the exchange.

At runtime, dynamic role-binding is performed using the actor and SI type infor-
mation to ensure compatibility of dynamic links thereby guaranteeing that the links
satisfy the properties of the SI.

7.1 Example

The semantic connector for a specialization of the unilateral two pass authentication
pattern is given in Fig. 16 along with theUserAgent andService Agent which
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represent user and service domain entities and resources, respectively. In order for an
instance ofresponder to be bound to theUserAgent, the role-binding policyP1
must be satisfied, similarly, for binding and instance ofchallenger to theService
Agent. The role-binding policies have been specified in OCL for theroles involved
in the two party authentication pattern. For example, the OCL Boolean constraint
is generatable is declared to address performance aspects of the authentication
exchange. The aim is to ensure that the system resource on which the role/agent is
deployed is able to perform the operations involved in the authentication exchange
within QoS requirements.

<<QoS Characteristic>>
QoSTPADemand

<<QoS Characteristic>>
QoSTPAProvide

<<QoS Characteristic>>
UTPAQoSTPADemand

<<bind>>
{ Template parameter (End2EndUnit->ms)  }

<<bind>>
{ Template parameter (End2EndUnit->ms)  }

<<QoS Characteristic>>
UTPAQoSTPAProvide

Figure 15:UTPA QoS class definition

The OCL Boolean constraintis generatable has been defined using [33], and
is generatable evaluates to true means that therequired QoSdemanded by the
role in order to satisfy accessibility constraints is met bytheoffered QoSof the resource
in the deployment model. In order to represent the quality values we need to define
is generatable for use in dynamic role-binding, we define a simplified quality
model, as shown in Fig. 15 based on the Quality Model given in Annex B of [33]. In
this case, we resolve all temporal units with the unit milliseconds (ms). This simple
model may be expanded and refined with additional characteristics.

The OCL constraintis generatable is a Boolean check that is defined is OCL
as follows:

{ Context UTPA
if UTPAQoSTPAProvide≤ UTPAQoSTPADemand
then self.authenticatee.generateMD5response.isgeneratable= true
elseself.authenticatee.generateMD5response.isgeneratable= false
endif
}

The required QoS defines the maximum allowed time to generatethe MD5 re-
sponse, and is specified on the SI type annotated to the statechart for theresponder
role. In this case, the required QoS is the worst case for generating the MD5 response
is 10 ms. Similarly, the deployment model for the agents provides information about
the offered QoS of the resources. The offered QoS by the resource is 10 ms or better
for the agent that is to be validated against the required QoS. For this case, as shown in
Fig. 16,is generatable evaluates to true.

Support for java-based role-binding, and collaboration policies has been imple-
mented in ServiceFrame [5]. Services can be specified by bothend-users and service
providers to handle availability properties. Extensions of ServiceFrame for valida-
tion interface behavior by checking consistency are also being investigate by the stu-
dents. Extensions for modelling collaborations and deriving interface behavior associ-
ated with these have also been implemented. Work is ongoing regarding consistency
of service roles using semantic interfaces.
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{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated  }

UTPA 

authenticatee : 
responder

authenticator :  
challenger

UTPA  : responder UTPA : challenger

idle

Unilaterally_Authenticated
{ goal  =  true }

GenerateMD5
Response

GenerateMD5 
Challenge

ValidateMD5
Response

waiting

waiting

NotAuthenticated

P1 P2

Challenge

Challenge

Response

Response

Ok NOk

Unilaterally_Authenticated NotAuthenticated

Ok NOk

[MD5Response
Valid]

[MD5Response
 NOTValid]

{ Context c : UTPA 
Inv: 
c.authenticatee.GenerateMD5Response.is_generatable 
c.authenticatee.MD5.is_supported
Pre: 
c.authenticatee.username.is_assigned
c.authenticatee.passwd.is_assigned    }

{Context c : UTPA 
Inv: 
c.authenticator.GenerateMD5Challenge.is_generatable 
AND 
c.authenticator.ValidateMD5Response.is_validatable 
Pre: 
c.authenticator.knows_username AND 
c.authenticator.knows_passwd      }

<<QoS required>>
{Context  UTPAQoSTPADemand
WorstCaseExecutionTime = 10 ms  }

agents
A : User Agent B : Service Agent

<< QoS offered>>
{ Context UTPAQoSTPAprovided 
WorstCaseExecutionTime = 10 ms  
}

authenticatee 
: responder

authenticator  
: challenger

S : UTPA

idle idle

idle

Figure 16: Semantic connector for a specialization of the unilateral two pass authenti-
cation pattern

8 Related work

Yoder and Barcalow [58] were the first to apply design patterns to the security domain
presenting the Single Access Point Pattern in [58]. In [8], patterns for authoriza-
tion and access control are addressed. Brown, Divietri, Villegas, and Fernandez have
documented a high level design pattern for authentication of clients to a server [6].
Consistent with our approach, the pattern allows for the implementation of different
authentication methods such as password-based, challengeresponse, or multiple chal-
lenge response. However, our approach to designing patterns allows for application
of the authentication pattern to the peer-to-peer environment as well. Additionally, we
provide a means to specify more details at later stages of development depending on
the requirements of the authentication protocol and algorithm. In [11], Fernandez and
Warrier provide an authorization pattern, integrated witha variant of the authentica-
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tor pattern. This authorizer pattern is actually an application of Yoder and Barcalows
single-point-of-check pattern [58], and is also an exampleof a server pull authentica-
tion and authorization architecture. Although these and other different authors have ad-
dressed authentication patterns and authorization patterns separately, we are not aware
that a framework addressing authentication and authorization patterns exists. To our
knowledge, application of such a framework to service composition is also a new ap-
proach.

9 Conclusion

We have presented a framework of authentication and authorization patterns together
with a policy-driven approach to composing services and AA-patterns to restrict access
to services to authorized users only. This involves specification of the AA-patterns
using UML 2.0 collaborations and semantic interfaces annotated with policies spec-
ified using OCL. We have demonstrated that our framework can be applied to static
and dynamic composition of services. Furthermore, we have demonstrated how the
specifications may be annotated with role-binding policies, collaboration policies, and
composition policies to enable us to validate that requiredconditions and availability
properties hold when composing AA-patterns with services.

This policy-driven approach is useful for application to service composition be-
cause there are significant differences between different authentication techniques that
must be modelled for use in service composition, depending on the service collabora-
tion roles and service behavior involved as well as differences in the resources available
in the deployment platform. This validates the need for a finer-grained classification of
authentication patterns as discussed above in Sect. 3 and inAppendix C.
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A Definitions

This appendix contains a list of definitions of terms used in this report. The definitions
are obtained from international standards to the extent possible, and from established
sources in the literature. For terms that are defined differently in the standards, the
order of prioritization is as follows: [17] first, then [24],[49], and [48].

Access control: The prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, includingthe pre-
vention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner [17].

Accessibility: The quality of being at hand and usable when needed [38].

Asset: Anything that has value to the organisation [24].

Authentication: A property by which the correct identity of an entity or partyis es-
tablished with a required assurance. The party being authenticated could be a
user, subscriber, home environment or serving network [51].

Authorization: The granting of permission based on authenticated identification [17].

Authorized: Granted rights or permissions [48].

Availability: The property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorized
entity [17,24].

Challenge: A data item chosen at random and sent by the verifier to the claimant,
which is used by the claimant, in conjunction with secret information held by
the claimant, to generate a response which is sent to the verifier [19].

Claimant: An entity which is or represents a principal for the purposesof authentica-
tion. A claimant includes the functions necessary for engaging in authentication
exchanges on behalf of a principal [19].

Confidentiality: The property that information is not made available or disclosed to
unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes [24].

Cryptographic algorithm: An algorithm that employs the science of cryptography,
including encryption algorithms, cryptographic hash algorithms, digital signa-
ture algorithms, and key agreement algorithms. [48].

Entity authentication: The corroboration that an entity is the one claimed [19].

Exclusivity: The ability to ensure access for authorized users only [38].

Identification data: Sequence of data items, including the distinguishing identifier for
an entity, assigned to an entity and used to identify it [23].

Mutual authentication: Entity authentication which provides both entities with as-
surance of each other’s identity [19].

Response:Data item sent by the claimant to the verifier, and which the verifier can
process to help check the identity of the claimant [23].

Threat: A potential cause of an unwanted event, which may result in harm to a system
or organisation and its assets [24].
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Token: A message consisting of data fields relevant to a particular communication
and which contains information that has been transformed using a cryptographic
technique [19].

Trusted third party: A security authority or its agent, trusted by other entitieswith
respect to security-related activities. A trusted third party is trusted by a claimant
and/or a verifier for the purpose of authentication [19].

Unilateral authentication: Entity authentication which provides one entity with as-
surance of the other’s identity but not vice versa [19].

Unwanted incident: Incident such as loss of confidentiality, integrity and/or availabil-
ity [49].

Usable: Capable of being used [38].

Verifier: An entity which is or represents the entity requiring an authenticated iden-
tity. A verifier includes the functions necessary for engaging in authentication
exchanges [19].

Vulnerability: A weakness of an asset group or group of assets, which can be ex-
ploited by one or more threats [24].
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B Abbreviations

AKA Authentication and Key Agreement

AUTN Authentication Token

DAC Discretionary Access Control

ETSI European Telecommunications Standardization Institute

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IMPI IMS private identity

IMS IP multimedia subsystem

IP Internet Protocol

MAC Message Authentication Code

MD5 Message-Digest algorithm 5

OCL Object Constraint Language

PPTP Point-to-Point Tunnelling Protocol

QoS Quality of Service

RAND random challenge

RBAC Role-Based Access Control

RBM Role Based Management

RES Authentication response

SOA Service Oriented Architecture

SQN Sequence Number

UML Unified Modelling Language

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol
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C Authentication patterns

This appendix provides our full classification of authentication techniques and proto-
cols as authentication patterns.

C.1 Classification of authentication patterns

Authentication is the process of determining who you are. More specifically, entity
authentication is the corroboration that an entity is the one claimed [19]. (So in terms
of the definition of a pattern given in [2] , the problem being solved is identifying an
entity, and the recurring solution is authentication.) Thebasis of identification may be
one or more of the following:

• Something the entity knows (such as a password, PIN, or secret information);

• Something the entity possesses (such as a smartcard, SIM card, or a hardware
token);

• Something inherent to the entity (e.g., human physical characteristics such as
fingerprints or retinal characteristics).

Authentication theory and practice has evolved over time and is well established
in the literature [4, 28, 30], as well in the standards [18–20, 22, 23]. Authentication
techniques are normally described as protocols. Needham and Schroeder [30] in 1978
presented some protocols for authentication in computer networks, the first major con-
tribution to classifying techniques for authentication. Menezes, van Oorschot, and Van-
stone, in their book on applied cryptography [28], provide extensive material on crypto
protocols for authentication. Recently, Boyd and Mathuria[4] have published a book
on authentication protocols which aims to exhaustively present each existing protocol.
However, as the authors discovered, this is a formidable task, which is complicated
by the fact that new protocols are still emerging to meet the needs of the changing
telecommunications environment, such as the authentication protocol we have pre-
sented in [39]. Indeed, standardisation organisations assign the task of creating new
protocols and algorithms for telecommunications servicesas needed. For example, the
European Telecommunications Standardisation Institute (ETSI), has a technical group,
that is responsible for creating cryptographic algorithmsand protocols [42].

In order to apply authentication protocols and techniques in a model-based ap-
proach, we have classified these well-known techniques and protocols as authentication
patterns specified using UML 2.0 collaborations which may becombined with services
in service composition. Our classification is motivated by the need to address behav-
ioral considerations in the patterns. This means classification based first on the service
provided, unilateral authentication or mutual authentication, then based on the number
of messages involved in the pattern, e.g., one message for a one pass authentication
protocol, two messages for a two pass authentication protocol. The aim is to make the
developer more conscious in the choice of authentication techniques to apply, while
allowing flexibility with respect to the choice of protocolsand algorithms and other
crypto techniques to be used.

The authentication patterns we investigate are:

1. Unilateral authentication patterns:

(a) One pass authentication
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(b) Two pass authentication

2. Mutual authentication patterns:

(a) Two pass authentication

(b) Three pass authentication

This list may be expanded to include patterns involving trusted third parties such
as adding patterns for mutual four and five pass authentication involving a trusted third
party [22].

UniOnePass
Authenticate

Unilateral
Authenticate

TwoParty
Authenticate

Mutual
Authenticate

UniTwoPass
Authenticate

MTwoPass
Authenticate

MThreePass
Authenticate

Figure 17: Authentication patterns

Fig. 17 shows our classification of authentication patterns. A generic two party
authentication pattern involves communication between the two parties to establish the
identity of one of the parties in the case of unilateral authentication, or both in the case
of mutual authentication. Messages are generated and exchanged between the parties,
at least one message/pass is required for unilateral authentication, and at least two mes-
sages/passes are required for mutual authentication. These are generic patterns that do
not bind a particular protocol or algorithm. The rational behind our classification is to
describe the generic pattern first based on type of authentication provided (unilateral or
mutual) and number of passes/messages involved. Once a generic pattern is selected,
the authentication pattern can be further differentiated in specializing the pattern de-
pending on the type of keying, e.g., symmetric or asymmetric, to be used. The generic
patterns are then further specialized with respect to the authentication technique, or
cryptographic protocol and algorithm(s) to be applied, e.g., for the unilateral two-pass
authentication pattern, the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) digest authentication
protocol with the MD5 hash algorithm may be applied [14].

The unilateral one pass authentication pattern may be specialized as illustrated in
the UML 2.0 class diagram shown in Fig. 18. There is a class forall unilateral one pass
patterns employing symmetric crypto techniques, that is for which the authenticating
party and the party requesting authentication share a common secret key, which is used
in the crypto protocol. Similarly, there is a class for all unilateral one pass patterns
employing asymmetric crypto techniques, and a class for allpatterns for which the
unilateral one pass authentication algorithm employs a hash function.

Each of these may be specialized further depending on the choice of protocol, algo-
rithm and key size. Fig. 18 shows specializations for some standardized authentication
protocols and algorithms. For example, theUniOnePass Authenticate pattern
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UniOnePass 
Authenticate

UniOnePass 
Authenticate

Private key-based

UniOnePass 
Authenticate

Public key-based

UniOnePass 
Authenticate crypto 

check function 
(keyed hash)

UniOnePass 
Authenticate

Hash Function 
(unkeyed hash)

ISO/IEC 9798-4
One Pass 

Authentication 5.1.1 

Essentially, using a 
cryptographic check 
function f which takes as 
input a secret key K and 
an arbitrary string Z to 
produce fK(Z). See ISO/
IEC 9798-4 for details.

ISO/IEC 9798-3 
5.1.1 One pass 
authentication 

The claim_signal 
contains 
CertA ll TokenAB (see 
ISO/IEC 9798-3 for 
details)UniOnePass

HMAC-MD5 

The claim_signal 
consists of the 
authenticatee’s 
HMAC digest 
computed using 
the 
authenticatee’s 
secret key

ISO/IEC 9798-2 
 5.1.1 One pass 
authentication 

The claim_signal 
contains TokenAB 
(see ISO/IEC 
9798-2 for details)

For example, the 
claim_signal contains 
a MD5 digest

Figure 18: Classification of some unilateral one pass authentication patterns

may be specialized as theUniOnePass Authenticate pattern using an unkeyed
hash function. For this specialization, MD5, a cryptographic hash function that pro-
duces a 128-bit hash value, which is also often referred to asa message digest, may
be chosen. This MD5 digest may be used in the unilateral one pass authentication pat-
tern for authenticating a password, e.g. by using the username and password as input.
However, it should be noted that authentication using a simple MD5 hash is not con-
sidered secure due to well-known attacks on the MD5 algorithm, as discussed in [57]
and in [50].

Similarly, theUniOnePass Authenticate pattern may be specialized with
respect to public key-based crypto or private key-based crypto. In the case that public
key-based crypto is chosen, the ISO/IEC 9798-3 5.1.1 one pass authentication protocol
may be applied [20]. In this case, as shown in Fig. 25 of Sect. C.2.1, which gives the
UML2.0 interactions diagram for the unilateral one pass pattern, theclaim signal
contains the instance playing theauthenticatee role’s public key certificate con-
catenated with theTokenAB. For details regarding the form of the token, see [20].
The token may contain a sequence number or a time stamp as a time variant param-
eter. An identifier for the instance playing theauthenticator role is included in
the token to ensure that the token is accepted by the intendedrecipient. This infor-
mation is digitally signed along with some additional text using the private signature
key belonging to the instance playing theauthenticatee role. Candidate signature
algorithms are chosen from e.g., the digital signature algorithm (DSA), the secure hash
function (SHA) of the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) system or the elliptic curve
DSA (ECDSA) of the elliptic curve system (ECM). For more information about these
systems, and how to select the appropriate cryptographic key size, see [25].
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Figure 19: Classification of some unilateral two pass authentication patterns

Fig. 19 shows examples of specializations of unilateral twopass authentication
patterns. The UML 2.0 interaction diagrams for the specialization of the unilateral
two pass authentication using HTTP digest with MD5 as definedin [14] is shown
in Fig. 31 in Section C.2.2 below. This example has been chosen as HTTP digest
with MD5 is commonly used in voice over IP deployments, although the protocol and
algorithm suffer from many known limitations. There are limitations simply because
it is a password-based system, but also due to the known weaknesses of the MD5
algorithm [50,57].
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Figure 20: Classification of some mutual two pass authentication patterns

Similarly, Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show examples of specializations of mutual two pass
authentication patterns and mutual three pass authentication patterns, respectively. One
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specialization of theMTwoPassAuthenticate pattern for symmetric key-based
protocols as shown in Fig. 20 is the IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) authentication and
key agreement (AKA) protocol [52]. The IMS AKA protocol was standardized by the
third generation partnership project (3GPP) to provide a more secure alternative to the
HTTP digest algorithm for authenticating 3GPP users to the IMS. IMS AKA extends
HTTP digest by providing mutual authentication and using stronger cryptographic al-
gorithms. IMS AKA is also stronger because it is symmetric key-based, using the
symmetric key safely contained on a smart card.The UML 2.0 interaction diagrams for
the specialization of the mutual two pass authentication protocol IMS AKA, is given
in Fig. 37 of Section C.3.1.
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Figure 21: Classification of some mutual three pass authentication patterns

C.1.1 Choosing and applying an authentication pattern

In order to determine the generic pattern and specialisation to be applied, we need to
consider what the authentication requirements for a specific service or service compo-
nent are: which authentication pattern is sufficient to ensure e.g. that the user identity
is verified? Is mutual authentication required? Do service requirements place restric-
tions on the number of passes allowed? What about the strength of the authentication
required? Is single factor sufficient or is a stronger authentication required e.g. using
two factor as in the case of GSM authentication? The choice ofauthentication pattern
will depend on service requirements. Additionally, when itcomes to instantiating the
pattern and binding roles to agents, service requirements such as timing constraints,
or maximum delay contribution due to application of the authentication pattern should
be addressed. For example, a service requirement may specify that the processing in-
volved due to the computations involved must not exceedx ms. In order to meet this
requirement, the computational burden of the different algorithms must be considered.
Most asymmetric crypto algorithms have very long keys, and thus cause delays which
may be unacceptable. An example of a service with such strictrequirements is a voice
over IP service.

Choosing the appropriate authentication pattern to apply depends on several factors
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including service requirements and constraints as well as different aspects of service
composition design. A decision must first be made as to whether unilateral authen-
tication is sufficient, or whether mutual authentication isrequired. For client server
type services, it is general practice to use unilateral authentication, that is, the server
authenticates the clients. However, in a multi-service provider environment, the need
for authentication of the server as well should be evaluated. Or, if there is a risk of
masquerading servers in the service environment, then mutual authentication should
be implemented. Then, the number of passes required should be evaluated. For exam-
ple, unilateral two pass authentication provides a possibility for stronger authentication
than unilateral one pass authentication. This is because unilateral two pass authentica-
tion involves a remote challenge response sequence whereasunilateral one pass does
not.

Once a generic pattern is selected, the authentication pattern can be further differ-
entiated in specializing the pattern depending on the type of keying, e.g., symmetric
or asymmetric, to be used. The patterns is then further specialized with respect to the
authentication technique, or cryptographic protocol and algorithm(s) to be applied. A
protocol may be chosen from the existing protocols available, or an original protocol
may be specified. The advantage of choosing from known protocols and algorithms
is that these have been subject to scrutiny and cryptanalysis, so that any weaknesses
known have been published. For example, for authenticationof a user to a web-based
service, the unilateral two-pass authentication pattern may be chosen, using the HTTP
digest authentication protocol with the MD5 hash algorithm[14].

We summarize this approach in three steps:

• First choose a generic two party authentication pattern.

• Then Choose the type of keying, e.g., symmetric or asymmetric, to be used.

• Finally, Specialize with respect to authentication technique, or crypto protocol
and algorithm(s) to be applied. This step will also involve adecision on type of
key, and length of key to be used.

By establishing such a stepwise selection process, we separate out the choices that
must be made by the developer, and pinpoint each of the levelsof specialization for
awareness.

Deciding on the appropriate specialization required will involve an evaluation of
the risks of abuse/misuse by unauthorized user(s), e.g. allowing an attacker to gain
access to a specific service or service component. The strength of authentication re-
quired is chosen to mitigate the risks. In further work, we may provide a classification
of known protocols and algorithms using this framework to assist in chosing the appro-
priate pattern and specialization. This classification mayalso classify attacks (threat
scenarios) followed by the appropriate pattern(s) that maybe applied to counter the
attack and reduce the risk of unauthorized access.

We specify the authentication patterns for modelling in service composition using
the UML 2.0 Collaboration concept [32] which provides a structured way to define
services in terms of collaborating roles and a means to decompose/compose services
using collaboration uses. To specify behavior associated with the collaborations we use
UML 2.0 interaction [32]. The authentication patterns are modelled as UML 2.0 two
party collaborations allowing reuse, and may be composed with service components
or parts that are also modelled as UML 2.0 two party collaborations. In the generic
patterns, we specify policies, as explained in Sect. 5, withproperties/requirements on
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the instances playing the roles independent of choice of protocol, algorithm, keying
that are chosen in later stages of specialization. This allows for re-use of a pattern,
while also allowing easy adaptation and adjustment depending on the requirements.

 

TwoPartyAuthenticate

authenticatee authenticator

Figure 22: UM 2.0 collaboration diagram for the two party authentication pattern

A UML 2.0 collaboration diagram for the generic two party authentication pattern
is given in Fig. 22. The collaboration diagram shows that theauthenticatee role
cooperates with theauthenticator role. In the following sections, we present the
specializations of the generic two party authentication pattern for the unilateral and
mutual authentication patterns, modelled using UML2.0.

C.2 Unilateral authentication patterns

In unilateral authentication patterns, only one of the two parties is authenticated.

C.2.1 Unilateral one pass authentication

In this pattern, the instance playing theauthenticatee role initiates the process
and sends one message containing aClaim, and optionally other data (such as a pub-
lic key certificate) to the instance playing theauthenticator role. The form of
the Claim varies depending on the crypto protocol chosen, and usuallyinvolves a
time variant parameter and or a time stamp, and consists of a cleartext part, and an
encrypted part. The data used as a basis for generating theClaim will depend on
the crypto protocol to be implemented. For example, if the crypto protocol used in
the implementation is the ISO/IEC 9798-2 one-pass unilateral authentication protocol,
a one-pass symmetric key unilateral authentication protocol, then a shared secret key,
which is used by both the instance playing theauthenticator role and the instance
playing theauthenticatee role, and a symmetric algorithm are used [22]. The ac-
tual generation ofClaim in an instantiation of the pattern will depend on the protocol
and algorithm employed.

The collaboration diagram for the unilateral one-pass authentication pattern is given
in Fig. 23. This view shows the goal for the collaboration, defined as a boolean in OCL.
The goal for the pattern is that the instance playing the authenticatee role is unilaterally
authenticated (by the instance playing the authenticator role). A detailed view of the
pattern is give in Fig. 24. This view allows us to express moreconcisely the properties
that the instances must have in order to participate in the pattern. Any instance playing
theauthenticatee role must possess the properties specified byclaimant and
any instance playing theauthenticator role must possess the properties specified
by verifier. The instance playing theauthenticatee role must possess a se-
cret, and the instance playing theauthenticator role must possessknowledge
that is mathematically related to thesecret.
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{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated}

UniOnePassAuthenticate

authenticatee :
claimant

authenticator :
verifier

Figure 23: Unilateral one pass authentication

UniOnePass Authenticate

claimant

secret : string

GenerateClaim ()

verifier

knowledge : string

ValidateClaim ()

authenticatorauthenticatee

{ Context  c:UniOnePassAuthenticate
Inv:
c.authenticatee.GenerateClaim.is_generatable AND
c.authenticator.ValidateClaim.is_validatable
Pre:
c.authenticatee.secret.is_assigned AND
c.authenticator.knowledge.is_assigned AND
Relation (c.authenticatee.secret, c.authenticator.knowledge) }

Figure 24: UML 2.0 Collaboration diagram for unilateral one-pass authentication, de-
tailed view

Two invariants are declared:c.authenticatee.GenerateClaim.is gen-
eratable andc.authenticator.ValidateClaim.is validatable. The
first invariant is used to check that the instance playing thetheauthenticatee role
is deployed on a part of the system (terminal/node) with the required processing and
computing capacity required to generate theClaim. Similarly, the second invariant is
used to check that the instance playing theauthenticator role is deployed on a
part of the system (terminal/node) with the required processing and computing capacity
required to validate theClaim. The reason for declaring these invariants is to ensure
that the protocol and algorithm chosen are not too processorintensive for the parts on
which they are deployed so that the authentication protocolcan run whenever the col-
laboration is instantiated. The motivation for this is to ensure that service requirements
regarding accessibility [38] are fulfilled when this authentication pattern is composed
with service components/parts. The two pre-conditionsc.authenticatee.sec-
ret.is assigned andc.authenticator.knowledge.is assigned check
that secret and knowledge are assigned before the collaboration can instantiate. Addi-
tionally,Relation(c.authenticatee.secret,c.authenticator.know-
ledge) must evaluate to true. This means that there is a check performed to ensure
that there is a pre-existing mathematical relationship betweensecret andknowledge
as required by the authentication pattern to be deployed. The OCL pre-conditions are
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used to perform a boolean check to confirm that thea priori conditions for the authen-
tication protocol are fulfilled.

The purpose of these three boolean checks is to ensure that the a priori condi-
tions, for the authentication protocol to be used, have beensatisfied in order for the
instances to successfully participate in the pattern. Thismeans that the instances play-
ing theauthenticatee andauthenticator roles have been assigned secret and
knowledge correctly by the runtime system prior to service execution.

To provide information about the interactions between the two instances playing the
authenticatee andauthenticator roles respectively, a UML 2.0 interactions
diagram is used to show the interactions in time sequence. UML 2.0 interactions uses
are used for modelling authentication pattern behavior subject to service constraints
such as timing, processor capacity available, or strength of algorithm required. Fig. 25
provides the interactions diagram for the generic unilateral one-pass pattern, and shows
how we employ UML 2.0 interactions uses.

sd Claim

authenticatee : 
claimant

authenticator : 
verifier

Claim_signal

sd UniOnePassAuthenticate

authenticatee : 
claimant

authenticator : 
verifier

Validate 
Claim

ref
Claim

alt

Unilaterally_Authenticated

NotAuthenticated

[Claim  Valid]

Generate 
Claim

Ok_signal

NOk_signal
[Claim  Not Valid]

Figure 25: UML 2.0 interaction diagram for UniOnePass Authenticate

This pattern may be specialized for a particular protocol and algorithm(s) by spec-
ifying the Claim interactions diagram giving the detailed signal. We model the be-
havior involved in the so-called ”pass” using UML 2.0 interactions uses. Employing
interaction uses in this manner facilitates re-usability of the patterns as well as to enable
the ability to evaluate whether different crypto protocolsand algorithms meet service
requirements in order to obtain the combination that best suits the service requirements
and other restrictions such as processor capacity in the deployed terminal when com-
posing the pattern with services.

This flexibility allows us to test during the design phase whether a certain protocol
fulfils requirements regarding strength of authenticationprovided. The classification
of authentication into levels depending on the strength of authentication provided is
out of the scope of this work, however, and we are not aware that a full classifica-
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{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated  }
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Figure 26: UML 2.0 collaboration and semantic interfaces for the
UniOnePassAuthenticate pattern

tion of authentication protocols according to strength of authentication provided exists.
However, information about strength of specific algorithmsand selection of key-size
for certain well-known public-key cryptography protocolsand algorithms is provided
in [25]. We are also interested in obtaining a suitable reference to a classification of
crypto protocols, algorithms, and key-lengths used regarding processor intensivity in
order to take into account timing issues in service deployments. For example, a certain
protocol and algorithm run on a mobile 3G terminal is known tousex ms. The pol-
icy control check needs to determine whetherx ms is within the constraints given in
the role-binding policy of the service that the authentication pattern is to be composed
with. If it is not within the limits, then another protocol and algorithm which is less
processor intensive will need to be chosen.

Fig. 23 and Fig. 25 are used to define the semantic interfaces for the unilateral one
pass authentication pattern. The semantic interfaces for the unilateral one pass authen-
tication pattern are given in Fig. 26, defining the visible interface behavior and goals
of the collaboration as explained in Sect. 4.1.2. In this case, it is a goal that the in-
stance playing theauthenticatee role is unilaterally authenticated by the instance
playing theauthenticator role. The two role state machines show the role be-
havior of the two collaboration parts participating in the pattern.goal = true is an
(assertion [32], not an executable property). The assertion states that the goal of unilat-
erally authentication has been achieved. The declarationsP1 andP2, in the upper cor-
ners of the two role state machines, represent the role-binding policies for each of the
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two collaborating parts respectively. for the instance playing theauthenticatee
role and the instance playing theauthenticator role. See Fig. 27 for exam-
ples of role-binding policies for each of the two collaboration parts involved in the
UniOnePassAuthenticate pattern.

Fig. 27 provides examples of the condition parts of role-binding policies for the in-
stances playing theauthenticatee andauthenticator roles respectively, and
the condition part of the collaboration policy for the instantiation of theUniOnePass-
Authenticate pattern. The role-binding policy for theauthenticatee role
states that the instance playing theauthenticatee role must have the capacity to
generate theClaim at any time, and must have a pre-assignedsecret. If these
two conditions are fulfilled then the instance can play theauthenticatee role and
achieve its goal. If not fulfilled, role-binding may still beallowed, but the goal will not
be achieved. Similarly, the role-binding policy for theauthenticator role states
that the instance playing theauthenticator role must have the capacity to validate
theClaim at any time, and must have a pre-assignedknowledge (of thesecret).
If these two conditions are fulfilled then the instance can play theauthenticator
role. In order for the collaboration to run, both of these policies must be fulfilled.

{ Context  c:UniOnePassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticatee.GenerateClaim.is_generatable
Pre: 
c.authenticatee.secret.is_assigned
 }

{ Context  c:UniOnePassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticator.ValidateClaim.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticator.knowledge.is_assigned AND
}

{ Context  c:UniOnePassAuthenticate 

Pre: 
Relation (c.authenticatee.secret, c.authenticator.knowledge) 
}

Figure 27: Examples of condition parts of role-binding policies and collaboration pol-
icy for theUniOnePassAuthenticate pattern

The conditions part of these policies are declared in OCL. The operation performed
is a policy check: Before the role can be bound, the invariants and pre-conditions must
be satisfied. Given that these conditions are satisfied, the result of the policy check is
that the role can be bound.

Similarly, for the collaboration policy, before the collaboration can be instanti-
ated, the pre-condition that there is a mathematical relationship betweensecret and
knowledge must be evaluated. if this check results to true, and a trigger message
requesting authentication is sent, then the result of the policy check is that the collabo-
ration can be instantiated/executed.
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C.2.2 Unilateral two pass authentication

In this pattern, the instance playing theauthenticator role initiates the process
and sends a challenge to the instance playing theauthenticatee role. Upon re-
ceiving this challenge, the instance playing theauthenticatee role generates a
response and sends it back to the instance playing theauthenticator role. The
response is validated. If the response is valid, then the authentication is successful.

{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated}

 

UniTwoPassAuthenticate

authenticatee : 
responder

authenticator : 
challenger

Figure 28: Unilateral two pass authentication

The instance playing theauthenticator role sends a message containing a
Challenge, and optionally other data (such as a public key certificate)to the instance
playing theauthenticatee role. The form of theChallenge varies depending
on the crypto protocol chosen, and usually involves a time variant parameter and or a
time stamp, and consists of a cleartext part, and an encrypted part. The data used as a
basis for generating theChallenge will depend on the crypto protocol to be imple-
mented. For example, if the crypto protocol used in the specialization is the ISO/IEC
9798-2 two-pass unilateral authentication protocol, a two-pass symmetric key unilat-
eral authentication protocol, then a shared secret key, which is used by both the instance
playing theauthenticator role and the instance playing theauthenticatee
role, and a symmetric algorithm are used [22]. The actual generation ofChallenge
in an instantiation of the pattern will depend on the protocol and algorithm employed.

 

UniTwoPass Authenticate

responder
secret : string

GenerateResponse ()

challenger
challenge : string         
knowledge : string

GenerateChallenge ()
ValidateResponse ()

authenticatorauthenticatee

{ Context  c:UniTwoPassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticatee.Generate Response.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticator.GenerateChallenge.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticator.ValidateResponse.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticatee.secret.is_assigned AND 
c.authenticator.knowledge.is_assigned AND
Relation (c.authenticatee.secret, c.authenticator.knowledge) }

Figure 29: UML 2.0 collaboration diagram for unilateral two-pass authentication, de-
tailed view

The collaboration diagram for the unilateral two-pass authentication pattern is given
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in Fig. 28. A detailed view is given in Fig. 29. The propertiesof theauthenticatee
role andauthenticator role are defined byresponder andchallenger. As
for the unilateral one-pass pattern, thea priori conditions for instantiating the pattern
are expressed as constraints in OCL. In this case, three invariants are declared:

c.authenticator.GenerateChallenge.is generatable

c.authenticatee.GenerateResponse.is generatable

c.authenticator.ValidateResponse.is validatable

The first and third invariants are used to check that the instance playing theauthenti-
cator role is deployed on a part of the system (terminal/node) withthe required
processing and computing capacity required to generate thechallenge and to validate
the response. Similarly, the second invariant is used to check that the instance play-
ing theauthenticatee role is deployed on a part of the system (terminal/node)
with the required processing and computing capacity required to generate the response.
The reason for declaring these invariants is to ensure that the protocol and algorithm
chosen are not too processor intensive for the parts on whichthey are deployed so
that the authentication protocol can run whenever the collaboration is instantiated.
The motivation for this is to ensure that service requirements regarding accessibil-
ity [38] are fulfilled when this authentication pattern is composed with service compo-
nents/parts. The two pre-conditionsc.authenticatee.secret.is assigned
andc.authenticator.knowledge.is assigned check thatsecret and
knowledge are assigned before the collaboration can instantiate. Thethird pre-
condition checks that there is a mathematical relationshipbetweensecret andknow-
ledge.
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Figure 30: UML 2.0 interaction diagram for UniTwoPass Authenticate
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The interaction sequences for the unilateral two pass challenge response pattern are
given in Fig. 30. This diagram illustrates how we employ UML 2.0 interaction uses
to enable flexibility in the specification. The challenge andresponse interaction uses
referenced allow use of the same pattern to specify any unilateral two pass challenge
response protocol. Although the intention of interaction uses is to enable reuse of a
definition in many contexts, this feature also allows us to test which pair of interactions
should be used for the challenge and the response passes in order to determine which
best fit the requirements of the service. In this way, different protocols and algorithms
may be applied subject to constraints such as timing constraints. This is to assist in
selecting the protocol and algorithm that best fits the requirements. TheGenerate
Challenge,Generate Response, andValidate Response state invariants
depend on the protocol and algorithm chosen. In this way, thedeveloper is able to tune
the authentication pattern to fit the service requirements,and then select, freeze, and
use.

sd 
Challenge

authenticatee 
: responder

authenticator : 
challenger

(realm, nonce)

sd 
Response

authenticatee 
: responder

authenticator:
challenger

(username, realm, 
nonce, URI, response)

Sd UTPA HTTP digest with MD5

authenticatee : 
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authenticator : 
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Challenge
ref

 

Generate 
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alt
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response = MD5( MD5(A1), nonce:MD5(A2) )
               = MD5 ( MD5(A1) || : || nonce:MD5(A2) )
A1 = (username : realm : passwd )
A2 = (method : URI)

Figure 31: UML 2.0 interaction diagram for UniTwoPass Authenticate specialized for
the HTTP digest protocol using the MD5 hash

A specialization ofUniTwoPass Authenticate using the HTTP digest pro-
tocol with the MD5 algorithm is shown in Fig. 31. For this specialization, theChall-
enge signal contains the realm and nonce values, as explained in [14]. The realm
is a string displayed to the user (the instance playing theauthenticatee role) con-
taining at least the name of the host performing the authentication. The nonce is a
data string which is uniquely generated by the instance playing theauthenticator
role. TheResponse signal contains the username, realm, nonce, URI, and the
response which is generated using the MD5 algorithm. Note that although MD5 is
widely used with HTTP digest, the protocol actually specifies use of a checksum/hash
function and provides an example using MD5. In other words, MD5 is not mandatory,
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but is commonly used.

{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated  }
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Figure 32: UML 2.0 collaboration and semantic interfaces for the UniTwoPass
Authenticate pattern

In Fig. 32, the UML 2.0 collaboration for unilateral two-pass authentication is
shown with two state machines to show the role behavior of thetwo collaboration parts
in a unilateral two-pass challenge-response authentication pattern. These diagrams, to-
gether with goal expressions specifying properties of desirable states and events, define
the semantic connector of theUniTwoPassAuthenticate collaboration. In addi-
tion to syntactical interfaces, semantic interfaces definethe visible interface behavior
and goals of the collaboration. In this case, the semantic connector defines the inter-
face behavior and goals of theauthenticatee andauthenticator roles. The
declarations in the upper corners of the role state machinesrepresent the role-binding
policies for each of the two collaboration parts , represented byP1 andP2 respectively
for the instances playing the theauthenticatee role and the instance playing the
authenticator role.

Fig. 33 provides examples of the condition parts of role-binding policies for the in-
stances playing theauthenticatee andauthenticator roles respectively, and
the condition part of the collaboration policy for the instantiation of theUniTwoPass-
Authenticate pattern. The role-binding policy for theauthenticatee role
states that the instance playing theauthenticatee role must possess asecret,
and it must have the capacity to be able to generate a responseto the challenge sent by
theauthenticator. If these conditions are fulfilled, then the instance can play the
authenticatee role. Similarly, the instance playing theauthenticator role
must possessknowledge (that is mathematically related to thesecret assigned to
the instance playing theauthenticatee role), and it must be able to to generate a
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{ Context c:UniTwoPassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticatee.Generate Response.is_generatable
Pre: 
c.authenticatee.secret.is_assigned
}

{ Context c:UniTwoPassAuthenticate 

Pre: 
Relation (c.authenticatee.secret, 
c.authenticator.knowledge)
}

{Context c:UniTwoPassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticator.GenerateChallenge.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticator.ValidateResponse.is_validatable 
Pre: 
c.authenticator.knowledge.is_assigned  
 }

Figure 33: Examples of the condition parts of role-binding policies and collaboration
policy for theUniTwoPassAuthenticate pattern

challenge, which is sent to theauthenticatee, and to validate the reponse. In
order for the collaboration to run, both of the role-bindingpolicies must be fulfilled.
The condition part of the collaboration policy states that in order for the collabora-
tion to instantiate, there must be a mathematical relationship betweensecret and
knowledge.

C.3 Mutual authentication patterns

In mutual authentication patterns, both of the two parties are authenticated.

C.3.1 Mutual two pass authentication

In this pattern, the instance playing theauthenticateeA role initiates the process
and sends a message containing a claim,ClaimAB, and optionally other data (such
as a public key certificate) to the instance playing theauthenticateeB role. The
the instance playing theauthenticateeB role must first validate thisClaimAB,
and if it is valid, then a claim,ClaimBA, is generated by the instance playing the
authenticateeB role and sent to the instance playing theauthenticateeA
role. The instance playing theauthenticateeA role must then validateClaimBA,
and if it is also valid, then the instances are mutually authenticated.

The form of the claims generated varies depending on the crypto protocol chosen,
and usually involves a time variant parameter and or a time stamp, and consists of
a cleartext part, and an encrypted part. The data used as a basis for generating the
ClaimAB and theClaimBA will depend on the crypto protocol to be implemented.
For example, if the crypto protocol used in the implementation is the ISO/IEC 9798-2
two-pass mutual authentication protocol, a two-pass symmetric key mutual authenti-
cation protocol, then a shared secret key, which is used by both the instance playing
theauthenticator role and the instance playing theauthenticatee role, and
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a symmetric algorithm are used [22]. The actual generation of ClaimAB, ClaimBA
in an instantiation of the pattern will depend on the protocol and algorithm employed.

MTwoPassAuthenticate

authenticateeA :
claimantA

authenticateeB :
claimantB

{def: goal : Boolean =
authenticateeA.Authct(authenticateeB) AND
authenticateeB.Authct(authenticateeA)}

Figure 34: Mutual two pass authentication

The collaboration diagram for the mutual two-pass authentication pattern is given
in Fig. 34. The properties of theauthenticateeA role andauthenticateeB
role are defined byclaimantA andclaimantB. This view shows the goal for the
collaboration, defined as a boolean in OCL. The goal for the pattern is that the in-
stance playing theauthenticateeA role is authenticated (by the instance playing
theauthenticateeB role) and that the instance playing theauthenticateeB
role is authenticated (by the instance playing theauthenticateeA role). A detailed
view is given in Fig. 35. As for the unilateral authentication patterns described above,
thea priori conditions for instantiating the pattern are expressed as constraints in OCL.
This is to establish that all of the requirements for the authentication protocol to run
successfully are fulfilled prior to running the authentication protocol. For example, if
the instance playing theauthenticateeA role has not been assigned asecretA
ahead of time, then the authentication process will error when run. All of these con-
ditions must be established ahead of time for the authentication protocol to be able to
run. Having establisheda priori conditions, authentication can be performed whenever
authentication is required e.g. in a service collaboration.

MTwoPass Authenticate

claimantA
secretA : string

GenerateClaimAB ()
ValidateClaimBA ()

claimantB
secretB : string

GenerateClaimBA ()
ValidateClaimAB ()

authenticateeBauthenticateeA

{ Context  c:MTwoPassAuthenticate
Inv:
c.authenticateeA.Generate ClaimAB.is_generatable AND
c.authenticateeB.Generate ClaimBA.is_generatable AND
c.authenticateeA.Validate ClaimBA.is_validatable
c.authenticateeB.Validate ClaimAB.is_validatable
Pre:
c.authenticateeA.secretA.is_assigned AND
c.authenticateeB.secretB.is_assigned }

Figure 35: UML 2.0 collaboration diagram for mutual two-pass authentication, detailed
view

In this case, five invariants are declared as OCL constraints. The first, third and
fifth invariants are used to check that the instance playing the theauthenticateeB
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role is deployed on a part of the system (terminal/node) withthe required processing
and computing capacity required to generate the challenge,ChallengeAB, to gener-
ate the claim,ClaimBA, and to validate the response,ClaimAB. Similarly, the second
and fourth invariants are used to check that the instance playing theauthenticateeA
role is deployed on a part of the system (terminal/node) withthe required processing
and computing capacity required to generate the responseClaimAB and to validate the
responseClaimBA. The reason for declaring these invariants is to ensure thatthe pro-
tocol and algorithm chosen are not too processor intensive for the parts on which they
are deployed so that the authentication protocol can run whenever the collaboration is
instantiated. The motivation for this is to ensure that service requirements regarding ac-
cessibility [38] are fulfilled when this authentication pattern is composed with service
components/parts. The two pre-conditionsc.authenticateeA.secretA.is-
assigned andc.authenticateeB.secretB.is assigned check thatse-
cretA andsecretB are assigned before the collaboration can execute. It is also pos-
sible to state pre-conditions checking that the instance playingauthenticateeA
has knowledge ofsecretB and that the instance playingauthenticateeB has
knowledge ofsecretA to ensure that all of thea priori conditions are satisfied.

sd ClaimAB

ClaimAB_signal

sd MTwoPassAuthenticate

 ref ClaimAB

ref ClaimBA

alt

Mutually_authenticated
Authct(authenticateA) and 

Authct(authenticateB)
{ goal  =  true }

NotAuthenticated

[ClaimBA  Valid]

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

Generate
ClaimAB

Validate 
ClaimAB

Generate 
ClaimBA

Validate 
ClaimBA

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

sd ClaimBA

ClaimBA_signal

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

alt [ClaimAB  NOTValid]

NotAuthenticated

[ClaimAB  Valid]

[ClaimBA NOT Valid]

Ok_signal

NOk_signal

NOkAB_signal

Figure 36: UML 2.0 interaction diagram for MTwoPass Authenticate

The interaction sequences for theMTwoPass Authenticate pattern are given
in Fig. 36. The challenge and response interaction uses referenced allow re-use of the
same pattern to specify any mutual two pass challenge response protocol.

In the following, we demonstrate specialization of the UML 2.0 interactions dia-
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gram for the mutual two pass authentication pattern, shown in Fig. 36, for the IMS
AKA protocol. The IMS AKA protocol reuses the UMTS AKA mutualtwo pass au-
thentication protocol [55] for authentication between theuser and the IP multimedia
subsystem (IMS). The only difference is in how the parameters are transported for IMS
AKA. The means for transporting the parameters is explainedin [31]. Essentially, IMS
AKA extends the security of the hypertext transfer protocol(HTTP) Digest. Although
HTTP digest is a unilateral two-pass authentication protocol (username and password-
based) with known weaknesses, the IMS AKA extension improves the protocol by
providing mutual authentication and the use of stronger algorithms. Furthermore, the
symmetric key used in the protocol is safely contained on theUMTS integrated circuit
card (UICC) [52].

sd ClaimAB

4xx Auth_Challenge
( IMPI, RAND, AUTN )

sd MTPA IMS AKA

 ref ClaimAB

ref ClaimBA

alt

Mutually_authenticated
Authct(authenticateA) and 
Authct(authenticateB)

{ goal  =  true }

NotAuthenticated

[ RES Valid ]

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

Generate
Auth_Challenge

Validate 
AUTN

Generate 
REGISTER

Validate RES

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

sd ClaimBA

REGISTER( IMPI,
 Authentication response )

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

alt [ AUTN NOTValid ]

NotAuthenticated

[ AUTN Valid ]

[ RES NOTValid ]

Ok_signal

NOk_signal

Nok_AUTN_signal

Authentication response is generated by the 
ISIM using the shared secret K and the 
random challenge RAND
Authentication response = f2K (RAND)

Figure 37: UML 2.0 interaction diagram for MTwoPass Authenticate specialized for
IMS AKA, detailed view

In this specialization of the pattern, as shown in Fig. 37, the instance playing the
authenticateeA role initiates the process and sends a challenge message contain-
ing the IMS private identity (IMPI), a random challenge (RAND), and the authentica-
tion token (AUTN) to the instance playing theauthenticateeB role. The AUTN,
which contains a message authentication code (MAC) and the sequence number (SQN),
is used to authenticate the instance playing theauthenticateeA role. Then the in-
stance playing theauthenticateeB role must first validate the AUTN, and if it is
valid, then an authentication response (RES) is generated by the instance playing the
authenticateeB role and sent to the instance playing theauthenticateeA role
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along with the IMPI. The RES is generated using the shared secret key K and RAND
and employs the UMTS security algorithmf2, a message authentication function as
specified in [53] and in [54]. The instance playing theauthenticateeA role must
then validate this RES, if it is also valid, then the instances are mutually authenticated.

MTwoPassAuthenticate  : claimantA MTwoPassAuthenticate  : claimantB

idle
idle

Authct(authenticateB) 

Generate 
ClaimAB

Generate 
ClaimBA

waiting

Validate 
ClaimAB

NotAuthenticated

idle

P1 P2

ClaimAB

ClaimAB

Ok

NOk

Authct(authenticateA) NotAuthenticated

idle

Ok NOk

[ClaimAB valid]

NOk

[ClaimAB  NOTValid]

waitingValidate 
ClaimBA

ClaimBAClaimBA

NOk

[ClaimBA 
 valid] [ClaimBA

NOTValid]

 

MTwoPassAuthenticate

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

{def: goal : Boolean = 
authenticateeA.Authct(authenticateeB) AND 
authenticateeB.Authct(authenticateeA)}

Figure 38: UML 2.0 collaboration and semantic interfaces for the MTwoPass
Authenticate pattern

The semantic connector for the mutual two pass authentication pattern is given
in Fig. 38, defining the visible interface behavior and goalsof the collaboration as
explained in Sect. 4.1.2.

{ Context  c:MTwoPassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticateeA.Generate ClaimAB.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeA.Validate ClaimBA.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticateeA.secretA.is_assigned
 }

{ Context  c:MTwoPassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticateeB.Generate ClaimBA.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeB.Validate ClaimAB.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticateeB.secretB.is_assigned 
}

Figure 39: Examples of the condition parts of role-binding policies for the
MTwoPassAuthenticate pattern

Fig. 39 provides examples of the condition parts of role-binding policies for the
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genericMTwoPassAuthenticate pattern. The condition part of the role-binding
policy shown for the instance playing theauthenticateeA role states that the in-
stance playing theauthenticateeA role must possess asecretA, and it must
have the capacity to be able to generateClaimAB which will be sent to the instance
playing theauthenticateeB role, and it must have the capacity to validate the
ClaimBA received from the instance playing theauthenticateeB role. If these
conditions are fulfilled, then the instance can play theauthenticateeA role. Sim-
ilarly, the condition part of the role-binding policy shownfor the instance playing
the authenticateeB role states that the instance must possess asecretB, and
it must be able to to generate aClaimBA, which is sent to theauthenticateeA,
and it must be able to validate theClaimAB received from the instance playing the
authenticateeA role. If these conditions are fulfilled, then the instance can play
theauthenticateeB role. In order for the collaboration to run, both of the role-
binding policies must be fulfilled.

C.3.2 Mutual three pass authentication

In this pattern, the instance playing theauthenticateeB role initiates the process
and sends a sends a challenge to the instance playing theauthenticateeA role.
Upon receiving this challenge, the instance playing theauthenticateeA role gen-
erates a response and sends it back to the instance playing the authenticateeB
role. The response is validated. If the response is valid, then the instance playing
theauthenticateeB role generates a claim which is sent to the instance playing
theauthenticateeA role. The instance playing theauthenticateeA role must
then validate this claim, if it is also valid, then the instances are mutually authenticated.

 

MThreePass Authenticate

claimantA
secretA : string

GenerateClaimAB ()
ValidateClaimBA ()

claimantB
secretB : string         

GenerateChallengeAB () 
ValidateClaimAB ()
GenerateClaimBA ()

authenticateeBauthenticateeA

{ Context  c:MThreePassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticateeB.GenerateChallengeAB.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeA.Generate ClaimAB.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeB.Generate ClaimBA.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeA.Validate ClaimBA.is_validatable
c.authenticateeB.Validate ClaimAB.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticateeA.secretA.is_assigned AND 
c.authenticateeB.secretB.is_assigned }

Figure 40: UML 2.0 collaboration diagram for mutual three-pass authentication, de-
tailed view

A detailed view of the collaboration diagram for the mutual three-pass authen-
tication pattern is given in Fig. 40. The properties of theauthenticateeA role
andauthenticateeB role are defined byclaimantA andclaimantB. This
view shows the goal for the collaboration, defined as a boolean in OCL. The goal
for the pattern is that the instance playing theauthenticateeA role is authen-
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ticated (by the instance playing theauthenticateeB role) and that the instance
playing theauthenticateeB role is authenticated (by the instance playing the
authenticateeA role).

sd ClaimAB

ClaimAB_signal

sd MThreePassAuthenticate

 ref ClaimAB

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

Generate
ClaimAB

Validate 
ClaimAB

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

sd ClaimBA

ClaimBA_signal

authenticateeA 
: claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

 
ref

ChallengeAB

Generate 
ChallengeAB

sd ChallengeAB

ChallengeAB_signal

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

ref ClaimBA

alt

Mutually_authenticated 
Authct(authenticateA) and Authct(authenticateB)

{ goal  =  true }

NotAuthenticated

[ClaimBA  Valid]

Generate 
ClaimBA

Validate 
ClaimBA

alt [ClaimAB  NOTValid]

NotAuthenticated

[ClaimAB  Valid]

[ClaimBA NOT Valid]
NOk_signal

Ok_signal

NOkAB_signal

Figure 41: UML 2.0 interaction diagram for MThreePass Authenticate

The interaction sequences for the mutual three-pass challenge response pattern are
given in Fig. 41. As for the other authentication patterns wehave discussed above, the
interactions diagram illustrates how we employ UML 2.0 interaction uses to enable re-
use and flexibility. TheChallengeAB, ClaimAB, andClaimBA interactions uses
referenced allow use of the same pattern to specify any mutual three-pass authentica-
tion pattern.

The semantic connector for the mutual three-pass authentication pattern is given
in Fig. 42, defining the visible interface behavior and goalsof the collaboration as ex-
plained in Sect. 4.1.2. The goal for the collaboration is that the instance playing the
authenticateeA role is authenticated by the instance playing theauthenti-
cateeB role, and that the instance playing theauthenticateeB role is authenti-
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MThreePassAuthenticate  : claimantA MThreePassAuthenticate  : claimantB

idle
idle

 Authct(authenticateB)

Generate 
ClaimAB
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ClaimBA

waiting
Validate 
ClaimAB

NotAuthenticated

idle

P1 P2

ClaimAB
ClaimAB
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NOk

Authct(authenticateA) NotAuthenticated
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[ClaimAB valid]

NOk

[ClaimAB  NOTValid]
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waiting
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MThreePassAuthenticate

authenticateeA : 
claimantA

authenticateeB : 
claimantB

{def: goal : Boolean = 
authenticateeA.Authct(authenticateeB) AND 
authenticateeB.Authct(authenticateeA)}

Figure 42: UML 2.0 collaboration and semantic interfaces for MThreePass
Authenticate

cated by the instance playing theauthenticateeA role.

{ Context  c:MThreePassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticateeA.Generate ClaimAB.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeA.Validate ClaimBA.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticateeA.secretA.is_assigned 
 }

{ Context  c:MThreePassAuthenticate 
Inv: 
c.authenticateeB.GenerateChallengeAB.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeB.Generate ClaimBA.is_generatable AND 
c.authenticateeB.Validate ClaimAB.is_validatable
Pre: 
c.authenticateeB.secretB.is_assigned 
}

Figure 43: Role-binding policies for theMThreePassAuthenticate pattern

Fig. 43 provides examples of the condition parts of role-binding policies for the
genericMThreePassAuthenticatepattern. The condition part of the role-binding
policy for the instance playing theauthenticateeA role states that the instance
must possess asecretA, and it must have the capacity to generateClaimAB, which
will be sent to the instance playing theauthenticateeB role, and it must be able
to validateClaimBA. If these conditions are satisfied, then the instance can play the
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authenticateeA role. Similarly, the condition part of the role-binding policy for
the instance playing theauthenticateeB role states that the instance must pos-
sess asecretB, and it must have the capacity to generate aChallengeAB, which
will be sent to the instance playing theauthenticateeA role, and be able to val-
idate the ClaimAB received from the instance playing theauthenticateeA role.
The instance must also be able to generate theClaimBA, which is sent to the instance
playing theauthenticateeA role. If these conditions are fulfilled, then the instance
can play theauthenticateeB role.
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D Authorization patterns

This appendix presents the full classification of authorization patterns.

In order to describe any authorization pattern, it is important to recognize that any
authorization pattern requires that authentication has been performed before any au-
thorizations may be granted. Authentication and authorization patterns are combined
to describe how access rights are granted and are thus essential to access control. Ad-
ditionally, an access control model is required for access rights administration. Well
known examples of access control models are e.g., discretionary access control, manda-
tory access control, role-based access control, and others[12].

In general, systems are deployed with a wide range of applications and services
each having different authentication and authorization requirements. Authentication
and authorization can be designed and deployed for each service separately, on an
individual basis. Each authentication and authorization solution can be deployed and
maintained separately and independently for each service,however, this leads to the
development of parallel solutions, which would not be cost efficient if a single service
provider offers a range of different services. In the case that several services are being
offered, it is desirable to manage authorizations and to some extent authentication also,
in a centralized manner.

In service composition, we require the possibility to specify authentication require-
ments and authorization requirements depending on the individual services. Central-
ized management of authorizations is important in the environment of dynamic com-
position of services in order to manage access rights efficiently to enable authorization
for use in a wide range of service collaborations. We therefore consider authorization
patterns that allow for handling of authorizations in a centralized manner.

Although there are many authorization management solutions for managing autho-
rizations these have essentially been classified as two basic authentication and autho-
rization architectures [12]:

• User Pull: Authentication is performed by an access server, which also issues
authorizations to the user. The user then presents authorizations directly to the
service.

• Server Pull: The service centralizes information about user entity authorizations
on an access server. The service authenticates the user. When the user attempts
to access the service, the service queries the access serverto determine whether
the user is authorized.

The user-pull and server-pull authorization architectures were first identified for
application to web-based solutions in [34], and extended in[12] for application to
any application or service that a user interacts with such asemail-servers, Web sites,
services or any system that requires authentication and authorization.

These architectures provide a means for handling authorizations in a centralized
manner. The role of access server is played for e.g. issuing and storing authorizations
associated with the user role. How the authorizations are activated and administered is
described by the access control model to be deployed such as role-based access control
(RBAC).
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D.1 Userpull

The UML 2.0 collaboration structure diagram for the User Pull authentication and au-
thorization architecture is given in Fig. 44. The collaboration diagram shows that the
AccessServer role collaborates with theUser role, and theUser role collabo-
rates with theService role. Authentication is performed by the instance playing
theAccessServer role, which also issues authorizations and optionally authenti-
cation information to the instance playing theUser role. The instance playing the
User role presents authorizations directly to the instance playing theService role.
In some specializations of this pattern the service may additionally require that the user
authenticates to the service.

User

Access 
Server

Service

 

UserPull

Figure 44: UserPull patterns

In order to facilitate composition of AA-patterns and services, we model the be-
havior required by theService role in theUserPull collaboration separately from
the ”pure” service behavior. By doing this, we avoid modifying the ”pure” service
role. We therefore rename theService role in UserPull authentication and au-
thorization patterns, naming it theServiceAccessFilter. This participant, the
ServiceAccessFilter, between theService role and theUser, performs the
checking of authorizations to determine if the instance playing theUser role is al-
lowed to access the service. In this way, incrementality canbe achieved by allowing
services to be defined and developed separately, at different times independently and
then composed with AA-patterns.

We model the User Pull authentication and authorization patterns as a UML 2.0
collaboration that defines three collaborating participants that interact to implement the
user pull authentication and authorization behavior: these are theUser, AccessSe-
rver, andServiceAccessFilter roles. Application of certain AA-patterns to
the User Pull services is represented by three collaboration uses as illustrated in Fig. 45
and explained in the following:

• TwoPartyAuthenticate: This pattern, which we have modelled as a UML
2.0 collaboration in Fig. 22, is shown in Fig. 45 bound to theUser andAccess-
Server roles. Here, theauthenticatee role is bound to theUser role, and
theauthorisor role is bound to theAccessServer role. For the instanti-
ation of this pattern, it is expected that an appropriate twoparty authentication
pattern is chosen and applied from the set of authenticationpatterns described in
Sect. C.

• AuthsActivation: This pattern consists of a request by the instance play-
ing theauthsrequestor role for authorizations to be activated and sent to the
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Figure 45: UserPull patterns modified

instance playing theauthsrequestor role. The authorizations govern which
services the user is allowed to access. The way in which the authorizations are
activated depends on the access control model that is used. This pattern is in-
voked after the collaborationTwoPartyAuthenticate has reached its goal
of e.g., unilaterally authenticating theauthenticatee. In theUserPull
collaboration,AuthsActivation is shown bound to theUser andAccess-
Server roles.

• CheckingAccessRights: This pattern is invoked whenever the instance
playing theUser role requests access to a service. The instance playing the
authoriser role then checks the authorizations to establish whether the in-
stance playing theUser role shall be granted access to the service. In the
User Pull collaboration,Checking Access Rights is shown bound to
theUser andServiceAccessFilter roles.

sd UserPull

User Access Server
Service Access

Filter

ref

USaf2.CheckingAccessRights

ref

UAs2.AuthsActivation

ref

UAs1.UniTwoPassAuthenticate

Figure 46: Composition of AA-patterns in UserPull, interactions overview

A UML2.0 interactions overview showing the composition of the instances of the
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<<Collaboration>>
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sd Authentication and Authorization

User Access 
Server

ref UAs1.UniTwoPassAuthenticate

ref UAs2.AuthsActivation

sd CheckingAccess

User ServiceAccess 
Filter

ref USaf2.CheckingAccessRights

Figure 47: Composition of AA-patterns in UserPull

interactions that describe the UserPull patterns behavioris given in Fig. 46. This inter-
actions overview shows the sequencing of the interactions,however, it doesn’t provide
the structural information that is shown in Fig. 47.

Fig. 47 shows the three collaborations involved in the User Pull pattern along with
references to the UML2.0 interactions for modelling the behavior associated with each
of the collaborations. In this figure, collaboration uses are employed to make the inter-
actions of the collaborations available in theUserPull collaboration. The collabo-
ration use ofUAs1 of UniTwoPassAuthenticate binds theauthenticatee
andauthenticator roles toUser andAccessServer respectively. Similarly,
the collaboration useUAs2 of Auths Activation binds theauthsrequestor
andauthsgranter roles toUser andAccess Server respectively. The col-
laboration useUSaf2 of Checkingaccessrights binds theauthorisee and
authorisor roles to theUser andServiceAccessFilter roles respectively.
Goals expressions are defined for each of the collaborationsseparately, as well as for
the composition of these inUserPull. Dynamic linking of the interactions of the
structural parts can be expressed using composition policies as explained in Section 6.
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D.2 Serverpull
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Figure 48: ServerPull patterns

The UML 2.0 collaboration structure diagram for the Server Pull authentication
and authorization architecture is given in Fig. 48.
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Figure 49: ServerPull patterns

Fig. 49 shows theServerPull authentication and authorization services mod-
elled as a UML 2.0 collaboration that defines three collaborating participants that inter-
act to implement theServerPull authentication and authorization behavior: these
are theUser, AccessServer, andServiceAccessFilter roles. Application
of certain AA-patterns to theServerPull services is represented by three collabo-
ration uses as illustrated in Fig. 49 and explained in the following:

• TwoPartyAuthenticate: This pattern, which we have modelled as a UML
2.0 collaboration in Fig. 22, is shown in Fig. 49 bound to theUser andService-
AccessFilter roles. Here, theauthenticatee role is bound to theUser
role, and theauthorisor role is bound to theServiceAccessFilter
role. For the instantiation of this pattern, it is expected that an appropriate two
party authentication pattern is chosen and applied as described in Sect. 3.1. and
further explained in Sect. 4.

• ServiceAccessRequest: This pattern consists of a request by the in-
stance playing theservice access requestor role for access to the ser-
vice. This pattern is invoked after the collaborationTwoPartyAuthenti-
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cate has reached its goal of e.g., unilaterally authenticating theauthenti-
catee. In theServerPull collaboration,ServiceAccessRequest is
shown bound to theUser andServiceAccessFilter roles.

• CheckingAccessRights: This pattern is invoked whenever the instance
playing theUser role requests access to a service. TheAccessServer,
which is the instance playing theauthoriser role checks the authorizations
to establish whether the instance playing theUser role shall be granted access to
the service. In theServerPull collaboration,CheckingAccessRights
is shown bound to theServiceAccessFilter roles andAccessServer
roles.

In order to facilitate composition of the authentication and authorization patterns
used inServerPullwith services, we require that the behavior defined by theSer-
vice role in theServerPull collaboration is modelled separately from the ”pure”
service behavior. The separation is desirable in order to achieve incremental service de-
velopment. We therefore rename theService role of Fig. 48 toServiceAccess-
Filter role so that we can distinguish this role behavior from the ”pure” service roles
involved in a collaboration of AA-patterns and service roles.

sd ServerPull

User Access Server
Service Access

Filter

ref

SAs2.ServiceAccessRequest

ref

SAs1.UniTwoPassAuthenticate

ref

SSaf1.CheckingAccessRights

Figure 50: Composition of AA-patterns in ServerPull, interactions

A UML2.0 interactions overview showing the composition of the instances of the
interactions that describe the UserPull patterns behavioris given in Fig. 50. The inter-
actions overview shows the sequencing of the interactions,however, it doesn’t provide
the structural information that is shown in Fig. 51.

Fig. 51 shows the three collaborations involved in the Server Pull pattern along with
references to the UML2.0 interactions for modelling the behavior associated with each
of the collaborations. In this figure, collaboration uses are employed to make the inter-
actions of the collaborations available in theUserPull collaboration. The collabo-
ration use ofSAs1 of UniTwoPassAuthenticate binds theauthenticatee
andauthenticator roles toUser andServiceAccessFilter respectively.
Similarly, the collaboration useSAs2 of ServiceAccessRequest binds theser-
viceaccesssrequestor andserviceaccessgranter roles toUser and
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<<Collaboration>>
UniTwoPassAuthenticate

authenticatee :
responder

authenticator :
challenger

sd
UniTwoPassAuthenticate

{def: goal : Boolean =
authenticatee.Unilaterally_Authenticated}

<<Collaboration>>
ServiceAccessRequest

service access
requestor : SARtype

service access
granter :SAGtype

sd
ServiceAccessRequest

{def: goal : Boolean = service access
requestor.Svce_requested}

<<Collaboration>>
CheckingAccessRights

authorisee :
ARtype

authorisor :
CRtype

sd
CheckingAccessRights

{def: goal : Boolean = authorisee.Auths_checked}

<<Collaboration>>
ServerPull

User

Access 
Server

sd Authentication and Authorization

{def: goal : Boolean = User.AA_ServiceAccess}

sd CheckingAccess

Service 
Access Filter

 

SAs1: 
UniTwoPass 
Authenticate

 

SAs2:Service 
AccessRequest

 

USaf2:Checking 

AccessRights

authenticatee authenticator

service access
requestor

service access
granter

authorisee

authorisor

sd Authentication and Authorization

User ServiceAcces
s Filter

ref SAs1.UniTwoPassAuthenticate

ref SAs2.ServiceAccessRequest

sd CheckingAccess

ServiceAccess 
Filter Access Server

ref SSafs.CheckingAccessRights

Figure 51: Composition of AA-patterns in ServerPull

ServiceAccessFilter respectively. The collaboration useUSaf2 of Checking-
AccessRights binds theauthorisee andauthorisor roles to theService-
AccessFilter andAccessServer roles respectively. Goals expressions are de-
fined for each of the collaborations separately, as well as for the composition of these
in UserPull. Dynamic linking of the interactions of the structural parts can be ex-
pressed using composition policies as explained in Section5. above in the main body
of this report.

D.3 Access control models

Although not shown in the authentication and authorizationpatterns presented in Ap-
pendix C and Appendix D, an access control model is needed to administer access
rights (permissions) and enforce access control policies.In this section we briefly de-
scribe the well known access control models, focusing on therole-based access control
model (RBAC) and then we explain the interfaces between a RBAC infrastructure and
theUserPull andServerPull architectures, respectively. A detailed overview of
different access control models is given in [56].
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Several models for access control have evolved such as discretionary access control
(DAC), mandatory access control (MAC), and others [12]. Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) has emerged as a scalable alternative, and has been the focus area for recent
research on access control resulting in numerous model variants. As explained above
in Sect. 4.2 of this report, we assume that a RBAC model is usedwith the AA-patterns.

There are five administrative elements in the basic RBAC model: (1) Users, (2)
Roles, and (3) Permissions. Permissions are composed of (4)operations applied to (5)
objects. Fig. 52 shows the basic RBAC conceptual model. In RBAC, users are assigned
to roles based on competencies, authority and responsibilities. Permissions, an abstract
concept that refers to the arbitrary binding of computer operations and resource objects,
are assigned to roles. A permission is a an approval of a particular mode of access to
one or more objects in the system or some privilege to carry out specified actions [1].
An object is any protected resource. In RBAC, users are not directly granted permis-
sions to perform operations on an individual basis. Instead, permissions are assigned to
roles dynamically as an organisation changes and evolves. Auser may establish several
sessions simultaneously, and each session may have a different combination of active
roles [12].

Session

User Role Permission

establishes

activates

Assigned to Assigned to

1..*

1..*

*

1..*

1

*

1
0..*

* *

Object

* *

operation
Applied to* *

Figure 52: Role Based Access Control Model

The notions of subject and objects are used in RBAC relationships. A subject is an
active entity in the system, e.g., a process or task that operates on behalf of the user
within the computer environment. In our work on service composition in a service ori-
ented architecture, we use the notion of a session between collaborating roles (service
session) instead of subject as is common in the RBAC models.

There are two stages to acquiring permissions in a RBAC access control system.
The first stage is authentication of the user (we have modelled this as the two party
authentication pattern). The second stage is activation ofroles. Once roles are acquired,
permissions (access authorizations) may be specified for roles based on credentials,
prerequisite roles, and policy. Authorization constraints are an important part of RBAC.
Authorization constraints implement the access control policy for access to a service
and include preconditions that must be satisfied before access to a service may be
granted. The structure and form of the authorizations depends on on which RBAC
model is to be deployed.
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For applying theUserPull patterns, shown in Fig. 45, the instance playing the
AccessServer role must have an interface to the RBAC infrastructure in order
to obtain user authorizations which are distributed to the instance playing theUser
role when theAuths activation collaboration executes. The instance playing
theServiceAccessFilter role interfaces with the RBAC infrastructure to ob-
tain the access control policies that are to be enforced by the instance playing the
authorisor role when theCheckingAccessRights collaboration executes.

For applying theServerPull patterns, shown in Fig. 49, the instance playing
the AccessServer role must have an interface to the RBAC infrastructure in or-
der to obtain user authorizations status. The instance playing theAccessServer
role also interfaces with the RBAC infrastructure (not shown in our UML 2.0 col-
laborations) to obtain the access control policies that areto be enforced when the
CheckingAccessRights collaboration executes.
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ABSTRACT 
 
Service engineering is the process of service development 
from domain analysis and requirements capture, through 
specification, design and implementation, to deployment 
and adaptation on service delivery platforms. Ideally one 
would like to specify and analyse services on a high level of 
abstraction, using modelling concepts close to the user and 
problem domain rather than at the platform and implemen-
tation domain, and then be able to derive design compo-
nents and implementations from service models with a high 
degree of automation. It is argued in this paper that this 
conception is approaching reality and so is worth while 
pursuing to face the challenges of service engineering in a 
NGN context. The basis for this is new approaches to 
model services precisely, to analyse goals and tradeoffs 
concerning variability and context, and to transform ser-
vice models into platform independent models from which 
implementations are automatically generated. Interestingly, 
the service models can provide information and mecha-
nisms that help dynamic composition and adaptation at 
runtime. The approach is illustrated using a multimedia 
call service with access control requirements. 
 
Keywords— Collaboration, Goals, NGN, Scenarios, Ser-
vice Models, UML, User Requirements Notation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of Next Generation Networks (NGN), we 
see two important trends: 
• Unification of underlying network technologies and 

computing platforms enabling network and service 
convergence. 

• Diversification of services as well as equipments at the 
network edges.  

• Shifting the business focus from connectivity and traf-
fic to services and content creates a need for rich and 
diverse service offerings that can be rapidly and cost-
effectively developed. 

The introduction of NGN represents an opportunity to look 
ahead and seriously consider what Next Generation Service 
Engineering (NGSE) could be and discuss a roadmap for 
getting there. We observe that service engineering in the 

past has been largely hampered by being too focused on the 
underlying network and computing technologies and too 
little focused on the properties and needs of the application 
domains. This has certainly been the case in the telecom-
munication domain, with (Advanced) Intelligent Networks 
and more recently with Parlay/OSA. Less obviously per-
haps, it has also been the case in the business and informa-
tion system domains with CORBA, Component Object 
Model (COM) and more recently Web Services and Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA). Although they provide ab-
straction in terms of interfaces, the concepts are mainly 
drawn from the underlying computing and networking 
technologies. When these technologies evolve, the service 
definitions have to change, leading to high life cycle costs 
and poor investment protection. 
Conceptual abstraction can help mitigate these issues. Its 
main idea is to replace concepts coming from the platform 
and realization domain with concepts closer to the user and 
problem domain. In the past, this has normally meant using 
quite informal approaches with little rigor, often postponing 
important decisions to later design and implementation 
stages, rendering service models less useful in the long run, 
and stimulating the “rush to code” syndrome. New devel-
opments are about to change this. We are getting closer to a 
situation where service models can be expressed in ways 
that combine readability with sufficient rigor to make them 
far more useful. For instance, it is now possible to specify 
service behaviour with high precision and completeness, to 
analyze properties, to perform tradeoffs and to ensure ser-
vice quality in ways unimaginable at the implementation 
level. In addition, it is possible to develop tool-supported 
transformations from service models through design mod-
els to implementations ready to be deployed on a diversity 
of platforms. Interestingly, the service models also provide 
keys to composition, adaptation and monitoring throughout 
the ensuing life cycle steps. 
 Figure 1 illustrates our view for next generation service 
engineering.   
• Service models are “first class citizens” used to pre-

cisely specify and analyze services in terms related to 
the problem domain rather than the implementation 
domain. Suitable languages are the Goal-oriented Re-
quirement Language (GRL) and the Use Case Map no-
tation (UCM), which are combined in ITU-T’s stan-
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dardization effort for defining a User Requirements 
Notation  [1] [9], as well as UML 2 Collaborations  [16].  

• Design models are used to precisely define systems 
and system components providing the services in a 
platform and implementation independent way. Suit-
able languages are GRL, SDL  [7] and UML.  

• Implementations are software entities ready for de-
ployment on execution platforms, automatically gener-
ated from the design models using established tech-
nologies à la Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)  [15]. 
Programming level languages such as C++, Java, 
BPEL and WSDL may be used.  

• Execution platforms are the systems where software 
components execute processes to provide services. A 
wide range of architectural solutions exist ranging 
from typical telecommunication solutions to architec-
tures coming from the business and information sys-
tems domains. There is no commonly agreed architec-
ture, and one should expect diversity and evolution in 
this area. 

Collaborations

Service Models

Design Models

Execution

NGN

Platform2 Platform1Enablers

GRL

Use cases 
and scenarios

GRL

ComponentsSystems

Monitoring

GRL

Implementations

Goals and 
strategies

UCM

Roles and  
interfaces

Goals and 
strategies

SDL, UML SDL, UML

 
Figure 1. Overview of NGSE artefacts 

This overall idea is not new. What is new is that service 
models may play a more prominent and pivotal role than in 
current model driven development. New developments 
enable: (1)  increased precision, modularity and complete-
ness in service models; (2) using GRL to analyze require-
ments and adaptations at the service level, and to imple-
ment strategies in the running system; (3) analyzing service 
models for consistency and realizability problems before 
deriving design models; (4) deriving correct design models 
automatically from service models; (5) using collaborations 
coming from the service models to support service compo-
sition at design time and run time using role binding and 
policies. Transformations from UML/SDL design models 
to implementations are well established for those willing to 
go that way  [3] [6] and hence can be built upon. 
Note that a service here is considered as an identified func-
tionality provided by collaborating entities to establish 

some goals/effects. This corresponds to the understanding 
of service one normally finds in requirements engineering 
in contrast to the understanding of a service as an interface 
to a component one finds in Web services and to some ex-
tent in SOA. One important aspect of services is that they 
normally are partial functionalities that cross-cut the com-
ponent structure so that a service may involve several col-
laborating components while each component may partici-
pate in several services.  
This paper will illustrate our view for next generation ser-
vice engineering through a case study addressing availabil-
ity concerns for a multimedia over IP call service (sec-
tion  2). The roles and benefits of GRL, UCM, and UML 
collaborations for specifying and analysing service models 
will be described in section  3, followed by a brief discus-
sion and conclusions. 

2. A CASE STUDY ON SERVICE AVAILABILITY 

2.1. Service availability and NGN 

The NGN brings an increasing demand for new multimedia 
and networking services such as YouTube, Facebook and 
interactive IPTV services, and this in a multi-providers, 
hyperconnected environment. Service availability is an 
important concern in this enhanced, multimedia service 
environment.  
The conceptual model for service availability presented 
in [16] is designed to meet the challenges of securing avail-
ability of NGN services and it can be used with the ap-
proach to NGN service engineering presented here.  
In order to meet the demands of delivering services in the 
NGN environment, this paper defines service availability as 
a composite notion consisting of exclusivity, i.e. the prop-
erty of being able to ensure access to authorized users only, 
and accessibility, i.e. the property of being on hand and 
useable when needed  [18].  
When this notion of service availability is applied to a mul-
timedia over IP (MMoIP) call service, it means essentially 
that an authorized user expects to be able to place a multi-
media call, and complete it without getting cut off in the 
middle, and be able to view and interact with the service at 
an acceptable quality.  
 
2.2. An MMoIP case study 

A multimedia over IP call service is considered for this 
case study with the focus on the aspect of ensuring access 
to authorized users only by providing suitable and adaptive 
access control. It is assumed that end users first must estab-
lish a session with a service provider before they may place 
or receive MMoIP calls. Access control policies are en-
forced by taking into account context information such as 
the physical location of a user, current security threat as-
sessments and the system load levels. In some cases a user 
may be allowed to establish a session and place MMoIP 
calls without any explicit authentication and authorization 
(AA), while in other cases strict AA measures may be en-
forced.  
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This case study serves to illustrate that end-user services 
often are composed from other services (here MMoIP and 
AA services), that the composition may vary dynamically 
depending on context information, and that there are con-
flicting goals and tradeoffs to be made which cannot all be 
addressed at design time. 

3. SERVICE MODELS 

3.1. Goal, variability and strategy analysis using GRL  

An important aspect of services and service engineering is 
determining what goals one wants to achieve, and what 
means are available to achieve them. In many cases, goals 
and means are conflicting and require tradeoffs.  
As an example, consider the GRL graph in  Figure 2. In 
GRL, intentional elements such as softgoals (clouds), 
measurable goals (rounded rectangles) and tasks (hexa-
gons) can be used to capture non-functional requirements, 
functional requirements, and operational solutions, respec-
tively. These intentional elements can be decomposed in an 
AND/OR graph, and be assigned to stakeholders called 
actors (dashed circles). Intentional elements can also influ-
ence each other through contributions (arrows) and side 
effects (dashed arrows), which can be positive or negative 
at various degrees (make, help, some positive, some nega-
tive, hurt, break). 

 Figure 2 focuses on the MMoIP Service Availability, an ob-
jective dear to the Service Provider. As explained in section 
 2.1, this can be decomposed into Accessibility and Exclusiv-
ity, which can be helped by several tasks. A closer look at 
the Provide Access Control task indicates that Authorization 
and Authentication are both required. However, there are 
several alternative ways of achieving both goals: User Pull 
or Server Pull can be used for Authorization (with different 
side effects on the Cost of the service), whereas a selection 
of four alternative AA patterns can be used for authentica-
tion (explained in  [19]): Unilateral Two-Pass Authenticate 
(UTPA), Unilateral One-Pass Authenticate (UOPA), Mutual 
Two-Pass Authenticate (MTPA), or Mutual One-Pass Au-
thenticate (MOPA).  
An authentication pattern is always involved in the User 
Pull and in Server Pull authorization architectures. This is 
because authorization depends on authentication. This de-
pendency could be shown in the GRL model but, for the 
purpose of this example, we simply separate the authentica-
tion part from the authorization. User Pull authorization 
encompasses activation and distribution of authorizations to 
the user by the Authorization Server (not shown), followed 
by the presentation of these authorizations to the Service 
Provider in order to access the service. In the case of Server 
Pull authorization, the Service Provider interacts directly 
with the Authorization Server in order to check the user’s 
authorizations. 

 
Figure 2. GRL Model for MMoIP Service with Emphasis on Availability 

These alternatives have different strengths depending on 
whether one or both parties involved need to be authenti-
cated and whether one pass (message) or more are neces-
sary. Note however that each alternative could have side 
effects on Cost (not shown here), or on any other concern. 
For example, the User is interested in the Availability of the 
service, but also in its User Friendliness. The latter is nega-

tively impacted by the provision of Access Control because 
additional interactions are then required to use the service, 
which slow down the access to the service. 
Indicators (shown as double-lined hexagons), also provide 
additional contextual information that can influence the 
satisfaction of stakeholder objectives. Their satisfaction 
levels result from the monitoring of factors internal or ex-
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ternal to the system  [17]. For instance, the four AA patterns 
could introduce different Delay Levels at run-time, with 
some negative impact on the Accessibility. The current 
Threat Level could also have a negative contribution on the 
Exclusivity, which could in turn require stricter Access Con-
trol to compensate and result in good service Availability. On 
the other hand, being in a Secure Location would be suffi-
cient to satisfy the Exclusivity goal, and Access Control 
would therefore not be required at all (while avoiding any 
negative impact on User Friendliness). 
Such GRL diagrams can be very helpful in describing 
stakeholders and their main objectives, alternative means of 
reaching these objectives (including variability in the ser-
vice composition), and the various side-effects that need to 
be taken into consideration to reach and maintain, through 
adaptation, the best trade-off across conflicting objectives. 
The jUCMNav tool  [21] supports the creation of GRL 
models but also their analysis with the help of strategies, 
where initial satisfaction levels (between -100 and +100) 
are associated to some of the intentional elements (those 
prefixed with a *, e.g. MTPA and User Pull in  Figure 2) 
and then propagated to the other elements of the graph 
through the decomposition and contribution links. Satisfac-
tion levels are also colour-coded (the greener, the more 
satisfied, the redder, the more dissatisfied).  Figure 2 illus-
trates the results of such an evaluation for a MMoIP call 
where User Pull and MTPA are selected. Note the resulting 
low satisfaction of the various softgoals in the model. 
 
3.2. Specifying and analyzing scenarios using UCM 

A central problem in service engineering is to specify ser-
vice behaviour as precisely and completely as possible 
without prematurely binding the design and implementa-
tion. The Use Case Map (UCM) scenario notation has 
proven to be helpful for specifying and analysing models in 
such a context. UCM models describe the sequences of 
activities, called responsibilities and shown as X’s on a 
scenario path, which need to be performed in a given set of 
services. Modellers may start by first defining the responsi-
bilities needed to be performed without considering distri-
bution issues, and then introduce components to make dis-
tribution explicit, without needing to bind interaction detail 
or protocols. In this paper’s example, distribution issues 
will be delegated to the UML collaboration level. 
 Figure 3 describes a UCM model for our example MMoIP 
service. Scenario start and end points are respectively 
shown with filled circles and bars. In this figure, two im-
portant phases are shown as stubs (diamonds), which are 
containers for sub-diagrams called plug-ins. The MMoIPS-
erviceSession is particularly of interest here. This dynamic 
stub (dashed diamond) may contain many plug-ins, one of 
which is selected at run-time according to the current con-
text and the stub’s selection policy, both expressed with a 
simple data model. This stub contains two alternative plug-
ins: MMoIPService and SecureMMoIPService ( Figure 4). 
The former is similar to the latter but does not contain the 
Authenticate and Authorize stubs, and the session handler is 
not secured.  

 
Figure 3. Top-level UCM model for a MMoIP  

service session 

 
Figure 4. SecureMMoIPService plug-in UCM  

for stub MMoIPServiceSession 

UCM models can be decomposed at any number of levels. 
A third level is shown in  Figure 5 with the plug-in for the 
SecureCall stub of  Figure 4. The plug-in’s start and end 
points are connected to the parent stub’s input and output 
segment through a binding relationship, hence ensuring the 
continuity of the scenario flow as we drill down and up the 
model. As illustrated in  Figure 5, guarded alternatives and 
loops are easily expressed, and the notation also supports 
concurrent scenarios and inter-scenario relationships, in-
cluding timers and (a)synchronous interactions. Plug-ins 
can be invoked in many stubs, therefore promoting the re-
use of scenario patterns. 
The UCM data model is composed of global variables of 
different types (Boolean, integer, enumeration), which can 
be used in guarding expressions (stub selection policies, 
paths forking as alternatives, etc.) and can be updated in 
responsibilities. Since UCMs are integrated with GRL in 
the User Requirements Notation, variables can also capture 
the satisfaction of GRL’s intentional elements for a given 
strategy (as integers between -100 and 100). Therefore, 
GRL strategies can guide the selection of suitable behav-
iour at scenario variability points (dynamic stubs) or adapt 
it to a context where we want to optimize goal satisfaction. 
For instance, Authorize and Authenticate depicted in 
 Figure 4 are dynamic stubs. There are two choices for the 
authorization architecture: one for User Pull and one for 
Server Pull. Additionally, for the authentication that must 
be executed prior to authorization, there are 4 sub-maps 
(one for each of the authentication patterns UTPA, UOPA, 
MTPA, MOPA). For example, for access to an online tele-
phone catalogue, a username and password based unilateral 
two-pass authentication (UTPA) may be considered suffi-
cient. However, for access to the MMoIP service, stronger 
authentication may be required, such as mutual two-pass 
authentication (MTPA) using a symmetric key-based pro-
tocol. The selection is guided by the task chosen in a GRL 
strategy. This analysis can be done at a very early stage, at 
the requirements level, and later used to govern dynamic 
adaptation in the running system. This enables dynamic 
choice of authentication pattern that best fits the security 
requirements according to a GRL model.  
Tools can take advantage of such data model to guide the 
selection of UCM paths in a given context for analysing, 
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testing and transforming scenarios. In jUCMNav, modellers 
can declare scenario definitions where variables are initial-
ized and selected start points triggered  [11]. A traversal 
algorithm uses (and updates) the variables to highlight the 
paths traversed as the scenario progresses. Deadlocks, non-
deterministic choices and other unexpected results can be 
detected by using this mechanism. In addition, the traversed 
path can be transformed into other, more linear representa-
tions such as ITU-T’s Message Sequence Charts 
(MSC)  [8]. For instance,  0 shows two scenarios extracted 
from the URN model described so far. The top one repre-
sents a successful regular call where no authentication or 
authorization is used, while the rightmost one is a success-
ful secure call with UTPA-based authentication and user 

pull authorization. Conditions (expressed with waiting 
places on the paths) and concurrency are also preserved in 
this representation, and corresponding MSCs could be gen-
erated. Note that these scenarios do not include the details 
of the AA patterns and of the stubs and plug-ins used in the 
previous figures but not discussed. Finally, had we distrib-
uted the responsibilities to a structure of components, this 
would have been taken into consideration in the MSCs, and 
one MSC instance per component would have been gener-
ated, together with additional inter-component messages 
required to ensure the flow of causality across distributed 
entities. Such generated UCMs and MSCs can be used to 
visualize at a glance the combined results of GRL and 
UCM analyses. 

 
Figure 5. SecureCall plug-in UCM 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Two scenarios extracted from the URN model 

3.3. Specifying roles structures using UML collabora-
tions 

An important aspect of workflow and service modelling is 
the identification of actors involved. At the early service 
modelling stage, it makes little sense to identify implemen-
tation level components, but it makes much sense to iden-
tify domain entities such as users and user groups with dif-
ferent responsibilities. It does not make much sense to iden-
tify particular components either. It is better to specify the 
properties that actors participating in a service shall have 
and specify these as roles. UML 2 Collaborations provide a 
way to define this information structurally and also to de-
compose and compose services by means of collaboration 
uses and to bind roles to classifiers (enclosing roles) defin-
ing service components  [16] [24]. Collaborations thereby 
provide a means for visually addressing the cross-cutting 

nature of services. The components represented in Use 
Case Maps will normally correspond to roles in the col-
laborations.  
As shown by  Figure 7, SecureMMoIP has the roles User, 
ServiceProvider and AccessControlServer, which interact 
with each other according to the collaboration uses Authen-
tication, Distribute Authorizations, etc. Each collaboration 
use refers to a collaboration defined separately that de-
scribes the details of the interactions. When decomposing 
collaborations into sub-collaborations, one tends to identify 
sub-collaborations that involve just two roles. Such binary 
collaborations can be used to define interfaces and interface 
behaviour. This has some advantages: (1) the behaviours 
are relatively small, (2) they can be completely defined, (3) 
they are units of reuse and (4) they can be used to type in-
terfaces of design and implementation level components as 
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illustrated in  Figure 7 to support discovery and ensure con-
sistency in dynamic links  [23].  
Assuming that the behaviour of each collaboration use is 
completely specified in its defining collaboration, the over-
all behaviour of the SecureMMoIP collaboration can be 
defined by specifying a choreography of collaboration 
uses, i.e. how they are ordered. This can be done in alterna-
tive ways. Both UCM and UML activity diagrams may be 
used for this purpose. Indeed, some of the stubs and plug-
ins in the UCM model of the previous section correspond to 
collaboration uses in  Figure 7 and so partially specify the 
choreography. In  [5], activity diagrams are used to define 
choreography using the composition operators weak and 
strong sequencing, alternative, interruption, and parallel. 
The same composition operators provide means to identify 
and resolve problems with direct realizability, i.e. that the 
resulting distributed behaviour is exactly the specified be-
haviour.  
Not evident from  Figure 7 is that one may want to dynami-
cally select definitions for the collaboration uses depending 
on context and policies, analogous to selecting plug-ins for 
dynamic stubs in UCM, as explained in Section  3.2. This 
means that policy decisions are used to govern the overall 
choreography.  
In  [19] [20], a framework was presented that classifies au-
thentication and authorization (AA) patterns specified using 

UML collaborations. The behaviour associated with roles 
of the collaborations may be specified using semantic inter-
faces, defining the visible interface behaviour and the goals 
of the collaboration, as well as the goals and role-binding 
polices for each of the two roles. Behavioural information 
such as events, progress, and goals provided by the seman-
tic interfaces may be used in the definition of composition 
policies for composing collaborations. This allows for 
flexibility in composing patterns with other service roles 
while enabling validation of behaviour using semantic in-
terfaces  [23]. The selection of patterns to be used in a ser-
vice may be done similarly to the selection of plug-ins for 
dynamic stubs.  
For each service that is specified as a composition of AA 
patterns and elementary binary service collaborations, a set 
of policy rules may be created for describing the ordering 
of the behaviour associated with the elementary collabora-
tions and their associated roles that are to be played by the 
service entities. These rules define composition policies for 
ordering the elementary collaborations. 
A UCM can be created for each collaboration use. The 
composition policies are then used to define how the UCMs 
are linked together, defining dependencies between the 
collaborations. Policy may dictate that one collaboration 
starts before another is finished, and UCMs can be used to 
depict this.  
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Figure 7. Illustration of the mapping from a collaboration model to components that implement  
the collaboration roles and are typed with semantic interfaces 

3.4. Design composition 

We assume here that the system design is defined in terms 
of communicating state machines. Communicating state 
machines enable precise and complete behaviour defini-
tions. Extensive tool support is available for verification 
and validation, and it is possible to generate complete im-
plementation code for a wide range of platforms. Being 
based on asynchronous communication they pose very few 
design restrictions on the services. We may use SDL agents 

or UML active objects to model the design components. 
There is much evidence indicating that state machines are 
key to efficient code generation from platform independent 
models, i.e. to make MDA practical  [3] [6].  
It has been demonstrated that it is feasible to automatically 
generate design components in the form of state machines 
from service models  [2] [10] [12] [22]. More work is clearly 
needed in this area to realize NGSE industrially, but there 
seem to be no fundamental obstacles. Thus there is a poten-
tial that service models may become the main focus of ser-
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vice engineers, with ensuing design and implementations 
derived with a high degree of automation.  
As illustrated in  Figure 7, the roles specified in a collabora-
tion are mapped into inner role state machines of design 
components serving as the actors that execute the roles. The 
actors may be typed with collaborations (the semantic inter-
faces they define) to enable discovery and compatibility 
checks at design time and runtime. Before a collaboration 
can take place, it is necessary that its roles are bound to 
actor instances. In many cases this entails dynamic role 
binding where one actor requests another actor to play a 
role in a collaboration, addressing the problem of establish-
ing dynamic links between design components participating 
in a service. The UserAgent may for instance request the 
ServiceProviderAgent to play MMoIP. The requested actor 
may now consult its policies, taking into account state in-
formation, user profiles and context information to decide 
whether is prepared to play the requested role or not. If not, 
it may reject the request, or propose an alternative, such as 
the SecureMMoIP. If the requesting actor agrees, then they 
can proceed playing roles according to the SecureMMoIP 
collaboration. Every dynamic role binding step provides a 
similar opportunity to negotiate roles, and in this way the 
policy decisions of the service models (initially expressed 
using GRL and UCM) can be mapped into corresponding 
decisions performed by the design and implementation 
level components.  
Role-binding policies may be used to specify require-
ments/objectives specifically for the instance to be playing 
a role in a collaboration, such as constraints imposed on the 
agent by a role, as well as constraints an agent may impose 
on a role to be played. Role-binding policies govern the 
dynamic linking of components to be involved in a service 
collaboration. A particular role can be bound to the 
UserAgent, e.g. the UserAgent satisfies the policy rules for 
playing the role, and if the role is allowed by the 
UserAgent’s policy. Composition policies, which are sets of 
policy rules defining dependencies between subordinate 
collaborations involved in a service, may be defined to gov-
ern the ordering of behaviour associated with sub-
collaborations involved in a service collaboration, and de-
clared along with the UCM defining the ordering of the 
collaborations. These policy rules may also be used to en-
able the ordering of roles to be composed within an actor. 
In this way it is possible to use the composition policies 
specified along with the UCMs as outlined above, to con-
trol what sub-roles of the composed role within an actor 
can be played and under what conditions, and in which 
order.  
 
3.5. Implementation and run-time adaptation 

 Figure 1 illustrates that the execution environment provides 
service delivery platforms over NGN where the services 
can be deployed. Services can make use of each other in 
such environment, but they first need to locate each other. 
The information about the semantic interface types that has 
been used at design time to ensure the correctness of static 
associations is stored (e.g. in a repository) as part of a man-

agement system. At runtime, dynamic role-binding is per-
formed using the component and semantic interfaces type 
information to ensure compatibility of dynamic links. By 
performing dynamic role-binding it is possible to ensure 
that the links satisfy the properties of the semantic inter-
faces. 
Although GRL models can be used to specify many non-
functional requirements that will guide design and imple-
mentation decisions, their utility is not limited to the design 
space. GRL models can also be used at runtime to monitor 
the NGN execution environment and enable dynamic adap-
tation of services ( Figure 1). As discussed in section  3.1 
and illustrated in  Figure 2, indicators can convert metrics 
from the external world to satisfaction levels that can be 
propagated to the other nodes in a GRL graph. This in turn 
can influence the choice of suitable solutions/tasks dynami-
cally. For instance, if the Threat Level suddenly increases, a 
stronger authentication pattern may have to be selected so 
the Service Availability remains unaffected. However, this is 
also constrained by the Delay Level and Overload intro-
duced by a more restrictive authentication mechanism be-
cause they too affect Service Availability. This adaptive be-
haviour cannot be determined at design time and hence 
must be part of the runtime environment. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have outlined a vision for NGN service 
engineering involving four phases of development from 
high level service models, to design models, and to imple-
mentation and service execution. The approach presented to 
support NGN service engineering combines GRL and 
UCM (part of ITU-T’s proposed User Requirements Nota-
tion) modelling techniques with UML collaborations. GRL 
goal models offer a holistic view that integrates stakeholder 
goals, non-functional requirements, and alternative opera-
tional solutions for design time decisions, supplemented 
with indicators that enable adaptive behaviour at runtime. 
UCM offer scenarios that express variability points explic-
itly while offering much flexibility in ordering activities, 
which may be bound to components or not. UML collabo-
rations can be used to introduce roles and refine the interac-
tion patterns that need to be orchestrated (via semantic in-
terfaces and dynamic role binding) to offer a complete ser-
vice. UCM, GRL and UML collaborations also enable 
transformations to other modelling elements such as SDL 
and UML state machines as we move towards design and 
implementation. Various tool-supported analysis techniques 
exist for these three complementary views. This paper also 
explained that policies may be used to govern the ordering 
of separately specified behaviours. A case study addressing 
availability concerns for a multimedia over IP call service 
has been used to illustrate the possibilities that the different 
modelling techniques provide to the service engineering 
process while emphasizing the importance of enabling dy-
namic choices in the service modelling and design phases 
in order to take into account differentiated service availabil-
ity requirements in dynamic service composition. These 
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contributions will fulfill important needs of next generation 
service engineering (NGSE). 
Although such approach suggests that it is no longer neces-
sary to “rush to code” to get tangible results and that a 
model-driven, service-oriented approach is becoming prac-
tically feasible, there are challenges ahead that remain to be 
faced. The approach needs to be validated on more concrete 
NGN services, from requirements to deployment, and tools 
need to be aligned to support NGSE processes in an inte-
grated and usable way. The languages themselves are still 
evolving, but they do so in a way that could be beneficial to 
NGSE. For instance, more powerful workflow-like con-
structs are integrated to the UCM notation  [13] and UCM 
and GRL are being extended to support aspect-oriented 
concepts  [14], hence enabling other types of dynamic com-
position mechanisms. UML collaborations provide a 
framework for service modeling that enable service behav-
iour to be completely defined, analyzed for problems and 
automatically translated to executable design models, as 
explained in  [4],  [5] and  [12]. They provide a new kind of 
reusable entity that can be composed statically at design 
time and used to govern dynamic composition at run time. 
While most current MDA practices focus on design models 
and automatic translation to executable code, our approach 
goes one step further by putting more emphasis on service 
modeling and providing automatic translation to design 
models. An important feature is that model elements form-
ing the early service models remain useful during the ensu-
ing design and execution steps by enabling novel mecha-
nisms to support composition and adaptation. Future work 
will explore the above issues further in order to gather evi-
dences and determine the options that provide real value for 
next generation service engineering. 
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1

Abstract

This report presents a policy-driven approach to service engineering, addressing
the gap between static structure specification and dynamic behavioral specification.
By this we mean providing a more complete means of documenting the composition
of separately specified behaviors. We introduce the conceptof a policy enforcement
state machine diagram to specify the linking of collaborations for which the behavior
has been separately specified using semantic connectors. Wealso use composition
patterns which define constraints/restrictions on collaborations that run in parallel in
a service.
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1 Introduction 3

1 Introduction

Telecommunication services are being developed for deployment in a distributed envi-
ronment over a range of access and transport networks. Thereis a demand for rapid
development and incremental deployment of services. A challenge is to enable devel-
opment of service parts separately, and deploy the composition of these dynamically in
the distributed environment to provide telecommunications services that fulfill service
requirements such as with respect to availability.

The UML 2.1 collaboration concept [17] provides a structured way to define par-
tial functionalities in terms of collaborating roles, and it has been shown to provide a
promising basis for service modeling in support of rapid andcompositional engineer-
ing [14,19,24].
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Figure 1: VoIP Service composed with User Pull patterns

As part of the description of how a service works, a UML 2.1 collaboration dia-
gram [17] can be provided showing the binding of collaboration uses to roles of an en-
closing collaboration, as shown in Fig. 1. Behavioral specifications may be precisely
defined using sequence diagrams and/or role state machines for each of the collaboration
uses involved in the collaborative service. However, the overall coordination of the col-
laboration uses involved is not evident from the collaboration structure diagram. It is not
possible to see from this type of diagram what the order of thecollaboration uses should
be. In addition to providing information about the static structure at this level, we also
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want to provide information about the ordering of the associated behavior, in particular,
the execution dependencies.

Goal Sequences have been used by [2, 23] to complement UML 2 collaborations for
the specification of services by describing the ordering of sub-collaborations (i.e. fea-
tures) of the service. However, it is not always enough to provide information about de-
sirable progress (goals being reached) to fully describe execution ordering. To completely
define behavior one must also consider what to do if progress cannot be achieved.

It has been shown in [3,15] that the ordering of collaborations can be described glob-
ally using UML2.1 activity diagrams in a way that enables realization problems to be
detected and design components to be derived automatically. However, interactions be-
tween concurrent collaborations may need additional attention. These approaches assume
a static ordering. However, in may cases the strength of collaborations and their ordering
will be more dynamic. For example, an authentication pattern may be triggered by a re-
quest from a service that a user must be authenticated beforeaccessing the service. Addi-
tionally, the service may request that the user authorizations are checked before granting
access to the service. In this case, the user must be authenticated, authorized and have
requested use of the service before the service collaboration can execute. From this ex-
ample, we see that it is also important to describe constraints that must be satisfied or
events that must occur in order to trigger the transition from the execution of one service
collaboration to another. Our approach is different from [3, 15] in its use of policies to
govern service composition.

In [21] we presented a framework and classification of authentication and authoriza-
tion (AA-) patterns, which may be composed with services to ensure that services are
accessible to the authorized users only. We demonstrated that the AA-patterns can be dy-
namically composed with services in a policy driven approach [19]. In particular, showing
how the AA-patterns framework can be used to specify and enforce policies governing the
composition of AA-patterns and services.

In this report, we elaborate our ideas [21] on using policiesfor specification of the
coordination of separately specified elementary collaborations. We introduce the concept
of a policy enforcement state machine (PESM) that allows us to graphically depict policy
ruled choreography of elementary collaborations that havebeen specified separately. This
allows for flexibility and reuse of collaborations depending on the policy rules. This con-
cept is particularly useful for enabling dynamic composition of AA-patterns and services.
In particular, for enabling reuse of AA-patterns in servicecomposition and adaptability
when the security level needs to be upgraded.

Policy and composition patterns are used in the PESM to specify the overall choreog-
raphy of the behavior associated with the collaborations. Composition policies are used
to provide information on how collaborations can be linked together, for providing infor-
mation about the ordering of dynamic behavior, and to selectamong alternatives taking
policy and context information into account.

In order to do this precisely, it is important to be able to specify the conditions that
must be satisfied, what triggers the transition from one collaboration to another, and what
the desired goals are. It should also be possible to specify whether collaborations are
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allowed to execute in parallel, and to indicate where tight coordination is needed.
The main contributions of this report are: We introduce the concept of a policy en-

forcement state machine (PESM) to specify the linking of collaborations for which the
behavior has been separately specified using semantic connectors [21]. We also use com-
position patterns which define constraints/restrictions on collaborations that run in parallel
in a service. This report presents one of these patterns, theAlwaysWaitForSignal
pattern.

The rest of this report is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, wepresent an overall view
of our policy-driven approach to service engineering. In Sect. 3, we discuss policy and
service management. The concept of a policy enforcement state machine diagram is pre-
sented in Sect. 4, and we present theAlwaysWaitForSignal pattern in 5. A discus-
sion of related work is given in Sect. 6 followed by a summary and conclusion in Sect. 7.

2 Composing AA-patterns and Services

In this section we briefly describe the policy-driven approach to service engineering in
order to provide the context for the focus of this report which is introducing the PESM and
explaining the role of the PESM in the overall approach to enable dynamic composition.

2.1 Overview of the approach

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the policy-driven service engineering approach. The figure
illustrates the main models involved and shows how policy isused to govern dynamic
composition.

Service models are expressed using collaboration diagrams that are composed
from roles and collaboration uses with associated choreography defined by a PESM. For
each of the policy decision points (PDPi), Policies are declared, defining the rules gov-
erning the composition of the behavior associated with the collaboration uses. The policy
rules are stored in a table, with pointers to the policy decision point the rules apply to. In
this way, the service models and PESM define a global orderingof the different actions
that will be performed by different service roles, according to policy.

Design models define design components in the form of state machines that can
perform the roles defined in the service models. Based on the service models and policy
specification, design models can be derived for each of the composite roles involved in the
service, in accordance with policy rules. By a composite role, we mean a collaboration
part that has subordinate roles bound to it. For example, in Fig. 1, the composite roles
areUser, AcS, SAF, andService. Design models define active objects with state
machines defining the local behavior. Note that active objects may be aggregated into
composite system components with the ability to play different roles. The transition from
service models to design models may involve translation, refinement, conflict resolution
and updating of the policy rules that were given at the service model level. The result of
this is distributed local PESMs executed by system components.
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Figure 2: Policy-driven approach to service engineering

The cross-cutting nature of services in theruntime systemis illustrated at the bottom
of Fig. 2. On the horizontal axis, system components are identified that may reside in dif-
ferent computing environments. Domain entities and systemresources such as users, user
groups, terminals and resources are represented by components in the system. As shown
in the figure, service parts/components interact with each other for the actual execution of
services. The cross-cutting nature of services can be addressed at the service models and
design models layers also.

Thedesign modelsare subsequently transformed to implementations that can be de-
ployed and executed in a runtime system. These may be bound tosystem components/parts
in the distributed runtime system, depending on policy. Going from the design object
layer to theruntime systemlayer requires further refinement, resolution and updatingof
the policy rules, depending on the deployed runtime system.The policies are then dis-
tributed to the appropriate parts of the system and distributed local policy enforcement
state machines are deployed in the actors to ensure that policy is enforced. In the runtime
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system, policy enforcement is the responsibility of the policy management system, which
is distributed as far as possible.

This report focuses on the specification of mechanisms at theservice modelling layer
to enable the transition to design models, subsequently enabling dynamic composition in
the runtime system.

2.2 Specifying service models

In our previous work [19,20] we have adopted a collaboration-oriented approach to speci-
fying authentication and authorization patterns and the composition of these with services.
Each of the AA-patterns and services have been specified as elementary collaborations in
a flexible and re-usable manner [21]. By anelementary collaborationwe mean a ser-
vice collaboration with exactly two roles that collaborateacross an interface to provide a
service or a service feature [23]. The associated behaviorshave been specified and vali-
dated separately as semantic connectors, defining the visible interface behavior between
the roles, to allow for component reuse and to enable adaptions/changes to the composed
services in a modular way, without having to re-specify the entire service. Aseman-
tic connectoris an elementary collaboration with a consistently defined pair of semantic
interfaces and service goals, and asemantic interfaceis an interface role describing spec-
ified interface behavior [23].

The semantic connectors and semantic interfaces can be usedto validate the interface
behavior to ensure the correctness of roles as explained in [7, 8, 25]. For the full speci-
fication of the semantic connectors and interfaces for the elementary collaborations used
in theVoIP Service with Access control collaboration shown in Fig. 1, see
Appendix. C.

3 Policy and service management

In the context of policy-based management of networks and distributed systems, a policy
is a rule that defines a choice in the (course of the) behavior of a system [6]. Policies
define choices in behavior in terms of the conditions under which predefined operations
or actions can be invoked rather than changing the functionality of the actual operations
themselves [5]. Applied to dynamic service composition, this means that policies may
define choices in behavior in terms of conditions under whichroles can be dynamically
bound to agents, and also, under which conditions service roles can be dynamically in-
voked, rather than changing the specification of the serviceroles themselves. Thus poli-
cies are used to compose patterns and services, to e.g. definethe ordering of roles, and to
select among alternatives.

Separating the policy mechanism from the collaborations service roles allows for man-
aging dynamic changes in the system behavior without changing its underlying (existing)
behavior as discussed in [6]. Additionally, this separation can enable the adaptation of
the existing behavior for example by the addition of AA-behavior to control access to a
service. By introducing policy to service modelling, design, and execution, we aim to
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• Separate the ordering of the roles from the roles themselves. This is important for
re-usability of roles in service composition.

• Enable dynamic ordering at runtime. In this case policy is used to compose the
roles executed by actors dynamically.

• Make policy rules evident and more clearly expressed. For example, making au-
thentication and authorization policies evident in the service models, placing con-
ditions e.g. on when a service can be accessed and by whom.

• Make it possible to connect the specification to higher levelstrategies and goals,
this includes specifying policy that takes into account variables that are given by a
higher level strategy, e.g. involving level of security to be provided, taking into ac-
count context parameters, etc. This will also help to enablee.g. the selection of the
most appropriate authentication patterns from the classification of authentication
patterns as explained in [21].

Specifying composition policies allows us to make relationships between collabora-
tion uses explicit as well as providing a means for providinginformation on control and
data flows between a set of constituent collaboration uses participating in service. Policy
also provides a means for governing composition of servicesat the management layer in
the distributed services environment, and manage this mechanism separately from the ser-
vice roles in order to enable dynamic ordering and coordination of services in the runtime
system. By this we mean enabling a means to introduce changesto (the course of) the
behavior of the underlying system, dynamically. In Sect. 4,we explain how this can be
achieved using a policy enforcement mechanism, the PESM, which governs the choices
in behavior in the runtime system. At the service and design modelling layers, the PESM
is managed separately from the other models.

Policy rules are commonly classified into a tripartition ofobligations, permissions
and prohibitions [27]. With respect to this classification of policy rules, composition
policies are usually (positive)obligationpolicies expressing what is the required behavior
for the successful execution of a service. However, prohibitions may also need to be
specified. For example, in a case for which two collaborationuses are to run in parallel,
but where one is triggered by the other, a prohibition stating that one collaboration use
never starts before a message (event trigger) is received from another collaboration use
may be specified.

We have derived our definition of policy rules from the event-condition-action rule
paradigm of active database systems [29], for which, when the event occurs, and if the
condition is true, then the action is executed. We add to thisthe desired result or goal,
when the policy is applied, so that, as explained in [21], a policy rule is of the following
form: If conditionC andtrigger T thenactionA andgoalB.

This policy rule definition is applicable for specifying policy rules at the service spec-
ification and design objects levels of abstraction, however, it may need to be refined at
the implementation level, e.g. in order to specify ownership aspects of policies. We are
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working on formalizing composition policies, however, forclarity, in this report, the pol-
icy rules are expressed in natural language.

4 Modelling service composition using policy enforcement
state machines

In this section, we explain in more detail, the role of the PESM in the policy-driven
approach illustrated in Fig. 2. Aglobal PESMdiagram is a service model that consists of
collaboration uses that are linked by policy decision points and pre-defined composition
patterns, and provides a graphical depiction of policy ruled choreography. The aim is to
show at a higher level the behavioral dependencies that exist at a lower level of abstraction.

For each service, specified as a composition of elementary collaborations, such a
global PESMis created for describing the ordering of the behavior associated with the
elementary collaborations and roles. For each of the elementary collaborations, the se-
mantic interfaces for the participating roles are validated a priori. As the collaboration
internal behavior can be checked for consistency, as explained in [7, 8, 25], it is possible
to use theglobal PESM, at the service model layer, to derive consistentlocal PESMs, at
the design model layer.

A PESM diagram does not show completely all of the detailed behavior specified
between collaborations that execute in parallel, just as the PESM will not show role be-
havior details. The intent is to show the transitions/interactions between elementary col-
laborations in the global PESM, and to show the corresponding transactions/interactions
between elementary roles played by a single actor in a local PESM, which is derived and
generated at the design modelling stage from the global PESM.

UAs1 (authenticatee->User, 

authenticator->AcS) : UTPA

User AcS

authenticatee authenticator

UAs1:UTPA

Figure 3: Simplification of notation from goal sequences foruse in global PESM diagrams

As explained in Sect. 3 above, the actual policy rules are specified separately from
the roles and collaborations, and from the PESMs. At the service model layer, the PESM
models the enforcement of the rules stored in the table. Similarly, the local PESM models
the enforcement of the policy rules locally, within an actor. The trigger in a composition
policy may be the occurrence of an event during the executionof a role. E.g., occurrence
of event E by a role in one collaboration may trigger the startof another collaboration
involved in the execution of a service, concurrent to the first collaboration.
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In order to provide a manageable graphical example of the global PESM for theVoIP
Service with Access control collaboration, we provide a simplified notation
for representation of the elementary collaborations that are bound to container roles in the
collaboration structure diagram, for representation in the global PESM diagram as shown
in Fig. 3.

The global PESM diagram for theVoIPwithAC service example is shown in Fig. 4.
The notation we use to depict collaboration uses in the global PESM diagrams is a sim-
plification of the notation used in goal sequences [19, 24] and further developed in [2].
Fig. 3 shows both notations for the collaboration useUAs1 of UTPA, for which the
authenticatee role is mapped to theUser actor, and theauthenticator role
is mapped to theAcS actor. We choose to use the dotted line in the new notation is to
indicate thatUAs1 is a collaboration use of theUTPA authentication pattern.

The notation for the service layer global PESM is inspired byUML 2.1 protocol state
machines. A protocol state machine expresses the legal transitions that a classifier can
trigger, and enforces legal usage scenarios of classifiers [17]. As such, protocol state
machines are rather suitable for expressing the legal transitions between collaborations
allowed by composition policies. The decision points, PDPi, denoted using UML 2.1
notation, shown in Fig. 4, are policy decision points, governing the transition from one
collaboration to the next according to the policy in force. Under dynamic composition in
the runtime system, the decisions that enforce policy are taken by the implementation of
the local PESM in the local system component which monitors the progress of the service
execution.

PDP2rule 1
ON Ok signal received
IF User authenticated= true
DO Start UAs2 (authsrequestor→User, authsgranter→AcS) : AA
GOAL User authorizations activated= True

Depending on the policy rules in force, the evaluation at thepolicy decision point
may result in successful continuation of the execution of the service, or termination of the
service (end state) or the choice of an alternative. For example, depending on policy, at
PDP2 in Fig. 4, theUAs2 collaboration use of theAA collaboration will execute with the
User playing theauthsrequestor role and theAcS playing theauthsgranter
role, if PDP2 rule 1 applies.PDP2 rule 1 applies if theUser has been success-
fully authenticated when the trigger event, is received. Inthis example, the trigger event
is the reception of theOk signal.

PDP2rule 2
ON ExternalReq Emergency received
IF User authenticated= true
AND authorization NOT required for Ecall
DO Start
USx (servicerequestor→User, servicegranter→Service) : SU
GOAL Service use granted= True

If, however, an emergency call request is received andPDP2 rule 2 is satisfied,
then the policy in force determines that only authentication is required and that authoriza-
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USy (serviceuser->User, 
serviceprovider->Service) : SU

PDP2

PDP4

PDP9
PDP8

PDP6

UAs1 (authenticatee->User, 
authenticator->AcS) : UTPA

UAs2 (authsrequestor -> User, 
authsgranter->AcS) : AA

USaf3 (serviceuser->User, 
serviceprovider->SAF) : SU

USaf1 (servicerequestor->User,  
servicegranter->SAF) : RS

USaf2 (authorisee->User,
 authorisor->SAF) :CAR

US1 (servicerequestor->SAF,  
servicegranter->Service) : RS

US2 (serviceuser->SAF, 
serviceprovider->Service) : SU

PDP3

PDP5

PDP7

PDP1

USx (servicerequestor->User,  
servicegranter->Service) : SU

PDP10

PDP11

s

s

Figure 4: Global PESM for theVoIP Service with Access control collabo-
ration

tion and access rights checks are not required so that theUSx collaboration use of theSU
collaboration between theUser andService enclosing roles, is to be activated. This
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demonstrates that the collaboration uses to be composed during execution of the service
in the runtime system, will depend on policy. In the case thatPDP2 rule 2 applies, the
service executes involving the behavior associated withUAs1, USx andUSy collabora-
tion uses only.

5 Composition patterns

While policy control provides us with a means for governing service composition, there
are still situations that require additional specificationin order to ensure that the separately
specified collaborations are composed correctly. In the case that there are dependencies
between collaborations that are composed together in parallel it is more of a challenge to
define how the behaviors are composed together.

sd SUcomposed

User SAF

Connected 

{goal == True}

Service

Ringing

Ack

Ringing

Answer

Answer

Ack

Behavior 

associated with 

the collaboration 

use US2 of SU

Behavior 

associated with 

the collaboration 

use USaf3 of 

SU

The SAF plays the 

serviceprovider and serviceuser 

roles in parallel according to the 

AlwaysForwardSignal pattern

Figure 5: UML interaction diagram showing co-ordination oftwo collaboration uses

For example, Figure. 5 illustrates that the composition of the two collaboration uses
USaf3 andUS2 of theSU collaboration requires tight coordination as they run in parallel
with interaction dependencies. Using policy to specify each and every interaction depen-
dency is possible also, however, this would add unnecessarycomplexity to the specifi-
cation. We therefore propose to define composition patternsto address such interactive
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dependencies between collaboration uses that are to execute concurrently. By specifying
a composition pattern, a means to compose and coordinate thetwo collaboration uses can
be provided.

The purpose of a composition pattern is to allow us to expressat a higher level the
coordination of the collaboration uses that can be shown in more detail at a lower level,
e.g. in a UML interaction diagram, or in a UML state machine. One such pattern is the
AlwaysWaitForSignal composition pattern, required when two collaboration uses
execute in parallel, but are completely dependent on each other. The pattern is shown in
Fig. 6.

Actor Y playing roleb waits for signal(s) received/consumed by ActorY playing role
a before ActorY playing roleb forwards the signal to ActorX playing rolea. Similarly,
Actor Y playing rolea waits for signal(s) received/consumed by ActorY playing roleb
before ActorY playing rolea forwards the signal to ActorZ playing roleb. We specify
the occurance of this pattern in a global PESM diagram using arrows in both directions
between the two adjacent roles, and with the pattern symbol above and below the arrows.

CU1:C

ba

CU2:C

ba

a b a b

X Y Z

s

s

Collaborations

Semantic

Interfaces

Actors

Figure 6: Always Wait For Signal pattern

In the global PESM diagram for the VoIP service with access control shown in Fig. 4,
the UML 2.1 parallel notation is used to denote that the two collaboration usesUSaf3
andUS2 of theUS collaboration are to run in parallel, however, subject to theAlways-
WaitForSignal pattern as shown.

6 Related work

The collaboration-oriented approach presented in this report builds on the work on col-
laborations and semantic interfaces presented in [23], andon the work on composing
services presented in [2, 24]. The approach presented in [14] follows the token flow se-
mantics of UML activities very closely whereas our approachaims to find a means to
express the composition flows and dependencies at a higher level in PESM diagrams, al-
lowing mappings to a detailed level in the design models thatare created/generated as a
result.

Although policies for governing service execution are addressed in [1], specification
of rules for defining such policies is not addressed, and policy for use in defining the
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ordering of service roles is not addressed. An architecturefor policy definition and call
control policies is given in [18] and provides some high level ideas for defining policies
for use in enhancing and controlling features in the contextof call control in telecom-
munication services. Use of policy at runtime to compose theroles executed by actors
dynamically is not addressed by either of these.

A model for service management for which policy rules define adaptive behavior
along with semantic expression of operational state has been proposed in [16]. A frame-
work for dynamic adaptation of services using a policy-driven, context-aware manner for
a management approach to adaptable systems , that enables dynamic changes to behavior
of services of the middleware, is presented in [13]. However, both of these address spec-
ification of mechanisms at the design model layer and implementation layer, to enable
dynamic adaptation at runtime system. This report, however, focuses on the specification
of mechanisms at the service model layer.

In the area of aspect-oriented programming, composition patterns are used to separate
the designs of cross-cutting requirements into reusable, extensible design models [4].
As in our work, the motivation is to separately specify a means for composing reusable
designs, however, the aspect-oriented approach normally addresses static composition
governed by pattern recognition, and not dynamic composition governed by policy rules.

7 Conclusion

We have presented an elaboration of our ideas [21] on using policies for specification
of the coordination of separately specified elementary collaborations. We introduced the
concept of a policy enforcement state machine (PESM) diagram that expresses graphically
the ordering and policy decisions to be taken when collaborations are composed dynami-
cally. By declaring composition policies as part of the policy specification and providing
a global PESM diagram that demonstrates how the service can execute according to the
policy specification, the overall choreography becomes more flexible and adaptable. In
this way, it is easier to provide information on how a set of re-usable elements can be
combined, while specifying rules for system behavior in relation to service requirements
such as availability requirements. We have demonstrated how policy is used to compose
patterns and services, to e.g. define the ordering of roles, and to select among alternatives.
Policy allows us to choose between alternatives of predefined behavior, and how these are
ordered or coupled in dynamic service composition. Policy can involve variables that ex-
ist outside of a particular collaboration, e.g. context, orrequirements to the strength of
security provided by the AA-patterns to be used.
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A Definitions

This appendix contains a list of definitions of terms used in this report. The definitions
are obtained from international standards to the extent possible, and from established
sources in the literature. For terms that are defined differently in the standards, the order
of prioritization is as follows: [9] first, then [12], and [26].

Access control: The prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, includingthe preven-
tion of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner [9].

Accessibility: The quality of being at hand and usable when needed [22].

Actor: A computational object that can play service roles. An actorcan play several
service roles, both simultaneously and alternately [23].

Authentication: A property by which the correct identity of an entity or partyis estab-
lished with a required assurance. The party being authenticated could be a user,
subscriber, home environment or serving network [28].

Authorization: The granting of permission based on authenticated identification [9].

Authorized: Granted rights or permissions [26].

Availability: The property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorized
entity [9,12].

Challenge: A data item chosen at random and sent by the verifier to the claimant, which
is used by the claimant, in conjunction with secret information held by the claimant,
to generate a response which is sent to the verifier [10].

Collaboration goal: A predicate expressing when a goal is achieved seen from the per-
spective of the collaboration as a whole [23].

Elementary collaboration: A service collaboration with exactly two roles that collab-
orate on an interface to provide a service or service features [23].

Exclusivity: The ability to ensure access for authorized users only [22].

Interface role: Describes the (actual or specified) interface behavior of anactor or ser-
vice role at a connector endpoint [23].

Mutual authentication: Entity authentication which provides both entities with assur-
ance of each other’s identity [10].

Policy: A rule that defines a choice in the (course of the) behavior of asystem [6].

Response:Data item sent by the claimant to the verifier, and which the verifier can pro-
cess to help check the identity of the claimant [11].
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Semantic connector: An elementary collaboration with a consistently defined pair of
semantic interfaces and service goals, i.e. where:

• the semantic interfaces are dual roles, so by definition theyare safe interface
roles;

• goals are defined consistently: a goal in one role is matched by a goal in its
opposite role;

• it optionally defines collaboration goal(s) that are reachable when the roles
interact [23].

Semantic interface: An interface role describing specified interface behavior.A seman-
tic interface has at least one event goal [23].

Service role: The part a computational object plays in a service. A servicerole can play
several interface roles, both simultaneously and alternately [23].

Unilateral authentication: Entity authentication which provides one entity with assur-
ance of the other’s identity but not vice versa [10].

Usable: Capable of being used [22].
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B Abbreviations

IP Internet Protocol

OCL Object Constraint Language

RBAC Role-Based Access Control

SOA Service Oriented Architecture

UML Unified Modelling Language

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol
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C Specification of the collaborations used in the composite
VoIP service

The collaboration diagram for theVoIP Service with Access control col-
laboration service, shown in Fig. 1 of Sect. 1, provides a structural view of the compo-
sition of a voice over IP (VoIP) service with the User Pull authentication and authoriza-
tion patterns [21]. A global PESM diagram for theVoIP Service with Access
control collaboration service is shown in Fig. 4 of Sect. 4 above, providing ordering
and coordination of the behavior associated with the elementary collaborations involved
in the enclosing service collaboration. This appendix provides the full specification of the
semantic connectors and interfaces for each of the elementary collaborations used in the
VoIP Service with Access control collaboration.

C.1 Specification of the basic VoIP service

In this section we provide the semantic connectors and semantic interfaces specifica-
tions for the basic VoIP service as a composition of two elementary collaborations, the
RequestforService collaboration and theServiceUse collaboration. In Fig. 1
of Sect. 1 and Fig. 4 of Sect. 4, these are abbreviated as theRS andSU collaborations,
respectively.

{def: goal : Boolean = servicerequestor.service_requested and 
servicegranter.request_accepted }

 

RequestforService

service requestor : 
aasr

service granter :  
aasg

RequestforService  : aasr RequestforService  : aasg

Generate 
CallReq

idle

waiting

P5 P6

CallRequest
CallRequest

Accepting
Request
Ack

Service_requested
{ goal == True}

Request
Ack

[requestOK] [NotAccessible]

Rejecting

Reject

Reject

Request_rejected

* *

Request_accepted
{ goal == True}

Request_rejected

* *

Check
Accessibility

Figure 7: Semantic interfaces for theRequestForService collaboration

Fig. 7 shows the semantic connector and semantic interfacesfor theRequestfor-
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Service collaboration, which is used twice in theVoIP Service with Access
control collaboration shown in Fig. 1. TheRequestforService collaboration
shown specifies the collaboration goal and visible interface behavior required for a user
to request a VoIP server to set up a call on behalf of the user. The collaboration goal and
each of the role goals are defined using OCL. Each of the role goals must be reached in
order for the collaboration goal to be reached.

{def: goal : Boolean = serviceuser.callAccepted and 
serviceprovider.ackReceived  }

 

ServiceUse

service user : aasu
service provider :  

aasp

ServiceUse  : aasu ServiceUse  : aasp

idle

P7 P8

Calling

[bUserBusy]

Call is established here; 
goal is achieved;
Post condition Connected = True

CallDenied

Ringing
Ringing

Waiting

CallRejectAnswer

CallRejectAnswer

CallAccepted

Ack

CallAccepted

Ack

Acknowledged
{goal == True}

AckReceived
{Goal == True}

CallDenied

* * * *

Progress:
setupRecd

[ServiceNotAccessible]

Reject
Reject

[quit]

Nack

Nack

Ringing

goal is not achieved;
Post condition Connected = Not true

Figure 8: Semantic interfaces for theServiceUse collaboration

When theservice granter role receives a call request from theservice-
requestor role, it first checks to see whether the request can be accepted based on the
current status, e.g, number of other requests already beinghandled. A call request may
be rejected by theservice granter if there is not enough capacity available in the
system part/component to process the call request correctly.

In the collaboration useUSaf1 of theRequestforService collaboration, shown
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in Fig. 1 of Sect. 1, theservice requestor role is played by theUser, and the
service granter role is played by theSAF. In collaboration useUS1, theservice-
requestor role is played by theSAF, and theservice granter role is played by
theService.

Fig. 8 shows the semantic connector and semantic interfacesfor theServiceUse
collaboration, which is used twice in theVoIP Service with Access control
collaboration shown in Fig. 1. TheServiceUse (SU) elementary collaboration shown
specifies the collaboration goal and the visible interface behavior required for the set up
of a VoIP call between a user and a VoIP server. In order for thecollaboration to reach its
goal, the role goalsCallAccepted for theservice user role andAckReceived
for theservice provider role must both be achieved. The call tear-down behavior
is not specified by theSU collaboration, and is not shown in our example (thushang-up
orend call is not shown). The behavior associated with theSU collaboration may also
be specified using a UML 2.0 interactions diagram.

In the collaboration useUSaf3 of theServiceUse collaboration, shown in Fig. 1 of
Sect. 1, theservice user role is played by theUser, and theservice provider
role is played by theSAF. In collaboration useUS2, theservice user role is played
by theSAF, and theservice provider role is played by theService.

{def: goal : Boolean = authenticatee.unilaterally_authenticated and 
authenticator.authentication_successful  }

 

UniTwoPassAuthenticate  

authenticatee : 
responder

authenticator :  
challenger

UniTwoPassAuthenticate  : responder UniTwoPassAuthenticate  :challenger

idle

UnilaterallyAuthenticated
{ goal  ==  True }

Generate 
Response

Generate  
Challenge

Validate
Response

waiting

waiting

NotAuthenticated

P1 P2

Challenge

Challenge

Response

Response

Ok NOk

AuthenticationSuccessful
{ goal  =  true }

NotAuthenticated

Ok NOk

[Response  
   Valid] [Response  NOTValid]

* * * *

Figure 9: Semantic interfaces for theUniTwoPassAuthenticate collaboration
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C.2 Specification of the authentication and authorization patterns

In this section we provide the semantic connectors and semantic interfaces specifications
for the authentication and authorization patterns that arecombined with the VoIP ser-
vice in theVoIP Service with Access control collaboration shown in Fig. 1
of Sect. 1. In this example, the User Pull authentication andauthorization patterns are
composed with the VoIP service as explained in [21].

In Fig. 9, the UML 2.0 collaboration for unilateral two-passauthentication is shown
with the two role state machines that define the visible behavior of the two roles partic-
ipating in the pattern. In this collaboration, the instanceplaying theauthenticator
role initiates the authentication process and sends a challenge to the instance playing
theauthenticatee role. In order for the collaboration to reach its goal, the role goals
UnilaterallyAuthenticated for theauthenticatee role andAuthentication-
Successful for theauthenticator role must both be achieved.

In Fig. 1 of Sect. 1 and Fig. 4 of Sect. 4, theUniTwoPassAuthenticate collabo-
ration is abbreviated byUTPA. For theVoIP Service with Access control
collaboration shown in Fig. 1, theauthenticator role is played by theAccess
Server, and theauthenticatee role is played by theUser.

{def: goal : Boolean = authsrequestor.auths_received and 
authsgranter.auths_activated  }

 

AuthsActivation

authrequestor : aar authsgranter :  aag

AuthsActivation  : aar AuthsActivation  : aag

Generate
authsreq

Auths_received
{ goal  ==  true }

waiting
findingAuths

AuthsNotActivated

P3 P4

AuthsActivate AuthsActivate

Auths
AuthsNot 
Found

Auths_Activated
{ goal  ==  true }

AuthsNotActivated

Auths AuthsNot Found

[AuthsFound] [AuthsNotFound]

* * * *

idle

Figure 10: Semantic interfaces for theAuthsActivate collaboration

In Fig. 10, the UML 2.0 collaboration for the authorisationsactivation collaboration
used in the User Pull authentication and authorization pattern is shown with the two role
state machines that define the visible behavior of the two roles participating in the pattern.
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This collaboration models the visible interface behavior required for a user to request
the activation of user authorisations for use when accessing services. The authorizations
govern which services the user is allowed to access. In orderfor the collaboration to
reach its goal, the role goalsAuths received for theauthsrequestor role and
Auths Activated for theauthsgranter role must both be achieved.

For theVoIP Service with Access control collaboration, shown in Fig. 1
of Sect. 1, and for the global PESM diagram shown in Fig. 4 of Sect. 4, theAuths-
Activate collaboration is abbreviated byAA. Theauthsrequestor role is played
by theUser, and theauths granter role is played by theAccess Server in the
collaboration useUAs2 of theAA collaboration.

{def: goal : Boolean = authorisee.authorised  and 
authorisor.auths_checkedOk}

 

CheckingAccessRights

authorisee : ace authorisor :  acr

CheckingAccessRights  : ace CheckingAccessRights : acr

wating

Authorised
{ goal  ==  true }

Providing 
Auths

waiting

Checking 
access rights

NotAuthorised

P9 P10

Auths
Auths

Ok NOk

Auths_checkedOk
{ goal  ==  true }

NotAuthorised

Ok NOk

[AuthsOK] [AuthsNotOK]

* * * *

Generate 
AuthsReq

Reuest
Auths

Idle

Reuest
Auths

Figure 11: Semantic interfaces for theCheckingAccessRights collaboration

In Fig. 11, the UML 2.0 collaboration for the checking accessrights collaboration
used in the User Pull authentication and authorization patterns is shown with the two role
state machines that define the visible behavior of the two roles participating in the collab-
oration. This collaboration is invoked whenever the user requests access to a service. The
instance playing theauthoriser role then checks the user authorizations to establish
whether the instance playing theUser composite role shall be granted access to the ser-
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vice. In order for the collaboration to reach its goal, the role goalsAuthorised for the
authorisee role andAuths checkedOk for theauthorisor role must both be
achieved.

For theVoIP Service with Access control collaboration, shown in Fig. 1
of Sect. 1, and for the global PESM diagram shown in Fig. 4 of Sect. 4, the collaboration
useUSaf2 of theCheckingAccessRights collaboration is abbreviated byCAR. The
authorisee role is played by theUser, and theauthorisor role is played by the
Service Access Filter, abbreviated bySAF.
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3

Abstract

In the current and future service environment, service parts are being developed
separately while being dynamically combined at runtime. Inthis paper we address
the problem of defining a model-driven process for enabling dynamic composition
of services. Composition policies are used to define choicesin behaviour under
which service roles involved in a composite service can be dynamically combined
at runtime. We model policy-ruled choreography of collaboration components us-
ing a policy enforcement state machine (PESM). We also definetransformation
rules for translating a global PESM diagram into a set of local PESM diagrams,
one for each role. As an example, we consider the case of dynamically composing
an existing service with a set of authentication and authorization collaborations.
The approach is supported by a formal syntax and semantics.
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1 Introduction

Today, services are being developed and launched in a highlyflexible and dynamic dis-
tributed environment. In this dynamic environment, service parts are being developed
separately, but dynamically combined at runtime. For this,systems need to be able to
adapt transparently to changes in the environment and add new services while adapting
existing services with a minimum of user intervention. The overall goal of our work
is to define a process for enabling dynamic composition of services. In this paper, we
address this general problem in the special case of dynamically adding authentication
and authorization to an existing service, as a means to ensure access to the service for
authorized users only.

A service is an identified functionality involving a collaboration among entities
that achieves some desired goals/effects for end users or other entities. One important
aspect of services is that they normally are partial functionalities that cross-cut the
component structure so that a service may involve several collaborating components
while each component may participate in several services. We model a service in the
context of UML 2.x [15], as a collaboration among roles with associated interactions
behaviour. Service composition addresses the means of composing such collaborations
and their roles services, both statically and dynamically.

In [17], we described a framework for authentication and authorization patterns
(AA-patterns), specified using UML 2.x collaborations. In [18], we introduced a
policy-driven approach to service modelling, design, and implementation and we pre-
sented the concept of a policy enforcement state machine (PESM) for modelling the
choreography of AA-patterns with services. The PESM diagram expresses graphically
the ordering and policy decisions to be taken when collaborations are composed dy-
namically.

Essentially, the PESM is similar to a UML 2.x activity diagram in that a PESM is
modelled as a graph defining the flow of invocations of elementary collaborations rep-
resented as nodes. Detailed behaviour associated with the collaborations is not shown,
but is specified separately, e.g., using UML 2.x interactions. Choices in the PESM
are governed by composition policies. This encompasses showing sequential depen-
dencies, but also dependencies between concurrent behaviours and choices between
different collaboration uses.

A policy rule is a rule that defines a choice in the (course of the) behaviour of a sys-
tem [5]. The motivation for using policy to compose service composition is to enable
collaborating roles to be dynamically composed together atruntime. The actual policy
rules are specified separately from the roles and collaborations, allowing for changes
to be made at runtime by changing the policy rules without changing the specification
of the roles themselves.

Applying policy to service composition also makes it possible to connect the ser-
vice specification to higher level strategies and goals, e.g., which may have been iden-
tified using the Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL)[10], as explained in [1].
This may include specifying policy that takes into account variables that are given by
a higher level strategy, such as taking into account contextparameters.

In this paper we take a closer look at the specification of the policy-based mech-
anism at the service and design model layers. The main contributions of this paper
are: (1) a detailed exposition of global and local PESM diagrams and related concepts,
(2) a precise syntax for composition policies, using Extended BNF, (3) transforma-
tion rules for translating global PESM diagrams and global composition policies into
local PESM diagrams and local composition policies, and (4)a formal semantics for
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Basic MMoIP

User ServiceProvider

Request 

MMoIP

MMoIP Use

END MMoIP

moip_req_or

moip_user

rel_er

moip_req_ee

moip_provider

rel_ee

Figure 1: Collaboration overview for a basic multimedia voice over IP service

NewsRunningText

NTuser NTprovider

Figure 2: Collaboration for a simple running text display service

PESM diagrams (both global and local) and composition policies, based on the se-
mantic model of STAIRS [9, 19]. The semantics gives a preciseunderstanding of the
meaning of a PESM diagram, and is used to validate the transformation from global to
local PESM diagrams and composition policies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we introduce some basic
terminology and present an example motivating the approach. Sect. 3 gives a brief
introduction to the semantic model of STAIRS. Sects. 4 and 5 constitutes the main
body of the paper, presenting first the global PESM diagrams at the service model
layer, and then their transformation into local PESM diagrams, one for each composite
role, at the design model layer. Related work is presented inSect. 6, before concluding
in Sect. 7.

2 Collaborations and Roles

For composing an existing service with a general AA-pattern, we assume that the ser-
vice is described at the service model layer using a UML 2.x collaboration. Such an
overview diagram describes the distributed parts involvedin a service and which roles
are to be played by the different service parts, providing a means of statically and struc-
turally representing the binding of collaboration uses involved in a composed service
to the actual service parts. Fig. 1 shows a collaboration overview diagram for a basic
multimedia voice over IP (MMoIP) service.

An elementary collaborationis a service collaboration with exactly two elemen-
tary roles that collaborate on an interface to provide a service or a service feature [20].
Fig. 2 shows an elementary collaboration for a simple service that provides news head-
lines as running text on the screen. The visible interface behaviour associated with an
elementary collaboration may be modelled using, e.g., UML 2.x interactions or seman-
tic interfaces [20]. For ensuring correct dynamic composition in the runtime system,
the visible interface behaviour between the two elementaryroles should be validated
with respect to safety and liveness properties [6,7].
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Figure 3: Collaboration overview for composition of the MMoIP service with User
Pull authentication and authorization.

An elementary roleis the smallest modelling element. These are pre-defined be-
havioural specifications (elementary role state machines)that are not changed under
dynamic composition.Composite rolesare dynamic compositions of elementary roles.
Composite roles play elementary roles, governed by local composition policies as de-
scribed in Sect. 5. In Fig. 1, each of the three sub-collaborations is an elementary
collaboration for which the two elementary roles (e.g.,rel_er andrel_ee in END
MMoIP) are bound to theUser andServiceProvider composite roles, respec-
tively.

To provide a MMoIP service that is enhanced with the news headlines text dis-
play service, we compose theBasic MMoIP composite service collaboration with
the NewsRunningText elementary collaboration. In order to restrict service ac-
cess to authorized users only, the MMoIP composite service is to be composed with
AA-patterns. The resulting secure MMoIP composite serviceis then specified as a
composition of AA-patterns and service collaborations, each of which is specified as
an elementary collaboration. In Fig. 3, the MMoIP service isshown composed with
theNewsRunningText elementary collaboration and theUser Pull AA-pattern
from [17].

The collaboration overview diagram in Fig. 3 describes the elementary collabora-
tions involved in the secure MMoIP service, but not how theirassociated behaviour
should be composed in order to achieve the desired behaviourfor the composed ser-
vice. How this may be described is the main topic of this paper, and we will come back
to this in Sect. 4. But first, we need to introduce the semanticmodel that we base our
definitions on.

3 Introduction to the Semantics

In this section, we give an introduction to the denotationaltrace semantics of STAIRS [9,
19], originally developed for UML 2.x interaction diagrams. The focus is on the parts
necessary for understanding the semantic definitions in this paper.
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A trace is a sequence of events, representing a system run. The most typical ex-
amples of events are the sending and reception of messages. Formally, a message is a
triple (s, tr , re) consisting of a signals (the content of the message), a transmittertr
and a receiverre. The send and receive event of a messagem is denoted!m and?m,
respectively.

H denotes the set of all well-formed traces, i.e., traces where for each message, the
send event is ordered before the corresponding receive event. An interaction obligation
(p, n) is a pair of trace-sets wherep represents positive (i.e., valid) system behaviour
andn represents negative (i.e., invalid) system behaviour. Traces not described as either
positive or negative, i.e., traces inH\ (p∪n), are referred to as inconclusive, capturing
the fact that specifications may be partial.

The complete semantic model is aset of interaction obligations. Intuitively, the
(positive and inconclusive) traces within each interaction obligation represent under-
specification, where the system may be able to produce only one of these traces. On
the other hand, the different interaction obligations represent mandatory alternatives,
in the sense that the system must fulfill each one of them.

STAIRS also defines the semantics of a number of composition operators, of which
only sequential composition is directly used in this paper.Definition of other operators,
including parallel composition, alternatives, negative behaviours, and looping, may be
found in [19]. Sequential composition (%) of two trace sets corresponds to point-wise
interleaving of their individual traces, such that the ordering of events within each trace
is maintained in the result, and for events on the same lifeline (i.e., role), all events from
the first trace are ordered before the events from the second trace. Formally:

s1 % s2
def= {h ∈ H | ∃h1 ∈ s1, h2 ∈ s2 : ∀l ∈ L : h↾ l = h1 ↾ l ⌢ h2 ↾ l} (1)

whereL is the sets of all lifelines,⌢ is the concatenation operator on sequences, and
h↾ l is the traceh with all events not taking place on the lifelinel removed.

For interaction obligations, sequential composition is defined by:

(p1, n1) % (p2, n2)
def= (p1 % p2, (n1 % p2) ∪ (n1 % n2) ∪ (p1 % n2)) (2)

Notice that composing a positive and a negative trace alwaysyields a negative trace,
while the result of composing an inconclusive trace with a positive or negative trace
is always inconclusive. Finally, for two diagramsd1 andd2 with semantics[[ d1 ]] and
[[ d2 ]], their sequential composition is defined by:

[[ d1 ]] % [[ d2 ]] def= {o1 % o2 | o1 ∈ [[ d1 ]] ∧ o2 ∈ [[ d2 ]]} (3)

In this paper, we also use constraints, which in the semantics is represented by the
special eventcheck :

[[ constr(c) ]] def= {({〈check(σ)〉 | c(σ)}, {〈check(σ)〉 | ¬c(σ)})} (4)

wherec(σ) is true iff the constraintc holds in the stateσ. Intuitively, this definition
states that all traces where the constraint is evaluated to true are positive traces, while
the traces are negative if the constraint does not hold.

4 Service Models

The collaboration overview diagram shown in Fig. 3 gives an overview of the elemen-
tary collaborations involved in the secure MMoIP service. In this section, we describe
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〈Policy rule〉 → T : 〈Trigger〉
C : 〈Condition〉
A : 〈Action〉
G : 〈Goal〉

〈Trigger〉 → 〈Event〉
〈Condition〉 → Pred, C-role.Pred, C-role.Pred
〈Action〉 → Cu ( E-role → C-role , E-role → C-role ) : C-name
〈Goal〉 → C-role.Pred, C-role.Pred
〈Event〉 → { ! | ? } 〈Message〉
〈Message〉 → ( Signal, C-role , C-role )

Figure 4: Extended BNF syntax for global policy rules, with| denoting alternatives and
{ } as meta parentheses.

how composition policies and PESM diagrams may be used to describe how the asso-
ciated behaviour should be composed in order to achieve the desired behaviour for the
composed service.

4.1 Global Composition Policies

A composition policyis a set of policy rules specifying how a given set of elementary
collaborations can be composed to obtain a given set of composite services. As such, a
composition policy applies to afamilyof related services, where the number of possible
services in the family depends on the choices governed by thepolicy rules. Choices
are made to decide which set of collaboration uses will be composed in order to deliver
the selected service.

In terms of the family of services defined by a composition policy, a UML 2.x
collaboration overview diagram graphically represents a high level view of the ser-
vice possibilities, where all or some of the elementary collaborations may have more
concrete specializations as will be demonstrated in Sect. 4.2.

In Fig. 4, we define a BNF-grammar for policy rules.Signal represents the actual
content of a message,C-role andE-role are names, representing composite and
elementary roles, respectively.Pred is a boolean predicate,C-name is the name of a
collaboration andCu the name of a collaboration use.

As can be seen from the definition, a policy rule consists of four parts: trigger,
condition, action and goal. The definition of these rules is derived from the event-
condition-action rule paradigm of active database systems[22]. In order to ensure
correct dynamic composition of a service, the system is obliged to execute the given
action when a policy rule applies.

In a policy rule, the trigger T and condition C together definewhen the policy rule
is applicable. The trigger is a receive or send event of a message sent to or from a
composite role, which will then be the role discovering the trigger and responsible
for enforcing the policy rule. For easier transformation from global to local policies,
the condition is split in three parts, one condition for eachof the two composite roles
involved, and one condition relating the roles.

The action A defines the collaboration use to be performed when the trigger event
has occurred, given that the constraints in the condition hold. The action also defines
the necessary role bindings from elementary to composite roles.

The goal G defines the desired result of the action when the policy is applied and
is a boolean predicate expressing when the goal is achieved from the perspective of the
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elementary collaboration as a whole. To allow for deriving the role goals for each of
the policies that will follow the roles in the local PESMs, the goal of a composition
policy rule is split in two, similarly to what is done for conditions. The goal provides
flexibility of choice between different elementary collaborations with the same goal to
provide options for ensuring that reaching the goal can be achieved so that the service
can continue to execute correctly. For example, if one authentication pattern is not
achievable, e.g., because constraints cannot be satisfied,another alternative with the
same goal can be chosen so that the service can execute correctly.

4.1.1 Semantics

The elementary collaborations describe the visible behaviour of the two collaborating
roles only, and the complete system may also exhibit behaviour not described in the
elementary collaborations. In the composition policies, atrigger may either be an event
described in another elementary collaboration, or an eventnot described at all. In the
formal semantics, these two cases are handled in the same manner. We assume that for
each composite roler, the last event to happen is stored as part of the state, and define
the functionlast(r) to return this event. The semantics of a trigger is then defined as a
check of whether or not the trigger was the last event to happen:

[[ T:t ]] def= [[ constr(last(t .r) = t) ]] (5)

wheret.r is the sender oft if t is a send event and the receiver ift is a receive event.
As should be expected, the semantics of a condition is definedas a sequence of

constraints requiring the given predicates to hold:

[[ C:c, a.ca, b.cb ]] def= [[ constr(c) ]] % [[ constr(a.ca) ]] % [[ constr(b.cb) ]] (6)

For the action part of the policy rule, we assume that[[ C ]] is the semantics of
the collaboration given byC. The semantics of a collaboration use is then found by
replacing all occurrences of elementary roles with the corresponding composite roles.
This corresponds to lifeline substitution in STAIRS, whichis defined on events by:

subst(e, L) def=

{
k(s, L(tr), L(re)) if e = k(s, tr , re), k ∈ {!, ?}
e otherwise

(7)

whereL is the mapping from elementary to composite roles. This definition may then
be lifted to traces, trace sets, pairs of trace sets and sets of interaction obligations in
standard pointwise manner.

The semantics of an action is then defined as:

[[ A:Cu(e → a, f → b) : C ]] def= subst([[ C ]], {e → a, f → b}) (8)

Intuitively, the goal defines the desired result of the action, i.e., a constraint that
should hold when the action has been performed. However, there may also be cases
where the goal is not achieved, without this being a system error. In the formal seman-
tics, this is reflected in two interaction obligations, one where the goal is required to
hold, and one where it is also acceptable for the goal not to hold. As for constraints,
the two parts of the goal are checked separately:

[[ G:a.ga, b.gb ]] def= ([[ constr(a.ga) ]] % [[ constr(b.gb) ]]) ∪ (9)

([[ constr(a.ga ∨ ¬ a.ga) ]] % [[ constr(b.gb ∨ ¬ b.gb) ]])
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The semantics of a single policy rule formalises the fact that after the triggert has
occurred, then, if the conditionc holds, actiona should occur, and the goalg is the
desired result afterwards. If the trigger does not occur, orthe condition does not hold,
the policy rule does not apply and the actiona should not occur:

[[ T:t C:c A:a G:g ]] def= [[ T:t ]] % [[ C:c ]] % [[ A:a ]] % [[ G:g ]] (10)

4.2 Global PESM diagrams

Graphically, a global policy enforcement state machine (PESM) is used to depict the
dynamic composition of collaborations according to the composition policy. In Fig. 5,
a PESM diagram for the secure MMoIP service is given. A globalPESM diagram
presents a graphical representation of the ordering of elementary collaboration uses
from the collaboration overview diagram, possibly with some more concrete special-
izations. For example, in Fig. 3, only a generic elementary two party authentication
collaboration is shown. The PESM diagram in Fig. 5 shows thiscollaboration special-
ized into three different choices: unilateral one pass authentication (UOPA), unilateral
two pass authentication (UTPA) and mutual two pass authentication (MTPA).

As nodes, the PESM contains collaboration uses, each consisting of a collabo-
ration use name (e.g.,UAs1a), a collaboration name (e.g.,UOPA), and the elemen-
tary roles as bound to composite roles (e.g.,authenticateeO bound toUser and
authenticatorO bound toAccessControl Server (AcS)). In Fig. 5, most
of the names of the collaborations and composite roles from Fig. 3 are abbreviated to
their intial letters, for instanceAA for Auths Activation.

The collaboration uses are linked by transitions and choicenodes. The initial state
represents the start of execution of the composite servicesrepresented by the PESM.
The choice nodes are labeled as numbered policy decision points (PDP), so that policy
rules can be defined with pointers to the PDP they apply to. At each PDP, policy ruled
choice is evaluated, and the outgoing transition chosen is policy ruled.

In Fig. 5, the first choice is made inPDP1, when theUser composite role receives
a request for authentication. This request is the trigger event for all three policy rules in
PDP1, and which outgoing transition to be taken will then depend on the conditions in
the policy rules. In this example, theRel-predicates in the conditions state that there
must be a relation betweenUser.secret andAcS.knowledge/secret, but the
exact nature of this relation is underspecified at this levelof abstraction. If the condition
of a rule is evaluated to true after the trigger event has occurred, the outgoing transition
corresponding to the action part of the rule (e.g.,UAs1a in the case ofPDP1_rule1),
is taken. In the general case, policy rules with the same trigger may have overlapping
conditions, so that more than one of them may be true at a givenpoint in time. In that
case, the choice between the possible actions is non-deterministic.

For presentation purposes, the PESM diagram in Fig. 5 only describes successful
execution of the MMoIP service. Unsuccessful or exceptional executions (e.g. due to
authentication failure) may be described in the same manner, using additional policy
rules and possibly involving other collaboration uses.

The PESM along with the set of policy rules that apply, allow us to represent all
the possible runs which allow achieving the overall goal fora family of services. One
service(in the family) results when the choices have been made between the possible
collaboration uses. This service consists of the selected collaboration uses to be com-
posed, according to policy. Another service opportunity results when a different set
of collaboration uses are selected, based on the policy rules. For each PDP, the actual
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G: SP.auths_checkedOk, User.authorised
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NTprovider->SP) : NewsT

PDP7

USs2 (authorisee->User,

 authorisor->SP) :CAR

USs3 (moip_user->User,  

moip_provider->SP) : MUse

PDP5_rule1:

T: ! (AuthsOK, SP, User)

C: User Authorised by SP, SP.MMoIP_accessible, User.True

A: USs3 (moip_provider -> SP, moip_user ->User) : MUse

G: SP.call_accepted, User.call_established

PDP7_rule1:

T: ? (Ringing, SP, User)

C: User Authorised by SP, User.moip_userRunning, 

    SP.MMoIP_accessible

A: USaf4 (NTuser ->User, NTprovider -> SP) : NewsT

G: User.news_viewing, SP.news_present

PDP2_rule3:

T: ? (ok_signal, User, AcS)

C: User Authenticated by AcS, AcS.True, User.True 

A: UAs2 (authsgranter -> AcS,

    authsrequestor -> User) : AA

G: AcS.auths_distributed, User.auths_received

PDP6_rule1:

T: ? (Hang up, External, User)

C: MMoIP in Use, User.moip_userRunning, 

    SP.MMoIP_accessible

A: USs4 (rel_er -> User, rel_ee -> SP) : EM

G: User.callEnd_Ack, SP.callEnded

Figure 5: Global PESM diagram for the SecureMMoIP collaboration.

execution of the service in the runtime system will follow one of the choices depicted
in the PESM. For example, in Fig. 5, three different servicesresult depending on which
authentication collaboration is chosen. Additionally, the MMoIP basic collaborations
are enhanced with the feature of presenting news as running text. This collaboration
is also triggered according to policy, when the call set-up ringing signal is sent to the
User by theServiceProvider. From this point on, the user is able to view the
news as running text on the screen in parallel to the MMoIP call.
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While the PESM shows choice, the actual execution of a service in the runtime
system will follow one of the possible choices depicted by the PESM. By specifying
composition policies and service composition ruled by policy, we can enable dynamic
composition in the runtime system. The composition policies may be specified prior
to deployment of the composed services in the runtime system. This enables static
composition with some dynamic composition allowed, depending on which policy rule
is satisfied. It is also possible to alter the policy rules after deployment. For example,
to require a stronger level of authentication in an already deployed service, a policy
manager in the runtime system can govern dynamic changes so that a stronger authen-
tication pattern is used in place of the weaker one. While, this is not directly addressed
by our research, the Chisel framework could provide an environment for realizing this
approach [12].

4.2.1 Semantics

For defining the semantics of a global PESM diagram, we treat the PESM as an inter-
action overview diagram, extended with PDPs and the corresponding policy rules. In
Sect. 4.1, we defined the semantics of a single policy rule. The semantics of a PDP is
then defined as the union of the semantics of all the corresponding policy rules:

[[ PDP ]] def=
⋃

p∈PDP

[[ p ]] (11)

5 Design Models

At the design model layer, the behaviour of each elementary role is given as a UML 2.x
state machine. Their coordination into composite roles is described using local com-
position policies and local PESM diagrams, one for each composite role. In the fol-
lowing, we present the syntax and semantics for local composition policies and PESM
diagrams, and describe how they may be automatically derived from the global ones.

5.1 Local Composition Policies

Each global policy rule at the service model layer corresponds to two local rules, one
for each of the composite roles involved in the collaboration specified in the action
part. The role receiving the trigger is referred to as theinitiating role, while the other
is called theparticipating role. In addition to performing its role in the collaboration,
the initiating role is responsible for sending a role request demanding the participating
role to playits part.

Note that the initiating party is not necessarily the first one to act within the col-
laboration. For instance, in all three rules in PDP1 in Fig. 5, the composite role
User is the initiating role receiving the trigger. AsauthenticateeO, theUser
is the first to send a message in unilateral one pass authentication (UOPA) whereas
in unilateral two pass authentication (UTPA) it is theAccessControl Server as
authenticatorT that sends the first message. Separating the initiating rolefrom
the collaboration to be initiated thus allows for greater flexibility in dynamic compo-
sition, as shown in Fig. 5, exemplified by the ability to change authentication pattern
regardless of who makes the first move within the collaboration. For the full specifica-
tion of these authentication patterns, see [17].
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〈Policy rule〉 → T : 〈Trigger〉
C : 〈Condition〉
A : 〈Action〉
G : 〈Goal〉

〈Trigger〉 → 〈Event〉
〈Condition〉 → Pred { , Pred , C-role.Pred }?

〈Action〉 → { ! 〈Role-request〉 , }? PlayRole(E-role)
〈Goal〉 → Pred
〈Event〉 → { ! | ? } 〈Message〉
〈Message〉 → ( Signal, C-role , C-role ) | 〈Role-request〉
〈Role-request〉 → ( RoleReq(E-role), C-role, C-role )

Figure 6: Extended BNF syntax for local policy rules, with{ }? denoting optional parts

Global rule Local rule, initiating role a Local rule, participating role b
T: t T: t T: ?(RoleReq(f),a,b)
C: c, a.ca, b.cb C: c, ca, b.cb C: cb
A: Cu(e→ a,f→ b):C A: !(RoleReq(f),a,b), A: PlayRole(f)

PlayRole(e))
G: a.ga, b.gb G: ga G: gb

Figure 7: From global to local policy rules

The local policy rules are similar to the global rules in thatthey consist of a trigger,
a condition, an action and a goal. The main difference is thatthe actions to be per-
formed are now given as state machines instead of collaborations. The global goal is
distributed to the two roles, and similarly for condition, where the initiating role should
be responsible for checking both its local condition and thecondition relating the two
roles.

The BNF-grammar for local policy rules is defined in Fig. 6, wherePred,E-role,
C-role andSignal is as for global policy rules described in Sect. 4.1.RoleReq(E-role)
should be understood as a special signal, namely a request for playing the elementary
role given as parameter. This means that a role request is a special kind of message.
The parts that are optional in the BNF-grammar, refer to elements that are present for
the initiating role, but not for the participating role. Fora given global policy rule, the
corresponding local rules may be derived automatically following the pattern given in
Fig. 7.

The semantics given to local policy rules is very similar to that of global policy
rules. First of all, the semantic of a trigger is exactly as for global policy rules, i.e. a
check of whether or not the trigger was the last event to happen:

[[ T:t ]] def= [[ constr(last(t .r) = t) ]] (12)

As for global policy rules, the semantics of a condition requires the given predi-
cate(s) to hold. As conditions may take one of two forms, we get two definitions in the
semantics:

[[ C:c, ca, b.cb ]] def= [[ constr(c) ]] % [[ constr(ca) ]] % [[ constr(b.cb) ]] (13)

[[ C:cb ]] def= [[ constr(cb) ]] (14)

For the action part of the policy rule, we assume that[[ e ]] is the semantics of the
elementary role state machine with namee. The semantics of an action is then defined
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as:

[[ A:!RoleReq,PlayRole(e) ]] def= [[ !RoleReq ]] % [[ e ]] (15)

[[ A:PlayRole(e) ]] def= [[ e ]] (16)

where!RoleReq is a role request, treated semantically in the same manner asevery
other event.

The semantics of a goal is a simplified version of the corresponding semantics for
global policy rules, as the local goal consists of one predicate only:

[[ G:g ]] def= ([[ constr(g) ]] ∪ ([[ constr(g ∨ ¬g) ]])

The semantics of a single local policy rule is as in the globalcase:

[[ T:t C:c A:a G:g ]] def= [[ T:t ]] % [[ C:c ]] % [[ A:a ]] % [[ G:g ]] (17)

5.2 Local PESM Diagrams

Local PESM diagrams are used to graphically depict local coordination and enforce-
ment of the local composition policies. From the global PESMdiagrams at the service
layer, it is possible to derive a number of local PESM diagrams, one for each composite
role governed by the policy.

The transition is made by traversing the global PESM diagramby focusing on one
composite role at a time. The collaboration uses, which the composite role participate
in, are replaced by the corresponding elementary role statemachine, while collabora-
tion uses that do not involve the composite role are removed from the diagram along
with the preceding PDP.

For the Secure MMoIP collaboration shown in Fig. 3, three local PESM diagrams
may be derived from the global PESM diagram for theUser, AccessControl-
Server (AcS), andServiceProvider (SP) composite roles, respectively. The
local PESM diagram for theUser composite role is shown in Fig. 8, annotated with
policy rules for each of the policy decision points. Policy rules for each of the PDP
are shown alongside the diagram, for clarity. At PDP1_U, each of the three policy
rules triggerUser as initiating role and therefore it is required that a role request is
sent to theAcS. In PDP2_U, however, two of the rules triggerUser as initiating role,
whereas PDP2_U_Rule3 requires thatUser plays the participating role, and theAcS
in this case plays the initiating role, requesting thatUser play theauthsrequestor
role. The specifications of theAcS andSP composite role PESM diagrams are given
in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.

The notation for the local PESM is essentially as for the global PESM, however,
each of the nodes represents an elementary role state machine. Semantically, there is
no difference between global and local PESM diagrams.

6 Related work

The collaboration-orientedapproach presented in this paper builds on the work on com-
posing services presented in [20,21]. In [2,13], the authors describe how UML collab-
orations can provide a framework for service modelling thatenables service behaviours
to be completely defined, and analysed for problems. Additionally, in [13], the authors
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PDP2_U

PDP4_U

authenticateeO

authsrequestor

rel_er

moip_req_or

PDP3_U

PDP1_U

authenticateeT authenticateeA

PDP3_U_rule1:

T: ? (Request MMoIP, External, User)

C: User Authenticated by AcS AND User Auths 

    distributed, True, SP.MMoIP accessible,

A: ! (RoleReq(moip_req_ee), User, SP), 

    PlayRole(moip_req_or)  

G: service_requested

PDP2_U_rule1:

T: ? (Authentication Ok, AcS, User)

C: User Authenticated by AcS, True, AcS.True

A: ! (RoleReq(authsgranter), User, AcS),  

    PlayRole(authsrequestor)

G: auths_received

PDP1_U_rule3:

T: ? (Request authentication, External, User)

C: Rel (User.secretA, AcS.secretB), 

    True, AcS.Mutual required 

A:  ! (RoleReq(authenticateeB), User, AcS), 

     PlayRole(authenticateeA)

G: authct(authenticateeB) 

PDP2_U_rule2:

T: ? (ok_signal, AcS, User)

C: User Authenticated by AcS, True, AcS.True

A: ! (RoleReq(authsgranter), User, AcS),  

    PlayRole(authsrequestor)

G: auths_received

PDP6_U

PDP5_U

NTuser

PDP7_U

authorisee

moip_user

PDP7_U_rule1:

T: ? (Ringing, SP, User)

C: User Authorised by SP, moip_userRunning, 

    SP.MMoIP_accessible

A: ! (RoleReq(NTprovider) , User, SP),  

    PlayRole(NTuser) 

G: news_viewing

PDP1_U_rule2:

T: ? (Request authentication, External, User)

C: Rel (User.secret, AcS.knowledge), True, 

    AcS.(Unilateral required AND Challenge required) 

A: ! (RoleReq(authenticatorT) ,User, AcS), 

    PlayRole(authenticateeT)

G: unilaterally_authenticated

PDP1_U_rule1:

T: ? (Request authentication, External, User)

C: Rel (User.secret, AcS.knowledge), True, 

    AcS. Unilateral required 

A: ! (RoleReq(authenticatorO) ,User, AcS), 

    PlayRole(authenticateeO)

G: unilaterally_authenticated

PDP2_U_rule3:

T: ? (RoleReq(authsresqustor), AcS, User)

C: True

A: PlayRole(authsrequestor)

G: auths_received

PDP4_U_rule1:

T: ? (RoleReq(authorisee), SP, User )

C: True

A: PlayRole(authorisee)

G: authorised

PDP6_U_rule1:

T: ? (Hang up, External, User)

C: MMoIP in Use, moip_userRunning, SP.MMoIP_accessible

A: ! (RoleReq(rel_ee) User, SP) , PlayRole (rel_er)

G: callEnd_Ack

PDP5_U_rule1:

T: ? (RoleReq(moip_user), SP, User )

C: True

A:  PlayRole(moip_user) 

G: call_established

Figure 8: Local PESM diagram for the User composite role
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PDP2_AcS

authenticatorO

authsgranter

PDP1_AcS

authenticatorT authenticateeB

PDP1_AcS_rule3:

T: ?(RoleReq(authenticateeB), User, AcS)

C: Mutual required

A: PlayRole( authenticateeB) 

G: authct(User)

PDP2_AcS_rule1:

T: ?(RoleReq(authsgranter), User, AcS)

C: True

A: PlayRole(authsgranter) 

G: auths_distributed

PDP1_AcS_rule1:

T: ?(RoleReq(authenticatorO), User, AcS) 

C: Unilateral required AND Challenge NOT required

A: PlayRole( authenticatorO) 

G: authentication_successful

PDP1_AcS_rule2:

T: ?(RoleReq(authenticatorT) ,User, AcS)

C: Unilateral required AND Challenge required

A: PlayRole(authenticatorT) 

G: authentication_successful

PDP2_AcS_rule3:

T: ? (ok_signal, User, AcS)

C: User Authenticated by AcS, True, 

     User.True

A: ! (RoleReq(authsrequestor), AcS, User),  

    PlayRole(authsgranter) 

G: auths_distributed

Figure 9: Local PESM diagram for theAccessControl Server composite role

provide a collaboration-oriented approach in which service models can be automati-
cally translated to executable design models. However, theapproach presented in [13]
specifies collaboration coordination as UML 2.x activitieswith nested activities. The
interfaces between activities (inter collaboration) is precisely defined, and is useful for
the purpose of being able to generate state machines from theactivities. However, such
"hard-coded" interactions between reusable elements can restrict the possibilities for
adaptation in a dynamic system. Our approach allows for dynamic adaptation by using
policies to link together the separately specified collaborations. Adaptation is possible
when triggered by an event or when policy rules are changed toallow for insertion of
new behaviours.

A UML 2.x activity is commonly used to model a WEB services choreography, cap-
turing interactions from a global perspective [11,14]. ThePESM is similar, however, it
allows us to define the overall choreography in a dynamic way.Policies and rules are
used in [3] for discovering and finding compatibility to generate service flows in dy-
namic composition of web services. In automatic WEB services composition, software
agents perform composition based on pre-defined algorithms[8]. In rule-based service
composition approaches, constructs are provided for specifying processes by means
of sets of rules. Rules are used in the web services composition approach to drive
the process of service composition and govern service composition [23]. As in our
approach, the rules are based on the so-called event-condition-action paradigm [22].
While there are similarities to our approach, we use policy rules to specify government
of collaborative behaviour in multi-initiative collaborative services as opposed to mod-
elling business processes. In particular, the compositionpolicies are designed to enable
dynamic linking of collaborative behaviour.
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PDP4_SPmoip_req_ee

PDP3_SP
PDP3_SP_rule1:

T: ? (RoleReq(moip_req_ee), User, SP) 

C: MMoIP accessible

A: PlayRole(moip_req_ee)

G: request_accepted

PDP6_SP

PDP5_SP

NTprovider

PDP7_SP

authorisor

PDP7_SP_rule1:

T: ?(RoleReq(NTprovider) , User, SP)

C: MMoIP_accessible

A: PlayRole(NTprovider)

G: news_present

PDP6_SP_rule1:

T: ? (RoleReq(rel_ee) User, SP)

C: MMoIP_accessible

A: PlayRole (rel_ee) 

G: callEnded

PDP4_SP_rule1:

T: ! (mmoip_Req_ack, SP, User)

C: User Authenticated by AcS AND User Auths 

    distributed, MMoIP_accessible, User.True 

A: ! (RoleReq(authorisee), SP, User), 

    PlayRole(authorisor) )

G: auths_checkedOk

PDP5_SP_rule1:

T: ! (AuthsOK, SP, User)

C: User Authorised by SP, MMoIP_accessible, User.True

A: ! (RoleReq (moip_user, SP, User), PlayRole(moip_provider)

G: call_accepted

moip_provider

rel_ee

Figure 10: Local PESM diagram for theAccessControl Server composite role

An area for which significant research has been done on composition is the area
of aspect oriented modelling (AOM) [4, 16]. Both the AOM approach and our ap-
proach address cross-cutting concerns, however, we do thisby modelling roles and
using policy to bind them and define how they are to be composed, whereas in AOM,
cross-cutting aspects are woven into so-called primary models using composition di-
rectives. Although composition directives and policies play similar roles in that they
both define ordering and coordination of composition, the AOM approach is more pre-
scriptive and static in nature. Our work is different from the AOM approach in that
we use policy and dynamic role-binding. Policy rules declare what may be composed
depending on trigger events and conditions, and the decision to compose may occur
at runtime depending on dynamic behaviour state of the system, allowing for a choice
between different behaviours. Furthermore, we do not use patterns, pointcuts and ad-
vice to specify composition. However we specify more explicitly where, under what
conditions, and how composition should occur.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an elaboration of our ideas onusing PESM diagrams
and composition policies to specify the coordination of separately specified UML2.x
collaborations. We have demonstrated that the policy syntax can be used to specify
composition policies for governing the choreography of elementary collaborations in
dynamic composition of services. We have also demonstratedthat local policy rules
can be derived from global policy rules, and that local PESM diagrams can be derived
from global PESM diagrams. We provide a formal semantics forPESM diagrams
(both global and local) and for composition policies, basedon the semantic model
STAIRS [9, 19]. The semantics gives a precise understandingof the meaning of a
PESM diagram, and is used to validate the transformation from global to local PESM
diagrams and composition policies. The PESM diagram allowsus to emphasize the
reusability of UML 2.x collaborations in service composition when combined with
policy. We believe that the ideas presented in this paper maybe easily generalized to
composition of behaviour in general, but the exact details of this is left as future work.
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1

Abstract

Availability has commonly been considered as an atomic property, indicating
the average amount of time a system is working as planned. While this notion
of availability has served well for describing and analysing voice services in the
PSTN/ISDN, it does not fit well with the needs of many next generation network ser-
vices which have been shown to have more bursty usage patterns and more complex
correctness and usage requirements than traditional telephony services. In the IP-
based services environment, services are commonly composed of a range of service
components. In this setting, a user may have different expectations of quality of expe-
rience for each component. This paper discusses availability in the context oftoday’s
and future networks and systems, providing an enhanced notion of availability and
a concept model that can be applied to address availability concerns. The availabil-
ity concept model is applied to analyse a case study to demonstrate the applicability
of the model to service provisioning in a distributed IMS services environment, in
particular, for combined IMS and Web 2.0 services.
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1 Introduction

Securing availability of applications and services is increasingly important for service
provisioning in (today’s and) future networks and systems.In the past, this task was
easily managed, as in each country, a single operator delivered telephony services over
a dedicated network, and the regulatory authorities set thestandards for requirements
(e.g., availability requirements) and enforcing these. The telecommunications services
and the network were designed for each other. In this setting, availability has commonly
been considered as an atomic property, indicating the average amount of time a system is
working as planned.

Figure 1: Separation of services from transport in NGN [9]

Over the past 20 years, this situation has evolved. Now, there is a range of different
types of services provided over a range of different networks. Today, the PSTN/ISDN and
other vertical networks are being replaced by common IP-based networks and services in
a distributed environment, the so called next generation networks (NGN) [9], as shown
in Fig. 1. Motivated by cost savings, more and more telecom services are being migrated
from deployment over dedicated networks to deployment overa common IP-based in-
frastructure. There is a range of services provided over variety of access networks with a
common IP core as shown in Fig. 2.

The NGN brings an increasing demand for new multimedia and networking services
such as YouTube, Facebook and interactive IPTV services. These are delivered in a multi-
providers, hyper-connected environment. Services are also market driven and users are
playing a role in setting requirements (whereas before service provisioning was much
more influenced by regulatory and national requirements). Service availability is an im-
portant concern in this enhanced, multimedia service environment. There is a need to
ensure that the IP-based infrastructure can support services with acceptable availability
characteristics.

Considering the emerging range of IP-based services being delivered in public and
private networks today, several challenges follow from thetraditional understanding of
availability. One challenge is that even with a high mean rate of availability, failure that
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Figure 2: A range of services provided over variety of accessnetworks with a common IP
core

occurs during peak service request periods will result in high operational loss. One such
scenario is a web service with 99.999% average availabilitythat looses connectivity for
5 minutes during peak sales of concert tickets. Such bursty behaviour patterns could be
seen for several of the services [2]. Another challenge is that when presented with a set
of service components, a user may have different expectations of quality of experience
(QoE) for each component. One example is a buddy list with presence information fed
by an IP Multimedia Subsystem, IMS. Different categories ofbuddies may be defined,
e.g., work-related and leisure-related. A user may tolerate lower quality weather fore-
cast or tv-guide services she typically uses in leisure-mode while she may expect near
perfection from a stock-ticker service used in work-mode. Similarly, reliable presence
information pertaining to her colleagues/employees may bemore important to her than
reliable presence information pertaining to leisure-related contacts.

In this paper, we investigate how in the multi-application environment implied by
IMS, several features may contribute to the overall user experience. We address the prob-
lem of considering the variability of the contributions of the different parts involved in
the services to the overall availability of a service. As a basis for the analysis, we use the
service availability concept model motivated and introduced in [20]. This paper presents
and elaborates on the conceptual model for service availability providing a case study to
demonstrate the applicability of the model to service provisioning in a distributed IMS
service environment.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In Sect. 2 we discuss the user and service
provider viewpoints on availability. Sect. 3 provides a brief introduction to the enhanced
service availability concept model. An overview of the presence service and IMS follows
in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5. In Sect. 6 we discuss combining IMS and Web 2.0. Sect. 7
exemplifies how the enhanced service availability concept can be applied for federated
presence services implemented on IMS. A summary is providedin Sect. 8.
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2 Viewpoints on availability

2.1 User requirements

User requirements depend on the type of service. For example, for online browsing ser-
vices such as newspapers, timeouts and faults are tolerated. Even for online banking
services, timeouts and faults are considered annoying, butare tolerated. However, loss or
manipulation of data is not. Only the customer should have access to private information,
in particular, account details. For VoIP services, the tolerance is also higher and subse-
quently, requirements more lax than the requirements specified for the public telephony
service. Users are satisfied with the VoIP services available in Norway: quality is not an
issue, even though more than half of the users surveyed reported experienced poor voice
quality during calls, the VoIP service users reported that they are satisfied with the VoIP
service [16].

Service availability requirements may vary over time for the same service. For ex-
ample, for an online tax return submission service, users may not be overly concerned
about availability during the weeks prior to the filing deadline; however, the service must
be up on the final evening. For telemedicine applications andmultimedia communica-
tions services, e.g., the emergency telecommunications services, loss of availability may
have catastrophic results. For example, if a person is critically ill or wounded and the
emergency telephone service (e.g., emergency call to 112) is not available, in a worst case
situation, the consequences could be fatal. Similarly, it is important to prevent loss of
availability of the underlying telecommunication services during a critical surgical oper-
ation for which the specialist surgeon at the central hospital is conducting surgery on a
patient located remotely.

Clearly, for fulfilling user expectations; service availability depends more and more
on the characteristics and requirements of the services themselves and the different re-
quirements of certain users.

2.2 On understanding service availability

Traditionally, the notion of availability has been defined as the probability that a system
is working at timet, and the availability metric has been given by the "uptime" ratio,
representing the percentage of time that a system is "up" during its lifetime [18]. This
understanding has served well for describing and analyzingavailability of services de-
livered in dedicated networks such as for voice services in the PSTN/ISDN. However,
for describing service availability characteristics and analyzing availability of services in
the vastly distributed environment in which IP-based services are deployed, an enhanced
notion of availability is required.

For example, with the traditional understanding, even witha high mean rate of avail-
ability, failure that occurs during peak service request periods will result in high oper-
ational loss. One example is an online ticket sales service web with 99.999% average
availability that loses connectivity for 5 minutes during peak sales of concert tickets.
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Figure 3: Viewpoints for analysing availability

In a multiple service provider environment, this scenario may be complicated by an at-
tacker/competitor that deliberately attacks or re-directs ticket request from one web-based
ticket sales service to the rival provider’s service.

The approach to meeting availability requirements has primarily focused on ensuring
accessibility aspects of availability such as by introducing redundancy, and by service
replication. These represent important means of ensuring availability, but, do not suffi-
ciently address how to ensure access for the authorised users only. One could argue that
we merely need to over dimension the service and allow unauthorised users to access a
service also. However, even if over dimensioning is practiced, it is difficult to be sure
that unauthorised users do not get in the way of authorised users. For example, the Do-
main Name System (DNS) is vital to the Internet infrastructure. However, DNS in itself
is not properly secured and as a result there have been several successful denial of service
(DoS) attacks involving spoofing of DNS requests or alteringDNS settings [5]. Spoof-
ing of DNS requests can be prevented by a set of countermeasures (means) including
requiring authentication of origin of the DNS request. Clearly, there is a need to prevent
the denial of legitimate access to systems and services. That is, to focus on prohibiting
unauthorised users from interrupting, or preventing usersfrom accessing services.

We summarise the different concerns for analysing availability in Fig. 3. The system
view is well understood in the dependability field. The Service Availability Forum (SAF)
is working on standardising middleware for the open interfaces between the service and
system layers [22], as discussed in [21]. In our work on securing availability in service
composition, we are analysing availability from the decomposed service viewpoint, ac-
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Figure 4: Different service components may be provided by different sources and made
available to the user interface

cording to requirements of the users.

A service may be composed of service components provided by different sources, as
shown in Fig. 4. For example, the user interface may collect parts of presence information,
location-dependent data, calendar tasks, and other service components. Different parts of
the user interface may be updated by different servers. Hence, the user experience is
collated from different sources. Moreover, the different parts of the user interface may
have different weights in the experience depending on the user tasks.

time

Service level/

Ratio of available service components100 %

User A: Service 
requests

100 % 97 % 93 % 94 %

User B: Service 
requests

86 % 86 % 23 % 93 %

Figure 5: Ratio of available service components with respect to service requests over time

From the point of view of the user, a single service componentis either available, or it
is not. On the other hand, the user may find some level of service degradation acceptable
for another type of service component. In both cases, the user may find that the overall
QoE for the combined services may be acceptable. A depictionof the availability status of
service components with respect to service requests over time is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
QoE will vary from user to user, depending on the individual users expectations. Different
users will have different request patterns, as shown in Fig.5, implying that the QoE will
vary between different users.
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3 Enhanced Service Availability Concept

3.1 General Motivation

The setting for the enhanced service availability concept is derived from the fields of
dependability and security. As explained in [21], availability has been treated by the field
of dependability and the field of security with different definitions and understandings of
what availability is [6–8,11].

The definition of availability used as a basis for the enhanced service availability con-
cept is: The property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorized en-
tity [6, 8]. This definition captures the integral part of securing availability by ensuring
access to authorised users while also addressing the aspectof a service being usable in
addition to the traditional aspect of readiness for correctservice.

The notion of service availability has been further refined using this definition as a
basis, to include addressing theexclusivityaspect of ensuring that a service is provided
to the authorized usersonly [20]. This aspect is important because a system must know
how many users are expected to access a service at a given timeas well as how long the
users are expected to access the service. The number of usersaccessing at a given time
and the session durations can be used to calculate the penetration and usage values. These
values could be applied when dimensioning and as basis for ensured performance levels.
If the means to ensure that authorized usersonly are accessing a service is too weak,
and unauthorized users are able to access a service, the service availability for authorized
users may be affected.

As established in [11], availability is affected by means and threats. The conceptual
model of dependability consists of three parts: the attributes of, the threats to and the
means by which dependability is attained [1] and provides a basis for the service avail-
ability conceptual model as motivated in [21]. In order to classify threats to availability
and means to achieve availability in a security setting, we are also motivated by the ap-
proach used in the security field of risk analysis and risk management as in [3,12].

This is because incidents resulting in loss of availabilitydo not necessarily escalate
into faults and therefore classification of means in terms offaults may become insufficient
for availability analysis. An example is the hijacking of user sessions by an attacker or
group of attackers, preventing the authorised user or groupof users from accessing the
service. This incident results in loss of service availability for a set of users, without in-
curring a fault in the system. An unwanted incident is definedin [23] as an incident such
as loss of confidentiality, integrity and/or availability.A fault is an example of an un-
wanted incident. The service availability conceptual model therefore classifies the means
to achieve availability in terms of countering unwanted incidents. A threat is a potential
cause of an unwanted event, which may result in harm to a system or organisation and its
assets [8].

Services can exist in numerous degraded but operational/-usable/functional states be-
tween "up" and "down" or "correct" and "incorrect". For example, an online newspaper
may behave erratically with slow response times for displaying articles browsed without
going down or becoming completely unavailable. This means that a more fine grained
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Figure 6: Conceptual model for service availability

measure of availability is needed than pure "up" or "down".
It should be possible to describe various states of availability in order to specify the

extent of which a reduction of service quality may be tolerated. The service availability
metric should take into account, for example, measurement of different levels of degrada-
tion of services in order to analyze more closely how well user requirements are fulfilled,
as well measuring the ability to adequately provision a service to all of the authorised
users requiring the service at a given moment. Such a metric should take into account
the appropriate set of parameters, not just the usual average based on the mean time to
failure (MTTF) and the mean time to repair (MTTR). In Sect. 7 below, we provide a set
of parameters for measuring the availability of an IMS presence service.

3.2 The Enhanced Notion

The enhanced notion of service availability encompasses both exclusivity, the property
of being able to ensure access to authorised users only, and accessibility, the property of
being at hand and useable when needed. Exclusivity involvesensuring that unauthorised
users cannot interrupt, hijack, or prevent the authorised users from accessing a service.
The focus is on preventing the denial of legitimate access tosystems and services by
prohibiting unauthorised users from interrupting, or preventing authorised users from ac-
cessing services. The aim is to ensure access to users while keeping unauthorised users
out. Some of the means to achieve exclusivity address ensuring access for authorised
users and others address techniques for preventing unauthorised users from accessing or
interrupting services, e.g. by monitoring to discover unwanted traffic and blocking this
traffic from unauthorised users.

Accessibility is defined as the quality of being at hand and usable when needed. We
divide accessibility properties into three major areas: timeliness, correctness and usability.
Timeliness is the ability of a service to perform its required functions and provide its
required responses within specified time limits. Usabilityis concerned with the user’s
perception of the service, and the ease of use of the service.The measure of correctness
of a service may differ widely between different kinds of services.

Consider an online payment service. From the viewpoint of a user at a given point in
time, we could say that the quality of the service is either 1 or 0 depending on whether
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the user gets a useful reply (e.g. confirmation) or not (e.g. timeout). (Over time this can
be aggregated to percentages expressing how often one of thetwo kinds of responses will
be given.)

These considerations motivate a notion of service degradation [13]. Service degrada-
tion can be defined as reduction of service accessibility. Analogous to accessibility, we
divide service degradation into timeliness, usability andcorrectness degradation. These
may be mutually dependent on each other. For example, graceful degradation in timeli-
ness may be a way of avoiding correctness degradation if resources are limited.

In summary, the overall conceptual model can be depicted as in Fig. 6 (illustrated
using a UML 2.x class diagram [14]). Availability is affected by means and threats.
Means can ensure availability by protecting against threats. Threats may lead to unwanted
incidents which may cause reduction of availability.

By means to ensure availability we address protection of theservice from incidents
leading to a loss of availability. We have categorized the means into i) incident preven-
tion: how to prevent incidents causing loss of availability(e.g. access control, integrity
protection ensuring graceful degradation); ii) incident detection: how to detect incidents
leading to loss of availability (e.g. traffic inspection, audit logs); and, iii) recovery from
incident: the means to recover after an incident has lead to aloss of availability (e.g.
system adaptability, robustness, maintainability, redundancy).

Threats may originate on the inside (e.g., inside attackers) or the outside (e.g., outside
attackers) of the system. The impact of threats varies with the nature of the threats; some
threats may result in degradation of the service, others in complete loss of service. For
the full motivation and explanation of the model, see [21].

3.3 Decomposing Availability

Based on the conceptual model, the availability of a servicecan be analyzed with respect
to exclusivity and accessibility aspects. On an abstract level, a mathematical represen-
tation can be given as follows; LetA denote a service with an availability property for
a user groupU , and letX denote the availability metric for serviceA. We represent
X = (x1, . . . , xn) as ann-tuple wherexi is a measure of an aspect of availability. These
include behavioural, preventive and correctness aspects.By this we mean thatxi describes
requirements for a particular availability aspect. The minimum requirement for eachxi

must be satisfied in order to fulfil the total requirement. Using the conceptual model this
idea can be refined as follows: We representX as a tupleX = (X1, X2) whereX1 mea-
sures the exclusivity properties, andX2 measures the accessibility properties. Essentially,
the aim is to describe the degree of accessibility and exclusivity that is sufficient for the
user to be able to activate and use the service. The purpose ofservice availability metrics
is to measure how well service availability requirements have been met.

For example, exclusivity metrics could measure how well thefollowing requirements
are met:

• The probability that an authorised user is denied access to the service at a given
time t should be less thanx.
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• The probability that an unauthorised user obtains access tothe service at a given
time t should be less thany.

• User u should be prohibited from accessing services when userv is using the
service.

• The number of intrusions at a given timet (e.g. during a critical moment) should
be less thanz.

Based on these requirements, we have the following measuresof aspects of exclusivity:

• The probability that an authorised user is denied access to the service at a given
time t.

• The probability that an unauthorised user obtains access tothe service at a given
time t.

• The probability that unauthorised useru obtains access to services when userv is
using the service.

• The number of intrusions at a given timet.

Similar requirements may be defined for accessibility.
We will demonstrate how the model can be used to analyze compound/composite

services, but first we introduce the case that we will analysewith respect to availability,
the enhanced presence service realised by IMS.

4 Presence services

In this section we provide an introduction to presence services. The presence service com-
ponent is commonly considered to be a key IMS feature. Presence information for a user,
as defined by [17], conveys the ability and willingness of a user to communicate across a
set of devices. A presence service is a system that accepts, stores and distributes presence
information to interested parties, called watchers. A presence protocol is a protocol for
providing a presence services over any network.

The presence server collects information about a set of users and other objects called
presentities and presents this information to pre-defined watchers as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Presence sources are defined as nodes reporting the presenceinformation. Examples of
presence sources are clients in handsets, mail/calendar servers, network elements and
indications given through web portals.

This information is collected by the presence server and reported to the pre-defined
watchers. Again, different watcher types can be defined, such as clients on handsets and
other application servers. As also shown in Fig. 7, the same mechanisms can be utilized to
distribute status of other objects. One example is stock prices that a user wants to monitor.
There are also providers utilising these mechanisms for presenting advertisements and
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Figure 7: Presence server (PS) conveying information aboutusers to defined watchers

appointment reminders. In effect, presence-related protocols and system entities can be
shared across a range of offerings. As a result, the list of items provided by the presence
server can be grouped into sets that have different expectations as seen by a user. These
may also vary during the day, for example as some items may be more related to work,
while others are more related to leisure, family or social groups.

The different presence items may be updated from different sources. This means that
several different service providers may be involved. For example, a user may import
buddies that are subscribers of external services. This implies that the different providers
must interact, and cooperate. An immediate case is to incorporate Facebook friends into
an IMS based buddy list.

Consequently, different availability measures, could in principle, be applied to each
of the presence items. Note that availability, as describedabove in Sect. 3, covers both
aspects of exclusivity and accessibility. Examples of how the availability aspects can be
estimated are outlined in Sect. 7.

The presence server is located in the home network of the userthat the presence in-
formation is relating to (called presentity). The presenceserver would commonly include
both logic and data storage. Key capabilities of the presence server are collecting, com-
posing and filtering presence information. Filtering couldbe used when deciding which
presence parameters should be presented to an actual watcher application. This could also
be used when only the parameters that have changed since the previous update should be
forwarded. Filters can define which tuples are watched (e.g.all of those for which the
contact address is equal to tel:user@domain), attributes to be forwarded to a watcher and
triggers when notifications should be sent.

Watcher information shall be collected by the presence server, which allows a presen-
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tity to obtain that information. Any presence information that the presence service is not
able to interpret shall be handled in a transparent manner. The subscription authoriza-
tion policy is provided by the presence server. This policy specifies which watchers are
allowed to subscribe to which parts of a presentity’s presence information.

5 IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)

IMS has been promoted by several international standardisation bodies as a future plat-
form for providing services [10, 24]. It is access agnostic in the sense that services could
be provided over any access type and to any device. That is, aslong as the device is
capable of supporting the proper client behaviour.

5.1 Layered Architecture

A layered architecture has been applied for defining IMS, seeFig. 8. In the core part, we
find common session control and common user data. In IMS termsthese are referred to as
Call Session Control Function (CSCF) and Home Subscriber Server (HSS), respectively.
There are several types of CSCF supporting roaming users, interconnecting between do-
mains and emergency sessions, although these are not depicted in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Layered architecture of IMS
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The HSS stores user identities and user profiles. Both private and public identities
are defined and a user/individual can have a set of user profiles. A profile explains which
applications are to be invoked and how services are to be executed.

A range of applications can reside in the common IMS core. Examples of applica-
tion types are group list managers, Centrex, location, and handover support (WLAN Ð
2G/3G).

The main protocols are SIP-based and DIAMETER-based. SIP-based protocols are
used for for service/session control and DIAMETER-based protocols for data access and
charging. IMS has, however, defined additional parameters and attributes compared with
the original IETF SIP.

The client side is not directly illustrated in Fig. 8. For IP-based terminals, an IMS
client would be implemented in the terminal. Then, sessionsare set up between the ter-
minal and the CSCF. To understand how this works in relation to "traditional" circuit-
switched networks, such as the PSTN and GSM-CS, the client could be said to be imple-
mented in the switching control. That is, the media gateway controller would run session
control with the CSCF. In this manner, an IMS installation could be considered to fill
similar roles as Intelligent Networks do today.

As shown in Fig. 8, the result is that multiple applications can be accessed and used
through different access types. Or, in other words,seamless experience is allowed over
different access and terminal types.

5.2 Implementing the presence service on IMS

Presence information can be provided by a number of different suppliers. The first cate-
gory is called Presence network agent, which provides presence information from network
elements. A range of network elements and corresponding protocols are shown in Fig. 9.
Examples of how presence information is obtained are i) fromactivation of a mobile data
service context (establishing a GPRS session), or de-activation, ii) from attached/ready
for mobile data service, not reachable for paging, detached, routing area update, iii) from
MSC server attach, detach, location area update, call setup, idle, connected, busy, etc., iv)
from AAA server attaching/detaching, tunnel establishment/removal.

The second category is called the Presence user agent, whichprovides presence in-
formation on behalf of a principal. This may be located in theterminal or in the network
(e.g. when the terminal does not have a proper user client installed). In case it is located
in the network, it must be within the presentity’s home network.

The third category is called Presence external agent, whichprovides presence infor-
mation from elements outside the providers network. This takes care of any interworking
and security issues and resolves the location of the presence server. Examples of infor-
mation supplied by the presence external agent include i) third party services (calendar
applications, corporate systems, etc.), ii) internet presence services, and, iii) other pres-
ence services.

The presentity presence proxy can be used to locate the presence server (will make
a lookup in the HSS) that is to be used for a given user/presentity. There are two types
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Figure 9: Functional components for presence (adapted from3GPP TS 23.141 [25]).

of watcher entities, watcher presence proxy and watcher applications. The watcher pres-
ence proxy carries out functions such as authentication of watchers. Watcher applications
may be located in i) user equipment, ii) application server,and, iii) external to providers
domain. The same interface is used both for requesting monitoring and for fetching infor-
mation. In both cases, all or a subset of a presentity’s information can be transferred (e.g.
referring to a given filter, only parameters changed since last notification, etc.).

A presence list server (a SIP server) may also be involved in keeping information
regarding grouped lists of watched presentities. This enables a watcher application to
subscribe to presence of a group of users/presentities by a single SUBSCRIBE transac-
tion. A presence list server also stores and manages filters associated to presentities in the
presence list. The filter shall be attached to individual SUBSCRIBE transactions.

A watcher application sends a SIP SUBSCRIBE to Event:presence addressed to the
presentity’s SIP URL to subscribe or fetch presentity’s presence information. This SUB-
SCRIBE request will be handled by the IMS core elements that communicate with the
presence server. The presence document is provided by the presence server to the watcher
application using SIP NOTIFY. The SIP NOTIFY may be triggered by a change of the
presentity’s status, notified by any of the presence suppliers via the corresponding inter-
faces and message types.

Both of the accessibility and the exclusivity aspects of service availability discussed
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in Sect. 3 are related to the presence item list. For each of the different groups in the
item list, the degree of exclusivity achieved and accessibility achieved may differ. For
example, during leisure time, buddies related to work may not require to receive updated
information on a user’s whereabouts. On the other hand, during office hours, it may be
considered crucial by the user to receive updated information on other users’ (buddies’)
whereabouts.

The level of detail may also differ for the different items. For example, for certain
buddies, the user may be allowed to see their locations, whereas for others, the locations
must not be displayed. Again, these rights may vary over time.

Hence, the user’s desktop can be looked upon as consisting ofa number of fields. For
each of the fields the user has a certain expectation of correct behaviour, both in terms
of that the field’s content should be correct and that it should not be revealed to other
non-qualified parties. On a conceptual level, each of the items is expected to be up to date
with respect to specific timeliness requirements. The overall user’s experience may then
be divided into expectations for each of the fields. This leads to decomposition into fields
with separate availability requirements.

A time stamp field in the message format may be used as a rudimentary security
mechanism to prevent replay attacks e.g. launched for the purpose of capturing user
credentials for unauthorized access to a service. For example, tuples whose time stamp
are older then the time stamp of the most recently received presence document should be
discarded.

Attributes shall be mapped to separate tuples that have unique identifiers. In case dif-
ferent attribute values are shown to different watchers, a set of tuples must be created that
contain the same attribute. The subscription authorisation policies give the association of
tuples to different watcher groups, that is, which watcherscan access which presentity
information.

Subscription authorisation lists can be divided into the following categories:

1. blocking; watchers not allowed to access any presence information related to the
presentity.

2. personal; explicitly identifying watchers

3. general; groups of watchers who are not necessarily knownby the presentity, e.g.
"all watchers"

The list categories are evaluated in the order

1)−→ 2)−→ 3)

6 Connecting Web 2.0 and IMS (= IMS 2.0)

6.1 Web Service Principles

Web services techniques are typically used to implement a Service Oriented Architec-
ture (SOA). One main argument for applying SOA principles isto achieve flexibility and
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agility with respect to service development and deployment. This may be realised by de-
coupling subsystems that are interconnected by recognizedinterfaces. There are several
different Web service specifications, from a variation of commercial and standardization
organisations. In the following discussion, the World WideWeb Consortium’s technical
report on Web service architecture is used as a guideline (ref. [W3C]). The Web Services
Interoperability Organization provides what they call profiles which are a set of specifi-
cations aimed at best practices for WS interoperability.

It is fully possible to have a functional Web service architecture without the implemen-
tation of a Web service discovery service. However, for anything other than small private
networks with few services it is not practical. Without a discovery service, clients must
have extensive knowledge of all available services in orderto find, bind to and consume
them. XML schema are used to describe the data structures used by discovery services.
The discovery process can be done at design-time or at run-time and can be autonomous
or manual.

Agents identify objects in the system, called resources, with a URI. Agents represent,
describe, and communicate resource state via representations of the resource in a variety
of widely-understood data formats. Agents exchange representations via protocols that
use URIs to identify and directly or indirectly address the agents and resources.

6.2 Presence on Web Services and IMS

There are several options for utilising the principles of Web services. One configuration
is for the SIP AS in the IMS domain to become a Web service provider and publish its
services to a service registry residing in a foreign domain.Service requesters, who could
include IMS user equipment and other Web-based entities, would then consult the registry
to discover the published IMS services.

Another configuration is for the SIP AS to act in a back-to-back User Agent mode
and discover external services on behalf of its clients. Hence, the IMS user equipment
needs to relate to the SIP AS only. Here control is kept in the IMS domain. This means
a lower configuration overhead for the user equipment as wellas enabling the possibility
for providing stronger security mechanisms towards foreign domains. An illustration is
given in Fig 10.

A follow-on step could be to develop a service broker architecture that supports Web
services convergence. This may also keep control in the IMS domain and diverge much
of the overhead from the client to the SIP AS.

7 CASE – Availability Aspects of the Enhanced Presence
Service

The enhanced presence service based on IMS is assumed to combine a set of different
features, such as location information and advertisements, see Fig. 7. There is also support
for including buddies that are subscribers of other domains, e.g., other service providers.
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Figure 10: Examples of external Web 2.0 presence items/sources

7.1 Single-Provider Case

The first case we consider, the single provider case, is depicted in Fig. 11. The figure
shows a user with three buddies, each of which is located in the same service provider
domain. In this example, it is assumed that all users are within the same service provider
domain. It is also assumed that group lists are stored by the presence server.

Figure 11: Case I: user with 3 buddies for presence listing

For the overall service to work, all of the components have tobe in operation. For
the configuration shown in Fig. 11, user 2 and user 3 are attached to the same network
element. Hence, it suffices that this network element is in operation. A block diagram
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could then be set up in order to analyse the service availability with respect to accessibility.
Suppose, however, that not all users are of equal importancefor userN . Then, acces-

sibility estimates can be made for each user (i.e. items) on the presence list, e.g.Ai for
useri. The average accessibility is then found as

∑
i(Ai · αi)/

∑
i αi, whereαi, is the

level of importance associated with useri.

7.2 Multi-Provider Case

Providing different levels of importance with respect to the accessibility aspect of ser-
vice availability when all users are within the same provider domain seems contrived.
However, when the different users are in different providerdomains, different levels may
become more relevant. An example, illustrating the multiple provider case with buddies
in different domains is depicted in Fig. 12.

Figure 12: Case II: user with buddies in different provider domains

Again, a block diagram could be put up for each of the items in the list. An example
of a block diagram to assist in analysing the service availability aspects when connecting
IMS and Web 2.0 sources is given in Fig. 13. For this configuration, however, certain
details regarding implementation of presence services in other domains would likely not
be available. This implies that accessibility levels wouldthen be part of the Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) established between providers. It mightalso be more suitable to state
different levels towards userN for the different user groups in this configuration. How-
ever, this will probably depend on the SLA terms. Similar expression as above follows,
although an indexj indicates the group of buddies:Aj =

∑
i(Aij · αij)/

∑
i αij

In some cases, there may not be any pre-established SLA between the providers. It
then becomes a business risk evaluation whether a service provider wants to state any
performance levels in the service description to userN . Potentially, there may be differ-
entiated levels for the different groups,j.
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Figure 13: Example of block diagram when connecting IMS and Web 2.0 sources for
presence information

Level of importance related to a user,αij , may vary depending on the role of the user,
N . For example, during working hours, it is more important to follow work colleagues,
for example, involved in the same project, than outside working hours. As projects come
and go, the colleagues involved will also vary, requiring that this information is easily
updated frequently.

7.3 Parameters Included in Enhanced Presence

The parameters given for a presence item may include nick-name, mode, location, as
well as others. Typically, location could be given with different level of granularity. In
some cases, e.g. during roaming, the location may also be unknown. On the other hand,
there are certain usages where location is considered as very important, such as following
children in kindergarten and following some mental patients.

For userN , different levels of importance could then be attached to the different
parameters. These importance weights may also differ for the different presence items
as shown in Fig. 14 of Sect. 7.7.

As these parameters may be pushed or pulled from different sources, different re-
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sponse or delivery times would result. In some respects, this is similar to the design of
a web page consisting of a set of objects. In order to improve QoS and network per-
formance, presence parameters should be delivered in appropriate sub-groups. That is,
waiting for the last presence parameters before sending an update to the user’s buddy list
(watcher) would likely result in too long response times anddegraded QoE.

This sub-grouping is particularly a critical aspect when information is collected from
vastly different sources, some residing in semi-real-timeenvironments while others within
best-effort environments. In effect, this balances the different aspects of availability (cor-
rectness, timeliness and usability) as described in Sect. 3.

7.4 Use of Presence Items for Other Purposes

Having configured means for controlling presence items on a terminal, one could utilise
this for other purposes as well, such as advertising and time-related special offers. One
such implementation has been tested in a real user environment in Finland, in the SmartRo-
tuaari project [15]. The service implemented included highly personalized direct market-
ing to customer’s mobile phones.

In order for users accept such commercial activities, a service provider would need to
have an agreement with a set of companies for delivering the advertisements/offers. Then,
there will also be requirements on accessibility for providing this feature. Again, block
diagrams could be made for assisting the accessibility evaluation.

7.5 Exclusivity

The overall exclusivity may be analysed in a similar manner as for accessibility. That
is, either looking at the overall average or looking at each presence item individually.
However, the analysis approaches would likely differ as there are often other types of
threats affecting the exclusivity aspect.

The aim with respect to the exclusivity aspect is to ensure that authorised users only
should have access to presence items that they subscribe to.Allowing unauthorised users
to access presence items may have a negative effect on accessibility, but also, may be in
violation of privacy directives in the jurisdiction.

Commonly, for the presence service there will be stricter requirements regarding ex-
clusivity than for accessibility. This is mainly due to privacy aspects, such as for prevent-
ing third parties from following user actions. However, it is also important to ensure that
the authorised users are not prevented or interrupted from accessing the presence items.
Activity initiated by unauthorised users can adversely affect the accessibility aspects. It
may also be important to measure whether a rogue service provider is interfering with the
availability of presence items delivered from another service provider.

It would also be a business decision on whether to provide exclusivity measures for
the average or for groups of items. Some statistical aggregation measures could also
be defined. How the exclusivity aspects are measured may alsodepend on the means
that are deployed for ensuring exclusivity. It is quite feasible that the provider may use
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any number of the exclusivity measures defined in Sect. 3.3 above. One scenario, which
is relatively easy to manage, is related to measuring the probability that an unathorised
user gains access to a service (or a service component). However, in general, measuring
exclusivity is more challenging as it is only possible to measure known types of attacks or
intrusions, whereas the consequences of new or unknown attacks are difficult to measure.

7.6 Threats and Corresponding Means

Considering the different servers, network elements, protocols, data, etc. that are in-
volved, various threats would be relevant. Examples of threat agents are malicious users,
rogue service providers, essentially, unauthorised usersmasquerading as authorised users
to obtain information on another users whereabouts. The vulnerability of the presence
service to distributed denial of service attacks should be evaluated.

Hence, combinations of means to address the threats, covering protection, detection
and recovery will be required. Preventative means will involve access control measures,
for ensuring that authorised users only have access to the items. Monitoring of activ-
ity to detect malicious user behaviour could also be deployed. Essentially, preventative
mechanisms will try to eliminate the possibility of attacksby threat agents or to enable
the presence service nodes to be able to endure attacks without denying service access to
authorised users. Detection and recovery will involve detecting attacks on nodes of the
service, or against specific users, and responding immediately to restrict impact.

For example, the operator may monitor the number of unauthorised accesses to a
service over time and document the degree that unauthorisedaccesses are interfering with
the service availability for authorised users. As a result,the service provider may choose
to address the situation e.g., by implementing stronger user authentication as a means to
reduce the number of unauthorised accesses.

ETSI TISPAN1 has developed a threat vulnerability and risk assessment (eTVRA)
method and tool that may be used to analyse the presence service [19]. Using theeTVRA
method and tool, the threats to availability of the presenceservice can be analyzed and
a set of recommended countermeasures can be identified that when implemented will
reduce the overall risk.

7.7 User Experience

The user does not need to be aware of means that are implemented to ensure service
availability, as these should be implemented transparent to the user. However, the service
provider may give the user the possibility to select betweenpre-assigned preference levels
regarding the importance of availability of different components, possibly with prices

1The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is an independent, non-profit organi-
zation, with a mandate from the European Commission to undertake standardisation of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) within Europe alongsideits partners CEN/ISSS (European Committee
for Standardization/InformationSociety Standardization System) and CENELEC (European Committee for
Electrotechnical Standardization). ETSI TISPAN [4] is taking a leading role in developing standards for
fixed mobile convergence (FMC).
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associated with the different levels. This would allow the user to take an active role in
setting requirements for the composite service availability.

As mentioned above, expectations from users may vary for thedifferent presence
items and the different parameters for each item. Moreover,these weights may vary
over time. Schematically, the actual user experience couldbe estimated by multiplying
the weights and the actual obtained accessibility and exclusivity measures as depicted in
Fig. 14.

Figure 14: Schematic procedure for estimating actual user experience (for illustration
only)

Rules for aggregating experience parameters would likely be adapted to different pur-
poses, such as statistical performance levels stated in SLAs, for Key Performance Indica-
tors, and so forth.

However, further work is needed regarding analysis of meansto calculate aggregated
measures and to determine how many measures should be defined. Theoretically, based
on questionnaires, a single parameters could suffice, such as providing an estimate for the
question, "On a scale of 1 – 5, how satisfied are you with the presence service?”
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Means for following the performance levels over time are also needed. One example
is monitoring key quality indicators related to selected aspects of the business. Another
example is accessing performance levels when corresponding parameters are specified in
the SLA between actors.

8 Conclusion

This article elaborates and exemplifies a conceptual model for availability. A key point
is to include both the accessibility and the exclusivity aspects of the service availability
measure. Hence, only the authorized users should be ensuredaccess to the service, and
with the proper service levels. So far, it seems that exclusivity is an aspect of availability
that has rarely been included in the literature. However, the concept presented here shows
where exclusivity fits in with an enhanced notion of service availability.

The accessibility aspect takes into account concerns of QoS, real time, and depend-
ability. Availability is affected by means and threats. Means are classified in terms of
countering unwanted incidents. Means ensure availabilityand reduce threats This classi-
fication of availability (properties, threats, and means) provides an operational approach
that can be applied to service engineering. Securing availability is influenced by many
factors. These must be taken into account in order to provision available services. With
this model, it is possible to address requirements in a flexible manner, in order to address
the different aspects of different services.

The enhanced notion seems even more important when considering collaboration be-
tween providers, and also between different roles of the same user. Proper service com-
position, also referred to as orchestration, then becomes even more important and chal-
lenging.

A schematic example is provided through the enhanced presence service realised by
IMS. Considering the federated nature of the presence service, a range of challenging
aspects need to be addressed, including differentiation ofpresence items and parameters
for an item while also handling multiple sources of presencedata.

Among items for potential further work is the task of conducting user experiments to
estimate QoE related to different items of the presence service. Other tasks are to assess
weights and further details for the schematic procedure outlined in Fig. 14.
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Abstract

This report presents a general methodology for policy-enabled dynamic compo-
sition of services. The methodology focuses on how to model dynamic composition
of services, and explains a three layered approach to service specification, design
and deployment in order to realize dynamic service execution in the runtime system.
The method is explained through its use in a tele-consultation case. We provide an
architectural framework for a policy-based dynamic composition system, and we ex-
plain how the service composition modelled at the service and design layers, can be
deployed in the runtime system. In particular, the deployment of the policy manage-
ment to enable dynamic service composition is explained.
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1 Introduction

A service is an identified functionality involving a collaboration among entities that achieves
some desired goals/effects for end users or other entities.One important aspect of services
is that they normally are partial functionalities that cross-cut the component structure so
that a service may involve several collaborating components while each component may
participate in several services as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The figure suggests an architecture for service-oriented systems, which is character-
ized by horizontal and vertical composition. On the horizontal axis, system components,
are identified that are largely service independent and represent domain entities such as
users, terminals, service enablers and shared facilities.They may reside in different com-
puting environments. These domain entities such as users, user communities, terminals
and resources are represented by actors in the system. On thevertical axis, several ser-
vices and service components are identified (i.e., collaborations and collaboration roles)
that depend on the system components of the architecture.

         Horizontal
       composition 
      across actors   

Vertical composition
within actors

Service 1

Service 3

Service 2

Actor A Actor B Actor C Actor D Actor E

service
role

Figure 1: Horizontal and vertical composition of services [2]

We model a service in the context of UML 2.x [12], as a collaboration among roles
with associated interactions behaviour. Service composition addresses the means of com-
posing such collaborations, both statically and dynamically. Each collaboration is com-
posed of elementary service collaborations, which are service collaborations with exactly
two elementary roles that collaborate on an interface to provide a service or a service
feature [19]. We specify the associated behaviour using UML2.x sequence diagrams.

Service composition techniques can be categorized as static or dynamic, and man-
ual or automatic. Static composition is performed at designor compile time, whereas
dynamic composition is performed at runtime. However, there are varying degrees of
dynamic composition that may be achieved depending on whichdynamic composition
techniques are used, as explained in [1, 13]. Manual composition means that the com-
position is performed by persons who have access to the elementary services whereas in
automatic composition this is performed by a software agent, based on some predefined
algorithms [6]. Automation of the service composition process means that either the ser-
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vice composition technique employed can generate the choreography automatically, or if
an abstract plan is provided, the service composition technique employed can locate the
correct services to be composed [13]. We address the problemof dynamic composition
of services in our work, leaving the automation problem for further work.

In [15], we introduced a policy-driven approach to service modelling, design, and im-
plementation and we presented the concept of a composition policy and a policy enforce-
ment state machine (PESM) for modelling the choreography ofservice collaborations.
We have defined acomposition policyas a set of policy rules specifying how a given set
of collaborations can be composed to obtain a given set of composite services. A policy
rule consists of four parts: trigger, condition, action andgoal. In our approach, the PESM
is defined statically (at design time) to govern the dynamic ordering of collaborations and
policy-based choices among collaborations taken at runtime. These choices may involve
dynamic coordination and negotiation among the componentsto coordinate dynamic role
binding and role execution. The PESM diagram expresses graphically the ordering of
policy decisions to be taken regarding ordering of collaborations when collaborations are
composed dynamically. Each policy decision point (PDP) of the PESM identifies a set of
policy rules. At the service layer, a global PESM diagram graphically depicts the dynamic
composition of collaborations. At the design layer, local PESM diagrams graphically de-
pict local coordination and enforcement of local composition policies and as such, depict
a single component’s part in the dynamic composition.

In [17], we have specified the policy-based mechanism at the service and design model
layers, providing a precise syntax for global composition policies at the service layer,
and transformation rules for deriving local policies at thedesign model layer. In this
report, we take a closer look at how the approach can be deployed in the runtime system,
to enable dynamic service composition. This involves defining an architectural model
for the policy-enabled dynamic composition system, and a process for runtime dynamic
composition using the policy based approach.

For the architecture, we have been inspired by the Poema [11]approach, although
in [11], the policy managed adaptation is used to do dynamic re-configuration of Mobil-
code applications specifically, and not to enable dynamic composition of services in gen-
eral. The Chisel adaptive process described in [7] providesa guide for defining a process
for runtime dynamic service composition. However, the actual way that the adaption
is performed in Chisel involves manipulation of existing behaviour in the system, using
metatypes to adapt existing objects. In our approach to dynamic service composition,
we do not change the existing building blocks (elementary roles), but change which are
combined together and in which order they are executed.

We present a methodology explaining how to use the policy-enabled concept to model,
design and deploy dynamic composition of services. We exemplify the methodology us-
ing a tele-consulation service, which is based on the specification of the telemedicine
consultation service described in [3]. We have simplified and changed the case descrip-
tion to keep the complexity of the system manageable, and to allow for addition of new
behaviours to the service dynamically, to demonstrate the policy-based approach.

The main contributions of this report are:
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• an architecture for policy-enabled dynamic service composition

• a methodology for applying the approach to dynamic composition of services; and

• demonstration of the methodology for a tele-consultation case.

The rest of the report is organized as follows:
In Sect. 2 we provide background and an overview of the policy-enabled approach to

dynamic composition. Sets of requirements for the architectural framework and for the
methodology are given in Sect. 3. The architectural framework is presented in Sect. 4
and the general methodology for policy-enabled dynamic composition of services is de-
scribed in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6 we demonstrate practical application of the methodology to a
tele-consultation service. A proof of concept for realization of the policy-based dynamic
composition is provided in Sect. 8 followed by a discussion and evaluation Sect. 9 and
conclusion in Sect. 10.

2 Background and Overview

Figure 2 provides an overview of the policy-enabled approach to dynamic composition.
At the service model layer, services are modelled structurally using UML 2.x collabo-
ration diagrams [12], and policy rules stored in a table are used for governing dynamic
composition. The policy enforcement state machine (PESM) diagram graphically depicts
the choreography of the collaboration uses involved in the composed service. While the
service model layer provides a description of the service asa whole, thedesign model
layer describes the service behaviour as it is distributed to eachseparate component. The
individual role behaviours are given by UML 2.x state machines, and the coordination of
these is specified by local policy rules and local PESM diagrams, derived by transforma-
tions from the global models and rules at the service model layer. From the design mod-
els, implementations can be generated, which in combination with a policy-management
system in the runtime system, enable the actualrealizationof the dynamic composition,
which takes place in the runtime system. The policy-driven approach enables services to
be dynamically executed, where ordering and choice betweenwhich services are com-
posed is governed by policy. Services may be dynamically adapted to context, providing
a service provider with flexibility when managing service deployments.

A policy-based dynamic composition approach requires a policy-specification model
to express the composition strategies. We have chosen event-condition-action declarative
policy rules [15,17]. The main reasons for this choice are:

• in order to set up a service session, it is natural to use signalling. Signalling between
components to set up a service session is an event-oriented activity. As such, an
event-driven model is a natural candidate for notifying distributed components of
changes that occur;
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Figure 2: Overview of the policy-enabled approach to service composition

• declarative policies allow the designer/developer to specify dynamic composition of
services from collaborations separately from the behavioural specifications of col-
laborations allowing for more freedom of choice in dynamic composition between
which separately specified behaviours to compose.

In this approach, events specified as policy triggers are monitored, and these events
are used to trigger the evaluation of one or more policy rules. We allow for policy rules
with the same trigger to have overlapping conditions, so that more than one of them may
be true at a given point in time. If this is the case, then the choice between which of the
possible actions to be performed is made non-deterministically. This means, that if the
conditions of a policy are matched, then the action specifiedby the policy rule may be
executed.

A family of services will run dynamically in the system, according to a global PESM
description and policy rules. But additionally, the policyrules and PESM diagrams may
be changed by a central administrator. Changes made centrally are then distributed to the
different parts of the system, and in this way services may bedynamically adapted and
changed. Additionally, in the system, a system security policy, such as an availability pol-
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icy may be violated causing a need to dynamically adapt the service. In such a case, the
system would look up in a repository, the appropriated PESM and policies to apply. For
example, if the management system registersx > maxlimit, the number of unauthorised
uses of the service exceeds the limit of such unauthorized behaviour allowed by the avail-
ability management policy, this may trigger the requirement for stronger authentication
to gain access to the service. In this case, the service must be dynamically adapted and
composed with a sufficiently strong authentication pattern. Depending on which policy
rules are satisfied different authentication patterns willbe called.

3 Requirements

3.1 The Architectural Framework

As services will be distributed over several co-operating parts of a distributed system, in
order to support policy-based dynamic composition of the distributed services, a manage-
ment system is required. In this section we formulate a set ofobjectives for a policy-based
dynamic composition management architecture.

• The architecture should provide a means of supporting the realization of policy-
based dynamic execution of services. The approach to dynamic service execu-
tion outlined in Sect. 2 and described in [17], should be supported so that a de-
veloper/designer can model services and specify PESM diagrams and composition
policies, and so that the design models derived according tothe transformation rules
specified in [17] can be transformed to code for deployment inthe runtime system.

• The architecture should support the separation of the functionality. By this we
mean that the policy-enforcement mechanism should be separated from the policies
themselves, the monitoring function, and the services thatare to be dynamically ex-
ecuted. This is important to provide a general distributed mechanism and to ensure
consistency when triggering service compositions involving collaborations across
collaborating computational objects deployed over different parts of the system.

3.2 The Methodology

In this section we formulate a set of objectives for the methodology.

• The methodology should strive for easy adaptation in industrial development pro-
cesses by being based on existing state-of-the-art UML methodology.The method-
ology should provide a means of supporting the dynamic composition of patterns
and services modelled using UML 2.x so that it may be widely used.

• The methodology should explain how to model dynamic composition of services.
This involves describing how to use modelling techniques tospecify, design, and
deploy services that may be adapted and managed to suit the changing requirements
of users and enable more rapid deployment of secure services(dynamically).
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• The methodology should be easy for a designer to understand and use.The method-
ology should be understandable to the developer/designer and increase the de-
signer’s awareness of service availability issues while enabling the developer/designer
to address the issues systematically through choice and specialization of, e.g., an
authentication pattern.

4 The Architectural Framework

The policy-management system is a separate management layer in the deployed service
execution architecture. In [17], we explained how dynamic service composition can be
modelled using UML 2.x and composition policies. Acomposition policyis a set of pol-
icy rules specifying how a given set of elementary collaborations can be composed to
obtain a given set of composite services. As such, a composition policy applies to afam-
ily of related services, where the number of possible services in the family depends on the
choices governed by the policy rules. Choices are made to decide which set of collabora-
tion uses will be composed in order to deliver the selected service. Graphically, a global
policy enforcement state machine (PESM) is used to depict the dynamic composition of
collaborations according to the composition policy.

Policy-ruled dynamic composition of services is modelled by a designer using global
PESM diagrams and for each PDP in the PESM, policy rules are specified, with one
PESM for each family of services. From the global PESM and composition policy, lo-
cal PESMs and local compositions policies can be generated,one for each composite
role involved in the service. This is done according to the transformation rules given
in [17]. Families of services that have been composed, compiled and deployed are exe-
cuted according to the PESM description that applies to the family of services and the sets
of policy rules that are referenced from the PDPs. When a developer/designer changes
global composition policies or the global PESM diagram, this will change the executions
of the family of services.

Additionally, the system may be monitored to ensure that service availability poli-
cies are enforced. An availability policy consists of an accessibility policy (e.g., required
resources) and an exclusivity policy (e.g., which entitieshave permissions to use the ser-
vice or system) [16]. When an availability policy is violated, an event may trigger an
adaptation to the service family. At this point, there is a decision to adapt, and a different
predefined PESM description is selected, based on a pre-defined availability policy, to sat-
isfy the service availability requirements for the family of services. Availability policies
can be edited by a system administer.
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Figure 3: Distributed Policy Management Architecture

The policy-based system architecture is modelled as a distributed architecture with a
central management component and several local managementcomponents that are dis-
tributed to the different parts of the system. Fig. 3 shows the abstraction of the distributed
architecture, showing the main parts: the Central Policy Management, and the Local Pol-
icy Management parts, one for each distributed part of the system. The Central Policy
Management is responsible for distributing local policy rules and local PESMs to the
distributed parts of the system. This is done routinely, as part of the operations support
system. The Local Policy Management parts manage dynamic composition locally, ne-
gotiating with other local parts. The roles of the differentparts of the architecture will be
explained in more detail in following sections.

4.1 Central Policy Management

The central policy management consists of four components:

• The Policy and PESM Specification Component: The Global PESM diagrams and
global composition policies may be entered into the system here using a tool-
supported graphical interface. This is the component that directly interacts with
the designer/developer. Whenever the designer/developercreates or modifies the
PESM diagrams and composition policies, this is done using atool supported graph-
ical interface. AService Specification Toolis used in combination with the policy
and PESM specification component to specify services and their compositions. De-
tails on how services and their compositions are specified may be found below in
Sect. 5. The tool is supported by aCollaborations and Roles Repositorywhere
service specifications are stored for re-use.

• Policy and PESM Control Component: This centralized management service is re-
sponsible for activating global policies and global PESM descriptions for use in the
distributed system, after they have been defined using the Policy and PESM Spec-
ification Service. For performing dynamic execution, both the policy rules and the
PESM description are required. This component is responsible for distributing to
the different parts of the system the local PESMs and local policies that have been
generated from the global PESM and policies by the tool-supported environment.
This service coordinates policy activation and deactivation, and is responsible for
activation and deactivation of local policy rules and localPESMs as well as dis-
tributing this information to the different parts of the system.
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Figure 4: Central Policy Management shown with the service specification environment

• Availability Policy Enforcement Component: In this report, this is underspecified,
and will be detailed in future work. This component is responsible for ensuring that
the service availability requirements can be met. Exclusivity and accessibility prop-
erties may be specified by the designer for specific dynamically composed services.
For example, it may be specified for a multimedia over IP (MMoIP) service, that the
number of unauthorised accesses to the service should be limited, and, if the num-
ber of unauthorised accesses exceeds the pre-defined limit,then there is a decision
to dynamically upgrade the authentication component of theMMoIP service.

• Service Roles Control Component: This centralized service is responsible for dis-
tributing to the local management the code that has been generated for each of the
elementary service roles. A detailed explanation of how theelementary service
roles are specified is given below in Sect. 5. Upon receiving the code for new ele-
mentary roles, the local management enters this into the local Service Role Store.
Similarly, the centralized management is responsible for requesting deletions of
roles by the distributed parts.

The central policy management is illustrated in Fig. 4 alongwith the service spec-
ification tool and the Collaborations and roles repository.Re-usable specifications are
stored in the collaborations and roles repository. The service specification tool is used in
combination with the policy and PESM specification service to specify services and their
compositions. A detailed explanation of how these are specified is given in Sect. 5 below.
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The code generated for each of the elementary role state machines is distributed to the lo-
cal policy-based dynamic composition management servicesin the distributed parts of the
system by the service roles control (SRC) component. This functionality is responsible
for interfacing with the local management requesting the adding or deleting of elementary
service roles code from the Service Role Store when new rolesare centrally specified (or
deleted) by a designer, and then code is generated for distribution to the different parts of
the system, for use in dynamic service execution.

4.2 Local Policy Management

The local policy management is illustrated in Fig. 5. The local policy-based dynamic
composition management consists of a set of managers which are involved in the dynamic
service execution processes, a set of repositories, and thesupport for adding, deleting and
changing items in the repositories. The repositories are the Event Store, the Local Policy
Rule Store, the Local PESM Description Store, and the Service Role Store. In addition to
the internal interfaces shown in Fig. 5, the Support Services have interfaces towards the
central policy management, and the Event Manager and the RPMhave external interfaces
on links towards the other local parts of the system. The Availability Policy Manager also
has external interfaces, although we do not specify these inthis paper. Fig. 5 provides
an abstract overview of the different components that are involved in the local policy
management.

The management support services are needed so that the localpolicy management
system is able to administer removals, additions, and changes to what is stored in the
repositories, when notified to do so by the central policy management system. By this
we mean that the central PESM and policy control component distributes all of the lo-
cal PESMs, and local policies to the local management components. The management
support services are responsible for:

• updating, adding, deleting policies in the Policy Rule Store, when notified to do
so by the central control service. The central control service provides the instruc-
tions regarding existing rules, and provides the sets of rules to be added. The local
support services then updates, adds, deletes policies in the Policy Rule Store;

• distributing named trigger events to the Event Store. Theseare the named local
triggers that apply and that the Event Manager is required tolisten for, in order to
trigger dynamic role execution. For each PESM, a table of triggers to listen for is
distributed to the Event Manager;

• updating, adding, deleting local PESM descriptions in the Local PESM Descrip-
tion Store, when notified to do so by the central policy and PESM control service,
see Fig. 4. The central control service makes the changes to existing PESMs, and
provides the PESMs to be added, and deletes PESMs that are no longer valid;

• adding or deleting elementary service roles from the Service Role Store when new
roles are centrally specified (or deleted) by a designer, andthen code is generated
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for distribution to the different parts of the system, for use in dynamic service exe-
cution. Upon receiving roles to be added, and/or requests from the central control
services to delete roles, the local support services ensures that the Service Role
Store is up to date, by adding or deleting roles accordingly.

Support (Local Events, Policy Rules, PESM descriptions, and Roles)
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Figure 5: Local Policy Management Architecture

The support services have external interfaces (input and output) towards the Central
Policy Management Policy and PESM Control Services. It is envisioned that the support
services also have external interfaces towards the centralized Availability Policy Enforce-
ment Component, although we do not specify this fully in thispaper.

The Event Manager, the Role Policy Manager, and the Service Role Session Manager
interact to govern execution of dynamic service execution.Fig. 5 illustrates the Local
Policy Management Architecture. The Role Policy Manager (RPM) is the active unit,
interpreting PESMs and composition policies. In the following, the responsibilities of
each of the managers are described:

• The Event Manager: The job of the Event Manager (EM) is to notify the RPM
when a trigger happens. The EM is a stateless monitor that observes events that are
sent and received across the local interfaces. The EM gets the list of which events to
monitor from the event store. This list consists of all of thetriggers given in the local
policy rules tables for a local PESM. The EM does not handle stateful dependencies
as these are specified in the condition part of a policy rule and are evaluated by the
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RPM when a policy rule is evaluated. Based on the knowledge contained in the
tables in the Event store regarding which events are to be monitored, the Event
Manager listens for the events that trigger the start of dynamic service execution
and events that occur during dynamic service execution. TheEM notifies the Role
Policy Manager (RPM) when a trigger has occured.

• The Role Policy Manager: When the RPM receives a trigger notification message,
the RPM is responsible for checking local policies and the associated local PESM
description and negotiating with other local RPMs for dynamic composition of
roles. Upon notification of an event, the RPM gets the policy rules with this trigger
event that apply to the current PDP, according to the local PESM description. The
RPM always knows where it is in a PESM diagram. By this we mean that the RPM
always knows which PDP is current. Each PDP of a PESM has a pointer to a set of
policy rules that apply at that point in time. Negotiation towards the peer RPM that
manages the other collaborating role is required prior to signalling to the Service
Role Session Manager (SRSM) that the role required can be played.

A trigger of a policy rule is a receive or send event of a message sent to or from a
composite role. The RPM for this composite role will be the component discovering
the trigger (upon notification of trigger occurrence by the EM) and responsible for
enforcing the policy rule. A trigger is considered active bythe RPM as long as
a new trigger has not yet occurred on a particular lifeline ofthe PESM. This is
particularly important for hierarchical PESM diagrams, where the same trigger is
specified in the overall PESM and in the more detailed PESM diagram.

• Service Role Session Manager: The Service Role Session Manager (SRSM) is re-
sponsible for managing service sessions. Following a successful policy check at the
first PDP for a local PESM by the RPM, the SRSM is notified that a service session
can start and the SRSM starts the session and initiates the role play. Similarly, for
each subsequent PDP that is passed during the dynamic execution.

• Availability Policy Manager: In this report, this managers role is underspecified,
and will be detailed in future work. The APM is responsible for ensuring that the
service availability requirements can be met by the local environment. The APM
therefore notifies the RPM of availability policy violations, e.g., such as induced by
context changes which effect the ability of the local environment to meet availability
requirements. For example, if the component is hosted on a mobile terminal and
the user roams to a network with poorer quality of service, the APM should notify
the RPM of these changes.

The Event Manager (EM), the role policy manager (RPM), and the Service Role Ses-
sion Manager (SRSM) are involved in the event monitoring, policy enforcement, and
session management for a dynamic service execution. Fig. 6 depicts the steps involved in
initiating a successful policy-based dynamic process. A trigger is either received from an
external source, or a trigger is sent or received from an internal role. The Event Manager
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Figure 6: Initial Local Policy-enabled Dynamic Composition Process, based in part on
the Chisel design and implementation [7]

(EM) knows which trigger events it needs to notify the RPM of,as it has been provided
with a list of all triggers that the RPM should be notified of when they occur. The EM
receives this list of events from the event store. The EM monitors (listens for) events and
signals the RPM when such a trigger occurs. The RPM knows the PESM and the current
PDP. Initially, when starting a new PESM, it is loaded from the local PESM Description
Store. It then accesses policy rules with this trigger from the Local Policy Rule Store.
The RPM checks a policy rule (PDPi_X_rulej). If the rule is satisfied, the peer RPM is
notified and negotiation is carried out if needed for RolePlay. When notify/negotiation
is successful the RPM signals the Service Role Session Manager (SRSM) to invoke the
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Figure 7: Local Policy-enabled Dynamic Composition Process, after initiatialization

role in the underlying service layer. The SRSM looks up the required role and the role is
invoked.

As shown in Fig. 7, after the RPM has fetched the PESM from the PESM Store, it
does not need to do so again each time it receives a trigger andexamines a PDP. The
RPM is responsible for keeping track of where the dynamic service composition is in
relation to the PESM description, i.e., which PDP is the nextPDP to evaluate. Upon
receiving a trigger, the RPM checks the current PDP and gets the rules with this trigger
that the PDP points to. The RPM checks that a policy rule with this trigger is satisfied.
If a rule is satisfied, the peer RPM is notified and negotiationis carried out if needed
for RolePlay. When notify/negotiation is successful the RPM signals the Service Role
Session Manager (SRSM) to invoke the role in the underlying service layer. The SRSM
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Figure 8: Activity diagram showing collaborative behaviour of two local RPM peers at a
PDP

looks up the required role and the role is invoked.
The behaviour of the Role Policy Manager (RPM) involved in the dynamic process

shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, is elaborated on using a collaborative UML 2.x activity dia-
gram. The activity diagram shown in Fig. 8, and detailed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 32 provides
an overview of the distributed RPM behaviour. Fig. 8, shows the collaborative behaviour
of two local RPM peers at a PDP of a PESM. This depicts the behaviour of the two local
RPMs at the corresponding local PDPs and shows clearly the interactions between the lo-
cal peers to coordinate start of the complementary roles. The diagram shows coordination
of outputs so that two complementary roles may start.

The diagram shows the RPM for the initiating role, which is the role that either re-
ceives or sends the trigger, negotiate with the RPM for the participating role, which is
the role that is triggered to participate in a role play. The behaviour of the RPM for the
initiating role is shown to the left of the dividing line, andthe behaviour of the RPM for
the participating role is shown to the right of the dividing line in the figure. The RPM
for the initiating role evaluates the policy rules with thistrigger that the current PDP
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refers to, and checks whether the rules are satisfied. For therules that are satisfied, the
operationEvaluate policy rules provides a list of roles that can start. This list
is transferred with theRoleRequest to the participating role RPM. In the sub- activ-
ity Negotiate with peer, the entire list is evaluated. The participating role RPM
either replies by confirming one of the roles or proposes a list of alternative roles. The ini-
tiating role RPM then checks the policies for the alternative roles, choses one of the roles
and confirms this particular role to the participating role,or sends a reject role message.

Figure 9: Activity diagram for the Negotiation activity of the RPM

The sub-activity, Negotiate with peer, is shown in Fig. 9. Asfor Fig. 8, the behaviour
of the RPM for the initiating role is shown to the left of the dividing line, and the behaviour
of the RPM for the participating role is shown to the right of the dividing line in the
figure. The RPM for the initiating role sends the role requestmessage to the RPM for the
participating role, containing the list of roles that can start. The RPM for the participating
role gets the rules triggered by the role request message andin sub-activityPolicy-
DetectionPointEvaluation shown in Fig. 32, the participating role RPM checks
which rules are satisfied, similarly to what was described above for the initiating role’s
RPM. However, the participating role is allowed to propose alternative roles, based on the
set of policy rules that the local PDP refers to, if the actor can not play the requested role.
The negotiation exchanges for alternative sets of roles areshown.
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Figure 10: Policy Detection Point sub-Activity diagram

5 The Methodology

In this section, we present the general methodology for policy-enabled dynamic com-
position of services. In the next section, we will demonstrate the practical usage of the
methodology by applying it to an example of a tele-consultation service.

The methodology follows the three layered approach introduced in [15] and shown in
Fig. 2. The methodology consists of the following 8 main steps:

1. Service Model Layer: Specify the service (or family of services) using a UML
2.x collaboration overview diagram.

Using a UML 2.x collaboration overview diagram describe:

(a) the distributed parts involved in the composed service,given as one composite
role for each part.

(b) the set of collaboration uses involved in the composed service. Each collabo-
ration use is specified in one of the following ways:

i. either, as an elementary collboration, i.e., a collaboration between exactly
two elementary roles,

ii. or, as a composition of such elementary collaborations,where the com-
position is itself a sub-service (recursively) specified using a UML 2.x
collaboration overview diagram in the same manner as described here.
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(c) the binding of the (elementary or composite) roles in thecollaboration uses to
the composite roles from step 1a.

This diagram then provides a means of statically and structurally representing the
binding of collaboration uses involved in the composed service to the actual ser-
vice parts. Any of the collaboration uses involved in the composed service may be
selected from the repository of re-usable service specifications depicted in Fig. 4.
Each of the service specifications stored for re-use in the repository have been spec-
ified as collaborations according to step 1b and for which thevisible interface be-
haviour for each of the collaboration uses has been specifiedas in step 2 (either 2a
or 2b) below.

2. Service Model Layer: Specify the behaviour of each elementary collaboration
used in the service.

For each of the elementary collaborations in step 1b (both 1(b)i and 1(b)ii, if the
collaboration and the behaviour of the collaboration is notalready specified and
stored in the repository of re-usable service specifications, specify the visible inter-
face behaviour in one of the following ways:

(a) either, as a UML 2.x sequence diagram,

(b) or, using semantic interfaces [19].

For ensuring that the behaviour associated with the elementary collaborations can
execute correctly during dynamic service execution in the runtime system, the visi-
ble interface behaviour between the two elementary roles should be validated with
respect to safety and liveness properties. This may be done using static analyis, e.g.,
by checking the type compatibility of signals exchanged, orusing dynamic analy-
sis, that is, taking into consideration the order of events occurring during dynamic
execution [4,5,19].

3. Service Model Layer: Specify the composed service behaviour using a global
PESM diagram together with a global composition policy.

Describe the choreography of the behaviour associated withthe UML 2.x collabo-
ration overview diagram from step 1 using

(a) a global PESM diagram for describing the ordering of the collaboration uses
(see [17] for details on specifying PESM diagrams).

(b) a set of policy rules for each policy decision point (PDP)in the global PESM
diagram. Together, these policy rules constitute the composition policy for the
composed service.

If the diagram from step 1 uses sub-services (i.e., collaborations which are composi-
tions of elementary collaboration) for which the behaviouris not already specified,
their behaviour should be recursively specified using global PESM diagrams and
composition policies as described here.
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4. Design Model Layer: Create one elementary role state machine for each ele-
mentary role used in the service.

For each elementary collaboration not taken from the repository but specified in
step 2, create one elementary role state machine for each of the two roles involved
in the collaboration. The transformation from sequence diagrams to elementary role
state machines may be performed manually or automatically as described in [20,
21]. A semantic interface specifies the visible interface behaviour of role state
machine, and is specified by an extended protocol state machine [19].

5. Design Model Layer: Create the local PESM diagrams and localcomposition
policies.

Based on the transformation rules specified in [17]:

(a) from the global PESM diagram, create one local PESM diagram for each com-
posite role involved in the service (as given in step 1a).

(b) from the global policy rules, create the local policy rules to be associated with
each PDP in the local PESM diagrams.

6. Realization Layer: Create and distribute implementationsof the elementary
role state machines.For each elementary role state machine taken from the repos-
itory or created in step 4:

(a) from the elementary role state machine, generate code ifthis is not already
done. Such code generation may be performed automatically as described
in [8,9].

(b) distribute the relevant code to each of the subscribing Local Service Role Store
components of the system. By subscribing components, we mean the system
components interested in playing this role. Exactly which system components
the roles should be distributed to is platform specific information and not part
of the methodology described here.

7. Realization Layer: Create and distribute descriptions of the local PESM dia-
grams and local composition policies.

(a) For each local PESM diagram from step 5a:

i. generate the local PESM description. This involves translating the control
flow described by the PESM to a data format that can be used by the Role
Policy Manager.

ii. distribute the description to the subscribing Local PESM Description Stores.

(b) For each of the local policy rules from step 5b:

i. translate the policy rules to a data format that can be usedby the Role
Policy Manager and the Event Manager. A policy parser is required to do
this. The parser takes the policy rule file and converts the rule to the data
format required.
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ii. distribute the rule to the subscribing Local Policy RuleStores.

iii. extract the trigger event and distribute it to the subscribing Local Event
Stores.

8. Realization Layer: Perform dynamic composition of the service.

Dynamic composition is now enabled in the runtime system, asillustrated locally
in Fig. 6. This involves:

(a) dynamic service execution, composing the distributed roles as governed by
policy and PESM descriptions.

(b) dynamic composition, e.g., involving the use of a user interface to change
policy rules and include dynamic adaptation of services.

The exact nature of the dynamic composition will be platformspecific and is not
described here. However, some concrete illustrations of how this step may be per-
formed is given for the tele-consultation example in the next section.

The steps may be re-iterated at any time by the designer/developer to change or spe-
cialise the service.

Specialisation involves replacing a policy rule and the collaboration use it points to
(that is, the collaboration use named in the action part of the policy rule specified during
step 1 above) by a set of one or more policy rules and the collaboration uses named in
the action parts of the policy rules. A policy rule and the collaboration use named by the
policy rule is a specialisation if (1) the conditions of the condition part of the specialisation
imply the conditions of the condition part of the policy rulebeing replaced and (2) if the
role goals of goal part of the specialisation imply the role goals of the goal part of the
policy rule being replaced.

6 Case Study

In this section, we demonstrate the practical usage of the general methodology for policy-
enabled dynamic composition of services given in Sect. 5 by applying it to an example of
a tele-consultation service.

6.1 Description of the tele-consultation service

The tele-consulation service that we use as an example to demonstrate the practical us-
age of the methodology is based on the specification of the telemedicine consultation
service described in [3]. We have simplified and changed the case description to keep
the complexity of the system manageable, and to allow for addition of new behaviours to
the services dynamically, to demonstrate the policy-basedapproach to dynamic service
composition. The roles involved in a tele-consultation area patient, a receptionist, and a
doctor, and the electronic tele-consultation service desk.
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The tele-consultation system is designed to allow chronically ill patients to have in-
termediate consultations from their homes, so as to reduce repeated travel to the doc-
tor’s office (or hospital) for routine consultations when routine tests may be performed
remotely. Equipment is provided in the home for carrying outtests. This equipment col-
lects data from e.g., medical sensors and this information is transmitted/communicated to
the doctor.

In order to request a consultation with a doctor, the patientneeds to register to the
electronic tele-consultation service desk, which then sets up a remote consultation with
the patient’s doctor, depending on availability. The patient may register by communicat-
ing directly with the electronic tele-consultation service desk, or if the patient is in need
of special assistance to register, the human receptionist may be contacted. The human
receptionist then gets the registration information from the human patient, and provides
this information to the electronic tele-consultation service desk.

teleconsultation

PatientT

ReceptionistT

TeleSvcDsk

DoctorT

registrar

registeree

 prs : 

registration

 pcd : 

consultation

consulter

consultant

 pcrs : aided

Registration

assisted

caller

reg assister

assisting

 registrar

consult administrator

Figure 11: Collaboration overview diagram for the tele-consultation case

6.2 Application of the methodology

We apply the 8 main steps of the methodology as follows:

1. Service Model Layer: Specify the tele-consultation service (or family of ser-
vices) using a UML 2.x collaboration overview diagram.
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registration

registeree registrar

call

caller callee

Figure 12: Theregistration andcall collaborations

In this step use a UML 2.x collaboration overview diagram to describe the tele-
consultation service statically and structurally as shownin Fig. 11. In order to
arrive at this collaboration overview we proceed as follows:

(a) the distributed parts involved in the composed service are represented by the
composite rolesPatientT,ReceptionistT,DoctorT andTeleSvc-
Dsk.

(b) the set of collaboration uses involved in the composed service are specified as
follows:

i. as elementary collaborations, as shown in Fig. 12. Theregistration
collaboration models registration of a patient’s request for consultation
with a doctor. Thecall collaboration models a two way communication
between two parties such as a telephone call. Thecall collaboration is
used, e.g., when a patient requires assistance to register.

ii. as compositions of elementary collaborations, as shownin Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14. TheaidedRegistration collaboration is invoked when a
human patient requires special assistance to register. In this case, the
human receptionist is called so that the human patient can provide the
registration to the human receptionist. The human receptionist obtains
the registration information from the human patient duringthe call, and
provides this information to the electronic tele-consultation service desk.
Theconsultation collaboration is invoked when a human patient has
registered and the human doctor is available for a teleconsultation. The
doctor is informed by the tele-consultation service desk that the patient
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aidedRegistration

assisted caller

reg assister

assisting 

registrar

 pcr : call

caller

callee

 rrs : 

registration

registrar

registeree

Figure 13: Theaided Registration collaboration

consulter

consultant

consult 

administrator

consultation

callee

caller

dcp : call

dap : 

administrate

administrator

adminUser

Figure 14: Theconsultation collaboration

is waiting for a consultation. The doctor calls the patient and is able to
access the patient journal via the tele-consultation service desk.

(c) the binding of the (elementary or composite) roles in thecollaboration uses to
the composite roles from step 1a is shown in Fig. 11. Theteleconsul-
tation service is composed of three collaboration uses. The collabora-
tion useprs of theregistration collaboration is an elementary collab-
oration for which the elementary rolesregisteree andregistrar are
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bound to thePatientT andTeleSvcDsk composite roles, respectively.
The collaboration usepcrs of theaidedRegistration collaboration is
a composite collaboration, for which the three composite roles assisted
caller, assisting registrar and Reg assister are bound to
the PatientT, TeleSvcDsk andReceptionistT, respectively. The
collaboration usepcd of the consultation collaboration is a compos-
ite collaboration, for which the three composite rolesconsulter, con-
sul admin istrator andconsultant are bound to thePatientT,
TeleSvcDsk andDoctorT, respectively.

2. Service Model Layer: Specify the behaviour of each elementary collaboration
used in the service.

We illustrate this step by specifying the UML 2.x sequence diagrams for thereg-
istration andcall collaborations as described in step 2a. The UML 2.x se-
quence diagram for theregistration collaboration is shown in Fig. 15 and the
UML 2.x sequence diagram for thecall collaboration is shown in Fig. 16. In both
of these sequence diagrams, we use the STAIRS [18] operatorxalt to express that
each of the alternatives are mandatory in the final implementation.

sd registration

registeree : Registeree registrar : Registrar

RegistrationReq(registeree)

GetPatientDetails(registrar,registeree)

PatientDetails(registeree)

RegistrationOK

xalt

Reject

{ Registeree.registered } { Registrar.registrationComplete }

Figure 15: UML 2.x sequence diagram for theregistration collaboration

For examples demonstrating validation of the visible interface behaviour between
the two elementary roles in the call collaboration with respect to safety and liveness
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sd call

caller : Caller callee : Callee

CallRequest(caller, callee)

Busy(callee)

Answerxalt

NoAnswer

Hangup

{ Caller.calling } {Callee.called }

{ Caller.TalkedTo(Callee) } { Callee.(TalkedTo(Caller) }

Disconnected

Connected

Ringing(callee)

xalt

[time out]

Figure 16: UML 2.x sequence diagram for thecall collaboration

properties, please see [19] which uses a very similar call specification to demon-
strate the validation techniques.

3. Service Model Layer: Specify the composed service behaviour using a global
PESM diagram together with a global composition policy.

The choreography of the behaviour associated with the UML 2.x collaboration
overview diagram shown in Fig. 11 from step 1 is described in the global PESM dia-
gram given in Fig. 17. For the convenience of the reader, the policy rules are shown
as notes annotated to the branches of the PESM diagram, one for each policy rule.
As explained above in step 1, the tele-consultation serviceuses two sub-services,
the aided registration service and the consultation service.

As the collaboration overview diagram shown in Fig. 11 from step 1 uses the sub-
serviceaided Registration which is a composition of elementary collabo-
rations, the behaviour is recursively specified using a global PESM diagram and
composition policies as shown in Fig. 18. Duringaided Registration, the
human receptionist obtains the registration information from the human patient dur-
ing the call, and provides this information to the electronic tele-consultation service
desk. As such, these collaborations are not synchronized, and horizontal coordina-
tion between the collaboration uses is not shown in this view, as the human recep-
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PDP1

prs (registeree ->PatientT, 

registrar -> TeleSvcDsk) : registration

pcrs (assisted caller -> PatientT, reg assister-> 

ReceptionistT, assisting registrar-> TeleSvcDsk) : 

aidedRegistration

PDP4

pcd (consult administrator->TeleSvcDsk, 

consultant -> DoctorT, consulter -

>PatientT) : consultation

pesm Teleconsultation

PDP1_Rule2:

T: ? (Request registration, External, PatientT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor, PatientT.NeedsAssistance,

    ReceptionistT.onDuty, TeleSvcDsk.onLine

G: PatientT.registeredByAssister,  

    ReceptionistT.assistedRegistrationComplete,   

    TeleSvcDsk.registrationComplete

PDP1_Rule1:

T: ? (Request registration, External, PatientT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor, 

     PatientT.AssistanceNotNeeded, TeleSvcDsk.onLine

G: PatientT.registered, TeleSvcDsk.registrationComplete

PDP4_Rule1:

T: ! (RegistrationOK, TeleSvcDsk, PatientT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor, TeleSvcDsk.onLine, 

     DoctorT.AvailableForConsultation, PatientT.registered     

G: TeleSvcDsk.svcAccessed,

     DoctorT.consultationComplete, PatientT.consulted

PDP4_Rule2:

T: ! (RegistrationOK,TeleSvcDsk, ReceptionisT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor, TeleSvcDsk.onLine, 

     DoctorT.AvailableForConsultation, PatientT.registered     

G: TeleSvcDsk.svcAccessed,

     DoctorT.consultationComplete, PatientT.consulted

Figure 17: Global PESM diagram for the tele-consultation service

tionist is responsible for translating information received from the human patient to
the appropriate form required for entering into the electronic service desk. This is
why the two collaborations are shown in parallel.

As can be seen in Fig. 11 and Fig. 18, the trigger ofPDP1_Rule2 in the main
PESM diagram of Fig. 11 followsPDP2 in the sub-ordinate PESM diagram for
AidedRegistration and corresponds to the trigger forPDP1_Rule2 in the
detailed diagram shown in Fig. 18. When the triggerRequest registration
has happened, and the conditions ofPDP2_Rule1 are true, then the action is
that thecall collaboration is performed. Evaluation of Rule 1 atPDP3 is trig-
gered when theAnswer message of thecall collaboration is sent by theReg
assister to theassisted caller, played by thePatientT andRecep-
tionistT respectively.

In order for the goal of policy rulePDP1_Rule2 of Fig. 17 to be true, each of the
role goals of the policy rulesPDP2_Rule 1 andPDP3_Rule1 shown in Fig. 18
must also be true. This means, for example, that the role goalReception-
istT.assistedRegistrationComplete of PDP1_Rule2 is true when
the role goalsassisted caller.TalkedTo(Callee) of PDP2_Rule 1
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PDP2

pcr (caller ->assisted caller, 

callee -> Reg assister) : call

PDP3

rrs (registeree ->Reg assister, 

registrar -> assisting registrar) : 

registration

pesm AidedRegistration

PDP3_Rule1

T: ! (Answer, Reg assister, assisted caller)

C: True, Reg assister.AssistedcallerInCall, 

    assisting registrar.onLine

G: Reg assister.AssistedcallerRegistered, 

    assisting registrar.registrationComplete

PDP2_Rule1

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: True, assisted caller.NeedsAssistance, 

     Reg assister.onDuty

G: assisted caller.TalkedTo(Callee), 

     Reg assister.TalkedTo(Caller) 

Figure 18: Global PESM diagram for theaided Registration collaboration

andReg assister.AssistedcallerRegistered of PDP3_Rule1, re-
spectively, both are true. This follows because theReceptionistT plays both
theassisted caller andReg assister roles.

As the collaboration overview diagram shown in Fig. 11 from step 1 uses the sub-
serviceconsultationwhich is a composition of elementary collaborations, the
behaviour is recursively specified using a global PESM diagram and composition
policies as shown in Fig. 19. Duringconsultation collaboration, the doctor
interacts with the electronic tele-consultation service desk and the doctor is in a call
with the patient. By interacting with the electronic tele-consultation service desk,
the doctor is able to obtain patient data as well as record information in the patient
journal.

The policy trigger for each of the policies thatPDP4 points to in the main diagram
for the global PESM diagram for the tele-consultation service given in Fig. 17 cor-
responds to the trigger for each of the policy rules thatPDP6 points to in the subor-
dinate PESM for theconsultation service. This is because it is theTelesvc-
Dskwhich is bound to theconsult administrator role in theconsulta-
tion collaboration that sends theRegistrationOK message. When one of the
two rulesPDP6_Rule1 or PDP6_Rule2 applies, theadministration col-
laboration can be performed. As part of the behaviour of theadministration
collaboration, theTelesvcDsk bound to theconsult administrator role
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then triggers the evaluation of policy Rule1 atPDP5 by sending theStartCon-
sultation message to theDoctorT bound to theconsultant role. The
administration collaboration runs in parallel to thecall collaboration as
the doctor will need to look up information in the patient journal and record pa-
tient status and test results during the entire consultation by communicating with
the electronic tele-consultation service desk. Thecall collaboration can be per-
formed when the policy rulePDP5_Rule1 applies, that is, when the trigger has
been received by theconsultant and the condition part of the policy rule is true.

PDP5

dcp (caller ->consultant, 

callee -> consulter) : call

PDP6

dap (administrator -> consult administrator, 

adminUser ->consultant) : administration

pesm consultation

PDP5_Rule1

T: ? (StartConsulation, consult administrator, consultant)

C: True, consultant.AvailableForConsultation, 

     consulter.registered        

G: consultant.TalkedTo(Callee) , 

     consulter.TalkedTo(Caller)

PDP6_Rule1

T: ! (RegistrationOK, consult administrator, consulter)

C: True, consult administrator.onLine, 

    consultant.AvailableForConsultation

G: consult administrator.administrationComplete,

     consultant.adminUseComplete

PDP6_Rule2

T: ! (RegistrationOK,consult administrator, External)

C: True, consult administrator.onLine,  

     consultant.AvailableForConsultation

G: consult administrator.administrationComplete,

     consultant.adminUseComplete

Figure 19: Global PESM diagram for theconsultation collaboration
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4. Design Model Layer: Create one elementary role state machine for each ele-
mentary role used in the service.

For each elementary collaboration not taken from the repository but specified in
step 2, one elementary role state machine is created for eachof the two roles in-
volved in the collaboration. Fig. 20 shows the elementary role state machines for
thecaller andcallee roles involved in thecall collaboration.

sm caller

Calling

Idle

RingingAtB

ConnectedToB

Disconnected

BusyatB

sm callee

RingingFromA

ConnectedToA

Disconnected

CallRequest

CallRequest

Busy

Busy

Busy

Ringing

Ringing

Answer

Answer

Hangup

Hangup

NoAnswer

NoAnswer

Figure 20: Role state machines for thecaller andcallee roles
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5. Design Model Layer: Create the local PESM diagrams and localcomposition
policies.

Based on the transformation rules specified in [17], the local PESM diagrams and
local policy rules are derived for each the composite roles involved in the tele-
consultation service. In Fig. 21 the local PESM diagram for thePatientT com-
posite role is shown. The hierarchical structure of theteleconsultation
global PESM diagram is preserved. The right side of Fig. 21 shows theasssisted-
caller andconsulter composite roles, derived from theaided Registra-
tion andconsultation PESMs, respectively. The local PESM diagrams for
theReceptionistT, TeleSvcDsk andDoctorT composite roles are shown
in Fig. 22, Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, respectively. As for the global PESM diagram,
the policy rules to be associated with each PDP in the local PESM diagrams are
illustrated as notes.

PDP1_P

registeree assisted caller

PDP4_P

consulter

PDP2_P

caller

localPesm PatientT

PDP1_P_rule2:

T: ? (Request registration, External, PatientT)

C: PatietT is a Patient of Doctor, NeedsAssistance, 

    ReceptionistT.onDuty, TeleSvcDsk.onLine

G: registeredByAssister

PDP1_P_rule1:

T: ? (Request registration, External,   

     PatientT

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor,   

     AssistanceNotNeeded, 

    assisting registrar.onLine

A: ! (RoleReq(registrar), assisted caller,

     assisting registrar) 

G: registered

localPESM assisted caller

PDP4_P_Rule1:

T: ? (RoleReq(consulter), TeleSvcDsk,  

    PatientT)

C: registered

G: consulted

PDP2_P_Rule1

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: True, NeedsAssistance, Reg assister.onDuty

A: ! (RoleReq(callee), assisted caller, Reg assister)

G: TalkedTo(Callee)

PDP5_P

callee

localPESM consulter

PDP5_P_Rule1

T: ? (RoleReq(callee), consultant, 

    consulter)

C: registered

G: TalkedTo(Caller)

Figure 21: Local PESM diagram for thePatientT composite role
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localPESM reg assister

PDP2_R

callee

PDP3_R

registeree

PDP3_R_Rule1

T: ! (Answer, Reg assister, assisted caller)

C: True, AssistedcallerInCall, assisting register.onLine

A: ! (RoleReq(registrar), Reg assister, assisting registrar)

G: AssistedcallerRegistered, 

PDP2_R_rule1

T: ? (RoleReq(callee), 

    assisted caller, Reg assister)

C: onDuty

G: TalkedTo(Caller)

localPESM ReceptionistT

PDP1_R

reg assister

PDP1_R_Rule2:

T: ? (RoleReq(reg assister), 

    PatientT, ReceptionistT)

C: onDuty

G: assistedRegistrationComplete

Figure 22: Local PESM diagram for theReceptionistT composite role
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PDP1_T

registrar assisting registrar 

PDP2_T

registrar

localPESM assisting registrar

localPESM TeleSvcDsk

PDP1_T_Rule2

T: ? (RoleReq(assisting registrar), 

    PatientT, TeleSvcDsk)

C: online

G: registrationComplete

PDP1_T_Rule1:

T: ? (RoleReq(registrar), 

 PatientT, TeleSvcDsk)

C: online

G: registrationComplete

PDP4_T

consult administrator

PDP4_Rule1:

T: ! (RegistrationOK, TeleSvcDsk, PatientT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor, onLine, 

     DoctorT.AvailableForConsultation,  

     PatientT.registered     

G: svcAccessed

PDP4_Rule2:

T: ! (RegistrationOK,TeleSvcDsk, ReceptionisT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor, onLine, 

     DoctorT.AvailableForConsultation,  

     PatientT.registered

G: svcAccessed

PDP2_T_rule1

T: ? (RoleReq(registrar), 

    assisted caller, assisting 

    registrar)

C: online

G: registrationComplete

PDP6_T

administrator

localPESM consult administrator

PDP6_T_Rule1

T: ! (RegistrationOK, consult administrator, 

    consulter)

C: True, onLine, 

     consultant.AvailableForConsultation

A: ! (RoleReq(adminUser), consult administrator, 

     consultant)

G: administrationComplete

PDP6_T_Rule2

T: ! (RegistrationOK,consult administrator, External)

C: True,    

    onLine, consultant.AvailableForConsultation

A: ! (RoleReq(adminUser), consult administrator, 

    consultant)

G: administrationComplete

Figure 23: Local PESM diagram for theTeleSvcDsk composite role

PDP5_D

caller

PDP6_D

adminUser

PDP5_D_Rule1

T: ? (StartConsulation, TeleSvcDsk, DoctorT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor,

    AvailableForConsultation, PatientT.registered    

A: ! (RoleReq(callee), DoctorT, PatientT )   

G: TalkedTo(Callee)

PDP6_Rule1

T: ? RoleReq (adminUser), TeleSvcDsk, DoctorT)

C: AvailableForConsultation

G: adminUseComplete

Figure 24: Local PESM diagram for theDoctorT composite role
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6. Realization Layer: Create and distribute implementationsof the elementary
role state machines.

A schematic diagram showing the tele-consultation system deployment is given in
Fig. 25. The figure shows the distributed parts of the system:the patient terminal
equipment located in the patient’s home, the doctor terminal equipment located at
the doctor’s office, and the electronic tele-consultation service desk and the recep-
tionist terminal equipment, each located in the hospital. Local policy management
is deployed on each of the distributed parts of the system which are connected to
the central policy management via the network.

Hospital

Patient’s Home

Network

TeleServiceDesk

Receptionist Terminal

Patient Terminal 
Equipment

Doctor’s Office

Doctor Terminal Equipment

CPM

Central Policy 

Management

Local Policy 

Management

Local Policy 

Management

Local Policy 

Management

Local Policy 

Management

Figure 25: Schematic showing the policy managed tele-consultation deployment

For each elementary role state machine created in step 4:

(a) from the elementary role state machine, code is generated as described in [8,
9].

(b) the relevant code is distributed by the central management system to each of
the subscribing Local Service Role Store components of the system. In this
example, the code for the roles to be played by thePatientT composite
role are distributed to the patient’s terminal, the roles tobe played by the
ReceptionisT composite role are distributed to the receptionist’s terminal,
the roles to be played by theDoctorT composite role are distributed to the
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doctor’s terminal and the roles to be played by theTeleSvcDsk composite
role are distributed to the tele-service desk terminal.

7. Realization Layer: Create and distribute descriptions of the local PESM dia-
grams and local composition policies.

How this is actually done is platform specific/implementation dependant and there-
fore we do not address this as part of this example.

8. Realization Layer: Perform dynamic composition of the service.

How this is actually done is platform specific/implementation dependant and there-
fore we do not address this as part of this example.

In the next sections we provide examples of how the tele-consultation service can be
specialised and changed.

6.3 Specialising a Service

In this section, we exemplify specialisation of a service. For any of the sub collaborations
specified in the UML 2.x collaboration static structure specification of a service of step
1, the sub collaboration may be specialised to allow for choice in dynamic composition.
This is done during step 1, or during a reiteration of step 1. By introducing specialisations
as a reiteration of step 1, the 8 steps are then reiterated also.

For example, for the tele-consulation case, in the sub-collaboration usepcr of the
call collaboration, the designer may specify a choice between three specialisations:
chat, voice, or video. Depending on conditions specified in the composition poli-
cies, such as type of terminal support at the Patient, one of these three specialisations
will be chosen during dynamic composition of the service. InFig. 26 the PESM diagram
has been extended to include the specialisation of the collaboration usepcr of thecall
collaboration, to a choice between the collaboration usepcr1 of thechat collabora-
tion, collaboration usepcr2 of thevoice collaboration, and collaboration usepcr3 of
thevideo collaboration. This is done using the tool, by replacing thesingle collabora-
tion with the three specialisations, and replacing the original policy with three new policy
rules, one for each specialisation. We require that the specialised policy rules fulfill all
of the obligations of the policy rule that is being replaced.The resulting, revised global
PESM diagram for theaidedRegistration collaboration is shown in Fig. 26.

The three new rules,PRP2_Rule1s, PRP2_Rule2s andPRP2_Rule3s shown
in Fig. 26 are all specialisations of the policy rulePRP2_Rule1 for PDP2 of the global
PESM diagram shown in Fig. 18 of Sect. 6.2. The conditions of the condition part of the
specialisations imply the conditions of the condition partof the policy rule being replaced
as each of the conditions of policy rulePRP2_Rule1 are also conditions of the three new
rules,PRP2_Rule1s, PRP2_Rule2s andPRP2_Rule3s. Similarly, the role goals
of goal part of the specialisations imply the role goals of the goal part of the policy rule
being replaced.
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pesm AidedRegistration with call choice

PDP2_Rule3s

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: videoOnly, assisted caller.(NeedsAssistance and videoOnly), 

     Reg assister.onDuty   

G: assisted caller.McalledTo(MCallee), 

Reg assister.MCalledTo(MCaller)

PDP2

pcr1 ( chatB -> Reg 

assister, chatA -> 

assisted caller) : chat

pcr2 (vcallee -> Reg 

assister, vcaller -> 

assisted caller) : voice

pcr3 (mcallee -> Reg 

assister, mcaller -> 

assisted caller) : video

PDP3

rrs (registeree ->Reg assister, 

registrar -> assisting registrar) : 

registration

PDP2_Rule2s

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: voiceOnly, assisted caller.(NeedsAssistance and voiceOnly), 

     Reg assister.onDuty 

G: assisted caller.VoiceCalledTo(VCallee), 

     Reg assister.VoiceCalledTo(VCaller)

PDP2_Rule1s

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: chatOnly, assisted caller.(NeedsAssistance 

and chatOnly), Reg assister.onDuty 

G: assisted caller.ChattedTo(ChatA), 

Reg assister.ChattedTo(ChatB)

PDP3_Rule1

T: ! (Answer, Reg assister, assisted caller)

C: True, Reg assister.AssistedcallerInCall, 

    assisting registrar.onLine

G: Reg assister.AssistedcallerRegistered, 

    assisting registrar.registrationComplete

Figure 26: Global PESM diagram for theaided Registration collaboration with
specialisations of thecall collaboration

In Fig. 27, the specialisation of the local PESM diagram for theassisted caller
composite role is shown, as generated from the global PESM and composition policies
using the transformation rules.
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localPESM assisted caller with call choice

PDP2_P

chatA vcaller mcaller

PDP2_P_Rule2

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: voiceOnly, (NeedsAssistance 

     and voiceOnly), Reg assister.onDuty

G: VoiceCalledTo(VCaller

PDP2_P_Rule1

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: chatOnly, (NeedsAssistance 

     and chatOnly), Reg assister.onDuty

G: ChattedTo(ChatB)

PDP2_P_Rule2

T: ? (Request registration, External, assisted caller)

C: videoOnly, (NeedsAssistance 

     and videoOnly), Reg assister.onDuty

G: VCalledTo(MCallee)

Figure 27: Local PESM diagram for theassisted caller composite role used in the
aided Registration collaboration with specialisations of thecall collaboration
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6.4 Changing the Initial Specification by Adding Authentication

Consider, for example, for the Tele-consultation case, that a security analysis recommends
that authentication is required for direct registration tothe electronic tele-consultation
service desk. The analysis has determined that authentication is not required, for aided
registration, as the patient speaks to the receptionist, and not directly to the electronic
tele-consultation service desk. We add therefore, the unilateral two pass authentication
(UTPA) collaboration to the teleconsultation collaboration as shown in Fig. 28. This is
then added to the global PESM diagram prior to the collaboration useprs of registration
in the Teleconsultation PESM for the tele-consultation case, as shown in Fig. 29.

teleconsultation

PatientT

ReceptionistT

TeleSvcDsk

DoctorT

registrar

registeree

 prs : 

registration

 pcd : 

consultation

consulter

consultant

 pcrs : aided

Registration

assisted

caller

reg assister

assisting

 registrar

consult administrator

authenticatorT

authenticateeT

 pas : UTPA

Figure 28: Collaboration overview diagram for the tele-consultation case with authenti-
cation added

For direct registration to the electronic tele-consultation service desk, authentication is
required. We add therefore authentication to the PESM, changing the Global PESM. For
our simplified case, we consider direct authentication to the electronic tele-consultation
service desk to be sufficient. However, if the case is elaborated so that patients are allowed
to browse information at the hospital such as a patient journal or lab results, then different
access rights will need to be allocated on a per patient basis. Support for this requires,
e.g., the User Pull authentication and authorisation patterns. There should be tool sup-
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port consisting of a repository that stores sets of authentication and authorisation patterns
for re-use. For more information on choice of which AA-patterns for composition with
services, please see [14].

PDP1

pas (authenticateeT ->PatientT, 

authenticatorT -> TeleSvcDsk) : UTPA

pcrs (reg assister-> ReceptionistT, assisted caller

-> PatientT, assisting registrar-> TeleSvcDsk) : 

aidedRegistration

PDP5

pcd (consult administrator->TeleSvcDsk, 

consultant -> DoctorT, consulter ->PatientT) 

: consultation

prs (registrar -> TeleSvcDsk, 

registeree ->PatientT) : registration

PDP4

PDP1_Rule2:

T: ? (Request registration, External, PatientT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor, PatientT.NeedsAssistance,

    ReceptionistT.onDuty, TeleSvcDsk.onLine

G: PatientT.registeredByAssister,  

    ReceptionistT.assistedRegistrationComplete,   

    TeleSvcDsk.registrationComplete

PDP4_rule1:

T: ! (AuthenticationOK, TeleSvcDsk, PatientT)

C: PatientT is a Patient of Doctor and Patient authenticated 

     by TeleSvcDsk, PatientT.AssistanceNotNeeded, 

     TeleSvcDsk.onLine

G: PatientT.registered, TeleSvcDsk.RegistrationComplete

PDP1_rule3:

T: ? (Request registration, External, PatientT)

C: Rel (PatientT.secret, TeleSvcDsk.knowledge), PatientT.True, 

     TeleSvcDsk.(Unilateral required AND Challenge required)    

G: PatientT.unilaterally_authenticated, TeleSvcDsk.authentication_successful

pesm Teleconsultation with authentication

PDP1_rule1:

T: ? (Request authentication, External, PatientT)

C: Rel (PatientT.secret, TeleSvcDsk.knowledge), 

     PatientT.True, TeleSvcDsk.(Unilateral 

     required AND Challenge required)  

G: TeleSvcDsk.authentication_successful, 

     PatientT.unilaterally_authenticated

PDP5_Rule1:

T: ! (RegistrationOK, TeleSvcDsk, ReceptionistT)

C: PatientTAutenticatedByTeleSvcDsk, TeleSvcDsk.onLine      

     DoctorT.AvailableForConsultation, 

     PatientT.registered and PatientT.authenticated

G: TeleSvcDsk.svcAccessed,

     DoctorT.consultationComplete, PatientT.consulted

PDP5_Rule1:

T: ! (RegistrationOK, TeleSvcDsk, PatientT)

C: PatientTAutenticatedByTeleSvcDsk, TeleSvcDsk.onLine      

     DoctorT.AvailableForConsultation, 

     PatientT.registered and PatientT.authenticated

G: TeleSvcDsk.svcAccessed,

     DoctorT.consultationComplete, PatientT.consulted

Figure 29: Global PESM for the tele-consultation service, with authentication added
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7 PESM and PDP execution

Before providing a discussion of the feasibility of implementation of the policy-based
approach, in this section we take a closer look at global PESMdiagrams in order to give
a precise understanding of the behaviour associated with the diagrams.

A global PESM defines the combined behaviour of policy management and service
execution in terms of service collaborations and service roles. It has two main types of
nodes that are linked by token flows in the fashion of UML activity diagrams:

• Policy decision points (PDP) that use policy rules to governbranching in the PESM;

• Service activity nodes, which in global PESMs represent service collaborations,
and in local PESMs represent service roles.

Each PDP refers to a set of policy rules that are evaluated when a token enters the PDP
node. The token is then passed on to an outgoing branch corresponding to which policy
rules that evaluate to true. In this manner the PESM precisely defines an ordering of PDPs
and service activity nodes. During execution of a PESM, the policy rules to evaluate are
identified by the current PDP.

For the trigger part of policy rules one must consider two cases:

• The trigger is internal to a service activity node (which represents a collaboration
in a global PESM and a role in a local PESM) and has caused a token to flow from
the activity node into the succeeding PDP. One may assume that the token carries
information about the trigger and thus enables the PDP to know which trigger has
occurred in cases where several alternatives are possible.

• The trigger is external to the preceding service activity nodes, and thus must be cap-
tured and signaled to the PDP by means of separate event monitoring mechanisms.
This may involve waiting in the PDP until the external event has occurred.

In both cases it is assumed that the trigger is known to the PDPwhen policy evaluation
is performed.

7.1 Triggers vs. pins

As mentioned above, some triggers are events of the interactions taking place inside ser-
vice collaborations represented as service activity nodesin the PESM. Other triggers spec-
ify events of interactions that are external to the service activity nodes of a PESM. They
are typically occurring on external interfaces or in collaborations not modelled in the
PESM. We will use the termsinternal triggerandexternal triggerto distinguish the two
cases.

When the token leaves a service activity node of a PESM, all events that may be used
as internal triggers in the following PDP have already occurred and can immediately be
used to evaluate its policy rules. The question is how to capture the events and pass
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the information on to the PDP. From a modeling point of view, the simplest is to use
the standard mechanisms of activity diagrams; either to pass the information along with
the token emitted from the service activity node, or to use different parameter output
pins to represent different triggers (i.e., different outcomes) of a service activity node.
This latter option is not used in the present PESMs, but is demonstrated in the proof-
of-concept experiment explained in Sect. 8. One attractiveproperty of pins is that they
hide interaction details inside service activity nodes, and offer an interface to service and
policy developers that is independent of the interaction protocol.

In the Architectural framework, explained in Sect. 4, one assumes that the implemen-
tation is based on event monitors that listen to the interactions taking place among the
roles of a collaboration and capture triggering events. When a trigger occurs, it is fed to
the PDP, which will then evaluate the policy rules. It is assumed that the event monitoring
is stateless, and that state dependency is expressed in the condition part of policy rules.
With the architectural framework described in Sect. 4, there is no difference in the way
that internal and external triggers are handled by the role policy manager at a PDP, except
that one may have to wait in the PDP until external event occurs.

External triggers require that external events are monitored and captured by something
external to the service activity nodes of the PESM.

8 Proof of Concept: Feasibility of Implementation

In this section we consider the feasibility of implementation of the policy-driven approach
to dynamic service composition. The aim is to demonstrate the new principles, not to
make a new (complete, integrated) tool. We therefore use existing tools for a proof of con-
cept study of the policy-driven approach to dynamic servicecomposition. In Sect. 8.1 we
present the investigations of feasibility of implementation of parts of the tele-consultation
service and the RPM functionality of the architectural framework using the Arctis and
Ramses tools suites [9]. In Sect. 9.1 we provide a summary description of what needs
to be done in order to provide a full implementation of the policy-based approach. In
Sect. 9.2, we provide a set of requirements for a complete, integrated tool.

8.1 Demonstration of Feasibility: Casting PESMs in Arctis

Arctis [9] is a tool for UML2 collaboration and activity diagrams intended to model ser-
vices as collaborations and collaboration compositions. Services are modelled statically
in terms of roles and sub-collaborations using collaboration diagrams. The behaviour of
collaborations is defined using activity diagrams where roles are represented by parti-
tions. In this way it is possible to define service behaviourscompletely with support for
compositional model checking and automatic synthesis of role state machines from which
executable code may be automatically generated.

We asked ourselves if it would be possible to demonstrate thefeasibility of our ap-
proach and its potential for tool support by casting the policy management and PESM
diagrams in Arctis? In the following sections, we present what we found out.
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8.1.1 Arctis adaptations

In order to fully model what goes on when a PESM is executed, one needs to model
the combined behaviour of the policy management and serviceexecution. In the system
architecture, described in Sect. 4, the service managementis provided in a layer separated
from service execution. Since there is no support for such layering in Arctis the two layers
had to be "flattened" when modelled in Arctis.

All control flows must be local to a partition, i.e., to a role,in Arctis. One cannot
specify non-localized flows as we do in the global PESMs. Therefore the Arctis models
are suitable to provide a global view of the distributed behaviour made up of local PESMs,
PDPs and service roles. This means that a PDP is modelled as a collaboration performing
distributed service management and not just as a decision asin the PESM diagrams.

Rather than using interaction events directly as triggers one either uses parameter
output pins to represent different outcomes of an activity,or lets the information be carried
by the token leaving the activity. It is necessary to make a distinction between internal
triggers (events that occur as part of a collaboration), andexternal triggers (triggering
events that are external to the modelled collaborations, e.g., a user interaction). Internal
triggers are encapsulated by the collaboration activity and mapped to output pins, while
external events are captured by external event monitoring activities.

8.1.2 Policy management, policy detection points and policies

A global view of collaboration between two distributed PDPsis modelled as shown in
Fig. 30.

 Figure 30: Collaboration between two distributed PDPs

In Fig. 31, it is assumed that internal triggers are represented by the token flows lead-
ing to PDPs. Thus the input pin represents a known outcome of the preceding collab-
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Figure 31: Activity diagram showing a PDP collaboration

oration, and implicitly an internal trigger if needed. If anexternal trigger is needed, an
external monitoring activity is initiated by issuing a token through the streaming pinGet-
ExternalEvent. When the external event occurs, the event monitor returns atoken
through the streaming pin Event to signal this. Once the triggering event has occurred,
be it external or internal, the next step is to evaluate the PDP rules for this trigger locally
in the initiating role. This will result in one or more rules evaluating to true, with corre-
sponding actions in terms of sub-roles to be proposed to a participating role. There may
be several alternative participating roles, but negotiation will only be carried out with one
at the time. For instance in the tele-consultation service,the participating role inRegi-
stration andAidedRegistration are different.

Since Arctis assumes that data structures and operations are defined using Java, one
must use Java to define the policy rules and policy decisions.This has not yet been
elaborated.

In Arctis, elementary collaborations are modelled as activities where interactions are
represented by flows that cross partition boundaries. Such an activity can be used as a
(distributed) building block that encapsulate the interactions and only offer pins to its
environment, as illustrated by the Negotiate with Peer activity in Fig. 32.

TheNegotiateWithPeer collaboration starts with a role request that carries a (set
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Figure 32: Negotiation With Peer activity diagram

of) proposed Role(s). The participating role then evaluates its local PDP rules in activity
PolicyDetectionPointEvaluation and either agrees to (one of) the proposed
role(s) or proposes an alternative role to the initiating role which is then considered in the
activity CheckProposalPolicies. The outcome is either a confirmation that both
agree on the role, or a rejection which means that they do not agree.

8.1.3 The Tele-consultation Service

The tele-consultation service is modelled in Arctis as shown in Fig. 33. It depicts the
same as in Fig. 17, with some differences:

• The PDPs are represented as collaborations and therefore they are visually different
from those in Fig. 17.

• The composite roles are represented as partitions.

• Parameter output pins are used to represent internal triggers.

• Arctis supports streaming pins which can be used to model interactions between
concurrent activities more precisely than in PESMs, here between PDPs and exter-
nal event monitoring.

• All control flows are local to partitions (i.e., composite roles). Semantically this is
the biggest difference, but in accordance with the mapping to local PESMs.
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Figure 33: Tele-consulation modelled in Arctis

The PDP2 activity of Fig. 17 is detailed in Fig. 34. PDP2 contains two instances of
NegotiateWithPeer. It was necessary in Arctis to model two instances ofNego-
tiateWithPeer to model the policy determined choice between theRegistration
andAidedRegistration since these involve different participating roles.

TheAidedRegistration is detailed in Fig. 35 and theConsultation in Fig. 36.
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Figure 34: Activity diagram showing the PDP2 collaborativebehaviour

Figure 35: Activity for the Aided Registration collaborative behaviour
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Figure 36: Activity for the Consultation collaborative behaviour

Figure 37: Activity for the Call collaborative behaviour

The Call collaboration is used in both theAidedRegistration andConsul-
tation collaborations. The behaviour associated with the Call collaboration is shown
in Fig. 37. TheCall Set Up is detailed in Fig. 38 and the Call Terminate is detailed
in Fig. 39. Note that the flow lines crossing partition boundaries represent interactions.
When Arctis synthesizes state machines for the roles, it will automatically create mes-
sages to be passed over a buffered communication medium. Themessage names thus cre-
ated will not necessarily correspond to the messages of the Sequence diagrams in Fig. 15
and Fig. 16.
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Figure 38: Activity for the Call Setup collaborative behaviour

Figure 39: Activity for the Call Terminate collaborative behaviour
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8.2 Discussion: Casting PESMs in Arctis

When casting the PESM diagrams in the Arctis tool [8, 9] we were forced to carefully
consider all details of the PESM diagrams from a slightly different point of view and to
make sure the resulting models were passing the static checks performed by the tool. Al-
though our explorations using the Arctis tool are not complete in all details, they served
to demonstrate feasibility and basic soundness. The main lessons learned from this ex-
periment are the following:

1. It is possible, with some adaptation, to represent the behaviour of PESMs and their
distributed PDPs precisely using UML 2.x collaborations and Arctis.

2. Thus basic tool support for the localized flows of PESMs is feasible by means of
Arctis.

3. In the present Arctis models, the policies need to be defined using Java.

4. More elaborate support for editing and validating policies will require additional
functionality. It seems likely that such functionality canbe provided as plug-ins to
Arctis.

5. The Arctis models policy management and service collaborations in essentially the
same way without separating these in different layers. To fully realize the archi-
tectural solution from Sect. 4 one would need to develop a platform support that
clearly separates service roles from policy management roles.

6. Support for realising clear separation of service roles from policy management roles
in the tool deserves further attention in future work.

Arctis offers two important features that have not been utilized in the present experi-
ment, model checking to ensure dynamic correctness of the models, and design synthesis
to generate executable implementations from the models. This will be explored in future
work.

9 Discussion

In this report, we have outlined how the policy-enabled dynamic composition of services
can be implemented. We have exemplified use of the method for the tele-consultation
case, however, the method is first practical and usable with tool support. Although we
have not fully implemented the tele-consultation service presented, and there is currently
only basic tool support for specifying PESM diagrams, we claim that it is quite feasible
to implement the approach, based on our explorations using the Arctis tool [8, 9], as
explained above in Sect. 8.2.
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9.1 Implementation

An implementation project to implement the Policy-based Dynamic Composition ap-
proach and methodology will consist of two parts, 1) implementation of tool support
for specifying PESMs and composition policies, and 2) Implementation of policy man-
agement support in the runtime system, to enable execution of services dynamically.

1. Implementation of tool support

• Service model layer: Implementation of tool support for specifying global
PESMs and policies. The tool should also support specification of Collab-
orations hierarchically, where the basis modelling element is an elementary
two-party collaboration. For each elementary collaboration, the visible in-
terface behaviour is defined, e.g., by a UML sequence diagramor semantic
interfaces. The tool should provide support for validationof the visible in-
terface behaviour between the two roles of an elementary collaboration with
respect to safety and liveness properties as described in [4,5,19].

• Design model layer:Implementation of transformation rules for transforming
the global PESMs and policies to local PESMs and local policies (this should
be straightforward, as these rules are specified in [17]).

• Realization layer:Code generation. This includes generation of code for each
of the elementary role state machines, as well as machine executable local
policy rules and local PESM descriptions.

2. Implementing the management system. Chisel [7] and POEMA[11] are similar
examples of such a policy-based management system, although they are used in a
different way (as explained in the Sect.1 above). Both Chisel [7] and POEMA [11]
are examples that demonstrate that implementing such a policy-based approach to
managing dynamic execution of services is possible.

Working the tele-consultation example to demonstrate the practicality of the method-
ology without tool support (other than a visio template for UML 2.0) was very tedious
as it was difficult to ensure consistency across the different diagrams. A tool should in-
clude support for ensuring consistency across the different service layer specifications
(the UML 2.x collaboration overview diagram, the sub-services and elementary collabo-
rations, the interface behaviour specifications for the elementary roles, the PESM diagram
and the global composition policies).

For example, to ensure consistency between the PESM diagramand the composition
policy, the tool should support automatic generation of PDPname for each PDP within
a global PESM diagram. Additionally, each policy rule name should be automatically
generated, including the pointer to the PDP. When the PDP is clicked on to create rules,
the name should be automatically generated, and, the rule template should pop-up with
syntax for each of the rule fields (T, C, A, G) to guide the designer to correctly complete
the rule. Regarding the goal part of the policy, this should specify (or refer to) the role
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goal as specified in the behaviour specification of the role, to ensure consistency, and the
designer should be provided with guidance to ensure this. Bythis we mean that a designer
should not be able to specify a policy rule that requires a goal of role that is different from
the goal specified in the behavioural specification of the role.

An implementation project to implement the Policy-based Dynamic Composition ap-
proach and methodology should evaluate the performance of the dynamic service execu-
tion in full scale implementation. Performance measurements should be carried out in a
full implementation as the impact on performance introduced by the policy management
system should be evaluated.

9.2 Tool support requirements

Based on the Case Study of Sect. 6 and the Proof of Concept investigations for realization
of the policy-based dynamic composition approach of Sect. 8.1, we arrive at a set of
requirements for tool support. Tool support is required for:

• specifying the service using a UML 2.x collaboration diagram overview as de-
scribed in step 1 of the methodology.This includes support for specifying each
of the collaboration uses involved in the composed service along with support for
specification of the behaviour of each elementary collaboration used in the service
as described in step 2 of the methodology. Additionally, thetool should provide
support for validation of the visible interface behaviour between the two roles of an
elementary collaboration with respect to safety and liveness properties as described
in [4,5,19].

• a repository/library for storing re-usable service specifications specified as de-
scribed in steps 1 and 2 of the methodology.It should be possible for the devel-
oper to access the repository/library and select such service specifications for re-use
when specifying a service (or family of services).

• specifying the global PESM diagram and composition policies for the service (or
family of services) as described in step 3 of the methodology. Support is required
for defining, browsing and editing policies that point to thePDPs of the PESM.
To ensure consistency, the PESM specification should be linked to the UML 2.x
collaboration overview diagram. This may be done by clicking on a collaboration
use in the UML 2.x collaboration overview diagram to select ordering/placement of
a collaboration use as a node in the PESM.

• creating the design model specifications as described in steps 4 and 5 of the method-
ology. It is desirable that the tool should support automatic transformations to local
policies and local PESMs.

• creating and distributing implementations of the elementary role state machines, the
local PESM descriptions and the local composition policiesas specified in steps 6
and 7 of the methodology.The resulting policies should be machine-executable,
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for use by the RPM in governing dynamic service execution. Similarly, the local
PESM descriptions should be machine-executable for use by the RPM.

9.3 Dynamic Service Composition

In Sect. 1 we pointed out that there are varying degrees of dynamic composition that may
be achieved depending on which dynamic composition techniques are used, as explained
in [1, 13]. In this section we explain the degree of dynamic composition that can be
achieved using the methodology presented in this report. Weprovide this discussion by
dividing the degree of dynamic composition that can be achieved into four levels as stated
and explained in the following:

1. Dynamic choice in service execution.At this level, the complete PESM and the
composition policies its PDPs point to is specified at designtime, policy only is used
during service execution to select paths/subgraphs. This level of dynamic compo-
sition can be achieved by following each of the steps of the methodology provided
in Sect. 5. At runtime, services are executed dynamically, depending on policy
choices. Policy governs which services are combined at runtime and in which or-
der, but according to the pre-defined plan specified by the PESM and composition
policies.

2. Dynamic choice in service execution with policy induced changes.In addition to 1.,
the addition and/or removal of pre-defined subgraphs is enabled by changing policy
rules (adding/changing/removing policy rules). This level of dynamic composition
can be achieved by reiterating the steps of the methodology provided in Sect. 5,
resulting in changes to the PESM and policy changes that needto be distributed to
the system as well as possible additions/changes/deletions to service roles available
in the distributed parts of the system.

3. Dynamic choice in service execution with policy induced changes and service plug-
ins. In addition to 1. and 2., it is possible to plug-in collaborations dynamically into
the PESM diagram by matching the goals of collaborations to the goals stated in the
policy rules. This level would allow for parts of a PESM to be further specialised
for different situations. For example, not just specifyingunilateral two pass (UTPA)
authentication as the authentication collaboration to use, but also allowing a range
of different specializations of UTPA to be plugged in, depending on the situation.
While we have not addressed this level directly in our work, it is fully possible by
extending the syntax and semantics of composition policiesand PESM diagrams so
that a method for enabling plug-in of collaborations can be specified.

4. Automatic PESM-based service composition.At this point, our approach does not
enable automatic composition, and it is left for further work to investigate whether
a PESM diagram can automatically be generated.
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Considered as a predefined, static graph, a PESM enables flexibility in choosing
among its branches according to policies. By dynamically changing the set of policy
rules associated with the PDPs one may dynamically change the branching criteria and
thereby adapt to different situations. One may adapt to individual preferences by using
profile information in the condition part of policy rules. One may even allow the set of
rules that a apply to a PESM to vary, depending on the different actors in order to achieve
more flexibility. This would require that the policy rules are actor dependent, or local to
each actor.

Allowing complete or partial PESMs to be dynamically downloaded and made avail-
able for execution can further increase the dynamic flexibility in two ways:

1. Substituting an existing PESM for a new one, by changing the reference to the
PESM to use;

2. Adding new branches to an existing PESM by changing or adding policy rules (in
its PDPs) to points to the new PESM.

Using these techniques one may provide extremely flexible configuration of actor be-
haviour by starting from an initial PESM with just one PDP, which is used to select its
"application" PESMs according to its policies and preferences.

10 Conclusion

In this report we have elaborated our modelling approach to dynamic service composition
by introducing the concept of a hierarchical PESM diagram. We have explained its use
for a tele-consultation case. We provide an architectural framework for a policy-based
dynamic composition system and we have explained how policy-enabled dynamic ser-
vice composition can be deployed in the runtime system. A methodology is provided
explaining how to use the policy-enabled concept to model, design and deploy dynamic
composition of services. The report shows how the policy-based approach to dynamic
composition functions at the implementation level. Policies are not just suitable for high
level abstraction/specification mechanisms, but also are apart of the deployment in the
runtime system. The methodology enables a large degree of variability in the services that
the provider is able to offer to customers. Policy is also used to enable dynamic choice
between services to be offered.

The distributed architecture described in Sect. 4.1 supports the separation of the policy-
enforcement mechanism from the policies themselves, the monitoring function, and the
services that are to be dynamically executed. As described in Sect. 4.1, the architecture
provides a means of supporting the realization of policy-based dynamic execution of ser-
vices. The objectives for the architectural given in Sect. 3.1 have been satisfied. We now
consider the objectives for the methodology given in Sect. 3.2. In Sect. 5, we have de-
fined a general methodology for policy-enabled dynamic composition of services. This
methodology may be used with existing UML methodologies such as the rational unified
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process (RUP) [10]. RUP describes which models should be created at each stage in the
development process. Similarly, the methodology presented here also describes which
models are created at the service, design and realization layers. The RUP development
phases involve a series of iterations. As explained in Sect.5, each of the steps may be
iterated a number of times. The methodology describes how touse the models to spec-
ify, design, and deploy services that may be adapted and managed more easily to suit the
changing requirements of users and enable more rapid deployment of secure services (dy-
namically). We believe that the methodology should be easy for a designer to understand
and use, however, we have not tested this by conducting experiments. This is first relevant
with tool support.

The concepts described here provide a starting point towards realizing policy-based
dynamic composition of services, in the runtime environment.
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